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INTRODUCTION.

This Thesis deals with the worship of the Scottish 
Reformed Church during the period 1550-1638. Strictly 
speaking there was no reformed Church in Scotland until 
1560. There were however Reformed Congregations earlier 
and the treatise deals with the worship of such in the 
ten years preceding the Reformation. When dealing with the 
General History of the Scottish Church during the years 
mentioned, we find that it may be divided into fairly well 
defined periods^by the establishment of the Reformed Church 
in 1560, the Convention of Leith in 1572, the establishment 
of Presbyterianism in 1592 and the introduction of Episcopacy 
in 1610. There are however, no such landmarks in the 
history of the worship of the Church. With the passing of 
theSecond Prayer Book of King Edward VI, sometime after 
1560 there came the Book of Common Order and this continued 
to be the guide for the worship of the people under every 
different form of church government. The only serious 
attempt made to displace this book was that of King Charles 
whose Book of Common Prayer (Laud's Liturgy) was summarily 
rejected by the Scots. Similarily with the Scottish 
Psalter adopted by the Church in 1564. It continued in use 
throughout the whole period under review until it was displaced 
by that of Rous in 1650.

The records of the Reformed Church of Scotland are 
very scanty so far as its earlier days are concerned. Only 
one Synod possesses a volume of records which treats of the 
years prior to 1600 and the volume in question only covers 
a space of six years. Eight Presbyteries have records 
earlier than the year 1600 but none so far as is known earlier 
than 1581.

About a dozen Kirk Sessions are the possessors of 16th 
century records and in one case - that of St. Andrews - the 
Register of the Kirk Session actually begins before 1560. 
A few of these records - or extracts from them - were published 
many years ago by the Abootsford,Bannatyne and other Clubs, 
while in more recent days the Register of St. Andrews and 
the Records of Elgin (the latter dating from 1584) have been 
published, the former by the Scottish History Society, tfce 
latter by the New Spalding Club. A certain amount of informa 
tion is to be gleaned from local histories but the writer 
regrets to say that he has found this source rather disappoint 
ing.

The plan adopted in writing this thesis has been to go 
over the various orders of worship first of all, and then 
deal with incidents and customs illustrative thereof. As the 
Book of Common Order was in many respects a reproduction of 
the Book of Geneva it has not been thought necessary to write 
up more than once, the forms common to both. These are 
therefore dealt with under the heading "Book of Geneva." In 
the case of the Psalter the same plan has been followed, 
all/



all references to the Paalm Book used after 1560 being brought 
into one section. In many cases, reference has been made 
to Scottish Customs later than 1638. These are in some 
instances at least survivals of earlier ones and indicate 
what was in use in Scotland previous to the Westminster 
Assembly.

Each section in the thesis is more or less complete 
in itself/*' This explains why occasionally the same thing 
is referred to more than onc^,, e.g. Easter Communijbn is 
dealt with under the section Festivals and Saints 1* Days* and 
also under the section dealing with'The Lord's Supper* 
The period dealt with (1550-1638) is one of great interest 
in the History of Scotland and perhaps it is not less 
interesting in this matter of the form of worship used then 
in its parish churches. Many things, which during the 
19th century, were held to be 'Unpresbyterian 1 will be 
found to have been practised by the Reformers and their 
immediate successors, while other practices believed to 
be truly Scottish may be found to be 'innovations' introduced 
from England after 1638.

In conclusion the writer has to express his warm thanks 
to Professor Mackinnon and Principal Perry for much valued 
help and guidance, to the Librarians and officials of the 
University, Advocates^ General Assembly^ and Signet Libraries, 
Edinburgh, df the Baillie Library, Glasgow and the Carnegie 
Library, Dunfermline, for their kindness and assistance 
while consulting the collections of books under their 
respective charges.
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SUMMARY

. 1557

No Scottish Reformed church in 1550- Reformation 

not a single event. Congregations of Protestants before 

1560. References to worship meagre. Knox's letter. 

Reading of scripture. Psalm singing. Metrical Psalms 

in use. Book of Gude and Godlie Ballads. Wedderburns 

and their work. Sti»«hold and Hopkins Psalter. Common 

Prayers. The phrase usually applied to those in Anglican 

Book of Common Prayer. Baptism. Lay Baptism recognised as 

valid "by the church of Rome. Lord's Supper celebrated by 

Knox in St Andrews in 154?• The order he used at Berwick 

on Tweed. Founded on Liturgy of Zurich. Description of 

the Service. Communion Services in Scotland^ Version of 

Scripture. English Bibles in Scotland, probably Tyndall's 

version.

1557 1562. Second Prayer Book of King Edward VI. 

Protestants lajr foundation of a definite organisation. 

Demand for services in the vulgar tongue. Petition of the 

Reformers. Suggestion of the Churchmen. Desire for Common 

Prayers. What Prayer Book was meant? No doubt as to its 

being Second Prayer Book of King Edward VI. Not difficult to 

understand why this Book was in demand in Scotland. Its

History. Was it used for the Sacraments etc? Probably used 
as a guide in some things. Me Crie's strange objection not



well founded. Some laymen inclined to usurp the functions 

of the Ministry. Lessons from Old and New Testament. This 

does not necessarily mean lihat lessons from the Apocrypha 

were excluded. Later use of King Edward's Book. Knox's 

custom with regard to the Psalms. Form of Burial at Montrose.

BOOK OF GENEVA.

English Exiles in Frankfort. Form of their worship. 

Exiles in Zurich and Strasburg. Projects for union. An 

order of worship drawn up. Troubles with the Anglican party. 

Knojf withdraws to Geneva. The order of worship printed there. 

Description. Confession of Faith. Election of Ministers etc. 

Public worship . Baptism. The Lord's Supper. Marriage. 

Visitation of the sick. Burial. Ecclesiastical -"*- —

BOOK of COMMON ORDER

First mention of Book of Geneva. First Scottish Edition. 

Edition approved by the church. Description of extra 

material therein. Other editions. Gaelic Edition. Service 

for blessing a ship. Use of the Book. Minister not tied 

to all its forms. Rubrics allowing full freedom. Certain 

prayers however prescribed. Me Cries remarks. His views 

contradicted by facts. Forms not to be neglected. What is 

meant by Common Order. Ministers to conform themselves to 

the book. Not merely for the ignorant. The dhurch of Geneva 
not composed of ignorant people. No objection to read 
prayers in early Reformation days. Its use not merely



provisional. Numerous editions. Covenanting testimony 

to the use of the Book. Also Episcopalian. Its use 

reduced towards end of period. Why this disuse. Brownist 

influence. Liberty to vary the form leads to the form being 

neglected. Assembly decides that read prayers are lawful. 

Continental influence. Final blow dealt by Charles I in his 

attempt to introduce Lands Liturgy. Petitions against this 

Liturgy are yet in favour of the old form.

PSALTER

Nucleus of the Psalter. Sternhold and Hopkin's version, 

The Scottish Revision. Were Hymns sung in Public worship? 

Ross's Sonnet. Action by Public Authorities. Tunes. 

Incident of John Durie. Old Tune books. Psalter of 1635. 

Musical attainments of the people Sang Schools. The Doxology, 

W<nzet T s evidence as to its use. Used before 1^60 by the 

Reformed. Psalters containing Doxologies. Baillie's 

dispute with those who opposed the singing of it. Considered 

by the Westminster Assembly. Collects on the Psalms. Taken 

from works of Marlorat. Relics of the did Reformation 

Psalter,Supplanted by RoVs version. King James 1 version 

rejected. Prose version.

INSTRUMENTAL LOTS 1C

Early Scottish organs, Jiot mentioned by the Reformers. Still 

in use in some places in 1594* Hume and his Lute. Organ in 

Chapel Royal. Charles orders them to be placed in Cathedrals. 

Presbyterian objections. Sunday music.



PUBLIC WORSHIP

Service for Daily Prayer in Book of Common Order, Wo 

mention of reading of Scripture. Reason for this,Were
•

prayers read on a week day when sermon was also given? 

Different methods in different places. The Reader. Was 

the office abolished in 1581? Texts chosen by Kirk 

Sessions. References to Daily prayers in Scottish churches. 

Services not to be too long. Change of preaching day to 

commemorate the King's escape. Lords Day service. Prayers 

and preaching combined on Sunday. Cowper f s account of a 

Sunday Service, Breretons; Henderson's.Second service. 

Catechising. Catechisms used. Methods employed. Use of 

Lord's Prayer and Creed. Prefacing. Dropping of the 

Confession. The Offering, taken at the door, or the 

churchyard gate. Sometimes during the service. Postures 

Kneeling at Prayer. Standing at praise. Covering the 

head in time of preaching by the men. Women not allowed to 

cover theirs. Separation of men and women in church. Bad 

behaviour in church. Rushing from the church before the 

blessing. Bowing in the pulpit. Private prayer by the 

congregation.

PROPOSED ALTERATIONS in SCOTTISH SERVICE

Proposals of Burnt^Lsland Assembly. Easter Communion 

ordered. Archbishop Spottiswood's proposal. Acts of Aberdeen 

Assembly. Howats Form of Prayer. Cov/per's Draft. Latfd*



Liturgy. Presbyterian objections thereto. Read in a few 

places only. Book of Canons.

THE LORD'S SUPPER.

Order oL Service in Book of Common Order. Some special 

points. Table Services. Additional Prayers. Doctrine of 

the Lord's Supper "high". Was this order followed? Need 

for revision felt by all parties. Gillespie's order, 

Calderwood's. Henderson's, Cowper's. LaflMs Liturgy. Service 

for non-communicants, Controversy as to kneeling at reception. 

Unseemly disputes in church. Estates confirm articles of 

Perth. James continues to enforce kneeling, Charles does 

the same. Little opposition in the North. Practice of 

minister distributing the elements himself. Elders at 

Communion "fable.^|/othing as to their duty there in standards
•

of the church. Others than elders assisting.

Offering at the Communion. Taken at Table in addition 

to the ordinary collection. Various methods employed.

Seasons of Communion. Book of Common Order says 

usually once a month. This never followed in Scotland. No 

fixed method in fixing Communion seasons. Alterations to 

fit certain parishioners. Communion always in morning. 

Sometimes very early. Communion on two or more Sundays. 

Special celebrations. Act of Assembly of l6l6. Never put 

into force. Easter Communion,Opposition. Christmas communion

proposed.

Communion of the Sick. Communion in private Houses



commtn in Reformation days. Continued in spite of the 

Assembly. Proposals of Perth Assembly. Communion given to 

the sick in Aberdeen. Westminster Divines deal with the matter. 

Communicants taking away part of the elements. The Elements. 

Bread and Wine. Unleavened bread sometimes used. Had
A

Knox anything to do with this; Difficulty in getting white 

bread. Cutting the bread into "dice". Objection by Gillespie. 

Wine used chiefly claret. Water sometimes mixed therewith. 

Was wine the only liquor used! References to ale at Communion. 

Enormous quantities of wine used. Pew strangers at communion 

in earlier days. Young Communicants. Bringing in of the 

elements. Is this a survival? Done in the Greek church.

Formerly in the Anglican. Later references. Communion
., 7>bltt 

Table and wessels. Every church to have triBMt. Tables

often set up for the occasion. Early Table shown on Trinity
C>b>e 

College Patfin. Four square 4BHR for the elements. Long

Table used in times of Episcopacy. Always covered with v/hite 

linen cloth. Elements also covered . Lauds ornaments. 

Communion often celebrated in the ancient chancel. But also 

in the "Body of the Kirk". Fencing the Tables.

Communion vessels. Destruction of Pre-Reformation 

Communion Plate. Domestic vessels used. Act of Scottish 

Parliament for provision of communion cups etc. Tokens. 

Pre Reformation survival.

Services in connection with the Lord's Supper. The 

Examination meetings for removal of variances. Quaint customs. 

The Exhortation. Saturday Service. Fast Days. Often on 

Sunday. Westminster Directory does not enjoin any Fast day 

in connection with communion. Fasting communion. Thanksgiving 

services. Admission to the Lord's Table. No reference to an



admission ceremony in Reformation Documents. Traces of such 

later. Prestonpans, Dalgety, Confirmation enjoined by 

Articles of Perth, Cowpers Draft Ceremony. Laud's Liturgy. 

Ceremony seldom or never performed. Presbyterian objections 

to Confirmation.

FESTIVALS and SAINTS DAYS

Change in attitude of Reformers. Book of Discipline 

condemns "Feasts of our Lady". Communion on Festival days. 

Assembly takes exception to Festival days in Helvetic Confession.
•

Troubles about days. People insist on observing them. 

Calendar containing such days printed in Calendar in Psalm book. 

Covenant of l^Sl., Christmas. King orders observance of 

Master Perth Articles. Easter communion not objected to.

Services for Festivals. Sermon the main feature. LtTit, 
T4*-n /c« £ » v/wgf.

BAPTISM

Service in Book of Common Order. Wtnzets remarks thereon. 

Bason for Baptism. Old Fonts used in some places. Scottish 

Parliament orders Basons and Lavers to be provided. Use of 

the Laver. Baptism only in church and on preaching days. 

Private Baptism allowed by Articles of Perth. This resented 

by Presbyterian Party. Godfathers and Godmothers. Breretons 

description of Baptismal Service. Henderson's account. Kneeling 

at Baptism. Laymen censured for administering the Sacrament. 

Interesting case at St Andrews.

MARRIAGE.

Service in Book of Common Order. Marriages on Sunday. 

In face of congregation. Special place in church for the cere 

mony. Ministers censured for marrying in private houses. Banns.



Session makes its own rules as to who should "be allowed
* •

marriage. The ring in marriage. Used as a civil rite. 

Offering at marriage service. Those aboutto be married to
•

have sufficient religious knowledge.

BURIAL

No reference to any service except Exhortation in the 

Book of Common Order. Book of Discipline leaves a loophole
»

for a Burial Service. Sermon and prayer by Knox at funeral 

of Regent Moray. Funeral Sermon the only service both among 

Episcopalians and Presbyterians. Obsequies of nobles, 

Assembly of 1638 passes act against Funeral Sermons. These 

popular among English Puritans. The Dregy ̂Religious services 

before funeral. Pomp of nobility's funerals. Act of 

Parliament thereanent. Funerals of poor not to be neglected. 

Bells at funerals. Burial of Suicides, of the excommunicated, 

of the unbaptized. Episcopalian Service. Churchyard super 

stitions. A

FASTING

Order of the General Fast in Book of Common Order. 

Prescribed Lessons and Psalms. Fasting regarded as a 

Scriptural form of Discipline. No meat eaten during a fast. 

Lord's Supper sometimes conjoined with a fast.

EXCOMMUNICATION and PUBLIC REPENTANCE

Order in the Book of Common Order, a compilation. 

Summary excommunication. Reception of a person so cast out. 

Second order used after Admonition. Order of Public 
Repentance. Form of Absolution. Claims made by the ministry



as to their power to absolve. Earlier forms. Use in later 

times. Cases of Lord Hume and Marquis of Huntley. 

Henderson's references to Excommunication.

ORDINATION of MINISTERS etc.

Order of the election of Superintendent in Book of 

Common Order. IIo mention of laying on of hands. This rite 

in use in 1566 despite what is said in Book of Discipline. 

Douglas inducted at St Andrews. Erskine of Dun. Controversy 

as to imposition of hands. Case of Bruce. Ordination after 

1610. Ordinal of 1620, Interesting points of the ceremony. 

Delivery of the Bible. Early and late examples. Presbyteries 

and their right to ordain. Cases of Gillespie and Kerr. 

Ordination by commissioners. Fasting at ordinations. 

Consecration of Bishop$'* Scottish form of 1620. Adapted 

from the Anglican order. Scots form supplies what some have 

thought wanting in that order. Nothing said as to ordination 

of Deacons. . Alteration of ordinal in 1636? Laud's 

"essential words". Dress of candidates. Ordinal condemned 

by Assembly of 1638.

Admission of Elders and Deacons. No form in Book of 

Common Order. One in Knox's works. Used in Edinburgh 

authorised by General Assembly. Gillespie on the order of 

admission.

APPENDICES

Church Furniture.

Only articles mentioned in Book of Common Order fulpit 

and Communion Table. Specimens of the former. Covering for



the Pulpit. Lettern near the pulpit. The penitents Stool. 

The Pillar. The Alms box. Interior of a church circa 1568.

II 

Ecclesiastical Dress.

Survivals of mediaeval dress. The Gown. Regulations of

King James. Gown worn by leaders of the Presbyterians.
* " >Spottiswood refuses to wear whites. Bishop-s robes at King

Charles Coronation. Later regulations. Bands. Gloves.

Ill

Version of the Scriptures 

Geneva version used. Instances of early use. Only
*

Version printed in Scotland up to l633» Lekprevik undertakes 

to print it but does not do so. Arbuthnet does so. Reference 

to a proposed new version in 1601. Geneva version used 

long after Authorised version introduced. Authorised 

version used by Gillespie and others.

********



1550 - 1557. 
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THE WORSHIP OP THE SCOTTISH REFORMED C._.'_.___. 
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

1550 ~ 1557. 
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

Strictly speaking there was no Scottish Reformed Church 

in 1550 - for at that time, as for many years afterwards no one 

thought that there could be two churches in one nation and 

it was not until 1560 that the Roman Church of fiscally gave 

way to the Church Reformed. We have of course to remember 

that the Reformation was not a single event to which a single 

definite date can be attached. The movement for reform in 

theological and ecclesiastical matters In Scotland can be 

traced as far back as the fourteenth century, and by the 

year 1550 the movement had gathered many adherents. By that 

time there were congregations of Protestants of greater or 

fewer numbers throughout the country and It is of the worship 

of such congregations that we now write. Writing in 1551 

after a v'Lsit to the Scottish Borders John at Ulmis states 

that "as to the commonalty It is the general opinion that

greater numbers of them are rightly persuaded as to the true
2 

religion than here among us in England," while just four

years later, Knox, after a visit to his native land could say* 

"If I had not seen it witfc my own eyes In my own country I

could not have believed • . . The fervency here doth far
3 

exceed all others that I have seen." It has to be

remembered that when Knox made that statement he had been for 

several years in England, norminally a Protestant country, and 

had not simply been confined to one part of it but had 

officiated at various parts. On the other hand Bishop Leslie

1. Mac Ewan History of the Church in Scotland (274-5) connects 
the Reformation movement with the Wars of Independence. 
Several 14th Century references to heretics in Scotland 
will be found in Hay Fleming^ Reformation in Scotland. 
Chap.l.

2. uriginal letters Parker Society. Page 434.
3. Letters to Mrs Bowes November 4th 1555. Works IV.217.
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speaks of the reformed preachers "stirring up the rude, the 

unlearned and the blind, with their stupid (gukit) answers and 

foolish (glaiket) preaching in chimney nooks, secret holes

fcnisuch private place*'1 Adam Wallace, who was martyred In
2 

1550 confessed to have taught In "private places," and his

words w5.th those of Leslie are evidence that in some places 

at least the Protestants could only worship by stealth. In 

other places there was more freedom. In Dundee, the Town
*

Council as early as 1554 refused to allow the church author 

ities to withdraw children from a sch&ol v/here heresy was
3 

being taught. In Edinburgh In 1555 "The trumpet blew the

old sound," writes Knox to his mother-in-law,"three days

together till private houses of indifferent largeness could
4 

not contain the voice of lt,'w

Wishart had laboured in IXmdee and had formed a
5 

congregation there and at Montrose, while reformed opinion

was strong enough In some other* places to allow him to
6 

preach in the Parish church. At Mauchline the Sheriff

"caused man" the church to keep him out and the people,
7 

according to Knox, would have broken into the sanctuary

had he allowed them. Wishart, however, forbade violence of 

any description and for three hours preached to the

assembly In the fields "the first Instance In Scotland of a
8 

field conventicle," As to t&e form the worship took at

those early Protestant services we have little reliable 

evidence before 1556, when we have certain references to

1. History S.T.S.II. 397.
2. MacSwan History 11,28. (Copied from Poxe)
3. Edgar History of Scottish Education 116,
4. Works Vol.IV. - 218.
5. Mltchell. Scottish Reformation 75.
6. e.g. Galston. Knox Works 127.
7. Works Vol.I.128.
8. Matheson Politics and Religion in Scotland P. 13.
9. Horks 1.139.
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the methods of Protestant worship contained In a letter 

from Knox entitled a "Letter of vfaolesome counsel addressed 

to his brethren In Scotland" which was written In the month 

of July In that year. In this somewhat lengthy epistle he 

reminds the heads of families that within their own houses 

they are Bishops and Kings, their bishoprle and kingdom 

being their wives, children and servants. "Let your tongues,"

he says "learn to praise the gracious goodness of Him Whose
2 

mere mercy hath called you from darkness to light." All

belonging to the household are to be made "partakers in 

reading and exhorting and in making common prayer, which 

I would in every house were used once a day at least ... and 

thus much," he concludes this section, "for the exercises 

within your own house." He then goes on to w'rite of large 

gatherings. "I think it necessary," he says, "for the

conference of scriptures assemblies of brethren he had*
5 

The order therein to be observed is expressed by S.Paul and

therefore I need no use many words in that behalf, only 

willing (advising) that when ye convene or come together, 

which I would were once a week, that your beginning should 

be from confession of your offences, and invocation of 

the Spirit of the Lord Jesus to assist you in all your 

godly enterprises. And then let some place of Scripture be 

plaitoly and distinctly read so much as shall be thought 

sufficient for one day or time, which ended, If any brother 

have exhortation, question or doubt let him not fear to speak

1. Knox IV. 129 - 140.
2. Livingstone "Scottish Psalter of 1635" p.10 says

"Neither Knox nor Galderwood mentions any express instance 
of psalm singing in connection with Public preaching. In 
the early years of the Reformed Movenent In Scotland? He 
must have overlooked the above.

3. Knox never refused to give the writers of the Testament 
what some of his successors termed "popish Titles." 

The reference may be to Golossious JXL - 16 "Teaching
and admonishing,.one another in psalms and hymns and 
spiritual songs" or I. Corinthians XIV.40 "Let all things
be done decently and in order."
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or move the same so that he do it with moderation either to 

edify or to be edified." He goes on to add that if anything 

occurs in the text which they are not themselves able to 

understand that the same should be put in writing before 

the congregation is dismissed and laid before some person more 

skilled in interpretation. He himself would be very willing 

to help in such a way. He continues, "I would in reading the 

scripture you should join some books of the Old and some of 

the New Testament together as Genesis with one of the 

Evangelists. Exodus with another and so on, ever ending such 

books as ye begin, (as the time will suffer,) for it 

shall greatly comfort you to hear that harmony and well tuned 

song of the Holy Spirit speaking in our fathers from the 

beginning ... Be frequent in the prophets and in the Epistles 

of St. Paul .... Like as your Assemblies ought to begin 

with confession and invocation of God's Holy Spirit so I 

would they were finished with thanksgiving and common prayers 

for princes, rulers and magistrates for the liberty and 

full passage of Christ 1 s Evangel and for the comfort and 

deliverance of our afflicted brethren in all places, now 

persecuted but most cruelly within the realms of Prance and 

England and for such other things as the Spirit of the Lord 

Jesus shall teach unto you to be profitable either to 

yourselves or to your brethren ... My good hope is ... 

that ye shall not change your nature which we have received 

by grace, through the fellowship and particpation which we 

have with the Lord Jesus in his body and blood."

Prom this letter, it would appear that those to whom 

it was addressed had already partaken of the Lord 1 s Supper 

in the Protestant fashion. At least it is rather difficult

to explain the last words of the quotation in any other way. 

Their little services were to include common prayer, reading
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of the scripture, exhortation and perhaps singing of psalms 

and hymns.(The words M Let your tongues learn to praise the 

gracious goodness of God. w seem to point that way.)

To take the last point first, there seems little doubt
use in

that there was a body of song suitable forAworship in 

Scotland In the years In question.

That by 1550 metrical psalms were in use among the 

reformed may be accepted from the evidence which has come down 

to us. V/e have the well-known incident of Wlshart, the night 

before he was arrested, singing with his friends, the 5lst 

psalm which as Knox tells us was put in Scottish metre and

began thus:-

"Have mercy on me now good Lord 
After thy great mercy, etc.,"

Thus in 1546 this psalm - which is found in Wedderburn 1 s 

Collection - must have been well enough known to be sung 

by at least one company of worshippers. In 1550 Adam Wallace, 

a native of Tarbolton in Ayrshire, was burned at the stake

as a heretic on the Castle Hill of Edinburgh. The warder
2

had taken his Bible from him but according to FOMB he 

passed the night lauding and praising God, "having learned

the psalter of David without book to his consolation.
3 

Similarly Knox relating the death of Elizabeth Adamson, wife

of James Barroun burgess of Edinburgh in 1555 tells us that"a 

little before her departure she desired her sisters and some 

others that were beside her to sing a psalm and among others 

she appointed the 103rd Psalm beginning "My soul praise thou 

the Lord always," which ended, she said "at the teaching of

1. Works I. 139.
2. Acts and Monurnents.V.640.
3. Works I. 246.



this psalm began my troubled soul first effectually to taste 

of the mercy of my God," There is no known version of the 

103rd Psalm in which the line given by Knox occurs. It may 

have been an early version which has been lost but more 

probably Knox made a mistake regarding the number for the 

first line of the 146th Psalm in Sternhold and Hopkins* Psalter 

(published as early as 1549) begins with the line the historian 

has preserved.

Further evidence as to the use of the metrical psalter

in Scotland at this period is to be found in a little work
2 

entitled "3rief Discourse of the troubles begun at J^Mttikfort"

where when the exiles were drawing up an order of service for

the public worship it was decided that after the confession
5 

the people were to sing a psalm in metre in a plain tune, as

was and is accustomed in the French, Dutch, Italian, Spanish 

and Scottish churches." The new spiritual life which had been 

brought into being largely by the study of the scriptures 

in the vernacular in the 15th and 16th centuries, found 

utterance in popular sacred song which spread the influence of 

the New Movement still further afield. This was perhaps

more true of the Continental nations where we read of
tii«

Romanists flock *o the assemblies of the Protestants toA 4 
listen to their psalmody, than it was in England where psalm

singing, though indulged in, had not the hold that it had 

elsewhere. In that country Sternhold and Hopkins* version

was introduced by the exiles who returned at the beginning of
tt ,) 

Queen Elizabeth's reign and by the Injunctions v/hich she issued

in 1559 the singing of a H lvymn or such like song to the

1. The psalm was put into metre by Hopkins.
2. Knox Works IV - 1-68. The work is attributed to

Whit tin gham.Dr Laing says "The internal evidence in favour
of Whittingham being the author is all but conclusive. 
McCrie was of a similar opinion (See Introduction to 1846 
Edition) On the other hand. The Author of the Life of 
Whittingham mentions the account of the troubles but says 
nothing about Whittingham being the Author. See Hume Brown 
Life of John Knox. Vol.1.167.

3. i.e., a tune founded on one of the Ancient plain song melodDbs
4. Bayle Dlctionnaire art.Marot quoted by McCrie.Note.K.
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praiae of Almighty God il the best melody and music that can 

be devised" was permitted at the beginning and end of "Common 

Prayer either at morning or evening." The following year 

Bishop Jewil writing to Peter Martyr states that the "practice 

of joining in Church music has inclined the people everywhere 

to the better part." But it may perhaps be questioned whether 

the practice ever came to be adopted and appreciated outside of 

Purfctan circles.

There seems to be some foundation for belief that a

Scots metrical psalter existed as early as the end of the
2 

15th Century but whether it was still in use at the period

we are considering must be left undetermined. Coverdale's
3 

metrical version of the Psalms was published some time before
4 

1546 and contained in addition to metrical psalms, a number

of hymns mostly translations from the German. Coverdale's
5 

book was suppressed in 1546 but it is quite possible that a

number of copies may have found their way to Scotland along 

with other English religious books which we know did come Worth, 

Coverdale ! s collection was connected in some way with the 

Scottish "Compendious Booke of Godly and Spirituall Songs" 

more familiarly known as the "Gude and Godlie Ballads" but what

the precise relation was between the two must remain something
6 „

of a mysterqr. The earliest edition of the Gude and Godlie
// 

Ballads which has survived to our day, dates from 1567, but

there is no doubt that there must have been earlier editions, 

and it is probable that some of the ballads may have originally

1. Zurich Letters 1558 - 1579 p.71.
2. McCrie Note K. Mltchell. Gude and Godlie Ballads S.T.S.CXI.
3. "Ghostly Psalms and Spiritual Songs drawn out of the Holy 

Scripture."
4. The exact date cannot be determined. See Mitchell Gude and 

Godlie Ballads. S.T.S. OXVI.
5. Not 1539 as stated in first edition of Poxes "Acts and 

Monuments."
6. Mi liar Literary History of Scotland. 174.
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1 
been printed as broadsheets.

It is chiefly to John Wedderburn of Ltandee that we owe,
tt v

in its rudimentary form at least, this Compendious Book. He was

one of three brothers all of whom had to go into exile for their 

adherence to the reformed doctrines. All three appear to 

have been students of St. Leonard^ College Circa 1514-1533. 

These were the days when the principalshlp of that college 

was held by Gavin Logie and whenfe"drink *;opSt. Leonard's Well" 

was an equivalent expression for imbibing reformed doctrines. 

All three appear to have been men of a. literary turn of mind 

and to have used their talents in exposing the corruptions of 

the Church and the vices of the Clergy*

James, the older brother, "had a good gift of poesie" and 

was delated to the King, letters of caption being directed 

against him for his efforts in that direction, so that he had 

to flee the country. He fled to Dieppe and established 

himself as a merchant there in 1540. As he lived in prosperity

in Prance and died in peace, it may be taken for granted that
2 

he kept his opinions to himself.

Robert, the youngest brother, was ordained to the 

priesthood and succeeded his uncle as Vicar of Dundee, holding 

that office to his death in 1553. He also had to go Into exile 

while Cardinal Be a ton was in power. He sought refuge on the

continent, spending some of the time in Paris "chiefly in the
3 

company of those who were instructed in religion."

John, the second brother, also became a priest though, 

according to the historian, "against his will" and, like his

1. Hay Fleming Reformation in Scotland 179.
2. Calderwood History I. 142.
3. Ibid. 143.
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brothers, got into trouble with the authorities. Mi tone 11

thinks that it is "barely possible what he studied under
1 2 

Logie." though Galderwood is quite clear on the matter* At

any rate his love for the Reformed Faith led him into exile. 

He went to Germany where he came into contact with Luther and

Melanchthon, becoming very "fervent e.md zealous." He also,
3 

says Calderwood, translated many "of Luther's dytements" into

metre and the Psalms of David. "He turned many bawdie 

songs and rhymes into Godly rhymes." He came back to Scotland 

after the death of James V. in 1542 but, not long afterwards, 

he had to flee to England, owing to persecution by Cardinal 

Beaton,

It is possible that he had commenced the work in Germany 

and that, on his return, it was put in circulation in a 

rudimentary form. That part was in print before the death of

Wishart may be considered certain. It is also quite probable
4 

that the Act of the Privy Council prohibiting the making of

"slanderous bills, writings, ballads, and books, on pain of 

death," which was passed in 1542, may have reference to 

Wedderburn f s work in that direction.

This "Compendious Book" falls into three parts. The
%.T\d x

first is doctrinal and contains a Calendar Cat he chism which is
A *

described as containing-- the Commandments , Apostles ' Creed,

Lord's Prayer and the words of institution of Baptism and the
5 

Lord's Supper, These are followed by four metrical versions
6 ,;; y 

of the Creed and the four scripture passages, which appear to

owe something to German originals. Then come a number of

1. 'Mitchell Gude and Godlie Ballads XXVI,
2. Calderwood History I. 142.
3. " Ibid. I. 143.
4. Robertson Statuta Vol. II. 294.
5. The scripture passages are not -fraken from any known English 

versions but seem to be translations from Luther's German 
Bible.

6. A Scots metrical version of the Creed is to be found in 
Lindsay's Satire of the Three Estates.



hymns of which the majority appear to be from German sources,
1 

though several appear to be entirely Scottish. One of these

latter In a Paraphrase of Hebrews XII but more interesting is

a little group which are entitled "Certain ballads of the
2 

Scripture." Two of them starting "R^ycht sorely musing In my

mind" and "Alas that same sweet face" are probably founded on
3 

secular songs mentioned in the Complaint of Scotland. The
4 

last twelve hymns in this part have, only in two or three

instances, been traced to German or IXitch sources. They are

peculiarly noteworthy in that they are almost all Easter or
5 

Christmas Carols.

The second part of the Book consists of metrical Psalms
*f

of which it has been saldjthat suitability for singing does

not at first strike the reader as being their most prominent
»6 

quality. There are in all twenty-two metrical versions of

Psalms some of those being further divided into several parts.

All have the Latin titles as in the Vulgate, while many of them
7 Others

are also numbered according to that version. / have the numbers 

as in the Hebrew and English Bibles. This section of the work 

Is avowedly a translation since it is headed. "Here ends the 

Spiritual Songs and begins the Psalms of David, with other new, 

pleasant ballads as after follows. Tnanslatea out of 

Enchiridion Psalmorum to be sung." Dr Mitchell has, I think, 

proved his case, that these versions have also been made from 

continental originals and not taken direct from the Latin,

1. "One consolation in adversity." Mitchell,P.32. Gude and 
Godlie Ballads.

2. Mitchell. Gude and Godlie Ballads. 59 ff.
3. Mi liar Literary /ii story of Scotland 222- o.
4. Mitchell Gude and Godlie Ballads.PP 68 - 83 - 254.
5. One of those hymns has its tune given "Baw lula low." 

This is the name of an old Scottish lullaby.
6. Ml liar Literary History of Scotland 174.
7. A few are wrongly numbered*.
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1

While there are stanzas which deserve to live, as for 

example the opening verse of the 2£rd Psalm "The Lord Gos is 

my pastor gude," or that of the 67th

M 0 God be merciful to us 
And send to us Thy blessing."

on the whole they can hardly be called inspiring and not one 
of them found a place in succeeding Scottish Psalters. 

The third part of the books is, perhaps, the most 

interesting as it consists of the secular songs which have been 

turned to Godly uses. Some of these might have been used in 

worship but many of them are quit unsuitable fo:^ devotion -

either public or private. One can hardly imagine any company
2 

of worshippers singing: "The Paip that pagan full of pride,"
3 

or "God send every priest ane wife" but, on the other hand,

such hymns as :

4
"Oo heart unto the lamp of Light 

Go heart unto Thy Saviour."

5
or "Pray God for Grace, my love most dear" might well have
been used in the services of those days. "Even today" says

6 
Lord Selbourne. "Some of these songs require little beyond the

change of some archaaisms of language to adapt them for church
7 

or domestic use,"

Another book which almost certainly was used in Scotland 

at the period or which we are writing was the Psalter of 

Sternhold and Hopkins which was published in 1551. It

1. One may also mention the verse of the 79th Psalm where a
picture, taken not from the Holy Land or from Germany, but
from Scotland is presented to us.

"And as water that fast runs ower ane linn 
Does not return again to his own place 
So Thou good Lord put our sins from Thy face."

Similar pictures are presented in the version of the 124th Psalm,
2. Mitchell Gude and Godlie Ballads 204.
3. " " " " H 188,
4. " " " " " 162.
5. " " " " " 167.
6. Encyclopaedia Britannica. Article H^mns Vol.XXI - 591.
7. The "Gude and Godlie Ballads" was long a favourite book in 

Scotland. James Melville (Olary 23) speaks of his delight in 
le a ming-fylldder burn's Songs." Editions were published in

P.T.O.
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contained 44 Psalms, of which 37 had been versified by the
1 

former and 7 by the latter. This little collection was
really the nucleus of the later Reformation Psalter and as 
we have seen, there is reason to believe it was In use among 
the Reformed in Edinburgh in 1555. (See Page 2,6)

A reference to "Singing of Psalms and Spiritual Songs" by
2 

the ^rotestarits of 1559 indicates that, in their worship, they
did not use metrical psalms only. The hymns of Wedderburn 
seem to have been written as much for communal as private 
singing. Nor is this to be wondered at. Among the Protestants 
on the Continent, among whom Wedderburn had sojourned, there 
was nothing of the spirit which afterwards arose in Scotland to 
ban all "fcuman hymns." The hymns of Luther, Eber, V/eiss and 
their confreres were sung everywhere among the Reformed in 
Germany and one can hardly expect that the Scots, who had dwelt 
there in the days of their exile, would find anytMng "popish" 
in a mode of worship which commended itself to such stalwart 
opponents of the papacy.

-o-o-o-o-o-

(Continued from previous Page)
1578 - 1600,1621. The inventory of Rtbert Smith, Bookseller, 
Edinburgh, who died in 1602, included 1034 Copies of the 
"Dundee Psalms" almost certainly the same book. See Dickson and 
Edmond Annals of Scottish Printing 475.

1. Thomas Sternhold was a native of Southarnpron and, in5.538 
appears as a friend of Cromwell.His psalms v/ere written in the 
simple ballad metre now called Common Metre.Two earlier editions 
had appeared under his name only. One published previous to 1549 
contained 19 psalms and one published in that year 37-jfJohn Hop- 
kins was a clergyman of the Church of England who became Rector 
of Great Waldingford, in Suffolk.He died in 1570.
2. Historic of the Estate of Scotland, a contemporary work says 
of the Congregation "And so praising God continually in singing 
of Psalms and Spiritual songs they rejoiced that the Lord had 
wrought thus happily with them. Miscellany of the V/odrow 
Society, pp.58 - 59.
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COMMON PRAYERS. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

Knox, in the letter already mentioned, refers to the 

"making of Common Prayers" by the families of Protestants and 

the larger gatherings which were in the habit of meeting together, 

Were these prayers offered extempore or were they read from a 

Prayer Book? If the latter what book was likely to be in use? 

The only evidence on these points is the phrase "Common Prayer" 

which, at the period in question, 5.n England (and so presumably 

also in Scotland) usually meant the Morning and Evening Services 

in the Anglican Book. According to Gasquet the word "Bommon

Prayer," now so familiar to us, was, at that time, quite a
1 

novelty. Knox was certainly acquainted with this usage.

In the original draft of the 38th Article of Religion, as 

drawn up by Cranmer, the Prayer Book is affirmed to be "Holy, 

Godly and not only by God 1 s scriptures probable in every rite 

and ceremony but also in no point repugnant thereto as well 

concerning Common Prayers and Ministrations of the Sacraments 

as the Ordering and Admission of Priests, Beacons, Bishops 

and Archbishops 0 " Khox objected, as is well known, to 

kneeling at the communion and hence he, along with the Provost 

of Eton and an English Hector, drew up a memorial to the Privy

Council, objecting to the order in so far as it enjoined
2 

approval of that posture. It is quite possible then that he

is, in his "Letter of Wholesome Counsel " referring to King 

Edward's Book which he must have used partly, at leadt, in

1. Edward VI and the Book of Common Prayer 54. The term
"Common Prayer" seems first to have been used authoritatively 
in a rubric to the English Litany of 1544 where the Litany 
is referred to as "this' Common Prayer of Procession'^ 
Blunt Annotated Book of Common Prayer -82. The phrase 
"comrounis o-ratio" is found in St. Cyprian's Treatise on 
the Lord's Prayer.

2. Lorimer John Knox and the Church of England Vol.II.267-274.
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England as he afterwards did in Frankfort. English Bibles 

and o-ther books of a religious nature were being sent into 

Scotland from her Southern Neighbour and there is no difficulty 

in supposing that copies of the Prayer Book had found their 

way North. There is no doubt as to its use a little later than 

the date of Knox ! s Letter and, when the Reformers asked that 

"Common Prayers" should be used in the Parish Churches, it was 

the English Book that was being referred to. On the other 

hand it is difficult to find anything in that book dealing

with the afflicted brethren in Prance and England for whom
1 

common prayers were to be made*

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

1. Dr \7otherspoon has made a somewhat curious slip with
regard to Knox ! s use of the Phrase. He says "Knox speaks

of the duty to make the family partakers in reading, 
exhorting and in making of Common Prayer* In the next

paragraph where he deals with weekly conventions at wM ch
a minister or qualified leader might be present, he says 
nothing of Common prayers." ^econd Prayer Book of King

Edward VI-62. As will be seen from the extracts given Knox
speaks of Common Prayers in both cases.
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THE SACRAMENTS - BAPTISM. 
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

There is little evidence as to what form of service was 
used at the administration of the Sacraments at this time. 
One of the charges made against Adam Wallace In 1550 was that 
he had baptized his own child, a fact which may be held to 
indicate that, by this time, Protestants were administering thai 
ordinance. Lay baptism is - and was - recognised as quite 
valid in exceptional circumstances by the Church of Rome, 
though It was only supposed to be used when a priest could 
not be had. The words of Archbishop Hamilton's Catechism, 
1552, are quite clear. In answer to the question "Who is 
the minister of Baptism" it says. "The Minister of this 
sacrament should be a priest having ordinary authority, a 
man of laudable life . . . For truly it Is not man who gives 
but Christ our Saviour gives the effect of baptism and the 
priest only the Minister of Baptism under Christ . . . And 
whenever it chances that the child cannot be brought 
conveniently to a priest and there is reason to fear the 
child is in peri Id of death then all men and women may be 
ministers of baptism If so be that, when they lay water
upon the child, they therewith pronounce the words of baptism

2 with which the kirk Intends that sacrament to be ministered.
Knox has given us his own views on Baptism though he says 

little of the order of service used. In a letter which he 
wrote probably about 1556, we find him stating that "Baptism

1. Professor Clow In the "Church and the Sacraments" says 
with regard to the Roman doctrine "Baptism Is a 
regenerating rite when celebrated by an ordained priest" 
but he Is in error.

2. Part ill Chap.IV.
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now used by the papistry is not the true baptism which Christ 

Jesus did institute." Nevertheless no one who had been 

baptized by a Roman priest was to be baptized again, for the 

malice of the devil could never altogether abolish Christ 1 s 

institution for it was ministered unto us "In the Wame of the 

Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost." "if," he adds,

"The regenerate man hath never received the sacramental sign
1 

of baptism he is bound to receive the same, 11

Knox objected to the Roman Ceremonies in Baptism and, in 

his dispute with friar Arbuckle at St. Andrews in 1547, he

spoke vehemently against spittle, salt, candle, etc,, being
2 

used at the Baptismal ^eremony.

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

1. Knox IV. 116 - 128. „
2. Knox I. 197. He was willing to allow the cude or white 

garment if it was "to keep the Bairn from cold." It may 
be noted that he does not mention "signing with the Cross" 
among the rites objected to. This was retained by English 
Reformers.
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THE LORD'S SUPPER. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

With regard to this Sacrament Wlahart had celebrated in 

both kinds at Dun in 1545 and again in the Castle of St.Andrews, 

according to the Reformed fashion on the morning of his executions 

probably at other times as well. Knox tells us that, in

1547 at St. Andrews, he celebrated the Lord's Supper "in the
•

same purity that now (i.e. circa 1566) it is ministered in 

the Churches of Scotland with the same doctrine," and that

many of the people of the town joined with those of the
1 

castle "in participation of the Lord's Table. 1*

There has been preserved a fragnent of an order for the 

celebration of the Lord's Supper used by Knox at Berwick~on~ 

Tweed when minister there 1549-51. This order is of special 

interest seeing that it is drawn partly from the Liturgy of 

the Church of Zurich and there is reason to believe that it

was through V/ishart that the Reformers became acquainted
2 

with It. This liturgical fragment was first made public by
3 

the late Dr. ^orlmer who found the Manuscript in Dr. William's

Library In London. It is headed: "The Practice of the Lord's 

Supper used in Berwick-upon -Tweed, by John Knox, preacher 

to that congregation in the Church there." The service opens 

thus: First certain sermons of the benefits of God by Jesus 

Christ given us (in) John 13.14.15.16 Chapters. Then, after 

that, the principal minister standing in the pulpit, that all 

the people might see, begins "in the name of the Father and

1. Knox I. 201.
2. Mitchell Scottish Reformation 77. Wishart was the translator 

of the first Helvetic Confession which he probably intended 
to be the confession of the Scots Reformed Congregations 
which he started.

3. John Knox and the Church of England pp.290 - 292.
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1 
of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. Amen." Tills is

followed by a short prayer wherein thanks are given for our 

creation "And principally for our redemption when v/e were 

dead and lost in sin." Thereafter Is a petition for grace 

"that v/e come together to celebrate the Supper of 8hy beloved 

Son, Jesxis Christ • • . and that we may do the same with 

sincere faith in remembrance of Him, and thanksgiving unto 

Thee for Thy most liberal kindness shown, granted and given 

unto us by Thy Son, our Lord Jesus who liveth and reigneth with

Thee in the unity of the Holy Ghost one God world without
2 

end. Amen«" Then comes the reading of the warrant. "This

portion of Paul to the Corinthians »when they come together'

until this place ! If ye judge ourselves* followed by a
3 

declaration of the Apostle f s mind upon the same place."

"Then must be declared what persons be unworthy to be partakers
4 

thereof." The Prayer of Confession comes next and after it

is something akin to the Absolution which follows the General
5 

Confession in the Anglican Prayer Book. "Some notable place

of the evangel wherein God's mercy is most evidently declared 

should then be read plainly to assure the penitent of full 

remission of all offences, and thereafter ought the minister 

openly to pronounce to such as unfeignedly repent and believe 

In Jesus Christ to be absolved from all damnation and to 

stand in favour of God. And thereafter ought the minister to 

have there (i.e. at that point in the service) prayers made, 

not only for themselves, but also for others, whereupon they

1. This is the opening sentence in the Liturgy of Zurich. 
It is said by the ' Antistes" or presiding minister.

2. This prayer somewhat resembles the one In the same place in 
the Zurich Book. In that book the Amens are said n in name 
of the congregation" by the Archdeacon.

3. This portion of Scriptures is read here in the Zurich Book 
but there is no declaration.

4. The fencing of the Tables. Nothing corresponding in the 
Zurich Book.

5. The Sentences, Confession, and Absolution were added at 
the revision of 1552.
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ought to begin to pray for that congregation.** The prayer for 

the congregation is given from which it appears that by "the 

congregation" is meant, not only the Assembly in Berwick-on- 

Tweed, but the whole of the Reformed Church in England. The last 

item is simply a heading M A prayer for the Queen's Majesty," This 

order presents many points of interest. We have at the outset

the union of the preached word with the administration of the
1 

sacrament on which the Scottish Reformers always insisted*

The shortness of the prayer of thanksgiving stands out in marked 

contrast with many of the later prayers used by Khox. This 

prayer is also of interest by reason of the doxology with which 

it concludes, for the day was to come in Scotland when to follow

the example of the Reformer in this matter was to lay onself
2 

open to the charge of copying Episaopacy. Then the invocation

is to be made by the "Principal" minister which seems to imply

that there was more than one usually present. The reading of
* " 

the "Warrant" and the Fencing of the Tables have come down to

our own time, incorporated in the traditional ritual of

the Scottish Church. The prayer of. Confession with the substitute

for the absolution may have been suggested by the corresponding

part of the Communion Service in King Edward's First Book, but

the wording of the paragraph reminds one of the words of Calvin.

"There is none of us "but must acknowledge it to be very

uself that after the General Confession, some striking promise

of Scripture should follow, whereby sinners might be raised to
3 

the hopes of pardon and reconciliation." Calvin introduced

such a feature in the first Prayer Book he composed, but he

1. The Opening rubric of the Zurich Book reads-i First, the 
Minister teacheth out of the Gospel what great truth love 
and mercy God had bestowed upon Mankind.

2. Appendix to Calderwood's History VII - XXXI.

3. Baird. On Liturgies 22.
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1 
left it put in his Book of Geneva, to his after regret* The

prayer for the Queen's Majesty at once raises the question as 

to who the queen was who was thus prayed for. In Knox's own 

copy we may take it the prayer would be for the "King's" 

Majesty. The order, as we have it, must have been copied 

either shortly after King Edward's death, before the Roman 

Faith was again established, or at the beginning of Queen

Elizabeth's reign, before strict conformity to the Prayer
2 

Book was enforced.

There has been preserved, smong other works by Knox, a

"Summary according to the Scriptures of the Sacrament of the
3 

Lord's Supper" which it has been thought may have been the

"declaration" which the Reformer used for Ms "Table Address." 

The summary bears evident marks of having been expanded,

- a considerable part has been added to what has apparently
4 

been a short discourse.

During the period of Knox's ministry in Berwick-on-Tv/eed 

the official Prayer Book of the Church of England was the 

first book of King Edward VI, and, by the terms of his license 

as a preacher, he was bound to the teaching of that book. We 

learn, however, from himself, that he feared not "to go before 

statutes and laws" in such matters. Apparently the Prayer Book 

had not been introduced into the northern dioceses and this, 

doubtless, accounts, to some extent at least, for Knox's

1. Ibid^Bersier. Pro jet de Revision. Historique Introduction XII.
2. In Queen Elizabeth's Pragrer Book the prayer for the monarch 

comes much earlier in the Service.
3. Lorimer John Knox and the Church of England 293.
4. The portion which resembles the Address amounts to about 

three hundred words. See Knox. Ill - 73.
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1 
action.

In 1556 Knox was in Scotland and celebrated the Communion
2 in quite a number of places, including Findlayston and Dun.;/ " 

Of the order of service used on these occasions we know nothing
except that the sacrament was administered after "Doctrine" i.e. 
preaching, but it is at least probable that he followed the same 
lines as at Berwick. Of one thing v/e may be quite certain and 
that is that the posture used by the communicants was sitting.

-o-o-o-o-o-o-

1. Lorimer - John Knox and the Church of England 30.
2. Findlayston is in the parish of Kilmacoln and the silver cups said to have been used by Knox on the occasion of communion were long preserved. It has been said that they were originally candlesticks, but this is very unlikely. At Calder House there is a portrait of Knox on the back of which it is stated "The first Sacrament of the Supper given in Scotland after the Reformation was given in this Hall." There seems, however, no authority for the statement.
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SCRIPTURE (VERSION OP), 
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

As to the Version of the Scriptures used in Scotland at
1 this time one cannot speak with any certainty. There is

still extant a version of the New Testament in Scots which 
dates from about 1520. It was made by Murdoch Nisbit of the
family of Hardhill in Ayrshire for his own use and has recently2 
been reprinted. The version used was Purvey* s Revision
of V/ycliffe. In 1527 we find an agent of- Cardinal V/olsey 
informing his master that Scottish merchants were purchasing
copies of Tyndale's New Testament in the Netherlands and sending

3 
them to Scotland.

There is ample evidence in the years succeeding as to the 
presence of copies of the Scriptures in English. Knox, for 
example, tells of one Porress of Linlithgow who suffered 
death by fire for no other crime than having a New Testament in
English. There is some difficulty about the exact date but Laing4 
makes It 1532. The Earl of Cumberland, writing to the
Duke of Norfolk in 1537, informs him that four Scottish
refugees had fled from Ayr in order to escape punishment

5 for having the New Testament in English in their possession.
The Indictment of Sir John Borthwick at the Instance of 
Cardinal Beaton in 1540 specified the offence of having 

"NOVUM TESTAM3NTUM IN VULGARI ANOLICS IMPRESSUM. The poem of
1. Letter from Very Rev.Q.Milligan. "The whole question of the versions of Scripture used in Scotland requires investigation.
2. S.T.3. New Testament in Scots 1901 - 1905.3. Lindsay. History of the Reformation 11.279.
4. Knox I. 66.
5. Henry VIII. Letters and Papers XII - o!4,
6. Lee History of the Church of Scotland 1.330.
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Alexander, Earl of Glen cairn preserved both by Knox and 
Calderwood, as well as Lindsay 1 s Satire of the Three Estates
show that the English New Testament must have been fairly

1 
widely circulated twenty years or so before 1560.

The first complete English Bible to be printed was 
Goverdale ! s which was issued probably at Zurich in 1535. Two 
years later it was reprinted at London, being the first Bible 
printed in England. The Great Bible followed in 1539 being 
based on Matthew's Bible of 1537 revised by Goverdale. This 
was the version which, by command of Henry VIIJ,was set up 
in the Parish Churches of England. There seems no doubt that 
it was the policy of Henry to circulate the Bible in 
Scotland as well as in his own country. We find Lord Lisle 
writing to Arran in February 1543 in the following terms: 
"Also I think it would not be amiss if your Lordship let slip 
amongst the people at this time the Bible and New Testament
in English . » . and if you have none to be got in your own

2 
tongue I will help you to get some out of England." Arran was
quite pleased to accept the offer for, a little lateral he 
replied "As for the Bible there is none to be got in our 
vulgar tongue in this realm wherefore it will please you to
cause an Englishman to come here with certain of them. . . to

3 
sell to the Inhabitants of this realm."

In 1547 we find Sir Andrew Duddeley, the Commander of the 
Fort at Broughty Ferry, reporting "that there was much desire
to have 0 . . Bible and Testaments and other good English Books

4 
of Tyndale and Frith1 s Translation."

1. Knox I. 73. Calderwood History I. 135, 
Lyndsay (Laing) 11.63.

2. Hamilton Papers I.p.424.
3. Hamilton Papers I.p.430.
4. Calendar of State Papers I. 69.
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THE SECOND PRAYER BOOK OP KING EDWARD VI,

-o-o-o-o-o-



1557 - 1562.

In 1557 the Protestants of Scotland laid the
1. 

foundations of a definite organisation and, in December

of that year, there was drawn up what is probably the 

first of these bands or covenants which were to be so much

heard of in later days. Those whose signatures were
3. 

affixed to this "common band," as Knox calls it, were

the Earls of Argyle, Glencairn and Morton. John Erskine 

of Dun and others. In this covenant the writers bound 

themselves "to maintain, set forward and establish the 

most blessed word of God and His congregation," and to 

labour "to have faithful ministers purely and truly to 

minister Christ's Evangel and Sacraments to His people. 

We shall maintain them, nourish them and defend them, 

the whole congregation of Christ and every member thereof, 

at our whole power and waring (risking) of our lives against 

Satan and all wicked power that does intend trouble 

against the foresaid congregation. Unto the which holy 

word and congregation we do join ourselves and also do 

forsake the congregation of Satan, with all the superstitious 

abominations and idolatry thereof." Shortly after 

subscribing this bond these Lords of the Congregation, as 

they began to call themselves, took a further step by

1. Lindsay - History of the Reformation II. 289.

2. In 1556 Knox tells us (Works I. 251) that the gentlemen 
of the Mearns bound themselves "to maintain the true 
preaching of the evangel." It is possible they may 
have subscribed a document to that effect. Dr^ Me Crie 
was of that opinion. Life of Knox 88. But the 
probability is that the agreement was simply oral. 
See D.H.Fleming - Reformation in Scotland. 278.

3. Knox I. 273 - 4.
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putting forward the following resolutions which they had 

drawn up) fJesolutions which show that, while they were 

conscious of the strength of their position, they were

quite prepared to act with moderation. 
ff

First. It is thought expedient, devised and 

ordainec* that, in all the parishes of this realm, the 

Common Prayers be read weekly, on Sunday and other festival 

days, publicly in the Parish Church with the lessons 

of the Old and New Testament conform to the order of the 

Book of Common Prayers. And if the curates of the parishes 

be qualified, to cause them to read the same and, if they 

be not, or if they refuse, that the most qualified in the 

parish use and read the same*

Secondly. It is thought necessary that doctrine, 

preaching and interpretation of Scripture be had and 

used privately in quiet houses without great conventions 

of the people thereto till afterward that God move the

Prince to grant public preaching by faithful and true
l.» 

ministers.

The Lords were, of course, not in a position to 

legislate, but the resolution shows that they expected 

a wide response to their appeal.

The Earl of Argyle carried matters further by taking
2. 

John Douglas to his home and there getting him to preach

publicly to his retainers. To this great objection was

1. Knox I. 275 - 6.

2. Spottiswood states History I - 186 that Douglas 
was a Carmelite Friar.
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taken by the Primate, and Knox has preserved, in his History, 

the correspondence which took place over the matter. 

Douglas had been an exile in England during Edward's 

reign and consequently would be accustomed to the 

Common Prayers of the Anglican Church.

In' accordance with the new policy thus inaugurated
1. 

the Lords of the Congregation, sometime in 1558,

presented a petition to the Regent, in which they asked

to be allowed to use the vulgar tongue in their worship,
2. 

and to have the Lord f s Supper dispensed in both kinds.

The presenting of the petition was entrusted to 

Sir James Sandilands of Colder in whose house, it may be 

recalled, Knox had taken a Communion Service. After an 

introduction, in which it is stated that the petitioners 

can not dissemble in so weighty a matter as a public 

Reformation in religious and temporal matters, the 

petition goes on as follows.

First. Humbly we ask that as we have of the Laws of 

this realm after long debate obtained to read the Holy 

Books of the Old and New Testaments in our common tongue, 

as spiritual food to our souls, so from henceforth it 

may be lawful that we may convene publicly or 

privately to our common prayers in our vulgar tongue to 

the end that we may be induced in fervent and oft prayer

1. There is some doubt as to the exact time. Buchanan 
puts it in November 1558 (Aikman f s Translation - 
Vol. II. 399.) Hume Brown - History of Scotland. 
Vol. II - 48 says it was "in the opening of that 
year." "Historie of the Estate of Scotland" says 
that the meeting at which the petition was prepared 
was held in Edinburgh in July, 1558. (Wodrow 
Miscellany. 53).

2. Knox I. 303 ff.



to commend to God and the Holy Church universal the Queen 

Our Sovereign, her honourable and gracious husband the 

stability of their succession. Your Grace Regent the 

nobility and whole estate of this realm.

Secondly. If it shall happen in our said Conventions 

any hard place of Scripture to be read of the which no 

profit ariseth to the conveners (i.e. those convened) 

it shall be lawful to any qualified persons in knowledge, 

being present, to interpret and open up the said hard 

places to God's Glory and the profit of the auditor. 

And if any think that this liberty should be the 

occasion of confusion, debate or heresy, we are content 

that it be provided that the said interpretation shall 

underlie the Judgment of the most godly and most 

learned within the realm at this time.

Thirdly. That the Holy Sacrament of Baptism may 

be used in the vulgar tongue, that the godfathers and 

witnesses may not only understand the points of the 

league and contract made betwixt God and the infant but 

also that the Church then assembled more gravely may be 

informed and Instructed of their duties which, at all 

times, they owe to God according to that promise made 

unto Him when they were received in His household by the 

laver of spiritual regeneration.

Fourthly. We desire that the Holy Sacrament of 

the Lord's Supper or of His most Blessed Body and Blood 

may likewise be ministered unto us in tho vulgar tongue 

and in both kinds according to the plain institution of
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our Saviour Christ Jesus.

The last part of the petition deals with the 

"wicked scandalous and detestable life of Prelates and 

of the State ecclesiastical 8-b«tt« "wi ich they ask should be 

reformed according to the "rules and precepts of the New

Testament, the writings of the ancient Fathers and the
1. 

godly approved laws of Justinian, the Emperor,"

This petition was followed by a suggestion on the 

part of the churchmen that, if the Protestants would 

allow the Mass to retain its place of honour, acknowledge 

Purgatory, invocation of Saints and prayers for the 

dead, and allow them to retain their dignities and 

possessions, then they would allow the reformers to

pray and baptize in the vernacular, so long as they
2. 

did so in private and not in open assembly. Naturally

the Protestant Lords refused such a settlement, so the
3. 

Queen Regent according to Knoxj "tried to make profit

of both parties" giving permission to the Protestants to 

meet as they desired so long as they kept away from 

Edinburgh and Leith, and promising assistance to their 

pireachers until some uniform order might be 

established by Parliament. A little later the Lords 

were also able to demand a suspension of the Laws which 

gave the Clergy power to punish for heresy. When the

1. Too much stress cannot be laid on the reference to the 
Ancient Fathers and Justinian for when the champions 
of the Church proposed a public disputation the 
Reformers demanded that the "plain and written 
Scriptures of God should decide all controversy." 
(Knox I. 306).

8. Knox I. 306. 

3. Knox I. 307.
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Regent declined to allow their petition to come 

before Parliament they resolved to go before the Estates 

directly with another petition in which they protested 

"that seeing we cannot obtain a ;just Reformation 

according to God's word that It be lawful for us to use 

ourselves, in matters of religion, as we must answer 

to God." They further stated that they were willing 

to defend themselves and those of their way of 

thinking if attacked and that , if any tumults arose in

consequence, the blame would be upon those who hindered
1. 

a Just reformation. That others besides the Protestant

Lords desired to have services in their mother tongue is 

shown by another memorial presented to the Queen Regent 

by some Lords and Barons who favoured the Roman Church, 

and whose ecclesiastical standpoint is indicated by 

the fact that they urged that "no one be allowed to 

dishonour the Divine Service of the Mass or to speak 

irreverently thereof..... or to make innovations in the 

beloved ceremonies and rites of Holy Kirk." They, 

however, desired that certain improvements should be 

made, notably "that Common Prayers with Litany be said 

in the vernacular after Mass and the evening prayers in

the afternoon....... and that none should be debarred
2. 

from the sacraments by poverty.*1 This memorial waa

actually considered by a Provincial Council, but the 

members thereof could only state that they had no power

1. Knox I. 313 - 4.

2. Patrick, Statutes 150 - 160.
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to allowA the vulgar tongue «••**§> although they

graciously allowed the worshipper to say his private
1. 

prayers in whatever tongue pleased him best.
2. 

There was, formerly, some dispute as to what prayer

Book the "Common Prayers" were to be read from, but the 

controversy may be regarded as ended since the evidence 

is overwhelming that it was the Second Prayer Book of 

King Edward VI. Kirkcaldy of Grange, writing to 

Sir William Percy in 1559, says of the reformation 

proceedings taat "As to Parish Churches they cleanse them 

of images and all other monuments of idolatry and 

command that no Mass be said in them, in place thereof

the Book set forth by godly King Edward is read in the
3. 

same Churches. 11 A little later we find Cecil writing

to Thockmorton in Paris and stating tnat the Protestants 

are at Edinburgh, that they have delivered the

Parish Churches of altars and received "The service of
4. 

the Church of England according to King Edward's Book."

Probably Cecil had no more to go on than Kirkcaldy*s 

letter but, shortly afterwards we have evidence that, 

in Glasgow, the service was that of King Edward's Book. 

4HI Vlfriting from that town in January 1559 - 60, 

Randolph says that the order of Common Prayers used

1. Patrick, Statutes 166.

2. See Me Crie Appendix D.D.

3. Knox VI - 33.

4. Calendar of State Paper^filizabeth Foreign 1558. 367.
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there "Are the very same or differ very little from those
1. 

of England."

Another, and perhaps more interesting, reference to 

the Prayer Book is to be found in a summons raised 

by Sir James Archibald, Vicar of Llntrahen in tne 

Granrpian district of Forfarshire, on 27th May, 1560, 

against the parishioners for payment of his teinds etc,• 

and on the ground that he is "lawfully provided by the 

laws and practice of the realm of the said vicarage and 

has been in possession of the same these divers years 

bygone, and has caused the common prayers and 

homilies to be read weekly to the parishioners of the 

said Parish and otherwise in content to abide such 

reformation as the Lords of our secret council pleases to 

make thereunto •" He concludes by stating thit hejis 

"joined to God's congregation and takes part with the

said Lords in setting forward the common cause to the
2. 

glory of God and the commonweal of our realm." Here

the union of "Common Prayers" and "Homilies* indicates 

quite clearly that the English Book is meant. The first 

volume of Homilies was published at the beginning of

King Edward f s reign and, as they were composed by
3. 

Cranmer, Ridley and Latimer, they could hardly fail

to be approved by the Scottish reformers.

1. Calendar Scottish State Papers I. 289.

2. Spalding - Miscellany IV. 20.

3. Wheatley - Book of Common Prayer 303.
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In June 1559, a few weeks after his arrival in 

Scotland, we find Knox telling his correspondent,
I *

Mrs Locke, that the Kirk of Dundee was reformed before 

his arrival and that public prayers were held in other

places. St Johnstone (Perth) had received the Order
2. 

of Common Prayers. In his History he refers to the

Queen Regent coming to Holyrood in 1559 and 

causing Mass to be said both in her own Chapel and also 

in the Abbey where the Altar had been cast down some 

time before. Also "she discharged to Common Prayers" 

forbidding any portion (payment) to tne principal young 

men who read them. Spottiswood evidently referring to the 

same oooasion, says that it was soldiers from the 

French Garrison at Leith who forcibly stopped the

"Service of the Common Prayers which was ordinarily
3. 

used11 in the Abbey Church,

When one takes into consideration the state of 

affairs in reformed Religious Circles in the years 

preceding 1560, it is not difficult to see why the 

English Prayer Book should have been in demand. The 

Protestants were depending largely on English aid and

the persecutions of the Bloody Mary had driven many
4. 

sympathisers from England into the Northern Kingdom.

The leading ministers in Scotland at this period

1. Knox VI. 22.

2. Knox I. 391. ..-••'
7ZC

3. Spottiswood History.^ 129.

4. Pollen £bunter - Reformation in Scotland. 18.
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were mostly men who had served the Church in England 

or who had come under the influence of Anglican Divines. 

Spottiswood, afterwards Superintendent of Lothian, was 

ordftlned to the priesthood by Cranmer who made him one

of his chaplains. Willock, afterwards Superintendent
/ rt tff* of the West, (called by Knox .that notable many was,

2. 
for some years, Chaplain to the Duke of Suffolk and

died Rector of Longborough.
5 

William Harlaw had been ordained in England and

had held office as a preacher there before he returned 

to Edinburgh where he afterwards became Minister of St. 

Cuthbert's. Paul Methven, who was the chief Reformer in 

Dundee in the days when that town was taking the lead 

in Reformation matters, had, when in exile, come 

under the influence of Miles Coverdale, who was

Bishop of Exeter during the reign of Edward VI. John
4.

Douglas, as we have seen, also had experience of Englando

It was "through the zeal of such men who came to be

known definitely as the preachers, that the movement
5*j) 

spread. There is no reason to believe that these

Reformers were other than agreeable to the use of the

Anglican Prayer Book. In all probability they would

have agreed with John Rough who was in Anglican orders and

1. Knox I. 245.

2. Quintin Kennedy, Abbot of Crossraguel writing in
1559 to the Archbishop of Glasgow, refers to Willock 
as being the "Primate of their (e^-*?. the Protestants*) 
Religion* Wodrow Miscellany 267. ».«••

3* For the influence of the Scottish Church on that of
England see Cowan The Scottish Church in Christendom 64-74

4* David Linds'y minister of Leith and one of the few
ministers a*t the first General Assembly was also ordained 
in England.

5. Macewan History II. 57.
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who had been a colleague with Knox in the Castle of St. 

Andrews^ When asked what his opinion was of tne Prayer 

Book of King Edward VI, he replied "That he did approve

the same, as agreeing in all points with the word of
1. 

God." Before the surrender of tne Castle, Rough had

gone to England where he obtained a benefice in the 

Church of England. He perished at Smithfield in

1557 in the Marian persecutions*
2. 

Knox in 1558 had written to his old congregation at

Berwick-on-Tweed advising them to conform to the Prayer 

Book even on the point- of Kneeling at Communion, which 

he held "to bo no convenient gesture" and this was

bound to be known in Scotland for the town was almost
3. 

as much Scottish as English and, at the time of Knox's

sojourn, there were many Scots resident therein who 

had to seek a refuge from the religious troubles in 

their own land. At Newcastle, we learn from a letter sent 

by Northumberland to Cecil, in 155S, there was a

"family of the Scots" who stayed there chiefly for
5.. 

the fellowship of Knox. These people must have been

mo»e or less accustomed to tne "Common Prayers" and, 

when the troubles of Mary's reign drove them fc/brth again,

1. Spottiswood HistoryJ 87.

2. Lorimer - John Knox and the Church of England. 261.

3. Hume Brown - Knox I. 108. "As a town half Scotch, 
half English, it was natural that Berwick should 
be assigned to the care of a Scotsman."

4. Ibid. 110.

5. Mo Crie. 471.



it is only natural to suppose that they continued to use

them.
1. 

Dr. Cooper suggests that Spottiswood (who, as

mentioned above, was in English Orders) had a large 

share in the introduction of the Prayer Book, but 

that he was any more influential than others does not 

seem to be borne out by the information at our disposal.

The first Reformed Prayer Book in England was 

published in March,*1549, and came into general use 

on the Feast of Whitsunday (June 9th) following. It was 

not long in use, however, until exception was taken to 

some things in the book which seemed to savour of 

superstition and the work of Revision was entered 

upon in order that these objections might be removed. 

Cranmer called to his assistance Bucer of Strassburg 

and Peter Martyr, (an Italian) who J^ad been installed

at Cambridge and Oxford respectively as Divinity
2. 

Professor, (Bucer was not well acquainted with the

English Language. He had to work with a Latin
3. 

translation which, says Strype, "was done by Aless. 11

Aless was the Scottish Divine, better known as Alesius 

who, after being compelled to leave Scotland for his

religious opinions, became, in time, a professor and
4. 

Rector of the University of Leipsic).

By the second act of Uniformity passed on April 6th,

1. Transactions of the Scottish Ecclesiological Society - 
1923. "There can be little doubt that it was through 
Spottiswood f s influence that the Second Prayer Book 
of King Edward VI was introduced into Scotland. 11

2. Wheatley - Book of Common Prayer. 20.

3. Strype - Memorials of Archbishop Cranmer Book II. Chap. 16

4. Mitchell - Scottish Reformation. 271. Alesius 1 "Ordo

P.T.O.
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155S, it was ordered that the revised Prayer Book should 

come into general use on the feast of All Saints, 

November 1. This .Second Prayer Book of King Edward VI, 

as it is called, showed many changes from the firat book

and "marks the furthest point in the Puritan direction
1. 

ever reached by the Liturgy of the Church of England."

It does not appear ever to have received the sanction of

Convocation, but was issued by the Privy Council.
2. 

"It never," says an Anglican writer, "had the

slightest claim to ecclesiastical authority and cannot 

even plead acceptance by the Church, for it was only in 

force about eight months, and never was used at all in many 

parts of England." With the accession of Mary its use in

England came to an end though it continued to be used in
3. 

Scotland and on the Continent. The Book consists, in

to the Preface, Calendar, etc., of the Orders for 

Morning and Evening Prayer, the Litany, the Communion 

Service, with the Special Collects, Gospels and

Destributionis Saoramenti altaris in regno Angliae" 
is dated 1548. For Alesius* great regard for Cranmer 
see Mitchell - Westminster Assembly. 23.

1. Warren*A<Liturgy, Ency. Brit. XIV -710*

2. Wakeman - Short History of the Church of England
quoted by Beamier - Everyman's History of the Prayer 
Book. 85.

3. In 1558 is was restored, but only after important
alterations had been made which made the Elizabethan 
Prayer Book very different in effect. Dearmer - 
Everyman f s History of the Prayer Book. 87.
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Epistles the Orders for Baptism, Confirmation,/with a 

Catechism,) Matrimony, Visitation and Communion of the 

Sick, Burial of the Dead, a Thanksgiving for women 

after childbirth and a fommtnation against sinners. 

(The ordinal, or form and manner of making arid 

consecrating of Bishops, Priests and Deacons, authorised 

in 1550, was never used in Scotland).

There is little evidence as to what use was made 

in Scotland of the Orders of Service other than those of 

Morning and Evening Prayer* It seems to the writer in every 

way probable that vicars like Sir James Archibald (See 

Page 5" X ) who read the prayers and homilies, would be 

likely to use the Services for Baptism^Marriage, the 

Lord's Supper and Burial as well. There was, as we 

have -seen, a strong desire on the part of the Protestants 

for such services in their own language, and, where the 

Prayer Book was used at all, it is probable, at least, 

that the officiating minister would turn to the orders 

therein provided when such were required. It might 

indeed be held that one of the statutes bf the' 

Provincial Councils, held in 1559, was directed against 

those who, like Sir James, were still considered to 

belong to the unreformed church and who were using 

formularies other than her own. "The Sacraments of the 

Eucharist and of Marriage should not be ministered

except in accordance with the rites instituted by the
2. 

Church. 11

1. Knox exerted a good deal of influence on the ghurch 
of England at this. See Cowan Scottish Church in 
Chtistendom. 68.

2. Statuta. Ecc. Scot* Vol. II - 175.
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It is again quite probable that the book was not used 

in its entirety but more in the nature of a ̂ uide. There 

were likely to be some then who, like their descendants 

in later days, objected to such things as signing with 

the Cross in the Baptismal service, Kneeling at 

Communion, the Responses in the Litany. And again the

language, if the petition to the Regent (See Page 

regarding the prayers to be used indicated that a 

certain place was to be left for intercessions, not 

given in the Prayer Book which, although it had three

prayers for the King in the Communion Service had none
1. 

in the "Common Prayers, 11 nor had it there any form of

intercession for the sovereigns, successors, not to 

mention the Queen Regent or the nobility. Dealing with 

txie request of the Lords of the Congregation in 1557

to be allowed to use King Edward's Book, McCrie in His
2. 

Life of Knox raises a rather strange objection to

the effect that a ^Great part of the English Liturgy
»

can be read by a priest only, but all that they proposed to

use could be performed by the umost qualified in the 

parish" provided the curate refused or was unqualified. 

Here one fears that the historian has allowed himself 

to be led astray by his prejudice against things -Anglican. 

Me Crie was a Seceder of an extreme type, one to whom 

the use of a Prayer Book in public worship was Anathema. 

No one would judge from the extract given above that the

1. Except the suffrage W 0 Lord save the King. 1*

2. Life of Knox. Note D.D. p. 355.

3.

- ft*
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only mention of the word "Priest11 in the "Common Prayers"

portion of the Anglican Book is at the beginning of tne
1. 

"Order for Evening Prayer" where the first rubric is

"The priest shall say" and this is followed by the Lord's 

Prayer, the use of which in public worship was never 

either in England or elsewhere confined to the "Priest." 

The only portion to which objection could have been taken 

is the Absolution which is to be pronounced by "The 

Minister alone," and this only forms a small part of 

"Morning Service." It is not printed at all in the 

Evening order although the first rubric in the order

for Morning Prayer indicates that it was to be said at
2. 

both services. At the same time we may recall that

Calvin wished something in the nature of an absolution 

to be used after the Confession of Sins in Public

Worship, so that the difficulty might not then be
3. 

regarded as serious. Indeed it seems, from the evidence

we have, that so far from the objnctions of Me Crie 

being well founded that only the "priest" could use 

certain parts of the service, the fault really lay in the

1. The corresponding rubric in the order for Morning 
Prayers reads "Then shall the minister begin the 
Lord f s Prayer with a loud voice."

2. At the beginning of Morning Prayer and likewise of 
Evening Prayer the Minister shall read with a loud 
voice some one of these sentences of the Scriptures 
that follow. And then shall he say that which is 
written after the * said sentences, (the exhortation, 
Confession and absolution). In the present book 
of Common Prayer these are printed in the Evening 
as well as the Morning order this addition being 
made in 1661.

3. Knox actually used a form of absolution in his
communion service. See page H See also for a form of
absolution used by the Scottish Reformers page -3 91
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other direction, and the laymen who were in the habit of 

reading the Common Prayers took it upon themselves to

do much more. Ninian Winzet, that able defender of the
1. Uhreformed Church, tells us, in his "Certain Tractates"

that Knox and his fellows maintained that "Some Lords and 

gentlemen had greatly failzet (erred) by ministering the 

communion in times longpast to their own household
i;

servants and tenants. As his book was completed by May, 

1562 (It was not published until the following year), 

we may take it that, by the fihrase "in times by past"

he is referring to the years before 1560. It has been
2. 

suggested that Winzet has here mixed up ordinary

services with the administration of tne Sacraments but 

the writer is of the opinion that- he had good grounds 

for his statement. In the Book of Discipline which was 

drawn up about the middle of 1560 there is a sectioti 

headed "For Punishment of those that profane the Sacraments

and do contemn the word of God and dare presume to
3. 

minister them, not being thereto lawfully called."

In the course of this section the writers declare that
i

while in earlier days men "Hfci been "ravished" by gazing 

upon the "Sacrament of Christ's Body and Blood "Now 

some were inclined to treat the ordinances of religion 

with contempt. "For where," say/ the compilers, "not long 

ago men stood in such admiration of that idol of the
__ ^^ ^_ ^^^_ ^^^^ ^_ ^^ ^_ ^^ ^m ^^^^ ̂ ^ ^_ j0 ^^ ^^ ^g g^ ^^ ^_ ^^ mm _^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ WH ^M ^g ^^ ^^ (i^ ^f HM f^ ggi ^^ ̂ ^ mt ^^aii ̂ ^ ̂ _ ^^ ^m ^0^^ MVMR

1. S.T.S Edition. Question XXXV.

2. Hewat - Makers of the Scottish Church. 25.

3. Knox^ II. 252.
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Mass that none durst presume to have said the Mass but the

forsworen shaven sort ».... some dare now to bo so

bold as without convocation to minister (as they suppose) the

true sacraments in open assemblies, and some idiots

(yet more wickedly and more imprudently} dare

counterfeit in their houses that which the true

ministers do in the open congregation. They presume

(we say) to do it in houses without reverence, without

word preached and without Minister other then of

companion to companion..... And therefore more

earnestly require we that strict laws be made against

the stubborn contemners of Christ Jesus and against

such as dare presume to minister his Sacraments not
»!•

orderly called to the office*

Ever earlier than the date of the Book of Discipline 

there is a reference in the Kirk Session Book of St. 

Andrews to a man who informed one of the deacons of the 

Church. "I shall buy a pint of wine and a loaf and I

shall have as good a sacrament as the best of them all
2. 

shall have. 11 In the earlier days of the Reformed

Church there were those who were only too ready to

exceed the duties which were allowed to them by the
3. 

General Assembly.

There is another point raised by Me Crie which may also 

be referred to. He holds that as the Lords ask that 

lessons might be read from the "Old and New Testament."

1. Knox 254. The writers say that they dare not prescribe 
the penalty of such conduct but "they fear not to affirm" 
that the crimes deserve death.

2. Register of St. Andrew's Kirk Session 1-34-36 
The date of the entry is '2nd May, 1560.

3. Story Apostolic Ministry in the Scottish Church. 252.
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this indicates that they did not wish to use the

Apocrypha. To argue thus is to ascribe 17th or 18th
1. Century ideas to the Lords of the Congregation in the 16th.

The Common Prayers were to be read"with the lessons 

of the Old and New Testaments conform to the Book 

of Common Prayers." And the natural meaning of the

passage is that the chapters were those appointed in the
2. 

Book mentioned. The rubric in that book refers only to
the Old and New Testaments though lessons from the 

Apocrypha were also read. The Title Page of the 

Geneva Bible - long the Puritan favourite version - 

mentions only the Old and New Testaments although the 

Apocrypha was included in the volume. How long the 

Second Prayer Book of King Edward remained in use in 

Scotland is hard to say. Laing states that "If we 

admit that the English Liturgy was actually adopted it

could only have been to a partial extent and of no
3. 

long continuance." This is much too sweeping and does
not give a fair statement of the case. So far from 

the "English Liturgy" being adopted to a partial extent 

it appears to have been the only service book in use among 
the Reformed in Scotland up to the adoption of the Book 
of Geneva. Cooper may overstate the case for its

1. Numerous references could be quoted to show that in the 
16th century the apocrypha was popularily considered
part of the Holy Scripture. Thus a "Gude and Godly 

Ballad" mentions among "Examples taken out of the 
Bible" several from the Apocrypha. S.T.S. 219. See 

also Holland Court of Venus S.T.S. 97,Wodrow 40B 
Miscellany 449. Articles of the Church of England VI.

2. Then shall be read two lessons distinctly. The first 
of the Old Testament, the second of the New. Like as 
they be appointed by the Kalendar.

3. Knox VI - 278.
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general use when he says that "It was in regular use 

among the Reformed for twelve years on our side of the 

Border* There would be a copy in every gentleman's 

house, the growing congregations would become quite

familiar with it and probably there were not a few who
1. 

continued to prefer it to its Genevan successor, 11 but

he seems nearer the truth than Laing. We have to remember 

that, while in our day a Prayer Book is never seen in by far 

the greater number of Churches in Scotland it was 

different in Reformation times, when all the worshippers 

were acquainted with the use of such, and so far as the

evidence goes this was the Prayer Book which was used
2. 

wherever congregations of the Reformed were to be found.

What period of time Laing considered covered by "no long 

continuance** is not indicated but we have seen that the book 

was used in Scotland in 1657 and probably earlier* It 

was used up to 1562 or thereby and in part later. The 

Book of Discipline proposes that "to the Kirks where no 

ministers can be had presently must be appointed the 

most apt men that can distinctly read the Common Prayers

and the Scriptures to exercise both themselves and the
3. 

Kirk. 11 Laing explains that "Common Prayers" here

means "the prayers that were usually printed with the
_ 4. 

Book of Common Order and the rsalms in metre." It may

1. Transactions Ecclesiological Society - 1925. 4X

2. The Reformers had actually to take steps to prevent 
the people thinfcing that prayers offered ex temp ore 
were "no prayers" Knox II 238.

3. Knox II. 195 - 6.

4. Ibid. 196. Note.
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be so but, at the date when the Book of Discipline 

was compiled, the Book of Common order ̂ Book of Geneva) 

was not "usually printed." This book was prepared 

not for a national church but for a single congregation 

and the number of copies available must have been small.

It had been printed for the first time in 1556 and it
1. 

was not until 1562 that it was printed in Scotland.

It was in use in some Churches in 1560 but only in
2. 

some, and it seems to the writer to be almost impossible

that there could have been anything like sufficient

copies to go over the many churches in Scotland which
3. 

in 1560 and thereafter were being served by readers.

In 1562 after the Book had been printed by Robert 

Lekprevick the General Assembly ordered its use, but 

only in part. "It is concluded," runs the Act of 

Assembly "That a uniform order shall be taken or kept 

in ministration of the Sacraments and solemnization of

Marriages and Burial of the dead according to the Kirk
4. 

of Geneva." The words "taken or kept" imply that while

there were churches where the Genevan Book was used there 

were others where it was not. The ministers in the one 

set were to keep to the order they were using, the 

other were to introduce it so far as the administration 

of the Sacraments, Marriages and Burial were concerned, all

1. Cowan Bibliography of the Book of Common Order. 19 - 22.

2. Knox II. 186. "The Order of Geneva which now is used in 
some of our kirks." 210. "The Book of our Common 
Order called the Order of Geneva."

*

3. In 1567 the staff of the Church consisted of 5 superin_ 
tendents, 289 ministers and 715 Readers. Story 
Apostolic Ministry in the Church of Scotland. 242.

4. Book of the Universal Kirk. 13. (fitter4/n).
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might continue to use whatever order of Common Prayers 

they wished. It would seem as though the book had not 

been taken up so widely as the assembly desired for 

two years later a somewhat stronger ruling of the 

Assembly was given. "Every minister, exhorter and 

reader shall have one of the Psalm Books lately 

printed in Edinburgh, and use the order contained

therein in prayers, marriage and ministration of the
1. 

Sacraments," Thus so far as the Supreme Court of the

Church was concerned the use of King Edward f s Book 

in public worship came to an end in Scotland. Yet 

we have indications of its use in somewhat later days. 

Knox for example seems to have followed the Prayer 

Book in one respect at least, up to the last. As is 

well known one of the great changes made by the 

English Reformers was with regard to the use of the 

Psalter in public worship. In pre-reformation days a

few of the Psalms had been said daily being often
2. 

repeated while the rest were neglected. This was

altered and a new arrangement made whereby the Psalter 

was read through once a month. Knox followed the 

Prayer Book usage, for his secretary, Bannatyne, tells 

us that it was the Reformers daily custom to read

several psalms "which psalms he passed through every
3. 

month once."

1. Calderwood II. 284. No reference to this-in the Book of 
The Universal Kirk.

2. Dowden. Workmanship of the Prayer Book. 20.

3. Knox VI. 634.
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There are indications of a similar adherence to the 

Anglican custom in the case of another Scot of the same 

period but of a very different type. Henry Lord 

Darnley who having been born and brought up in 

England must have been more or less acquainted with the 

Edwardian Book read with his servant one of the "psalms

for the day" on the night in which he was done to death
1. 

in Kirk-o-field. We also find that so late as 1586

the Anglican ffrayer Book was on sale in Scotland, for
2. 

in the inventory of Robert Gourlay who died in that

year are included forty-two small prayer books covered 

in parchment and a considerable quantity of other 

editions of the Prayer Book. Somewhat earlier,

Bassendyne, the Edinburgh Printer, had in stock six
3. 

Common Prayers of England. In the catalogue of the

Library of Jamee VI which was drawn up between 1573 and 

1583 there are several references tothe Prayer Book. 

One had .been given by the Lord Bishop of Orkney to the 

King who afterwards parted with it to Madam Tullebardin. 

Other two were given away, the one to Mistress Nurrish,

who had been the King's nurse, and the other to Jane
* " 

Oliphant, who had been one of his rockers (i.e. under nurses).

At the same time as the last* two gifts were made the

Lord of Mar received the Scots Book of Common Order
4. 

from the Monarch.

1. Prothero's Psalms in Human Life. Chapter VI. See also 
Kerr Psalms in History . p.88.

20 Bannatyne Miscellany II. SIS.

3. Bannatyne ABB Miscellany II - 201.

4. Miscellany of the Scottish History Society I. LXIX.
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Another instance of the use of part, of King Edward's 

Book in Post-Reformation days is to be found in the 

"Form and Manner of Burial used in the Church of 

Montrose*" This order of service which has been 

preserved in the fly leaves of a M.S. Copy of "Regiam 

Majestatem" transcribed by John Bannatyne in the year 

1520 consists of three parts, an exhortation, a prayer

and a funeral hymn, the prayer being taken almost
2. 

verbatim from the Book of Common Prayer. Dr. Laing

thinks that it is obviously subsequent to the

Reformation" and that "from the mention of minister

or reader it was no doubt before 1581 when the office of

Reader was superseded by an Act of the General Assembly. 11

If by "subsequent to the Reformation" Dr.Laing meant

"subsequent to 1560* as he does elsewhere I am not so

sure that he is right. The balance of probability points to

a somewhat earlier date. The Book of Discipline judges

it best that "rneither singing nor reading be at the

burial" and it seems more likely that the order was

drawn up.before that was written.than thereafter.

Again the exhortation contains several quotations from

the New Testament and these are all taken from

Tyndale's version. And while that version was largely

used before 1560 it was rapidly superseded after that date
3. 

by that of Geneva and one feels that if the latter had

1. Wodrow Miscellany. 295.

2. Wodrow Miscellany. 293.

3. Milligan - The English Bible. 86. "The Genevan
Bible quickly established its hold as the household 
copy of the scriptures among Bible students passing 
in all through more than 130 Editions." The only 
sermon of Knox which has been preserved to our time
dates from 1565 and the text is taken from the Genevan 
Bible.



been in existence when the exhortation was drawn up the

scripture quotations would have been taken from it. Then
1. 

the hymn also dates from before 1560. It is in part

a translation of a German hymn written by Michael Welss, 

a minister of the Bohemian Church, who translated a number 

of hymns of the Bohemian Brethren into German. Eight 

of the twelve stanzas (first seven and last) in the 

Scots translation are in the German original. This 

translation we know was in print before 1567 for in

that year it appeared in an edition - not the first -
<* 2 '

of the "Bude and Godly Ballads." Dr.Mitchell had no

doubt that the four original Scots verses were writteh 

by John Wedderburn with reference to the troubles by 

which the Reformed in Dundee were visited when
•

Wedderburn was resident there. The prayer which forms 

the second part of this order is substantially that in 

the service for the Burial of Dead in King Edward's

Second Book. "Almighty God with whom do live the Spirits
3. 

that depart hence in the Lord." That this little Burial

Service was used after the Reformation admits of little 

doubt despite what is said by the Book of Discipline and 

the Book of Geneva. We should perhaps takeinto account that 

botfc these books left loopholes for a burial service. 

In the former there is this significant "addition11 to the

1. The eighth verse, (twelfth in thr Scots translation) 
appeared first in the Magdeburg Hymn Book of 1540.

2. Gude and Godly Ballads. XXXVII - XXXVIII.

3. This prayer differs very considerably from the corres 
ponding one in the First Prayer Book of King Edward.
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section on Burial. "And yet notwithstanding we are not 

so precise but that we are content that particular 

kirks use them (singing and reading) in that behalf 

(at funerals) with consent of the ministry of the same

as they will answer to God and Assembly of the
1. 

Universal Kirk gathered within the realm." which may

suggest that orders of Burial were known to be in use 

in "particular kirks" of which Montrose may very well 

have been one.

The order as we have it to-day is unfortunately 

not complete. At the end of the Manuscript two staves 

are drawn for music and the words, "This song to be sung 

after this tune" written above them, but the musical notes 

have never been added. There is also a blank leaf 

in the M.S. just before the end of the exhortation so 

that it may have been longer at one time though this is 

not quite certain. As there is nothing else to indicate 

that there is anything wanting. At the end of the

prayer instead of the "Amen" which appears in the
I 

English version are the words "So be it." These words

are also found at the end of the hymn though in this 

case they are preceded by the word "Finis."

In 1584 we have a- reference to the case of the 

English Prayer Book by Patrick Adamson Titular Archbishop 

of St. Andrews. He is said to have married a couple 

"after the English ceremonies commanding the persons

1. Knox II. 250. It is significant I think that this 
addition is omitted in the printed edition of the 
Book of Discipline in 1621.

Jt- &CVIA £ -TCOH^VO £ it-tAet* * ~4**C~~ -^Le <«**-**ft* « *&* •&/' S&LVU
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married to s4t down on their knees and receive his 

blessing." For this Adamson was reproved by George 

Ramsay of Langraw who went "secretly and admonished" the 

Archbishop. The latter however, not relishing tne 

rebuke complained to the court with the result that 

Ramsay had to leave the kingdom for life. Unfortunately 

there is nothing to indicate whether the book used was 

that of King Edward or that of Queen Elizabeth but so far

as the marriage service is concerned there is no
1. 

difference between the two books.

1. This information has been preserved in a letter 
written by James Carmichael minister of 
Haddington to the Earl of Angus, Oarmichael's 
informant was Ramsay himself. Wodrow Miscellany 
417.
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On the 24th August. 1560 the Estates of Scotland "statute

and ordained that the Bishop of Rome, called the Pope, has no
1 

jurisdiction nor authority within this realm in time coming"

and from this time onward it may be taken that the Reformed 

Church was the Church of the nation. As we have seen, even before 

this date, the Book of Geneva was in use among the Protestants 

though it was not to come into sole use for sone time later. 

For the origin of this book, which was to be for many years 

the authorised form of prayer - in so far as any form was 

authorised - in the Church of Scotland, we have to look to 

the Continent, but, strangely enough, not to the city whose 

name is associated with the book, for it was first drawn up, 

for the use of the English Congregation in Frankfort in the 

year 1555. This congregation consisted of Hxiles from 

England who had been compelled by the persecution of "Bloody 

Mary" to seek refuge on the continent. The first party to 

find an asylum in Frankfort was composed of a congregation of

Walloons who, having been driven from their native land, had
2 

been settled in Glastonbury Abbey in the reign of Edward VI«

After his death they had been forced by circumstances to leave 

England and after considerable wanderings they at last gained"

permission to reside in the city on the Main. The pastor of the
3 

little band, Pullain by name, was able not only to obtain

residence for his flock but also to obtain the V/eissfrauenkirche

1. Knox 11.125. See also Acts of the Parliament of Scotland II 
525 - 535 for the Statutes dealing with Reformation in 
Church matters.

2. Their pastor Pullain (Latin - Pollandus) had been pastor at 
Strassburg and he had brought with him the first Liturgy 
drawn up by Calvin for use there(circa 1540). This Liturgy 
was used by the Gl«stonbury congregation in a revised form. 
Bersier. Project de revision de la liturgie... 
Introduction Historique XIII.

3. The Walloons only numbered twenty four.
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1 

or Church of the White Ladies for their use in worship. It

was not long, however, until those exiles from England were 

followed by a number of English exiles who in four different 

parties, led by Edmund Sutton, William Williams, William 

Whittingham and Thomas Hood, found a refuge there with their 

co-religionists. These new comers also proffered a request

to the city fathers for the use of a church and, in due time,
2 

that was granted, the French Church being allowed to them

for their service on condition, however, that they should not 

dissent from the French in doctrine or ceremonies, but should 

follow as far as possible the order of the French Reformed 

order of worship. An order of service was therefore drawn up 

which provided that the swrplice should be dispensed with, 

that the litany, responses M and many others things should be 

omitted, that in place of the English confession another

confession "of more effect and also framed according to
^HouUJbeused 

the state and time^'. A metrical psalm to a plain tune was to

follow and, thereafter, the minister was to "pray for the
vnd 

assistance of God 1 s Holy Spirit Ato proceed to the sermon."

After the sermon there was to be a prayer for all estates 

and for "our country of England" which prayer was to be 

concluded by the Lord's Prayer and the Creed: "Which ended, 

another metrical psalm was to be sung. Then the minister was
>;

to pronounce the blessing and so conclude the service. It 

ia perhaps worthy of note that the form of blessing suggested 

is not a scriptural one, as migjht have been expected, but is 

that taken from the Anglican Communion Service. "The peace of 

God which passeth all understanding." Regarding the

1. Hume Brown, Life of John Knox 164.
2. The French and the English were to use the Church day 

about, On Sundays they were mutually to arrange as to 
the hours of service for each party. The whole of the 
troubles at Frankfort will be found in the little work 
entitled "Brief Discourse of the Troubles begun at 
Frankfort in the year 1554." It is reprinted (though not 
in full) in Laings Knox III 1-68, and also separately.
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administration of the Sacraments certain things were omitted
1 

by common consent as being superstitious and superfluous.

After these arrangements had been made the exiles in 

Frankfort sent invitations to their fellow. Englishmen in

various towns, including Zurich, Emden and Strassburg, to
2 3 

come and join them. The English at Zurich in answering

this invitation asked whether they would be allowed to use 

their own form of worship. Apparently they had heard of the 

changes which had been suggested, for it is significant that 

no mention of these changes was made in the letter sent from 

Frankfort. The exiles in Zurich were determined to stand by 

the Prayer Book and so they finally declined to join with 

their separated brethren, though not before there had been 

some correspondence on the matter* To effect an understanding 

one Master Chambers had come from Zurich to Frankfort. only, 

however, to find that those of Frankfort would not agree to 

the use of the Prayer Book, at least in its entirety. By 

him a letter was sent to the "Students of Zurich1* in which 

those of Frankfort say that wh&le they were willing to use 

the book "so far as God ! s word did commend it" they would have 

nothing to do with the "unprofitable ceremonies*" Further 

they state that many of the "godly fathers and brethren" of 

the English Reformation had altered many of the things in the 

prayer book and that, had it not been for the change of 

circumstances, they would have altered many more. This letter 

finished the correspondence with the exiles in the Swiss city 

who, apparently, would have nothing further to do with their 

brethren in Frankfort* By the tine this last letter was

1. Brief JUscourse as in Knox III - 11.
2. "The privileges they had acquired and the central position 

of Frankfort fully justified them in regarding their Church 
as the fitting place of assembly for all the English Exiles." 
Hurne Brown. Life of Knox 169.

3. Laing does not print the letter of invitation or the reply 
In Knox but they will be found in the full edition printed 
in 1846, VIII-XIII. One of the signatures to the invitation 
is that of John Macbrair, a native of Galloway. He 
afterwards became Vicar of St. Nicholas, Newcastle. See also 
Calderwood History. Vol.1. Page 286 ff.
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written (15th Nov., 1554) Knox had become one of the ministers 

of the Frankfort Church and doubtless had a hand in framing 

the epistle. The reply from Strassburg was of a somewhat 

different-character from that of Zurich, but the exiles there 

also wished to use King Edward 1 s book, not that they wanted it 

so strictly observed, but that certain ceremonies might be 

omitted so long as they had the "substance and effect thereof." 

The question as to what was the "substance" of the book led 

to some difficulty and another letter signed among others by 

Knox and Macbrair was sent, in which it was stated that in 

Frankfort there was a "church freely granted to preach God's 

Word purely, to minister the Sacraments sincerely and to 

execute Discipline truly. And as touching our Book (The

Anglican Prayer Book) we will practise it so far as God's word
2 

doth assure it and the state of this country permit. 11

However here again the negotiations for union broke down and 

the men of Strassburg decided to stay where they were. We see 

by these troubles the two divisions into which the Protestants 

of England were divided. From the early days of the Reformation 

Movement in England there had been those who wished a church 

order founded on the fcodel of Calvin's Order of Geneva rather 

than on that of the English Prayer Books. There was what might 

"be called the radical party in the English Church who wanted 

to see the "innovations" of religious matters carried to a much 

greater length than Cranmer and Ms colleagues were inclined 

to go. Even the second prayer Book did not satisfy their 

desires in that direction, and they looked forward to the time 

when even that might be discarded in favour of something more

1. Knox IV - 17. The emissaries from Strassburg were Chambers, 
who had formerly represented Zurich, and Grindall who 
afterwards filled the three chief bishoprics in the Church 
of ulngland. London, York and Canterbury,

2. Knox IV. 19.
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puritan a till* Whittingham and those with him belonged to 

this party and, in setting up the order they did in Frankfort, 
they were promoting advancement of their principles which they 

expected would, in due time, obtain the victory, no$ only 
among the exiles, but also among the Protestants in England* 
And on the other hand those of Zurich and Strassburg v/ere 
equally determined to stand by the Pra7,rer Book v/hich had been 
that of their church up to the accession of Queen ^ary. At the 
time of those troubles Granmer and Hi die y v/ere in prison for 
their faith and it is easy to see how an attack on the Prayer 
Book could be regarded as an attack on those men who had helped 
to draft it. Both parties were sincere and the causes which 
divided them are still proving causes of dJjvision among the 
men of today. Having failed to gather in their fellow 
exiles, the congregation at Frankfort began to take steps to 
have a permanent form of worship brought into use and their
first decision was to adopt the order of the Geneva Church

1 
of which Calvin was minister, Knox, however, declined
to use the order either for the ordinary lord's Day Service 
or for the ministration of the Communion until they had 
consulted with their brethren elsewhere. At the same time 

he refused to minister the Communion according to the English 
Liturgy as there were many things in it "only by warrant of 
man's authority" but he also indicated that if he could not be 
allowed to administer the sacraments according to his conscience 
then some one else might be appointed for that duty, whfcle he 
would confine himself to preaching. If that could not be done 

then he requested that he might be loosed from his charge, but, 

to this, the congregation would not consent. After further 
discussion it was resolved that a "platt" or description of the

1* This order had been lately translated into English. 
McCrie Knox 71.
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M Book of England11 should be drawn up and sent to Calvin for 
his opinion thereanent. The description was drawn up by Knox and 
Whittingham, and though the writer of the "Troubles" says that 
it "is very favourably put down" that is a matter on which 
opinions may very well differ. One can only say that if one of 
the other party had drawn up the "platt" he would have left a 
somewhat different description of the bookl It seems that there 
were those in Frankfort who thought Calvin was favourably
inclined to : i the Anglican form and that Knox and his fellows

2 
were making light of his atithority. Calvin took some time to
reply and, when he did, he favoured, as might have been expected, 
the party led by Knox and Whittingham. His letter contained the
oft quoted phrase regarding some of the contents of the Book of

tr "
Common Prayer, multas tolerabiles ineptias (many foolish things
which may be tolerated), which might be allowed at the beginning 
of the Reformation movement, but which now should be put away 
altogether. Calvin 1 s letter, however, did not put an end to 
the strife, though, apparently, it was not without some effect, 
for some, says the writer of the "Troubles," "were not before
so stout to maintain all tfte parts of the Book of England as

3 
afterwards they were bent against it," A new order was
thereafter drafted by Knox, Whittingham, Gilby Pox and Cole 
and this is the book which was afterwards used in Scotland
under the title of the Book of Geneva or the Book of Common4 
Order. 11 It differed from the order of the Genevan Church

5 
which had been drawn up by Calvin, but the differences were
1. Hume Brown, Knox,I. 174. "The letter they wrote was 

expressly calculated to prejudice Calvin on the point 
submitted to him."

2. Corpus Re forma to rum. XLIII.339,
3. Knox IV - 30.
4. " "being the same order of Geneva as is now in 

print."
5. MCrie Knox 72. Hume Brown. Life of John Knox I. 176 says the 

service was "practically identical with that of Geneva but 
he is in error, as may be seen by comparing the two.
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more likely to offend those who wished the English Book than 

to conciliate them, "This order was well liked of many," says 

our historian, w but each as were bent on the Book of England 

could not abide it." The next move was to form a committee 

of four ministers, two from each party, to draw up an order 

which would be satisfactory to both aides. This was done

and, after Knox had given voice for counsels of moderation,
ft » 1 

an Order of Worship was drawn up. This was adopted by

the congregation for the time being and might have been 

permanently used, had it not been for the arrival of more 

exiles who insisted on using the Book of England in Public 

worship.

Fresh dissentious arose. Knox again took the more 
generous course, but the final result was 1&hat he had to 

withdraw from Frankfort. He went to Geneva where Calvin was 

now supreme and apparently he acted as minister to a small 

English congregation for a few weeks before he left the City 

for Scotland, in August, 1555. Whittingham and a number of 

others came to Geneva during the winter and, through the 

influence of Calvin, the congregation, thus enlarged, was

granted the privilege of using the "Hemple de Notre Dame la
2 

tfeuve" for their services. After they had settled down in

their place of worship the congregation, in accordance with the 

laws of Geneva, proceeded to elect two pastors, those chosen

being Knox and Goodman, the latter afterwards Minister at
3 

St. Andrews. On the 13th September, 1556, Knox returned to

Geneva and took up his duties as minister, using the form of 

worship which had been drawn up by the five ministers at

1. "The order of Common Prayer. The ministration of Christ's 
Holy Sacraments and of Christian Discipline used in the 
English congregation at Frankfort." The order is printed 
as an Appendix to Dr. Wotherspoons edition of the Second 
Prayer Book of King Edward VI. It is almost entirely compiled 
from the English Book of Common Prayer.

2. Now the Auditoire de Philosophic.
3. As Knox was in Scotland, Gilby, one of his Frankfort 

friends, acted as Pastor till his return.
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Frankfort. Apparently he must have used this - as was natural 
- during his few weeks ministry in Geneva in 1555, for it was 
in the beginning of 1556, wh5 le Knox was still In Scotland, 
that the order had, with the approval of Calvin, been formally 
adopted. The Book was printed at Geneva in 1556 and bore the 
title, M The form of prayers and ministrations of the 
Sacraments, etc., used in the English congregation at Geneva, 
and approved by the famous and godly learned man, John Calvin." 
In the same year a Latin edition was Issued, doubtless for the 
benefit of those exiles in Geneva who were other than English. 
Both these (as also some later editions) contained a preface 
believed to be written by Whittingham, but that preface appears 
to have been confined to those printed in Geneva. Another 
edition (of which only one copy is known to exist) was printed
in the same city in 1558 and, three years later, a fourth, if

2 
not a fifth, was issued* What may be called the Liturgical

3 
portion of this book contains.

(a) "The confession of our Faith which are assembled In the 
English congregation at Geneva, 11 to which "rubric" was added 
later "Received and approved by the Church of Scotland." This 
confession follows the Apostles creed and might Indeed be 
considered an expanded version of it, the corresponding clauses
of the Creed, as well as scripture references, being printed

4 
in the margin. The Confession finishes with a doxology.

(b) '.? ./•> Of the ministers and their election, of the elders as 
touching their office and election, of the deacons and their 
office and election. The weekly assembly of the ministers,

1. Hume Brown. Knox.I. - 193.
2. An edition issued In 1561 without place or name of printer 

was, In all probability, printed In Geneva. See Cowan, A 
Bibliography of the Book of Common Order 20.

3. The portion containing the Psalter, etc., will be dealt 
with later£

4. We shall all know Him (God) from the highest to the lowest. To Whom, with the Son and the Holy Ghost, be all praise, 
honour and glory now and ever. So be it.
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1 
elders and deacons. Interpretation of the Scriptures. At the

close of the paragraph, relating to the Deacons, there is a 

note on "Teachers and Doctors" and on "Schools and Colleges*" 

With regard to the election of ministers it has to be done at 

an afternoon service (reference having been made to it at the 

morning one). The minister who preaches has to exhort the 

congregation "with the invocation of God ! s name directing his 

prayer as God shall move his heart." In like manner after the 

election the minister giveth thanks to God with request of 

such things as shall be necessary for his office* And after 

that he is appointed Minister the people sing a psalm and 

depart.

2
(c) The Order of Public Worship. "When the congregation is

assembled at the hour appointed the minister useth one of these 

two confessions or like in effect exhorting the people 

fliligently to examine themselves following in their hearts

the tenor of his words." The two confessions of Sin follow.
3 

"the one framed to our time out of the 9th Chapter of Daniel"

and the other which is shorter "for all states and times 1* 

while there is nothing in the nature of an absolution such

as Calvin inserted in his first Liturgy that of 1542, the
4 

concluding lines of the second confession may have been

meant to serve as such. "For thy Spirit doth assure our 

consciences that Thou art our merciful Father and so lovest 

us Thy children through Him that nothing is able to remove 

Thy Heavenly grace and favour from us. To Thee therefore 

Father with the Soti^ and the Holy Ghost be all honour and

1. "Every week once the congregation assemble to hear some pfc 
place of the scripture orderly expounded."

2. The tittte "Order of Public worship" does not appear in the 
Geneva version.lt was added, however, in some of the 
Scottish editions. The Geneva version startJ.with the rubric 
"When the congregation" etc.

3. Taken from the Liturgy framed by Pullain.This confession was 
dropped when the Book of Geneva was reprinted in Scotland 
in 1562.

4. This second confession is to be found in several of the 
Reformed Liturgies. It has been ascribed to Beza but that 
is simply because he used it at the conference at Poissy 
in 156o. Ebrard attributes it to Johannes 0ecolampadlu« l

P.T.O.
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glory world without end. So be it." This done, the people 

sing a psalm together in a plain tune, which ended, the

minister prayeth for the Assistance of God's Holy Spirit as
\ to 

the °ame snail move his heart, and so proceedeth Athe Sermon.

using after the sermon this prayer following or such like. 

The prayer "for the whole of Christ's Church" follows being 

concluded with the Lord's Prayer. There is nothing to suggest 

that the congregation were to join audibly in the repetition 

of the Lord's Prayer, but the probability is that they did 

so. it was the rule of the Second Prayer Book of King ISdward 

VI that the Lord's Prayer should be "repeated by the minister, 

clerks and people" and in the Liturgy of Compromise the same 

rule was followed. "Then shall the minister begin the Lord's 

Praye-r, all the people saying with him Our Father."

The next item of the service is one which was to 

vanish almost entirely from the Scottish Service, "the 

Apostles' Creed." As we have seen, this symbol was made the 

basis of the Confession of Faith of the Geneva Congregation 

and it was also introduced into the daily service, being 

preceded by the following introduction.

"Almighty and ever living God Vouchsafe, we beseech Thee, 

to grant us perfect continuance in Thy 1'vely faith, 

augmenting the same in us daily till we grow to the full 

measure of our perfection in Christ, whereof we make our 

confession, saying. "I believe in God," etc. Here again, if

(CoAfcinued from previous page) while Bersier says that it 
undoubtedly is by Calvin. There is some foundation for Sprott's 
suggestion that it is in substance a p re-Re formation prayer. 
1. It is somewhat remarkable that in the Latin Edition of

1556 there is no mention of the singing of a psalm at
this point.
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the earlier orders of worship may be taken as guides, we may 

conclude that the minister and the people recited the creed 

together, and so laid themselves open to the charge of 

ignorance which their descendants were to make against them* 

A psalm was then to be sung and the minister, having

pronounced the Blessing, the people were to depart. Tv/o forms
2 3 

of benediction are given, the Aaronic (Numbers VI. 25-27)

and the Apostolic (II Corin. 14). In each case they are 

given in the scriptural form but v/hen the book was republished 

in Scotland the "you" was changed to Mus ft making the forms into 

prayers instead of Benedictions.

Short though this order of Public worship was, the 

minister was allowed to shorten 1C IJT he so desired, for the 

concluding rubric states that "it shall not be necessary for 

the minister daily to repeat all these things before mentioned 

but, beginning with some manner of confession, to proceed to 

the sermon which ended, he either useth the prayer for all 

estates, before mentioned, or else prayeth as the Spirit of 

God shall move his heart." He v/as also enjoined to use 

special petitions should there be any special trouble such 

as plague, famine, pestilence or war fchen afflicting the 

people, 

(d) The Order of Baptism. The rubric attached to this order.

forbids the ministration of the sacraments by women or in
ft SfvtestHvt Chest were 

private places ' but 'left ""to the congregation and necessary

1. Much less a prayer as ignorant people have been apt to 
make it." Paragraph attached to the Apostles' Greed in the 
Shorter Catechism.

2. The word used is"Blessing." It may be noted that the
Presbyterian Party in later days held firmly to the position 
that "Blessing" was part of ministrial duty'.Grillespie 
English Popish Ceremonies 73. states that the powers of 

the Levitical priests have in this matter descended to 
the Ministers of the (Jhspel.

6, This is the only form in Galvins Liturgy.
4. Knox was very much against Baptism In private. In a letter 

from Bishop Ridley to Bishop Grindal, written a little 
before the former 1 s martyrdom, there are several references 
to Knox»s attitude to the Book of Common Prayer,"As for 
Private Baptism it is not prescribed in the Book (Liturgy

P.T..O.
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annexed to God 1 a word as seals of the same. Therefore the 

infant which is to be baptised shall be brought to the ohurch 

on the day appointed to Common prayer and preaching, 

accompanied with the father and godfather. So that, after 

the sermon, the child being presented to the Minister, he 

demandeth this question. It is worthy of note that while 

women are expressly forbidden either to preach or minister the 

sacraments, there is no corresponding rule to prohibit these 

by male members of the congregation. This may be due to the 

fact that, in the congregation at Frankfort, and also at 

Geneva, there were a number of clergymen other than the two 

pastors. 3o far as the rubric was concerned anyone allowed 

to preach might also administer this sacrament if necessary; 

though in ordinary cases, it is left to the minister.

The service of Baptism begins with a question. "Do you 

present this child to be baptized earnestly desiring that 

he may be ingrafted in the mystical body of Jesus Christ." 

The answer being. "Yes we require the same."

The minister then delivers an exhortation regarding the 

nature and end of this sacrament, and of the obligations 

resting upon the parents to see that their children are 

instructed in all "doctrine necessary for true Christian." 

This exhortation concludes with the words, "Finally to the 

intent that v/e may be assured that you, the Father and the 

surety, consent to the performance hereof declare here, 

before God and the face of His congregation, the sum of 

that faith wherein you believe and will instruct this child." 

"Then the Father, or, in his absence, the Godfather, shall

(Continued from Previous page) of Compromise) but where 
solemn Baptism cannot be had what would he (i.e.,Knox) in 
that case should be done. Peradventure he will say it is 
better then to let them die without Baptism. For this his 
"better" what word hath he in the scripture? And if he hath 
none why will he not rather follow that that the sentences of 
the old ancient writers do more allow? From whom to dissent 
without warrant of God ! s word I cannot think it any godly 
wisdom11 Knox IV - 61.
1. That is the week day on which a sermon was added to the 

service of "Common Prayer."
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rehearse the articles of his faith which done the minister 

exhorting the people to pray, sayeth in this manner or such

like kneeling." The prayer which follows is short (being
2 

indeed a collect). At its conclusion the Lord's Prayer

is sai>d and thereafter the minister, having been told the 

child's name, baptizes it "in the name of the Father and

of the Son and of the Holy Ghost*" The rubric directs the
3 

minister "as he speaketh these words" to take water in his

hand and lay it on the child's forehead. A short prayer of 

thanksgiving and of supplicatioh for the infant baptized 

concludes the service.

There is one point which may be specially alluded to and 

that is the ment$on of Godfathers. Both the Anglican books

mention Godfathers and Godmothers though neither book
4 

mentions the number there should be. The Baptismal register

of the English Church at Geneva has been preserved and shows 

that on each occasion of a baptism there was a Godfather 

present. No mention, however, is made of Godmothers and, 

in four cases, the name "Y/itness" is substituted for that of 

Godfather. The first Godfather mentioned is no other than 

John Calvin while Knox filled the office for two children,

John Hollingham and (rfaomi WilliBS. In the case of Knox's
5 

own children William V/hittingham and Miles Coverdale were

the Godfathers.

(e) The Manner of the Lord's Supper. This service was
6 

commonly held once a month "or as often as the congregation

1. This is the only reference to posture in prayer throughout 
the whole book.

2. The Lord's Prayer was said after the Baptism is King 
Edward's Second Book as in the present Book of Common 
Prayer. In King Edward s First Book,however, it was said 
before the baptism.

3. Is thiis a relic of the Mediaeval belief that, in order to 
have a valid baptism the water had to be poured on the 
child simultaneously with the saying of the baptismal 
formula?

4. The present Book limits the God Parents to three, Two
Godfathers and one Godmother for a boy, and one Godfather 
and two Godmothers for a girl. This was added at the 
Revision of 1661 but is in accordance with English Statutes

* ?« this^ase^v^JSale is termed "witness"See Livre de
(6) This has been read, by s omegas yeaning
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think expedient" and apparently followed the 

ordinary morning sermon, being commenced after the recital 

of the Greed.

It begins with the reading of the "warrant" from the 

llth Chapter of the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians and then

the "minister prooeedeth to the exhortation." This
1 

exhortation is really an invitation to the feast though

grievous offenders are warned not to approach until they 

repented of their inquity. Like other exhortations in the 

book this one ends with a doxology and, when it is ended,

the minister is directed to come down from the pulpit
2 

and sit at the table every man and woman taking their place
3 

as occasion best serveth. "Then the minister taketh bread

and giveth thanks either in these words following or like 

in effect." Then comes the prayer of thanksgiving in 

which thanks are given for the manifold mercies of God 

and especially on the incarnation, death and resurrection of 

our Lord. "We present ourselves to this His table which He 

hath left to be used in remembrance of His death until his 

corning again, to declare and witness before the world that 

by Him alone we have received liberty and life, that by him 

alone Thou dost acknowledge us Thy children and heirs, that

by him alone we have entrance to the Throne of Thy Grace, that
& 

by H5.ni alone we are possessed in our spiritual kingdom to

eat and drink at His table."
5

This done the m5.nister breaks the bread and delivers

it to the people who are directed to distribute and divide it
____«-.__..__.- —— •• —— __________ ~__»__^________ n ________________________ ________..__ __ __ __ __ ____ mmm~~m.-.~m.mm-.m.m.

1. The opening paragraphs of this exhortation are taken
almost verbatim from the corresponding exhortation in the 
Angli can Books.

2. These are the only references in the Book to the furniture 
in the Church.

3. Here we have an example of the Scottish custom of the
minister holding a portion of the bread in Ms hands while 
offering the prayer of thanksgiving.

4. i.e., enter into possession of.
5. There is no mention of the "seniors" or elders having any 

special part in the administration of the Sacrament.
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among themselves according to "our Saviour Christ's commandment

and :-.. likewise glveth the Gup." During the time the 

elements are being passed round some part of Scripture 

is to be read setting forth the death of Christ that, while 

the eyes behold the outward symbols of bread and wine "which 

are called the visible word" the hearts and minds of the 

worshippers may be fixed on the contemplation of the Lord's

death which Is represented by "this Holy Sacrament." After
2 

the "action" :"us done, the minister is to give thanks. A

short prayer of two sentences follows and then the direction

is given that "the action thus ended, the people sing the
3 

103rd Psalm, ! My soul*, give laud 1 etc or some other of

thanksgiving which ended, one of the blessings before
4 

mentioned is recited, and so they ris» from the table and

depart," The 103rd Psalm, it need hardly be mentioned, 

still retains its place as the communion thanksgiving psalm 

in the Scottish traditional liturgy.

At the close of the Communion Service there is printed 

a paragraph "to the Reader" in which it is stated that, 

by this order, "their own substance" is restored to the

sacraments and that without Christ's word and warrant nothing
5 

is attempted in this holy action.

(f). The Form of Marriage. The opening rubric requires that 

the"banns or contract" be published three several days in the 

congregation and the marriage shall take place at "the 

beginning of the Sermon." The exhortation which follows is 

taken, in part, from the Anglican Prayer Book and, in part,

1. It is not said by whom the scripture has to be read. 
Calvin's Liturgy has a rubric of similar import, but it 
allowed "some psalms to be sung" as v/ell as portions to be 
read.

2. The name still survives as the designation of the sermon 
preached at the Communion Service.

3. No mention is made of the "tune" to which it was to be 
sung though the Latin version says "accinitur ab universe 
coetu modestis simo concentu."

4. This may indicate that the posture in which the
congregation received the benediction was sitting or kneelini5. This note was probably suggested by a similar one in 
Calvin's Genevan Liturgy.
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from Calvin's Genevan Liturgy. Indeed the whole service is 

taken from those two sources especially from the latter which, 

in turn, borrowed from the Liturgy drawn up by Parel at 

Neuchatel in 1533. Each of these had, however, a prayer at the 

close which is entirely wanting in this form. ••• Xt is 

somewhat remarkable that, for a Christian Marriage service, 

there is nothing - with the exception of the final blessing 

- of prayer in it. Doubtless this is at part accounted for 

by the fact that marriage was usually celebrated at an 

ordinary service when, flHMHMMp prayer suitable to the 

occasion would be offered. After the exhortation the 

minister speaking to those about to be married requires them 

to state whether they know any impediment why they should 

not be joined together. This charge is taken, word for word, 

from the English 3ook. Thereafter the minister, requires the 

man to state whether he takes the woman for his wife, the 

man being directed to return the answer. "Even so I take her 

before God and in the presence of this congregation." After a 

similar question has been put to, and a similar reply received 

from, the woman the minister reads over to them part of the 

Gospel of St. Matthew (XIX). And then goes on to state, "if 

ye believe assuredly these words which our Lord and Saviour 

did speak then may you be certain that God hath even so knit 

you together in this holy state of wedlock," The minister 

then commends them to God "in this or such like sort." "The 

Lord sanctify and bless you, the Lord pour the riches of 

His grace upon you that ye may please Him and live together 

in Holy love until your lives end."

Then is sung the 128th Psalm, "Blessed are they that 

fear the Lord," or some other appertaining to the same purpose.

What must strike every reader of this order - in
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addition to the absence of prayer - is the fact that there 

is no declaration by the minister that the parties are 

now husband and wife. Apparently the underlying idea is 

that "consent makes marriage" and that once that consent 

has been publicly announced the marriage is complete. This 

was quite in accordance with the law and practice of the 

Mediaeval Church and it need hardly be said, is still the 

law in Scotland.

(g) The next three sections merely require mention.
2 

Visitation of the Sick wherein the minister is directed, not

only to pray for the sick person, but also, if necessary, to 

commend him "in jjhe public prayers of the congregation." 

(h) Of Burial. The Liturgy of Compromise had kept to the

Anglican form, but, in the Book of Geneva, all that is said 

is that the corpse is to be brought reverently to the grave, 

accompanied by the congregation without any farther ceremonies

and, after it has been interred the minister is to go to
3 

the Church, if it is not far off, and make some comfortable

exhortation regarding death and resurrection.

The Order of the Ecclesiastical Discipline does not forbid the

person excommunicated from hearing the sermons, though he is

forbidden the sacraments. This closes what may be called the

Liturgi.cal part of the Book of Geneva. The second part

consists of the Psalms of David in metre, while that is

followed by a third part containing Calvin's Cathechism.

At the end of this are two prayers for use in private houses

in the morning and evening respectively, the former of which

is concluded with the Lord ! s Prayer. There is also a "prayer

1. Dowden. Mediaeval Church in Scotland. 251 ff.

2. Taken more or less from Calvin's Genevan Liturgy.

3. This may mean that the comfortable exhortation might be 
given at the grave if the Church was a considerable 
distance away.
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1
to be aaid before meals" and a "thanksgiving after meals" 

of which it may be enough to say that they are sociewhat 

longer than those used now-a-days. The concluding prayer is 

that which was "made at the first Assembly of the 

Congregation when the Confession of our Faith and whole 

orders of the Church were read* and approved." One wonders 

why this prayer was printed, for it could hardly have been 

in regular use. It may have been kept for sentimental 

reasons, though one hesitates to think that such were likely 

to move the men who compos »d the English Church at Geneva. 

The prayer does not appear in any of the Scottish books.

Such then is the Book of Geneva as it was used in 

that city and as it was used in Scotland up to 1562.

that year a new edition was printed in Edinburgftj Pounded 

more or less on Calvin 1 s Liturgy of Geneva it contained 

parts taken from the English Books of Common Prayer and
*

from other reformed prayer books. How much of it was due 

to Knox (the only Scot among the Compilers) we cannot tell 

but, doubtless, he would have his due share in the work of 

its compilation. Its future, however, was to lie, not among 

the Ifciglish Puritans for whom and by whom it was framed, 

but among the Scots, For a little time it seemed as 

though it might have found a place among the company 

of it was first drawn up. After 1566 there was a puritan 

party in England who maintained ink* secret a Presbyterian

organisation as well as an order of worship framed according
2

to this book*
— — — ___ — _ — __ — _...»-•_ — « — — — -• — .-.. — •--•.— — — .--».———.•-..•.— — _.>-.«-».«-.-.-*_>_^..>..«..«»«»«
1. Both these are taken from Calvin^ Genevan Liturgy, as 

is also the Evening Prayer. Four additional Graces and 
two prayers were added in an edition of 1558 of which 
it may be noted only one copy is knov/n to exist.

2. Cowan Scottish Church in Christendom 71.



BOOK OF COMMON ORDER



The Book Of Geneva probably came into use after Knox»s

return to Scotland in 1559* It is mentioned in the Book
1 

of Discipline as being then in use and is there styled the
2. 

Book of our Common Order.

The first General Assembly of the Reformed church of 

Scotland met on 20th December 1^60 (several months after 

the Estates had abolished the jurisdiction of the Bishop 

of Rome in Scotland) but it was not until two years had 

passed that we find any reference in its records to the 

Book of Geneva. On the last day of 1^62 the Assembly 

decided that the ministration of the sacraments solemni

zation of marriages and burial of the dead were to be
3- 

conducted according to the Book.
4. 

Apparently some time in the same year the Assembly

had lent Lekprevik the Edinburgh printer "to help to 

buy irons ink and paper and to fee craftsmen for printing 

of the Psalms." As for aany years the usual name for 

the Book of Common Order was the psalm book there is no

doubt that it is that book wl..ich is here referred to.
5- 

In th$v0ar mentioned Lekprevik did publish "The form of

prayera and ministration of the Sacraments &c used in the 

English church at Geneva and approved by the famous and 

godly man John Calvin whereunto are also added the prayers 

which they use there in the French church with the confession 

faith which all they make that are

1. Knox II 186
2. Ibid 210
3. B.U.K. (Peterkin) 13. It is of course possible that 
there may have been earlier references in the records which 
have been lost.
4. Hay Fleming Reformation in Scotland 305. - Laing makes 
it the year before. Baillie»s Letters ±H 526. 

Copy in the Advocates Library.
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1. 
received into the university of Geneva."

This edition is specially interesting as it shows 

the transition fr^pm the Order of Geneva to that 

adopted by the Church of Scotland. As mentioned it 

contains extra prayers in addition to the orders 

already mentioned. Of those which are mentioned as 

being used in the French church the first is a prayer 

of intercession "which serveth for Sunday after the 

sermon." It concludes with a paraphrase of the Lord f s 

Prayer, the several petitions of the latter being inserted 

on the margin. The other is a prayer of confession 

which it is noted is to be said "upon Wednesday which 

is the day of common prayer."

The Lord's Prayer is inserted near the centre of 

this prayer. The outstanding feature of both these

prayers is their length. The prayers used in the
2. 

original book were all more or less short . The

confession of sind for example contains some three 

hundred words while the French confession runs to 

nearly two thousand. There were other three new 

prayers added but of those, two ?/ere dropped at the 

revision of the book two years later and the third 

much altered. Beyond these there was no change in 

the Book.

Two years later Lefcrevi^k issued a new edition

1. This confession though mentioned in the title is 
not contained in the volume. It contains however the 
Confession of Faith found in the Geneva book.
2. The prayer for the visitation of the sick is an 
exception but it was for use in private.
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which it has been stated was the first formally
1. 

authorised "by the church. It is certainly the first

to "bear 6n its title page "Approved and received by 

the Church of Scotland." The new material in this 

edition consisted of five prayers all of which had 

apparently been in use for some time previously. 

There is a "Confession and Jrayer commonly used in the 

church of Edinburgh on the day of common prayers" which 

may have been used as an addition to the service of

King Edward's Book. In its opening sentences it is
2 

the same as the new confession in the 1562 edition but

otherwise is quite different. Then there is 3. 

"Confession of Sins and Petitions made unto God in 

the time of our extreme trouble and yet commonly used 

in the churches of Scotland before the sermon." Both 

these confessions are ;of moderate length. The same 

cannot be said of the third additional prayer which 

was "used in the churches of Scotland in the time of 

their persecution by the Frenchmen but principally 

when the Lord's Table was to be ministered."

This and the "Thanksgiving unto God after our 

deliverance from the tyranny of the Frenchmen with 

prayers made for the continuance of the peace betwixt 

the realms of England and Scotland" though not

1. Cowan Bibliography 22.

2. This confession was never printed again except in 
a book og 1599.
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published until 1564 date from the troublous years 
1. 2. 

. Both were probably written by Knox.

The other additional prayer in this Edition is one 

"used in the assembles of the church as well particular
•

as general." This also bears marks of the days when 

the question of Roman or Reformed hung in the balance 

and may be dated from the years before 1560. So far as 

one can judge it is a purely Scottish prayer and may 

also be from the pen of the great Reformer.
• *

Three other eaitions may be briefly noticed. 

That of 1571 was printed abroad, probably at Geneva.

It is especially noteworthy in that it contains three 

orders of service not found in earlier editions. These 

are the "Order of Excommunication and of Public 

Repentance used in the Church of Scotland."

"The Form and Order of the Election of the 

Superintendent which may serve in election of all other 

ministers" and "The Election of Elders and Deacons 

in the Church of Edinburgh." All these new orders

belong to an earlier date than 1571 and. indeed were
».

published separately at least two years earlier.

The next edition is that of 1575 which was 

printed by Banantyne and which contains four new 

prayers including for the first time a prayer for

1. A marginal note to the first reads "These prayers 
following were first used when both the Kings of France 
were living." The prayers must have been compiled 
before 1559 when Henry VI died.
2. The prayer of Thanksgiving was used in a somewhat 
different form at the thanksgiving service for deliverance 
from the Frenchmen held in St Giles 19th fluly 1560.
Knox II. 85
3. No place is given but several errors in printing 
indicate that it was printed by French workmen. 
4 Only one copy is known to exist. See Dickson & Edmond»s 
Annals of Scottish Printing 239. This copy is at Lambeth.



the king. This last mentions by name "our most
1. 

gracious Sovereign Lord King James the Sixth. The

prayer is taken from a Primer of King Edward VI

which was published as early as 1553 > but in substance
2. 

it may be traced to the reigfr of King Henry VIII.

Of more interest however than either is that which 

was printed by Le^pevik in 1567 and which is in the 

Gaelic language. The translator was Carswell who had 

been Bishop of the Isles in the unreformed church and 

afterwards superintendent of Argyle and the Isles in the 

reformed. The translation is the first known book 

to be printed in the Gafeli* language. The title page 

is of more than usual interest and bears the following.

"Forms of Prayer and administration of the 

.Sacraments and Cathchism of the Christian Faith here 

below. According as uhey are practised in the 

churches of Scotland which have loved and accepted the 

faithful gospel of God on having put away the false 

faith turned from the Latin and English into GaBlic by 

Mr John Carswell minister of the church of God in the 

bounds of Argyle whose other name is Bishop of the

Isles. No other foundation can any man lay save that
> 

which is laid even Jesus Christ 1 Cor 3. Printed in

Edinburgh whose other name is DU1TMONY the 24th day of
k ''

April 1567. By Robert Leprevfk.

1. Later editions have "Charles by Thy grace our King's 
Majesty together with his queen and their happ£ offspring."
2. The prayer "for the King's 1'ajesty" ift the Order 
for Llorning Prayer" in the Anglican Prayer Book is a 
somewhat altered version of the same.
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The most noteworthy part of the book is the 

following form of service for blessing a ship when going to 

sea. It is the only form of a service with responses 

native to the Scottish Reformed Church and shows that 

there were parts of Scotland where the views held 

regarding such matters were not identical with those 

of John Knox.

"let one of the crew say thus »The Steersman
r > 1
Bless our ship. The rest respond 'May God the Father

fcer } / > f 
bless. The Steersman Bless our ship. Response May•> r
Jesus Christ bless her. The Steersman Bless our

> f 9
ship. Response May the Holy Spirit bless her.

r
The Steersman. What do ye fear and (seeing) that God

» i ) the Father is with you? Response We fear nothing.
r

The steersman What do ye fear and (seeing) God the
' f > Son is with you. Response We fear nothing. The

Steersman \7hat do you fear and (seeing) that God
•> (

the Holy Ghost is with you? Response V/e fear

nothing. The steersman. May the Almighty God for the 

sake of His Son Jesus Christ through the comfort of 

the Holy Ghost the one God who brought the children 

of Israel through the Red Sea miraculously and brought 

Jonah to land out of the whale's belly and brought 

the Apostle Paul and his ship with the crew out of 

the great tempest and out of the fierce storm save us

1. Knox was no lover of responses (see W 
Calderwood also objected to them, his objections being 
founded partly on a "high" view of the ministry. "The 
Ptelate ... would divide the prayer between pastor and 
people and by many idle repetitions would bring both 
pastor and people under the guiltiness of vain babbling 
and Popish superstition." The Pastor and the Prelate 4. 
Presbyterian Armoury. Vol II.
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sind sanctify us and bless us and carry us on with 

quiet and favouring winds and comfort over the sea 

and unto the harfrour according to His own goodwill

which thing we desire from Him saying Our Father which
« ,t * n 

art in Heaven etc. Let all the rest say So be it.

The probability is that this form is the work 

of the Bishop himself as there is nothing corresponding 

to it in any known prayer book. The same probably 

may be said of another form termed "A short prayer 

after the Psalm before the sermon," which appears 

among the Common Prayers. It concludes with the 

Lord ! s Prayer which may indicate the part of the service 

at which the Bishop was accustomed to use that Divine 

Form.

THE USE OF THE BOOK

Turning now to the use of the book we notice that 

while forms of prayer are given the minister is not 

tied down to the form as in the corresponding Anglian 

Book of Common Prayer. The first rubric for example 

in the "Order for Public worship" states that "the 

minister useth this confession or like in effect" while 

the rubric relating to the prayer after sermon refers 

to "this prayer following of* like in effect." Then as 

to the prayer immediately before sermon no form is 

given at all, the direction simply being "The Minister 

prayeth for the assistance of God ! s Holy Spirit as the 

same shall move his heart." Similarly with the prayer
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of thanksgiving is the "Order 'for the administration 

of the Lord's Supper." "The minister giveth thanks 

either in these words following or like in effect 11, 

fln the other hand it is worthy of note that there 

are no such rubrics attached to the additional 

prayers which from time to time were added to the 

order of Public Worship. Indeed one of the 

directions given may be taken to imply that the 

prayer was not to be altered. "This prayer following 

is used to be said after the sermon on the day which 

is appointed for common Prayer and it is very proper 

for our estate and time to move us to true repentance 

and to turn back God's sharp rods which still 

threaten us." In the "drder of the General Past" it

is said "The sermon ended the common prayer shall be
1 

used that is contained in the Psalm book, beginning

•God Almighty and Heavenly Father 11 this prayer being 

that to which the preceding rubric is attached. Much 

more attention has been given to the permissive nature 

of some of the directions by certain writers e.g. 

LaingjtfjMc Crie than seems altogether warranted. 

There does not appear to be much foundation for the 

statement of Me Crie that while the readers and 

exhorters used the forms given "even they were

encouraged to perform the service in a different
2. 

manner" (apparently so far as ini#iste*s were concerned

________________6_________________________

1. Psalm Book was the usual name for the Book of 
Common Order.
2. He Crie Knox Note D.D. He gives as his authority 
the rubric to the order of the General Fast "Then certain 
psalms and certain histories to be distinctly read
exhortation to be conceived thereupon and prayers likewise 
as God shall instruct and inspire the minister or redder." 
As a matter of fact the order contains the chapters

P.T.O.
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he thought they might ignore the book altogether.) 

In 18^4 the Kirk Session of Gt Andrews interfered 

with Thomas V/od the reader there and ordered him to 

read only the prayer in the psalm book and the chapters 

"Alanerlie• of the Hew and Old Testament" without any

addition of his own brain note or otherwise except it
fl1 ' 

be given him by writing from the session. Three years

later we find Wod again in trouble for a similar
2. 

offence . About forty years later the Synod of Fife

had to deal with the same matter and nade a rule that

ordinary readers shall be tied to read in the public
//

audience of the pfople only such prayers as are printed
•

in the Psalm Book, and ordained by the Kirk of ^potland
3 • 

to be read publicly." ITor was it only in Fife that

the Readers had to kept in order. The Presbytery 

of Glasgow in 1595»6 ordered that "nothing be read

or sung in the new Kirk by John Buchan reader but
4. 

what is contained in the word of God." Such extracts
So

show that there was not Amuch liberty allowed as some

writers have held. The forms were put into the hand 

of the officiating person minister or rdader and while 

the use of every word; was not enforced still the 

forms were not to be neglected altogether. It is 

difficult to understand why so many additional forms 

should have been added from time to time if the Book 

of Common Order was to be no more than a book of

and psalms to be used every forenoon and afternoon of
the week of the fast and no hint is given that these
might be departed from.
1. Register of 3t Andrews Kirk Session_529
2 Ibid f flF -
3! Records of Synod of Fife (Abbotsford Club]103
4. Miscellany of Llaitland Club I 79.
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of suggestions. It is significant I think that 

where the Geneva Liturgy or its descendants (if such 

an expression be allowed) is still used e.g. an^ng the

reformed churches on the continent it is used more as
1. 

a Prayer Book than a Directory.

The name which the reformers gave to their book 

"The Book of Common Order" shows that they expected 

it was something more than a mere guide for an order can
II H

not be called Common when every one pleases himself 

as to whether he uses it or not. The name we may 

belieye owes at least something to Knox who was quite 

well acquainted with its meaning. Calderwood tells us 

that in 1^53 Knox was Balled before the Council in 

England to answer certain questions one of which 

referred to the prayer book. The members of the Council 

includJfl^gCranmer said that they were sorry to know he 

was of "a contrary mind to the Common Order. He

answered that he was more sorry that the Common Order
• 2. 

should be contrary to Christ's Institution."
3In this connection the words of Alexander Henderson 

have great weight. "The forms of prayer administration 

of the sacraments admission of ministers excommunication 

solemnizing of marriage visitation of the sick etc 

which are set dov/n before in the Psalm book and to 

which the ministers are to conform themselves is a 

sufficient witness (against the accusation that) they

1. Bersier Profet de Revision. Introduction Historique.
2. History I. 281
3. Government and flrder of the Church of Scotland. Edin 
burgh 1641 Epistle to the Reader. The book was 
published anonymously but there is no doubt that Henderson 
was the author. ^Baillie mentions (Letters I 376) that the 
Assembly asked Henderson to write such a book and a 
pamphlet published at Edinburgh in l6j?9 "A Review and 
examination of a pamphlet lately published bearing the

P.T.O.
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had no certain rule or direction for their public 

worship but that every man following his own 

extemporary fancy did preach and pray what was good in 

his eyes .... for although they be not tied to set forms 

and words yet they are not left at random but for 

testifying their consent and keeping unity they have

their directory and prescribed order." Perhaps no
1. 

better summing up of the case could be given.
2 

According to Me Crie the Book of Common Order was

intended as a help to the ignorant not as a restraint 

upon those who could pray without a set form."

But when it is remembered that the Book was first 

of all prepared for the congregations at Frankfort and 

Geneva such a view cannot for a moment be entertained. 

Me* like Knox, Foxe, Gilby, Cofcerdale,Whittingham were 

not ignorant mm nor can the congregation of which they 

formed a part be called by such a name. The little 

flock at Geneva probably contained as many men of talent 

and learning as any congregation of its size among the 

Reformed at that time. If a prayer book or even a 

directory watt only of use in congregations of simple 

and unlettered people served by ministers of similar 

type then there would have "been no need whatever for 

Knox and his colleagues to draw out an order for Divine 

service a.t all for doubtless all could pray without a set

form. But the fact that they followed the example of

title of "Protesters no Subverters and Presbytery no 
Papacy &c" by some lovers of the interests of Christ in 
Scotland" mentions the toook as that of "worthy Mr Henddrson 
of precious memory". 60.1 It is written as though by 
an English Puritan.
1. When in 1641 the General Assembly was minded to draw 
up a Directory for England and Scotlanfl Renders on who v/as 
Moderator v/as asked to undertake the work. He started it 
but did not continue giving among other reasons that he 
could not take it upon him ... to set down other forms of 
prayer than we have in our Psalm book penned by our great 
and Divine Reformers " Letter to Baillie. See Baillie's 
Letters II. 2 (2) Knox Note D.D.
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Calvin whom lihey regarded as their master in things

ecclesiastical and framed an order for united worship
in fh«t> opirnon 

shows thatA such a method was better than leaving

everything to the officiating minister no natter how 

able to pray without a set form he might be.

That the laymen of those days had not the objections 

to"read prayers "which their descendants afterwards 

developed may be seen by the action of the Members of 

the Convention of Royal Burghs who in 1593 decided that 

as their meetings were opened and closed with prayer 

forms should be drawn up for that purpose. This was 

done apparently by a committee appointed for the purpose 

and on the form for opening the convention being 

presented "they approved and allowed the same and 

therefore have statute and ordained that in the beginning 

of all their conventions in time coming and daily during 

the time of their convention at their meeting the said 

prayer be read afad used which they ordain to be inserted 

and registered in the convention book of the which the 

tenor runs. " The prayer follows and is one which no 

minister need scruple to use today. Simple and short 

it is yet comprehensive as may be seen from its conclusion. 

"Fill us with Thy Good Spirit that in this whole action 

we may seek nothing but Thy glory the common v/eill of
•

our estate and the quietness of this poor country. 

Vouchsafe Lord these things and all other things, Thy
hMajesty thinks needful at this time to the accomplisment
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of this work for our Lord Jesus Christ's sake to whom

with Thee and the Holy Ghost be all praise and glory
•*• • 

for ever." The form for closing was also approved

and ordained to be iegistered in the convention book and 

used at the closing of thair meetings. It ends 

"Finally Lord give us grace to pass the course of Jour 

pilgrimage here in Thy fear that hereafter we may dwell 

with Thee for ever in that glory that Christ has 

purchased to us by His precious death to whom therefore

with Thee and the Holy Ghost be all praise honour
2. 

and glory, for ever and ever Amen. Nor can the
0F the book 

suggestion be accepted that tic. useAwas meant simply

to be provisional until the day of fully trained 

ministers should come. Ten years after the Reformation 

had been notified the Kirk Session of St Andrews 

testified of their minister Robert Hamilton that "both 

in the preaching of the word and doctrine form and 

manner of prayer external conversation of life to have 

behaved himself as becometh a true i.iinister and servant 

of God so that as yet by his travail the purity of the 

evangel, form of ministration of sacraments and order

of discipline offered to us by the Mercies of God by His
3-

notable and excellent instruments is yet kept among us"

James Melville preaching at the opening of the Gnneral 

Assembly of 1590 maintained that unless "the word and 

sacraments were kept in sincerity and rightly used and

practised by direction of the discipline they would soon
4. 

be corrupted,"_________________________________

1. Records of the Convention of Royal Burghs I. 395
2. Ibid. 2'* «rr
3. Register of St Andrews Kitk Session. 339,
4. Autobiography £ Diary 280.
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The numerous editions published in the latter 

half of the 16th century and the earlier part of the 

17th (one of them as late as 1635) afford evidence 

that the use of the book was meant to be permanent. We 

find during the stormy period round about the time of 

the Perth Assembly that both Prelatist and Presbyterian 

appealed to it. ¥nen that Assembly allowed communion 

to be given to the sick it nevertheless, Ordered that 

the service was to be according to the "order 

prescribed in the church" and this of course was the only 

order which the church had. Calderwood mentions two 

cases bearing on the subject (a) that of Hog of Dysart 

who on being accused by Archbishop Spottiswood of having 

referred in his prayer after sermon to the Bishops as 

"hirelings and bellygods" defended himself by stating 

that"his prayer was conform to the common prayer 

contained in the Book of Discipline which was published
•*', Nfor the use of the kirk of Scotland, (b) that of 

Scryrrigeour of Kinghorn who on being charged with 

disregarding the Perth articles made the statement 

"neither is thetE any warrantable form directed nor 

approved by the church beside that which is in print

before the Psalm book according to the which like as'I
* 2. 

have always done so now I minister that sacrament. 11

Bishop Sage writing in 1693 remarks that there were many

1. History VII 368.9.

2. Ibid VII 422.
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old people still "alive who remember well to have seen

it used indifferently both by Presbyterians and
1. 

Prelatists" Anderson the great opponent of Sage

and his party bears testimony to the same effect. 

"Hobody denies that our Scottish Liturgy commonly called

Knox's or the Genevan Liturgy was universally used for
' .2. 

well nigh fourscore years after the year 1564." This

would bring its use down to the Glasgow Assembly at any 

rate. On the other hand there seems little doubt that 

towards the end of the period we are considering the 

use of the book was M much reduced. James VI could 

not be referring to the Book of Common Order when on 

his accession to the throne of England he declared that 

the prayers of Scottish Ministers were plain libels
3. 

girding at Sovereignty and Authority, and his words

indicate that many of the Ministers had ceased to use 

it in its entirety. Though Calderwood in 1631 gives 

as one of the reasons why King James 1 version of the 

Metrical Psalter should not be introduced, that if the 

Reformation Psalter were taken from them the common

prayers and orders for the sacraments &c might also be
4. 

taken away, yet he states that so far as his own practice

li Fundamental Charter 351
2. Country man f s letter to the Curate 62. This was an
answer to Sage f s book.
3^ Lang History of Scotland XL 8l
4. Bannatyne Club Miscellany I 234. Papers of Reasons
against the Reception of King James "Metaphrase". Ho
name is attached but they are believed to be the work
of Calderwood.
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and that of many others was concerned he did not use

the "exhortations or prayers which are extant in our
•*• • 

agenda."

Elsewhere he says "tfone are tied to the prayers
2 

of that book but the prayers are set down as samplers;1

The Assembly of 1638 appealed to the Book of Common 

Order as the authorised standard of worship in the

Church of Scotland and by it condemned the acts of the
2a 

Perth Assembly. In the "Declaration" written by the

Dean of Durham Dr Balcanquhal and published in the name 

of King Charles it is stated that in Scotland there is 

no form of public prayer but preachers readers and

ignorant schoolmasters pray so ignorantly as to be
3 

w a shame to all religion." The Assembly of 1639
4. 

warmly repudiated such accusations but when we

remember that the Dean was himself a Scotsman and not

unacquainted with the practice in Scottish churches«•''
we cannot dismiss his evidence as altogether lacking 

in truth.

Row in his "Historic" under date 1636' though 

acknowledging that there is already a form of 1i tu rgy 

established by the law of hhe land and long practised 

yet declares himself to be very much opposed to a 

"prescript and stinted form of v/ords and prayers and
5.

exhortation."

1. Altare Damascenum 613
2. History(Folio Edition,/ 25. The word "Sampler" is 
still used in the South of Scotland to indicate a patter 
to be copied. 
2a Records of the Kirk 33.
3. Page 16.
4. Records of the Kirk 266
5. Historic 404 -6
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Similar ground is taken in the "Reasons for which 

the Service Book urged upon Scotland should be refused" 

published in 1637, in which the writers show that they 

had little sympathy with imposed forme of service. 

"Though a prescript form of Liturgy were lawful ... 

there is one in the country already ... But now if a 

new one ought to be imposed it ougjht to come in by a 

lawful manner by a General Assembly and men chosen to

make it who are known to have the gift of prayer
1. 

themselves."

For this disuse of the book several reasons might 

be assigned. Probably the optional nature of the 

rubrics attached to the prayers in the daily service 

had something to do with it. The liberty allowed to 

vary the form led in time I^JD the form being entirely 

neglected in certain quarters. There also grew up 

about the time of the Glasgow Assembly a feeling 

against read prayers altogether. To some extent this 

was due to the Brownist influence which as we will see 

was against several of the cherished customs of the 

Scottish Church. A number of Scots who in the troublous 

years before 1638 had gone to Ulster began to return 

and they brought with them customs which led to much

1. Knox VI 284. See also "EISTOI-IA KOTUUM" published 
anonymously but believed to be by William Spang. 
Minister of the Scots Kirk Rotterdam 6ousin and 
Correspondent 'of Robert Baillie 204 ... "LEGITAM ET LONGO 
USU RECEPTAM CULTUS DIVI1II EXTER1TAM FORMAM PRORGUS 
ABOLET AC IN EJTJS LOCUM SUBSTITUIT ALIAM A POITTIFICBS 
MUTUATAM."
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Similar ground is taken in the "Reasons for which 

the Service Book urged upon Scotland should be refused" 

published in 163?» *n which the writers show that they 

had little sympathy with imposed forme of service. 

"Though a prescript form of Liturgy were lawful ... 

there is one in the country already ... But now if a 

new one ought to be imposed it ought to come in by a 

lawful manner by a General Assembly and men chosen to

make it who are known to have the gift of prayer
1. 

themselves."

For this disuse of the book several reasons might 

be assigned. Probably the optional nature of the 

rubrics attached to the prayers in the daily service 

had something to do with it. The liberty allowed to 

vary the form led in time \_j> the form being entirely 

neglected in certain quarters. There also grew up 

about the time of the Glasgow Assembly a feeling 

against read prayers altogether. To some extent this 

was due to the Brownist influence which as we will see 

was against several of the cherished customs of the 

Scottish Church. A number of Scots who in the troublous 

years before 1638 had gone to Ulster began to return 

and they brought with them customs which led to much

1. Knox VI 284. See also "HISTOFIA MOTUUM" published 
anonymously but believed to be by William Spang. 
Minister of the Scots Kirk Rotterdam 6ousin and 
Correspondent "of Robert Baillie 204 ... "LBGITAM ET LONGO 
USU RECEPTAM CULTUS DIVI1II EXTER1TAM FORIIAM PRCRSUS 
ABOLET AC IK EJTJS LOCUM SUBSTITUIT ALIAM A P01TTIPICHS 
MUTUATAM."
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l.
heart burning among the leaders of the church. Among

2. 
those was "discountenancing read prayers", and the

Assembly of 1640 passed an act declaring that read 

prayers were not unlawful. Dickson Minister of 

Irvine who was a Puritan if ever there was one thought 

the language of the draft too weak and wished to have

it read "that it should be lawful to read prayers
3. 

both in private and public."

In spite of this we find Samuel Rutherford 

emphatically condemning "read prayers" stating in a 

letter to Lady Boyd that he "could never see precept 

promise or practice for them in God's Word," and further

that "Our church never allowed them but men took them
4. 

up at their own choice." One can only marvel that

a man of Rutherford's standing allowed himself to make 

such a misstatement.

Among the English Puritans such views were not 

uncommon as may be seen from the preface to the
5.

Westminister Directory, and among the Reformed on the 

Continent we find a similar departure from the prayer
«

books of the first reformers. This was more especially 

the case in Holland where the Ministers of the Dutch 

Reformed Church allowed the original forms (so far as 

far as the ordinary Lord's Day services were concerned)

1. Baillie Letters I. 249. Henderson seems to have been 
especially opposed to their innovating ways.
2. Baillie Ibid. 362
3. Ibid 253. The controversy however still went on. 
As late as 1650 two men declared before the Presbytery 
of Dalkeith the one that he considered set forms of 
prayer ought be used by "weak Christians" the other 
that he was "scarcely satisfied" that they were lawful. 
Sprott "V^orship of the church during the Covenanting 
period" 37.
4. Letters Bonar's Edition 6ll.
5. The compilers however nowhere declare read prayers 
to be unlawful.
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to go out of use altogether in the seventeenth
1. 

century.

This was bound to affect the Scottish Church the 

Ministers of which were in close contact with the'ir 

Dutch brethre^n. In some cases however the Scots 

went further than their Continental neighbours. When 

John Welsh the son in law of Knox was in charge of the 

French church at St Jean d 1 Angely his method of 

conducting the services led to the National Synod 

commanding him both "in preaching and in the exercise

of discipline to conform unto that order and manner
' 2. 

used in the churches of this kingdom."

What gave the final blow to the Book of Common 

Order was the attempt of Charles I to supersede it 

by Lhe Book of Common Prayer. Anderson declares 

that the Common Order "fell into disuetude more owing 

to the obtruding a liturgy after the English form in

an arbitraty way, without shadow of law than to anything
3. 

else,"

The action of the king raised a prejudice against

prayer books of all kinds a prejudice which it need
4. 

hardly be said has lasted to our own day. Still we

have rather interesting evidence that many of those who 

heartily disliked that book were quite willing to keep

1. Baird Chapter on LiturgiesA 211. The use of the 
forms for Baptism Communion and Ordination however 
continues to this day,
2. Quick, quoted by Sprott Introduction to Book of 
Common Order LX.
3. Anderson Countryman f s letter to tfc e Curate 87.
4. According to Stevenson the use of the Book of Common 
Order continued to'l643 in Dunfermline. See Communion 
in Dunfermline 23.
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the "form of prayer" they already had. A great 

number of petitions were sent in against 4to» Latfds 

Liturgy m Burghs, Presbyteries parishes and Individuals . 

In not one of them is there any objection offered to 

"read" prayers or "forms of worship" as such. On the 

contrary Dumbarton states that the new book derogates 

from "the form of religious worship .... followed since 

the happy Reformation." Kirkoswalft understands that 

the new book is not only different "from the form and 

order we have used hitherto " but is also popishly 

included. Aye refers to the book as containing a "form 

of worship dangerously swerving from the form of worship 

.... which we have followed universally since our 

happy reformation."

Cupar represents that to the "former form of worship 

as settled at the happy reformation and established

by the laws and acts of Assembly" they v/ere all bound
1. 

by oath. There seems no doubt therefore that among

the laity there v/ere many who desired to keep to the 

old form.

1. Records of Privy Council Vol VI 699-716. It will 
be noticed that both the new book and the old are 
termed "forms". More of the petitions might be quoted 
to the same effect.
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The nucleus of the Scottish Reformation Psalter 

is to be found in the "One and Fifty Psalms in English 

Metre" which were published along with the first edition 

of the Book of Geneva in 1556. The psalms formed the 

second part of the book, coming between the various 

orders of Service and the Catechism. Of the fifty-one 

psalms thirty-seven had been put in metre by Thomas 

Sternhold, seven by John Hopkins and seven by William 

Whittingham. A second edition, published two years 

later, contained eleven more psalms of which nine were 

by Whittingham and two by Pullain. Three years later the 

collection numbered eighty-seven, and of the 

twenty-five new psalms twenty-four are attributed to 

William Kethe. It is certain, however, that the 

remaining extra psalm - the best known in the Psalter.

"All people that on earth do dwell11 - is also by Kethe,
1. 

though it is attributed to Sternhold. All three

editions mentioned were printed in Geneva, the first 

complete edition of the metrical psalter being that 

printed in England and dedicated to Queen Elizabeth in 

1563. The Scottish Church did not, as might have been 

expected, take over the English version. The General 

Assembly appointed a Committee to prepare a Psalter 

for themselves and lent Robert Lekprevik the sum of

1. It is very unlikely that the exiles had access to any 
psalms of Sternhold f s which had remained unprinted. 
In none of Sternhold*s Psalms do we get the first 
and third line rhyming. In another edition published 
in 1561 in which some misprints in the edition above- 
mentioned are corrected the 100th Psalm is ascribed to 
Kethe.
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1. 
two hundred pounds for the printing of it in 1562.

The Scottish version contained 109 psalms which

were the same as those contained in the English
2. 

edition. Of the forty-one psalms in the Scottish

version which were not in the English one, fifteen
3. 4. 5. 

were by Kethe, four by Whittingham. one by Pullain,
6. 

and six by Robert Pont, who appears for the first

time as a versifier. The remaining fifteen bear the 

initials I.C. which are believed to be those of

John Craig, for long Minister of the King's household
7. 

in Scotland. One outstanding difference between the

English and Scots books is the greater number of
8. 

"peculiars" in the latter. Thus while the former

has 132 psalms in common metre, the latter has only

1. Bannatyne - Miscellany. JDQ 232.

2. Minor variations were made on many of them by the 
Scottish Revisers.

3. A Scotsman, one of the exiles at Geneva, afterwards 
a minister of the Church of England.

4. One of the English exiles at Geneva. Succeeded Knox
in the pastorate there, afterwards became Dean of Durham,

5. Another of the English exiles at Geneva, afterwards 
Archdeacon of Colchester.

6. A native of Culross and a member of the First General 
Assembly.

7. Born 1512. Was a teacher of the Dominicans at Bologna. 
When he returned to Scotland he had almost forgotten 
his mother tongue and for a time preached in Latin.

8. i.e. Psalms versified in metres other than w longM 
"shortH or w common. rt
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99 and there seems no doubt that the Scottish compilers 

deliberately altered some of the English common 

metre versions into others. There are only fifteen 

different metres in the English Book and no less 

than thirty-eight in the Scottish. There is another 

difference with regard to the contents of the Psalter. 

The English Book contained a number of pieces other 

than metrical psalms but our first Scottish Psalter 

contains the psalms and nothing more. The reason for 

this can hardly be that the reformers objected to 

"human hymns" for a metrical composition by 

Whittingham on the ten commandments is included in the 

first edition of tne Genevan Book. In an edition 

published in England in 1560 there appears in addition 

to the metrical version of the commandments mentioned 

above, poetical versions of the Creed, the Lord's 

Prayer, the Benedictus, the Nunc Dimittis and a 

"Prayer after commandments." In the Scotsjpsalter 

printed by Bassandyne in 1575 there are five metrical 

compositions other than the psalms, viz:- The Lord's

Prayer, the Commandments, a Prayer, (addressed to our
1* 

Lord) the Lamentation of a Sinner and the Veni Creator.

As new editions were issued more hymns were added until

in the edition of 1635 there were fourteen, of which one,
2. 

the Song of Moses (by James Melville) was again

1. The second form in the Anglican Order of Ordination is 
substantially the same as that in the Scots Book, 
The "Veni Creator" was sung at the coronation of 
Charles I at Holy rood possibly in the Scots version. 
Cooper Pour Scottish Coronations. 27.

2. A metrical version of Deuteronomy XXXII.
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divided into six parts. All the hymns are rather 

diffuse and not one can be said to be of any great

literary merit.
1. 

It has been suggested by Dr.N.Livingstone that

these hymns or rather paraphrases were not meant to 

be sung except in private. The reasons he gives 

for this view are three. (1) That only psalms are 

mentioned in the Book of Common Order. (2) That 

neither Oalderwood nor any other historian mentions 

the singing of hymns. (S) That three of the pieces are 

evidently intended for the instruction of the young. 

With regard to these, one may say (l) That the Book of 

Common Order leaves considerable freedom to the individual 

minister, and this liberty would apply as much to 

the materials used in praise as to the words used in 

prayer. (2) That the "Historie of the Estate of 

Scotland," which is believed to be a contemporary

document distinctly mentions tne "Singing of Psalms
2. 

and Spiritual Songs" by the Protestants in 1559.

Bishop Sage, who was born in 1652, just two years after the 

old psalter had been discontinued, and who must have 

been in touch with many who used it, states that the

Reformers used beside the psalms several other hymns
3. 

in metre. Calderwood himself may also be cited as a

1. Scottish Psalter 4. Dr Wauchope Stewart is of a 
similar opinion. See "Musio in the Church." 148.

2. Wodrow Miscellany. 59.

3. Fundamental Charter of Presbytery. 357 - 8. (See 
also page //$ ).
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witness against the view that the hymns might be used in 

private but not in public for arguing against the 

suggestion that King James 1 version might be used in 

private, he says that to use one version in private

and another in public is a most unprofitable work,
1. 

because in time the one might displace the other.

(3) The third objection does not seem to have 

much substance in it. Although there are pieces 

which might be used for the instruction of children, 

that is no reason why they should not have been sung 

at services where children were present as they seem

always to have been in the days with which -we are
2. 

dealing. Even at the height of the Covenanting

fervour in Scotland there was not the same objection 

to paraphrases which arose in later days. In 1647 

the General Assembly, when considering the 

revisal and publication of the New Psalter, urged 

Zachary Boyd w to translate the other scripture songs in

metre" so that they might be used with the new
3. 

version.

In the first Scottish edition of the metrical 

Psalms there appeared a "Sonnet* addressed by 

William Stewart to the Church of Scotland. It

1. Bannatyne Miscellany I. 229. The work is anonymous 
but there is good reason for ascribing it to the 
church historian.

2. Even infants in arms were sometimes brought to 
Public worship. (Extracts Kirk Session Records, 
Kinghorn. 24.) At Glasgow children under eight 
were not supposed to attend.

3. Records of the Kirk. 475.
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disappeared from the subsequent Issues. Stewart was 

Ross Herald and as such was employed on a mission 

to Denmark. On his return home he was knighted and 

created Lyon King of Arms, being installed into that

office in St. Giles in presence of the Regent, Officers
1 • 

of State, and Nobility. He only held office some

six months when he fell into disgrace and he finished 

his career at St. Andrews, where he was burned for 

witchcraft.

The Sonnet praises the little book:

"All David's Psalms set f!0rth in pleasant verse*1 
And the user would find his joy therein 
"For here thou hast for every accident. 
That may occur a doctrine pertinent."

Just three years later the Assembly was much exercised 

over a psalm book issued by Bassandyne in which it was

alleged that he had printed. H Ane bawdie song called
2. 

'Welcome Fortune tM Naturally the ministers were much

annoyed and the publisher was ordered to call in the 

copies he had issued and to cancel the page containing 

the offending song.

Up to comparatively recently this song could not 

be traced, but on the discovery of the earliest known 

copy of'the "Gude and Godlie Ballads" (See Page •I?' ) 

the missing song was found. It is a secular song 

but does not deserve the epithet applied to it, for 

whatever objection might have been taken to it as part

9>Ma>M>B>>BV __.0 __..___»______ —— .»«__.-«.»~.~ —— _•__«•__»-»-__.•••>» —— ••• —— •••«'>•»__•••••» —— »~a>»««

1. Lyon was crowned in State^ 'the crown being of the 
same form as the King's but with enamels in place 
of gems. Stevenson Heraldry in Scotland. 42.

2. B. U. K. 125 - 6.
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of a psalm book none could be taken on the score of

morality, it "being a love song of very considerable
1. 

merit and unimpeachable decency.". In the "Gude and Godlie

Ballads" there is a hymn which was undoubtedly founded 

on the offending song and it may have been that the 

one was printed where it was intended to print the 

other.

The duty of possessing a Bible and Psalm Book
2. 

was enforced by Act of Parliament. By an Act of the

Scottish Estates in 1579 every householder worth 

300 merks of yearly rent and every yeoman or burger 

worth £500 stock was to have these books in the 

vulgar tongue under penalty of a fine of Ten Pounds. 

Following on this Act the tTown Council of Edinburgh 

ordered all the citizens to obtain the books for

themselves under the penalties contained in the Act
3. 

of Parliament. ' A little after this edict had been

issued we find the Council taking proceedings against

all those who had not obeyed the statute, Kirk Sessions
4. 

also insisted on all who could read having psalm books.

With regard to the tunes to which those psalms

were sung. We find that in the original Genevan Psalter
5. 

there were fifty-one tunes printed, one for each psalm,

but when the number of psalms increased, the practice 

commenced of referring some psalms to the tunes of 

others, a method which was continued in the first

•M ̂ M MM ••• ^* •• •• *• •* •• •» •• •• •• ̂ * ̂ * ̂ * ̂ * "^ ̂ * ** •* ̂ * ̂ * ̂ * ̂ * ** ̂ * —* ̂ * ̂ * ** ̂ * ̂ * *™ ** *** ** ™* ** ̂ * ** ̂ * ̂ * ̂ * ̂ ™ ** ** "^ ** ** ̂ ™ ** ̂ ™

1. Millar - Literary History of Scotland. 177.

2. Acts of Parliament. Vol.EC 139.

3. Dfcckson and Edmond Annals of Scottish Printing 315.

4. Records of Elgin II. 17 The date is 1591.

5. A tune was indicated for each of the hymns.
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Scottish psalter. In that book there were 110 tunes, of 

which only ten can be traced to Scottish composers,

and of those ten I have failed to trace a single
1. 

one in use to-day. No harmonies are given of

these tunes and it may be remarked that the Church

part (as it was called) or the melody was given on
2. 

the .Tenor Clef C and not as now on the Treble Clef G.

Apparently the intention was if harmonies were to be 

used that they should be supplied by the members of 

the congregation themselves. That harmonies were 

used is indicated by the account of the return of

John Durie given in the Appendix to Calderwood's
3. 

History. A large number of the citizens of Edinburgh

went to meet him as he came up from Leith. "At the 

Wetherbow they took up the 124th Psalm "Now Israel may 

say, etc." and sung in such a pleasant tune in four 

parts known to the most part of the people that were 

coming up the street all bareheaded till they 

entered in the Kirk with such great sound and 

majesty that it moved both themselves and all the huge 

multitude of the beholders looking out at the slots 

and over stairs with admiration and astonishment." 

James Melville also tells us that, as a student in 

1574 he learned not only the plain song (melody) 

of the tunes but also many of "the trebles of the

1. Several of the others are still in use. e.g. the old 
100th, old 124th, old 44th, etc,

2. "This mode of arrangement was derived from the
Roman Church where the "Canto-fermo" or plain song 
is to this day sung by men's voices. Rembault 
Introduction to Este's Psalter.

3. Vol. VIII. 226.
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1.
psalms whereof some I could well sing in the kirk."

There is still extant in manuscript a collection 

(which dates from 1566)of harmonies for the tunes of 

the Scottish Psalter. There seems to have been : 

originally five volumes containing the tenor, treble,

contra-tenor and bassus respectively, together with
2. 

a supplementary volume. Of these the book containing

the contra-tenor part has been lost but the other 

four are all preserved. These tunes had been 

harmonised by one David Peebles at the desire of Lord 

James Stuart, better known by his later title as

the Regent Moray. The extant copies have been made by
3. 

Thomas Wod, Vicar, and also Reader, at St. Andrews,

who gives some interesting notes regarding the
4. 

musicians who had assisted in the work. In addition

to the psalms, Wod gives a list of hymns which 

appear to have been more or less in use in his day. 

Some of these he mentions afterwards found their way
\

into the Scots Psalter. He gives the names of tue 

writers and these include John Angus, an ex-monk of 

Dunfermline who, among other paraphrases, had written 

metrical versions of the w Magnificat, 11 "Nunc Dimittis, w 

"Benedictus" and the "Simboll or Creide of Athftnasius."

1. Autobiography 29. Calderwood states that w sundry
musicians of the best skill.... have set down common 
and proper tunes of the whole psalms." Bannatyne 
Miscellany I. 233.

2. This supplementary volume dates from 1569*

3. i.e. he drew the stipend attached to the vicarage.

4. Laing Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries. 
Vol. VII. 425.
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He also gives the Te Deum "in Prose written by Andro
1* 

Kemp, 1566," and two "voluntaries" each in five

parts written by Andrew Blakhall who, after having 

been a Canon of Holyrood, became minister of Inveresk. 

In addition there is given a list of Latin pieces 

which, though banished from the sanctuary, may still 

have been used in private houses. Altogether Wod's 

volumes show that the State of musical culture in 

Scotland must have been much higher than is usually 

believed, and that there were still, in some quarters, of 

the Reformed Church, liberal ideas as to the words and 

music to be used in the service of God.

In 1635 a complete psalter with harmonies for all 

the tunes was issued at Edinburgh by the heirs of

Andrew Hart. This is the earliest Scottish Psalter
2. 

in which complete tunes were given. This book was edited

by a person whose initials -are given as E.MJLaing was 

able to identify the editor as Edward Millar A.M. 

a teacher of music in Edinburgh and one of the 

Prebendaries of the Chapel Royal. This was probably 

the most important edition of all those issued of 

the old Scottish Psalter. It contains thirty-one

common metre tunes, including • "Noble Elgin,"
3. 

Dundee, Dunfermline, eight tunes in reports and a

1. Kemp was Master of the "Sang Schule" at Aberdeen.

2. This Psalter was reprinted in 1864 by Dr. IT. Livings tone

5. These tunes mentioned are however all older than 
1635.
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large number of "Peculiars. w All these have the four 

parts while some of them have a fifth part "quintus" 

added*

The Reformers did not perhaps lay the same 

stress upon Psalm singing as they did upon other 

parts of worship. The Book of Discipline mentions 

certain things as being so necessary that without

them there could be no face of a visible church at
1. 

all* There were other things which were profitable

but not so necessary and it is in this Category that 

they put the singing of Psalms. w ln some churches

the Psalms may conveniently be sung, in others
2. 

perchance they cannot." On the other hand the people

were exhorted to exercise themselves in the psalms, 

and this exhortation is applied to all men, women

and children, so that they might be all the more able
3. 

with "Common heart and voice to praise God."

The Book of Common Order contains prayers 

suitable for Family V/orship and from the earliest 

days the metrical psalms appear to have been used then also. 

Doubtless it was in part at least, due to those 

family exercises that the people were so able as 

they were to join in the praise both inside and 

outside the churches.

1. Knox II. 238.

2. Ibid. 239.

3. Ibid. 241.
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The knowledge of Sacred Music was evidently more 

prevalent in the period we are considering than it 

was in later times. (There are few crowds of to-day 

who could take up a psalm in four parts). We may 

trace this knowledge to the "Sang Schules" which 

were to be found in all the principal towns at that 

time. Some of these were Pre-Reformation institutions 

which were continued after 1560 and in many cases the 

master became the "Uptaker of the psalms" in the Kirk. 

In St. Giles, Edinburgh, the Master was one of the 

Pre-Reformation clergy who conformed to Protestant 

ways, Sir Edward Henderson by Name. He became Precentor

in the High Kirk, lived to a ripe old age, and
1. 

received a pension two years before his death.

In other places the Sang Schules had either been 

instituted or restored after the Reformation. In 

1579 an act was passed by the Scottish Parliament 

"For instruction of the youth in the art of music 

and singing which is almost decayed and shall shortly 

decay without timeous remedy be provided our Sovereign 

Lord with advice of his three Estates of this present 

Parliament requests the Provosts, Baillies, Council 

and Community of the most special burghs of this realm 

and of the patrons and Provosts of the Colleges 

where Sang Schools are founded to erect and set up

1, Cameron Lees St Giles 130.
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one Sang School with one master sufficient and able 

for instruction of the youth in the said science 

of music as triey will answer to his highness, upon 

the peril of their foundations and in performing

of his highness 1 request do unto His Majesty acceptable
1. 

abd good pleasure." The Master of the Sang School
2. 3. 

was also Precentor in Stirling, St. Andrews,
4. 5. 6. 7. and 

Dunferinline, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Ayr,

doubtless other places as well. These Sang Schools

continued through out the greater part of the

17th Century, but, as far as known to the writer, the

only town which now possesses a Master of the Sang School
8. 

is Dunfermline where the office is held by the organist

of the Abbey Church. In some places the scholars of the

Mi
1. Acts of Parliament .A 174.

2* Records of the Burgh of Stirling. 100 - 1 (Date 1626).

3. Register of St. Andrews 1 Kirk Session. 908. (Date 1599).

4. Chalmers - History of Dunfermline. 446. (Date 1610).

5. Woodrow - Life of Weems. 22. (Date 1587).

6. Aberdeen Burgh Records. V*t"7[_-ii 7 (Date 1597).

7. Ayr Burgh Records under date Nov. 1559.

8. The Sang Sehule at Dunfermline was revived by Queen Anne 
(wife of James VI. and Lady of Dunfermline in 1610). 
The office is now a sinecure, its holder being 
usually designated "Master of the Song ."
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Sang School sat in church near their master and
1. assisted him in leading the praise. In Glasgow,

in 1587, four men were appointed to sit beside the 
Precentor evidently to act as a choir. The minister, 

Seader, or Precentor read over the part of the Psalm
to be sung first of all "Reading the line" being a»••• 
later innovation. The people, as we learn from

2. 3. 
Calderwood, and Stewart, of Pardovan could

either read or had the Psalms by heart.

-o-o-o-o-o-

1. Wodrow - Life of Weems. 23.

2. Bannatyne Club Miscellany.

3. government of the Church of Scotland. BK. II.Tit.I. 
Par. 26.
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THE DOXOLOGY,

-o-o-o-o-o-

There is no doubt that, at one time, it was 

customary to sing the doxology at the end of the 

metrical psalms. This had been done in the Pre- 

Reformation church with the Latin psalms and was 

continued in the Anglican church in the case of their 

prose psalter. Winzet refers to the reformers 

practice in his "Four-score and three quest ions. " One 

of these, the sixty-seventh, runs thus. M 0f the form 

Glory to the Father, etc., at the end of every psalm. 

Why use you to sing with us Catholics at the end of 

every psalm, Glory to the Father, to the Son and to
•

the Holy Ghost, as it was, is, etc., since that

Godly form was only commanded to be sung in that
1. 

place by Pope Damusus i£ the rebuke of heretics."

The reference to singing puts it beyond all reasonable
•

doubt that the doxology was associated with trie metrical
2.

psalms from 1560 at any rate. Winzet f s statement has,
3. 

however, been called in question by Dr.D. Hay Fleming

1. Certain Tractates. S.T.S. 117.

2. Winzet 's book was published in 1563 but was written a 
year or two earlier.

3. Critical Reviews relating to Scotland. 490 - 1.
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who thinks that Winzet could not have known enough 

about Protestant services to be able to state what 

was done there. He further states that if Knox had 

replied to Winzet and admitted the truth of the charge, 

then it might have been held to be established, but 

the "bare word of one who probably never attended 

a protestant service in his life" cannot be taken
«

as authoritative. Here Dr.Fleming, it seems to the 

writer, has allowed considerations other than 

historical to weigh with him. Winzet was as likely 

to attend Protestant services as any Roman Catholic of his

time and it is quite well known that many such did
1. 

so. His "Tractates" and "Questions" show that he knew

a great deal about the doings of the Reformers and it 

may well be that Knox was too wary to reply to Charges 

which he mignt have found it difficult to disprove. 

Doxologies were certainly used by the Reformed in the 

days preceding 1560. Several of Wedderburn's songs 

end with such. A hymn with the title "Ohriste qui lux 

(es)" finishes thus.

"Gloir be to God, Father of Might 

And to Christ Jesu, His Son so bright

The Holy Ghost that is so fair
2. 

Keep us this night and evermore."

1. Knox I. 321 - 389. 392, etc.,

2. Gude and Godlie Ballads. S.T.S. 145.
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Another - a conclusion to a Christmas Hymn runs thus:

"To God the Father mot (must) be gloir 

And also to Christ for evermore

The Holy Ghost most blessed be
1. 

Worker of this natlvit';,y."

For the period immediately after 1560 we have trie 
evidence of a title page of a Psalter dating from 
1567 which had been bound up with the earliest known 
copy of the "Gude and Godlie Ballads." Dr.Mitchell was 
of the opinion that the Psalter "The Haill Hundreth 
and Fyftie Psalmes of David in Inglis Meter" had 
originally been bound up with the "Ballads" but that 
after the condemnation of the last of the songs by 
the General Assembly of 1568 (See Page //4") the two 
were separated and, as the title page formed the 
fourth folio of the last half sheet it was allowdd
to remain and a new title page provided for the

2. 
psalter. On the back of the 1567 title page there
is this direction, "Sing these four verses (lines) after 
every psalm as follows.*

"0 Lord Thou art the ready help 

Of all that trust in Thee 

Save and defend Thy chosen flock 

That now in danger be."

1. Gude and Godlie Ballads. 77. See also pp. 21 - 51, 53. etc.
2. Gude and Godlie Ballads. LXXX - 1. Hay Fleming "Reforma tion in Scotland" 306. thinks that the psalter was 

never printed and that the title page was merely an

P.T.O.
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This verse kept its place in the psalter right down to 

the version published in 1635.

It is followed by another verse headed thus: "And 

gif ye please to sing this Gloria Patri.

"Gloir to the Father heich abuve

Gloir to the Son for our behufe

Gloir to the Holy Spirite of luve

In Trinfald unitie
1.

As is was ay salbe but rufe

Ay thre in Thie and ane to prufe 

Quhais Godheid never sail remufe 

Lord God deliver me."

This is followed by another separate verse.

"0 Lord that hes the hartis haill 

0 Princes • in Thy hands 

Return myndis whair they faill 

Contrair to Thy commandis."

This seems to put the matter beyond doubt that 

more was sung than the words of the psalms and that 

the "Gloria" if not commanded was certainly allowed. 

The edition of the Psalter issued in 1575 contains one 

"conclusion" of eight lines which appears again in the

advertisement. He further states that it is improbable that 
if Ballads and Psalms were printed together the latter would 
not have the first place in the Book. This argument 
would have more weight if the Psalms printed in the "Gude 
and Godlie Ballads" had occupied that place of honour, 
but as has been stated they did not.

»» i>
1. Jameson makes Rufe *• to rest to live fn quietness 

But a without.

2. See Lithographic reproduction in the Gude and Godlie 
Ballads. S.T.S (The page 'is not numbered).
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1. 
1587 edition published at London. In 1595 no less

than thirty-four doxologies appear, being one for 

every form of verse found in the Psalm Book. Strangely 

enough they do not appear in the 1611 and 1615 

editions but they are to be found in those of 1633 and 

1635. It has been said that it is uncertain whether

these doxologies were ever authorised by the General
2. 

Assembly but considering the scanty records

of the period in question that is not to be wondered at. 

It has, however, to be remembered that the Assembly 

claimed - and exercised - the right of over-seeing

?Any work touching religion or doctrine" before it was
3. 

printed and they were not likely to allow anything
4. 

in the Psalm Book of which they disapproved. It has

been also suggested that the presetoce of the

"conclusions" in the Psalter was due to Episcopalian
5. 

tendencies but that theory can hardly be accepted in

face of Calderwood's express statement that in 1596 the year 

after the full series was printed that "The Kirk of 

Scotland was now come to her perfection and the greatest

1. In the 1595 edition it is given for the 136th Psalm 
which is in the same metre.

2. Hay Fleming - Reformation in Scotland. 307.

3. B.U.K. 100. Oalderwood History III. 338.

4. In 1568 Bassandyne, the-Edinburgh printer, had to call 
in all copies of an edition of the Psalm book because 
he had printed in it one &£^the Sude and Godlie 
Ballads which the Assembly* (without much reason as has 
been said) ane bawdy song. B.U.K. 125 - 6.

5« Livingstone Psalter of 1635. 37.
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1. 
purity that ever she attained," The historian could

not have written as he did had he held that the

use of the doxology was incompatible with Presbyterian
2. 

usage.

Towards the middle of the 17th Century there were 

some who objected to its use in public worship. 

In Baillie's- account of the Assembly of 1641 he mentions

as one of the innovations which were then troubling
3. 

the church the omission of the "Gloria." The same
4. 

writer has left an undated paper, containing what he

calls "The sum of my conference yesterday with three 

or four yeomen of my flock who refused to sing the 

doxology. 11 In this paper he traces the views of the 

yeomen to the Brownists, and holds that the objections 

put forward by them to the "conclusions" were but

the thin end of the wedge. "As you would loath to
5. 

give over your prayers," he says, "Sacraments,

preaching. As you would not forsake wholly your 

church and your sworn covenant and drink down all the 

errors of Brownism, take heed to your spirit which you 

find so ready to learn the first lessons of those 

seducers.... As for the putting of that matter in the end

1. Calderwood History. 387.

2. Johns ton of War* s ton, remarks how much he was impressed 
by the singing of the Doxology at the end of the 
Psalms. Diary 50. etc.

€, The date must be earlier than 1642 when he became a 
professor in Glasgow. The full paper will be 
found in Livingstone Psalter of 1635 - 36. The M S 
is in the General Assembly Library.

3. Letters. I. 362.

5, This indicates that Baillie used the Book of Common 
Order.
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of a psalm, the church which hath power to order the parts 

of God's worships (1st Cor. XIV - 40) hath good reason 

for it, for Christ in that pattern of all prayers and 

praises teaches us to conclude for Thine is glory for 

ever.... We grant it is part of the Liturgv and Mass Book 

too, but this proves it not to be any worse than the Lord's 

Prayer and the Belief.... True the Brownist will 

teach you to scunner at both." But it was soon 

evident that the yeomen were not alone in their 

opposition. Writing in 1643, Baillie mentions that a 

paper had been drawn up by seven ministers in Ayrshire 

"In a very bitter and arrogant strain against the 

three ."..mocent ceremonifcS, Pater Noster, Gloria Patri, 

and kneeling in the pulpit, proving by a great rabble 

of arguments... the unlawfulness of our Church practices." 

These seven soon had more on their side, for mention 

is made of "Twice so many" in the Synod of Galloway, 

who held similar sentiments. Baillie goes on to state 

the great anxiety he had been caused by the action of the

Brethren and that he had got the promise from the
leading minsters
MMVBMBI in the Church - including Henderson,

Rutherford and Calderwood - to write answers to their
1. 

papers and so help towards the "quenching of the fire."

The subject came up in the General Assembly of 1643

but all that was done was to pass an act forbidding
jl. stAtt-ng tH*r 

disputation and "all have been universally received

and by perpetual custom practised by the most faithful

1. Baillie Letters. II. 69 - 71.

2. Records of the Kirk. 349.
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ministers of the gospel and opposers of corruptions

of this kirk since the beginning of Reformation to these
1. 

times."

It would appear that the question of the continuance 

of tne Doxology was considered by the Westminster 

Divines when they drew up the Directory for Public 

Worship. Baillie, in a letter of 25th April, 1645 

writes "About the conclusion of the psalm we had no 

debate with them (The English Divines). Without 

scruple Independents and all sang it so far as I know 

where it was printed at the end of two or three psalms• 

But in the new translation of the psalms resolving 

to keep punctually to the original text without any 

addition we and they were content to omit, that 

whereon we s~w the Popish and Prelatical party did so

much dote as to put it at the end of most of their
2. 

lessons and all their psalms."

"Gloria Patri" is one of the "customs or rites? 

mentioned in a paper drawn up by Gillespie which 

"though not condemned in this Directory.... will be

occasions of divisions.... so we judge it most
3. 

expedient that the use of them be not continued."

In the General Assembly of 1645 the matter was again 

debated and at the end it was resolved to make no act

1. Brownism appears to have made considerable strides in 
the fifth decade of the 17th Century. The Presbytery 
of Edinburgh issued a warning against its errors in
1641 causing this to be read from all the pulpits 

within its bounds. Baillie Letters II. 54.

2. Letters and Journals. II. 257.

3. The paper was found among the Woodrow 1.1.S.S. and will be 
found in Gillespie ! s "Notes of the Debates and 
Proceedings. Presbyterian Armoury. Vol. II. 108.
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1. 
regarding it but to "let disuetude abolish it. w Among

those who defended its use in public worship was David

Calderwood who was so firmly attached to it that he
2. 

declared he hoped to sing it in Heaven* He brought

forward arguments from the ancient fathers and early 

councils to prove that it had been in use from the 

days of the Apostles.

-o-o-o-o-o-

1. Gillespie Notes of the Debates and Proceedings. 120. 
Presbyterian Armoury II.

2. Edward - The Doxology approven 1633. The exact words 
given there are "Moderator I entreat that the 
doxology be not laid aside for I hope to sing it in 
Glory."
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SOOTS COLLECTS ON THE PSALMS,

-o-o-o-o-

The Psalter of 1569 (printed by Henry Charteris at 

Edinburgh) is unique among early Scottish Psalm-books 

in that it contains a "Prayer after every psalm 

agreeing with the meaning thereof » M (There are in all 

149 of these, those attached to the 107th and 108th 

psalms being the same).

In an Anglican Paslter issued by Archbishop Parker 

(circa 1565) there is also a collect for each psalm 

but these collects are altogether different fi*om those 

in the Scottish book. The Scots Collects are 

really translations from the French as was discovered 

by Dr. Bannerman in 1885 when consulting some books 

in the old Library of Innerpeffray, on the banks of 

the Earn. There he found an edition of Marot's and 

Beza's French Psalter, published as usual with Calvin's 

Liturgy and Catechism. To each psalm was affixed 

"UN ORAISON......PAR M AUGUSTIN MARLORAT" and, on

examining these, he saw that they were the orginials 

from which the Scottish Collects had been translated. 

"Here they were, sentence for sentence, word for word, 

beyond all question. A more minute examination showed 

indeed that the Scottish Translator had inserted a word 

or two, whether to bring out the full meaning of a 

pregnant phrase in the original or for the sake of
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1. 
rhymioal effect or to avoid a possible ambiguity."

Marlorat, who was a native of Lorraine, became a 

friend and fellow worker of Calvin and Beza in the 

Swiss Reformation and was put to death by the Roman 

Catholics on the Capture of Rouen in 1562. His 

"oraisons" were printed in French Psalters as late as 

1674. M.Bovet, the historian of the Psalter of the

Reformed Churches, thinks that Marlorat was the
2. 

original and only author "LE PRIMITIF ET LE SEUL AUTEUR"

of the prayers, but Bannerman is inclined to think that
3. 

some of them may be traced to Pre-Reformation sources.

It is interesting to find this other link of the 

Reformed Church of our "auld Ally." We have no

evidence as to when they were translated into Scots but
4. 

it is likely that the "Prayers upon the Psalms" Which

were included in the inventory of Bassendyne, the 

Edinburgh Printer, in 1578 may have been the same 

prayers published apart from the Psalter. It is 

probable that , as they only appear in one edition of 

Psalm Book, they were meant for private use, although 

there was no rule of the Scottish Church then - or now - 

which would prohibit their use by the minister in the 

pulpit.

1. Bannerman Article in Presbyterian Review. VII. 151 - 5

2. HISTOIRE DU PSAUTIER DES EGLISES REFORMES. (Neuchatel 
1872) 263. h

3. Article ut supra.

4. 1280 Copies were included in the stock. 2,000 of the 
same book were included in the Inventory of Robert 
Smith, Library, Edinburgh in 1602. Lee Lectures. II. 363.



The Old Scots Reformation Psalter has not 

disappeared entirely, for several of the old psalms 

are to be found in the version used at the present 

day. Chief of these is, of course, the "Old Hundred" 

of William Kethe which has been preserved with only 

two small alterations, one of wnich - the substitution

of "mirth" for "fear" is rather surprising considering
1. 

the time at which the change was made. The "old 124"

of Whittingham has also a place as have three of the
2, 

renderings of John Craig, the 136th, the 143rd and 145th.

All these were retained in 1650 as second versions, the

first version in each case being in comon metre, while
metres

these are all in otherjl. The 25th Psalm in the

Modern Psalter reproduces the metre used by Hopkins in 

the corresponding psalm in the Reformation Book, but 

that is all there is to connect the two versions. 

The same may be said of the second versions of the 102 nd 

Psalm and the 148th in the modern book. These reproduce 

the old metres, but little more. There are in addition, 

however, quite a number of renderings in the present

book which have undoubtedly been suggested by
3. 

those of the older one. This is not to be wondered at

when we remember that the men who revised Rous* version

1. The other alteration is "Know that the Lord God indeed" 
for "The Lord ye know is God indeed." It may be 
mentioned that the second version of the 100th Psalm 
is from the pen of Zachary Boyd.

S. All these have been more or less altered.

3. e.g. Ps. I. verse 6, Ps. 19 verse 9, Ps. 96 verse 12. 
Ps. 116 verse 4, etc.
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for Scottish use had from their childhood been familiar 
with the old Scots Psalter.

This Reformation Psalter held the field until
1650 when it was displaced by what is called Rous»

1. 
Version. One determined effort was made to have it
supplanted by the King. James had been present 
at the General Assembly held at Burntisland in 1601, 
when sundry of the brethren alleged errors in the psalms 
in metre and it was agreed that Mr Robert Pont should
revise them, and that his efforts should be examined

2.
at the next Assembly. That the Monarch had anything• •
to do with the raising of the question is not stated 
by Oalderwood but we learn from Spottiswood that, at 
this very assembly, James had much to say against 
the version in common use. "When he came to speak of the 
psalms" says the historian "He did recite whole verses
of the same showing both the faults of the metre and the

3. 
discrepance from the text." But he was not content
with showing the deficiencies of the version in use. 
He set himself to make a new version and in due time a 
new psalter entitled the "Psalms of King David, 
translated by King James" made its appearance in 1631, 
five years after the monarch's death. Some of the work 
of versifying was done by the King, but by far the

!• Though called by his name Rous was not the only person who had to do with it.

2. Oalderwood History VI. 124.

3. Spottiswood History III. 98.
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greater part was the work of Sir William Alexander of 

Menstrie, afterwards Earl of Stirling. Prefixed to the 

book when it was first published was the following 

authorisation by King Charles. "Having caused this 

translation of the Psalms (whereof our late dear 

father was author) to be perused and it being found to be 

exactly and truely done we do hereby authorize this same 
to be imprinted according to the patent granted thereupon 

and do allow them to be sung in all the churches of our 

dominions recommending tham to all our good subjects for 
that effect. 1* From this we see that the work was meant 

to help on that uniformity of worship in all the 

British dominions which Charles (like the Covenanters) 

desired to bring about. Copies of t&e King's work were

sent out to Presbyteries but the reception these
1. 

received was anything but cordial.

Among the Calderwood M«*S>S, were found papers

giving "Reasons against the reception of King James*
X 

Metaphase of the psalms." The writer is believed to have
been the historian himself and he does not hesitate to 

state that the royal version contained "heathenish 

liberty and poetical conceits" and so many unknown 

words that it needed a dictionary at the end of it. 

Neither in public nor in private could it be tolerated. 
Yet from the "Reasons" we learn that the "Metaphase" had 

found an Entrance in some places for the writer complains

1. Cooper - Book of Common Prayer. 309. Mac Meeken. 
Scottish Metrical Psalms. 17.
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that in some churches there were those who insisted in 

singing the new version while others were singing the 

old. King James 1 version was republished along with 

the new service book in 1637 and shared the latter's 

fate. It was not, however, entirely lost sight of for 

there are many lines in the present version wnich seem

to have been suggested to the revisers by those of
1. 

the royal translator.,

-o-o-o-o-o-o-

1. Rous' version was revised by a band of Scottish 
Divines before being authorised by the Assembly.
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PROSE VERSION OP THE PSALMS.

-o-o-o-o-o-

In some of the editions of the Scottish Psalter 

the prose version of the psalms will be found in the 

margin. The Latin prose version is found in the margin of 

a Dutch Psalter of date 1540 and it is worthy of note 

that the earliest known Scottish book, containing 

both metrical and prose psalms, was also published in

Holland. In the Register of the Privy Seal under date
1. 

31st July, 1599 there is a license granted by the

King to John Gibson to import a Psalm Book which he had 

"caused imprint within Middelburg in Flanders..., 

containing both the psalms in verse as likewise the same

in prose upon the margin thereof in ane toton. never
2. 

practised nor devised in any heretofore." Another

edition containing "The CL Psalms of David in Prose

and Metre, " for the use of the Kirk of Scotland, was published

at Dort in 1601. ' After this the practice seems to have been

continued by most of the printers. The version used is

in every case, except one, that of the Geneva Bible

1. Lee Memorial for the Bible Societies A17 - 18.

2. It is probably this edition which Robert Charteris, 
Bookseller in Edinburgh had in stock in 1603 when his 
wife died. "Three hundred psalm books with the prose 
on the margin at VI shillings the piece" Annuals of 
Scottish Printing. 491.
This edition seems to have vanished entirely with the 
possible exception of a damaged copy in Aberdeen 
University Library.
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though in some instances slight alterations have been made. 

The exception is the Psalter printed by Raban at Aberdeen 

in 1635, where tne authorised version "translated" 

says the title page "by the special commandment of 

King James the Sixth" is used. There is no reason 

to believe that the prose version was ever used in 

praise in Scotland except for a time in the Chapel 

Royal. It is possible, however, that it was used at the 

close of the General Assembly of 1610 of which Calderwood

says. "So the Assembly was dissolved, no new assembly
1. 

appointed and the 153rd Psalm chanted," but tnis is

unlikely. The probability is that the prose on the 

margin was meant to assist in the understanding of the 

metrical form and to show the relation of the 

latter to the true text.

-o-o-o-o-o-o-

1. History VII - 99. It is more likely, that "chanted" 
here simply another word for "sung." 
of. Burn's Cottar's Saturday Night. 
"They chant their artless notes in simple guise."
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PROPOSED ALTERATIONS IN THE SCOTTISH SERVICE. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

In 1601 as has been noted an attempt was made to alter 

some of the prayers In the Book of Common Order and also to 

have a new psalter In place of the old. So far as the 

alteration of the psalter was concerned the leading spirit 

seems to have been the King himself and it Is quite probable 

that he had something to do with the suggestion concerning 

the prayers also* After he had taken up his residence in 

England he succeeded In getting the Scottish Parliament to 

pass several acts wherefcy his power over the Church was 

Increased and provision made for the Stipends of Bishops. 

Not however until 1614 was any step taketf with regard to the 

Church 1 s worship when VHhBHHMBBMi a royal proclamation 

was 'imade ordering all ministers to celebrate the Communion 

at Easter of that year.

In 1615 another proclamation made that practice perpetual 

and a start was made with regard to a new edition of the 

Book of Common Order. Spottlswood - the son it may be 

mentioned of the Reformer - was in London In May of that 

year and in a paper written there, probably in consultation 

with the king he had put on record, what he thought the
JL •

Church of Scotland needed.

According to this paper there was lacking in the 

Church of Scotland "a form of Divine Service and while every
•

minister is left to the framing of public prayer by himself 

both the people are neglected and their prayers prove often

impertinent," This cannot be accepted literally for the Book
.^ ̂ . — __..___.«>.__•«•»•»<•.->-• — — «••«••—•»«... — — ••• — » _ _ _.•»_.»«.•._._•._....•»__-..._ __«. — ...» (

1. See i'age JLOl>,
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of Common Order was In regular uae though the Archbishops 

words afford evidence that there were those who used the 

liberty allowed by the rubrics so far as the ordinary services 

were concerned to neglect the book altogether. With regard 

to the forms for Baptism Marriage, Lord's Supper the

Archbishop was of opinion that these in the Book of Common
1 

Order should be Improved. The following year the
2 

assembly met at Aberdeen the King summoning it by public

proclamation. The Earl of Montrose was the Jtoyal

Commissioner and among the instructions brought by him to
3 

be "proponit" to the Assembly was the following "that a

liturgy be made and form of Divine Service which shall be 

read in every church in common prayer and before preaching 

every Sabbath by the reader where there is one and where 

there is not by the Minister before he conceive his own 

prayer, that the common people may learn it and by 

custom serve God rightly. n This article along with others 

was duly considered by the Assembly and carried unanimously

those who were not in favour having departed before the
*. 

final steps were taken.

It was statute and ordained that M a uniform order 

of Liturgy or Divine Service be set down to be read In all 

kirks on the ordinary days of prayer and every Sabbath 

day before Sermon."

In order to carry out this work the Assembly appointed 

Patrick Galloway Peter Hewat, John Adamson and William 

Erskine to "revise the Book of Common Prayers contained In 

the Psalm book and to set down a common form of ordinary

1. Original letters (Bannatyne Club) II 446.
2. According to Calderwood it was held in that city by the 

King's Party in order to "get numbers of Northland 
Ministers to vote with them In the things that were to be 
propounded" VII - 221.

3. Calderwood VTI - 229. Otfter matter "proponit" related to 
the Lord's Supper Baptism and ordination. These matters 
dealt with in this thesis in the sections relating to 
these subjects.

4. Calderwood VII. 226.
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service to be used in all times hereafter which shall be 

used in time of Common Prayers in all fcirks where there is

exercise of Common Prayers. As likewise by the Min5ster
1 

before the Sermon where there is no fceader." (It will be

noticed that nothing is said about forms for baptism 

Communion etc. The intention apparently was to allow these 

to remain as they we re.)

This small committee of four was not however to haMtl 

the final word in the matter for another committee was 

appointed to take steps with regard to the delapidations 

of benefices and was also given powers to "receive the 

books of the Liturgy or Divine Service and the Catechism and 

allow or disallow thereof as they shall think expedient, and 

the same being allowed to cause publish the same in print 

for the service within the kirks of all the kingdom"

This committee was drawn from both parties in the

church there being a number of stalwart defenders of
2 

Presbytery included as well as the Prelates. Scot of

Cupar himself a follower of the older ways and a member of 

the Committee says that it never met but he implies that

he himself would have been willing to see a revision made
3 

of the "Book of our Common Prayers" as he terms it.

The small committee seems to have set to work immediately 

after the A33embly and. the result of their labours was an
4 

interesting order of service entitled "iTiunHti form of Prayer"

which after lying unnoticed for many years among the V/odrow
5 

Manuscripts was published by Dr Sprott in 1871.

This form deals only with public >frbrship for as has been
^p 4^ ^p ^^ t^ ov t^ ^* *a •« ^ «p ^v ^» f^ ^m M. ^» ^v mm ^B ^* «» •• •• *• ** ^» •• •• •• ^* •» ** ^» •• ^» •* ^* ^* •• *• *• ** •• "^ ^* ^* ••• •• ** ^» ^» ^^ ^* •* ^» ••• ^* "

1« Calderwood VIII. 107.
2. tt VIII. 110-1.
3. Apologetical Narration. 245.
4. This is the Title written on the MS, though it is in a 

different hand from the original.
5. Scottish Liturgies of the reign of James VI. The Church 

Service Society Reprint was published in 1901.
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noted this was all that the Assembly required. The service

begins with the recitation of the fourth commandment
1. 

followed by the concluding verse of the 19th Psalm.

An exhortation comes next (as in the Anglican Order)
// • a 

made up entirely of extracts from Hebrews and a prayer of

confession which ends with an doxology. "This prayer ended" 

says the rubric "let be read or sung the fourscore and 

twelfth psalm "This psalm or song for the Sabbath days" 

is printed in full and like the rest of the scripture 

quotations differs but slightly from the authorised version. 

Another prayer follows the psalm concluding with the Lord's 

Prayer;, Thereafter a chapter of the Gospels and another of 

the Epistle are to be read as "they shall be by course," 

After the Lessons come another prayer another psalm and the 

recitation of the apostle's creed. The "last prayer" follows 

being by far the longest in the service. It is probable 

however that it was not meant to be used in full as it is 

divided into a number of sections headed "For the King" 

"For the Queen" "For the Clergy "In seed time" etc., The 

likelihood is that all the prayers were written by the 

compiler himself and these will compare favourably with The 

many of those in the Book of Common Order. Some of the 

prayers in that Book are retained as alternative forms. 

Howat was one of those who were Opposed to the arbitrary 

dealings of King James with the church. He was one of the 

leaders of the signatories *to the protedtfor the liberties

of the Kirk presented in 1617 and for his action at that
2 

time he "was deprived and confined in IXindee" It was

1. "Let the words of our mouths and the meditations of our 
hearts be acceptable unrto Thee our Strength and our 
Redeemer."

2. Calderwood VII - 260.
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*

probably 4* his deprivation that Howat's form was laid aside 

and another form based more on the Anglican liturgy drawn up. 

•This lafter form seems to have been largely the work of 

Cowper Bishop of Galloway who was assisted by some of the most 

learned and grave "ministers? As Cowper died in 1619 the 

work must have been finished before then and in that year a 

license dated June 30th was granted to Gilbert Dick a book 

seller in Edinburgh to print the new prayer book for the spaoe
2 

of 19\ years. It was doubtless this book that the Archbishop

had in mind when he informed Hog of Dysart that in "a

short time the Book of Discipline would be discharged and
3 

ministers tied to set forms* 1* This "Book of Common Prayer

and Administration of the Sacraments with other rites and
*•

ceremonies of the Church of Scotland"is founded on the

corresponding Anglican Book though there are some striking 

difference si In the mornfcng prayer the order follows the 

English Book except that part of a Psalm is to be sung 

between the lessons instead of the Te Deum or Benedicte and 

the ien Commandments are to be read after the Creed upon 

Sundays. The Versicles and Lords prayer are here omitted. 

Alternative prayers for the "whole estate of Christs Church" 

are glvaafc. The one resembles a corresponding prayer with the 

dame title in the Book of Common Order, the other in the 

prayer for the Church Militant in the English Book. The 

order of Evening Prayer is somewhat different. The Confession

is taken from the Book of Common Order* and ends with the
" A H 

Lord's Prayer there being no absolution. The Magnificat
"

is to be sung after the first lesson and the Song of Simeon
" r;

after the second. Thereafter the Belief was to be rehearsed,

1. Life of Spottiswood. Prefixed to his Hi story.
2. Lee Memorial for the Bible Society Appendix 33.
3. Calderwood VII - 369.

. TA T-^i/ft out this, "THESIS (>ff? avote.d
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and the next prayer (which conaists of two Anglican collects
» 

and a few lines from Calvin's Evening prayer) offered. Short

prayers are given for the commemoration of the five great 

festivals with the direction that these are to be used 

after the ordinary prayers and read ••* before the Blessing. 

In addition to the services, for Morning and Evening Prayer. 

there is a Sunday Service given in which the confession is 

take* verbatim from the Book of Common Order. An alternative

confession Is given. It appeared first of all in an edition
* 

of the Bofck of Common Order published in 1575. A prayer

of thanksgiving to be "used at the end of the public service" 

is also taken from that book. A rather interesting note is 

appended to the Sunday Service (which except in the 

particulars mentioned followed the order for Morning Prayer) 

to the effect that it was the ancient custom of the Scottish 

Church to sing the 119th Psalm upon the Sunday afternoons

which custom it was thought should be "still retained in
w " 

use" Another note refers to the saying of Amen by the

congregation at the end of the prayers "as well to declare

their attention as to witness the affection and consent of
H their hearts unto all the service." The Amen seems to have

been the only response which the Reformers favoured but its
*.

use never seems to have been general in Scotland.

This order like Howats seems to have been lost sight 

of during the troubles which followed the Perth Assembly of 

1618. It was sent up to London in 1629 and apparently when 

there came under the Inspection of Archbishop Laud. The 

copy from which Dr. Sprott printed his work has some 

amendments made on it, some with an English and some with a 

Scots bias and the learned editor was of opinion that the

former were the work of the Archbishop.
— — ^. — — _ — — — . .. .. _— — — —— — «• — •».»•• — ———•—•—•— .»..— —————— — — — ————-.»—«•—••••——••—
1. Sprott Liturgies of reign of James VI. LIV.LV.

<&

69
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It seems however that Laud was not in favour of it 

being issued at ally preferring to have the Anglican Liturgy 

used without alteration by the Scottish Church believing

that it would be better that Divine Service in all His
1 Majesty's dominions should be conducted according to one form.

Laud came North with his royal master in 1633 when he was in 

consultation with the Scottish Bishops. After his return to 

London Charles sent word to Spottiswood that he had decided 

that a ocottish Liturgy was to be framed as near as possible 

to that of England. It would seem as though the order 

drawn up by Cowper and his friends was entirely disregarded. 

At anyrate no trace of Its influence can be seen on the 

Prayer Book commonly though perhaps not altogether correctly 

known as Lauds tlturgy. The two Scottish Bishops 7/ho took 

the chief part in the compilation of the New Book were 

Maxwell Bishop of Ross and Wedderbum Bishop of Ditoiblane the

former a native of Nlthsdale the latter a descendant of the
of 2 

authors A the "Gude and Godlie Ballads." The Majority of the

Scottish Bishops would probably have preferred that any 

alterations in the Book of Common Prayer to make it more

acceptable to the Scots) should have been in a puritan
3 

direction, on the lines of Cowpers Draft, But it may be

taken for granted that Laud would not have agreed to any such

course and as Maxwell and Wedderburn were both of his way of
4 5 

thinking the alterations were in the opposite direction.

Certain changes were made e.g. the substitution of Presbyter 

for Priest throughout the book, the introduction of the new

'1% Worka-111*356'. In' this at any rate Lawd agreed with the 
Covenanters.

2. Cooper Introduction XVI-XVII.
3. The Bishop of Edinburgh apparently tried to get some

alterations made in this direction. Baillle Letters.I.4.
4. Dowden Annotated Scottish Communion Office 26.
5. Dean Stanley held that with one exception (the words with 

which the Sacramental Elements were administered) the 
Scottish Book was in all essential points more Protestant; 
and less ftornan than the English. The Church of Scotland 43,
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version of the Scriptures, the alternative of the 23rd
a " 

psalm for the Benedicts which may have been meant to

conciliate the Scots. The majority of the alterations were 

however such as were likely to excite keen opposition and so 

it turned out. Row described the book as this "Popish, 

English Scottish Mass Service Book," and it was regarded by 

the Scots generally as an attempt to bring back popery 

among them. "The Book of Common Prayer and Administration 

of the Sacraments and other parts of Divine Service for the 

use of the Church of Scotland" was issued from the press of

Robert Young Edinburgh early in 1637 the intention being that
2 

it should be used at the Easter Services in that year. The

book follows the order of the Anglican Prayer book with the 

exception of the Ordinal which was omitted. With it was 

bound King James 1 metrical version of the psaljms the intention 

being that the Reformation Psalter and Prayer book should 

both go out of use together. The use of the book was ordered 

by Royal proclamation all subjects being charged to conform 

themselves to it» &s the only form "which we having taken

the counsel of our clergy think fit to be used in God's
3 

public worship in our kingdom."

There is no need to record what happened when first 

Laud's Liturgy was read in St Giles Edinburgh. Every 

Scotsman has heard of Jenny Geddes and her stool and of the 

movement which had its starts on that famous 23rd of July 

1637. Fewer perhaps know that the use of the Book did not

1. Reid Lee Lecture.Episcopacy in Scotland .Reprinted in 
The Professors Wallet 157.

2. See Edition edited by the late Professor Cooper in Church 
Service Society Series. 1904.

3. Proclamation printed after the Table of contents. Hill
Barton says. Surely it may be safely said that the history 
of Christianity cannot show another instance of a book of 
devotio^ announced in such a fashion to its devotees, 
history of Scotland VI. 144-5. (Second Edition). The 
proclamations issued by Queen Elizabeth and King James 
in the Anglican Books seem to the writer quite as 
offensive if not more so.
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come to an end so far as the Scottish Church was concerned 

on that day for in September of that year Charles wrbte to 

Bishops charging each of them to read the service book in 

his own diocese as the Bishops of Ross and Dfcnblane had done. 

Cooper states that it was used up to March 1638 in the

Cathdral of Ross (at Portrose) but Its use in Scotland came
1 

to an end with the Assembly of 1638. If Rothes is to be

believed it was read at Dingwall by a minister who did so in
2 

order to obtain remission for some offences pf which he

had been convicted. The same authority mentions that it was 

partly used at St Andrews and Dimblane though the Minister

who did so at the latter place afterwards signed the
3 

supplication against the book. At Bre elfin the Minister

refused to read it whereupon the Bishop (Whiteford) 

determined to read it himself. He was threatened with 

personal violence and could only carry out the purpose by 

taking a pair of pistols with him into the pulpit surrounding

himself with armed servants and closing the doors of the
4 nil 

Cathedral against the people. William Afnjand Minister of Ayr

who preached a sermon in favour of the Service Book in

Glasgow Cathedral raised a storm of opposition that he was
5 

in danger of his life ere he left the city. There is

ample evidence that the Anglican Liturgy was used in the
6 

Chapel Royal from 1617 onwards. It was also used at least
7 8 

in part at St Andrews and probably also at Portrose

1. Cooper Indtroductlon XVII-XVIII. Rev. A. M.Philip states
that the use of the Service Book in Portrose came to an end 
through the boys of the grammar school taking away the new 
prayer books and throwing them into the sea. Transactions 
Scottish Eccesllogical Society 1904. Page 98. Balllie says 
the boys burned the books .Letters 1. 65. •*'

2. This seems to indicate that he ran some risk in doing so.
3. Rothes Relation. 5.
4. Cooper Kindness to the Dead. 39.
5. Balllie Letters 1.21.
6. Calderwood VII - 245.
7. Ibid 569^
8. Baillie Letters I. 16-17.

y faft i^ftttHi — c ^f ~t — ̂ W-
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1
and in several of the other Cathedrals«

Previous to the publication of the Prayer Book of 1637 
a book of Canons for the Government and Order of the Churih 
had been issued by the King in 1636. This bore on the title 
page that it had been "ratified and approved by His Majesty's
Royal Warrant and ordained to be observed by the clergy and2 l 
all others whom they(the canons) concern," These rules
forbade among other things Ministers praying extempore and 
the holding of private meetings by presbyters or others for 
expounding scripture. Absurd though it may seem these canons 
required the clergy .-assent to the Scots Book of Common prayer
under pain of excommunication although that book had not then3 
been printed. The Book of Canons was condemned by the
Assembly of 1638 and never seems to have had much influence 
either In ecclesiastical circles or in any others.

-o-o-o-

1. Grub. Ecclesiastical History II. 361.2. The Book was issued by Raban of Aberdeen.3. A Presbyterian view of those canons will be found inRow's Historic 392-4. The Canons (abridged) may be seen in Taylor's Pictorial History of ^Gotland II.514-5.
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INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.

It ia somewhat remarkable that in our Reformation 

documents there is no reference to instrumental music. 

While many Roman practices are condemned in the first 

Book of Discipline and the Confession of tfaith, nothing 

whatever is said against the use of organs or other 

instruments of music in the worship of God, and what is 

perhaps still more remarkable is that our great Reformer 

Knor nowhere in his History, Pamphlets^or Letters; has a 

word to say on the matter. While dealing heavy blows at 

much of the ritual of the Church of Rome and not sparing 

some of the works of the Church of England, he nevertheless 

passes by the question of the use of instruments in the 

Church in silence. He must have known that such were 

used. Indeed it is not too much to say that when he was 

an itinerating preacher in the Southern Kingdom it was 

in every way probable that he would officiate in Churches 

where organs or other instruments were used. There must

too, have been a number of organs in Scotland at the time
(I)

of the Reformation. Dunfermline possessed one as early

as 1247 (2). The bull erecting St. Giles into a Collegiate

1. In 1565 Queen Mary kept Easter at Stirling and at the
Mass in the Chapel Royal, we learn from Randolph, "Organs 
were wont to be the common music. She wanted now 
neither trumpet, drum nor pipe, bag-pipe nor tabor." 
Bain Cal. Scot Papers H. 138.

2. Henderson Annals of Dunfermline 79.



Church 1467 states among the duties of the Sacriston "to
V> 

cause the organs and bells to be played." PSD There ia

still preserved at Holyrood a picture showing James *"*

and his Queen Margaret of Denmark, which dates from about 

1570, on which is an organ being played by St. Cecilia

while an Angel blows the bellows. There is said to have
3 been a particularly fine organ in Kirkwall while we find

4 5 references to others in pre-reformation days in Ayr, Stirling,
6 7 

Aberdeen, and Holyrood . Doubtless there were also organs

elsewhere. With the spoiling of the Church properties the 

organs did not escape. In Edinburgh in 1560-1 the Dean of 

Guild sold three "bellices of the organs'1 for six pounds which
Q

went to enrich the city finances . In 1574 the Session of 

Aberdeen decreed that the "organs with all expedition be 

removed out of the Kirk and made profit of to the use and 

support of the poor" 9 . This might he held to prove that 

the reformers had no use for instrumental music in their worship 

but on the same ground the destruction of so much communion 

plate at the Reformation might be held to prove that the 

Reformers did not observe the Lord's Supper Wood's M.S. 

Psalter which dates from 1566 contains two coloured drawings

1. Lee's St Giles 48.

£. This1 picture was originally part of an altar painting, 
executed in all probability for Trinity College Chapel, 
Edinburgh.

3. Craig Guide to Kirkwall Cathedral.
ft

4. Burgh Records 1559 George Cochrane delivered to James Kennedy 
Dean of Guild the key of the organ Loft/'

5. Bains Calendar Scottish Papers 11 138.

6. Register of Privy Council 3X 391.

7. "One pair of organs" were erected in 1557-d but there were 
organs and an organist years before,Lord High Treasurer's 
accounts 133-330.

8. Dean of Guild accounts (1552-67) 117.
9. Selections from Ecc. Records (Spalding Club) 19. apparently 

the session had been forced to take this course by the 
Regent Morton (see note 

10. See pages -



drawings of Musicians. The one on the title page of the 

"Treble" part is a young man holding a book in his right 

hand while his left is raised as if beating time. The other 

which is on the corresponding page of the "Tenor" part is an 

elderly manpLaying a wind instrument like a clarionet which 

he holds with his right hand, supporting his book of music 

with the left On several of the other pages there are 

illuminated borders which contain small drawings of musical 

instruments, organs, trumpets, harps and viols. This indicates 

that in certain circles at any rate Reformation of Religion 

was not held to mean cessation of the use of instrumental 

music. This is borne out by what happened at Dumfries at 

Yule 1574. There the minister and reader declined to read 

the prayers in Church, so the people got another reader to

come with tabron and whistle and caused him read the prayers
2 which exercise they used all the days of Yule." The fact

that it was the Reader who brought the whistle-probably some 

kind of reed instrument - would point to its having been used 

in the Church service. In the Chapel Royal at Stirling if
rz

not elsewhere there was a chief "Voilar" in 1586 and six years

later we find an Act of parliament being passed in favour of
4 the Musicians of that Institution to secure to them the fruits

1. Proceedings of Society of Antiquaries.

2. B.U.K. :.. 334.

3. Rogers History of the Chapel Royal XCV111

4. Ibid .C.



some of the Chapel Royal lands. "The organs and ornaments" 

says Rogers "of the Chapel Royal were preserved when those 

in cathedrals and other Churches were wrecked and ruined. 

But what the multitude had spared the Earl of Mar as Captain 

of the Castle caused to be swept away". Unfortunately 

Rogers does not quote any authority for this statement or 

rather the authority he does quote does not bear out what 

he says. The Scottish Parliament passed an act idemnifying 

the Captain of the Castle for his action in purging the 

Chapel of all monuments of idolatry and other things dedicated 

£o superstition . But there is no mention whatever of organs 

or musical instruments of any kind in the act although other 

things which had been destroyed are referred to. This 

purgation took place in 1571 and the Chapel does not appear 

to have been much used for some years thereafter. When next 

we read of services being held there we find that musical 

instruments were again in use.

1. History of the Chapel Royal LXXV.

2. Acts of Parliament XCL. 62. Rogers quotes this 

as his authority.



When Prince Henry the eldest son of King James was 

baptised in 1594 the 21st Psalm was sung "according to the 

art of musique 11 by the "Musicians" while after the banquet 

"thanks being given to God there was sung the 126th Psalm 

with divers voices and tunes and musical instruments playing"^ 

It is possible that the last item does not refer to psalm 

singing in the Chapel but in the Banqueting Hall. That 

musical instruments were used outside the churches for 

accompanying the singing of psalms in the period we are 

considering admits of no doubt when Queen Mary arrived in 

Scotland in 1561 from France, "a company" says Knox "of the 

most honest with instruments of music and with musicians 

gave their salutation at her chamber window." 2 Bransome in 

his account of the Queen's arrival mentions that the instruments 

were mechants violins et petit rebecs" and that Psalms were
«2

sung very badly. When King James made his state entry into 

Edinburgh in 1579 he was received by the Magistrates with

great display and rejoicing "a company of musicians" says the
4 historian "sang the 20th Psalm others playing upon the viols"

That organs were still in use/aiter 1560 is evidenced from the

1. Rogers History of Chapel Royal LXXX1V-V Calderwood History 
V 344-5 Calderwood Notes that Ministers were enjoined to 
withstand "the ministration of the baptism by Mr David 
Cunningham, styled Bishop of Aberdeen" who had given the 
assembly considerable trouble but he is silent as to any 
objections being raised to the Music.

2. Knox 11. 270.

3. Ibid. The Editor in a note gives the quotation from 
Bransome.

4. Calderwood 111. 458-9.



lines relating to the entry of Queen Anne to the Metropolis 

in May 1590.

Organs and regals there did carp;

With their gay glittering golden strings,

There were the hautboy and the harp

Playing maist sweet and pleasant springs.

And some on lutes did play and sing

Of instruments the only king.

The Queen was presented with a Bible and Psalm Book on

her coming to the West Port which may indicate that some of
£ 

the pieces sung were from the latter. Alexander Hume,

Minister of Logie (1597-1609) published in 1599 a little 

book of "Hymns or Sacred Songs" in one of which we find the 

following verse.

"Even on my jolie lute by night, 

And trembling treble string, 

I shall with all my mind and might, 

Thy Glory gladly sing." 3

Though Hume could "praise God upon the lute" he did 

not approve altogether of instrumental music in the service

of the sanctuary, for among the corruptions of the Church
4of England he mentions organs.

1. Burrels "Description of the Queen's entry" quoted 
Chambers Domestic Annals of Scotland 1. 199.

2. Calderwood V-96.

3. Alexander Hume's Poems (Edited by Prof. Lawson) Stf.S 16.

4. Ibid 177.



In 1617 the King had an organ placed in the Chapel Royal

at Holyrood and arrangements made for choristers. On the day
vnEdmtwreK

following his arrival^a fully choral service was held in the 

Chapel and before he left Scotland he gave orders that the 

Musical Service should be held daily. This however was not 

acted on, for writing in September to the King, Bishop Cowper 

who was Dean of the Chapel Royal says that the only service 

held since his Majesty's departure had been a baptismal one

"where the organs and musicians, four in every part, men and boys
2 agreed in pleasant harmony" In 1631 King Charles sent an

order to the Archbishop regarding the setting up of organs 

in Cathedral Churches^ but there is little indication that 

the order was ever carried into effect, though five years later 

we find the Town Council of Edinburgh4 sending Dean ftimDa;/ to 

Durham in order to inspect the Cathedral that he might superintend 

the building of an organ in St. Giles. It would appear that 

previous to 1631 there had been some slackness regarding 

instrumentalists in the Chapel Royal at Holyrood for in that 

year Edward Kellie who had been appointed by the King "for the 

ordering of our Chapel Royal" reported that he had deposed 

several of the musicians for inefficiency and that he had brought

1. Oalderwood VII - 244.

2. Original Letters. II. 509. He also mentions that the 
organs had been somewhat damaged by ignorant people 
using them unskillfully.

3. Stevenson History 123.

4. So says Dr Sprott in his Introduction to the 
Book of Cotamon Order L'.VIII. An examination 
of the Town Council Minute however shows that 
while the Dean went to Durham at the Councils 
Expense and set down ff ane plott of the queir 
to be repaired within Sanflt (Jellies" nothing whatever 
is said about an organ. Minute 10th Feb. 1636.
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an organist, two men for playing on cornets and sackbats and 

two boya for singing divisions in the versus from England. 

He also stated that he had received a "testificate" from the 

Lords of His Majesty's Council that the service had never 

before been so well rendered. After 1638 we hear no more 

of instrumental music though it may be worthy of note that 

nowhere in the records of the Assembly is there any mention 

of it either good or bad. On the other hand Caldeewood shows 

that he was against the use of organs or other musical 

instruments of worship for in his work "The Pastor and the 

Prelate" he says "The pastor loveth no music in the House 

of God but such as edifieth and stoppeth his ear at 

instrumental music as serving the pedagogy of the untoward 

Jews under the law and being figurative of that spiritual 

joy whereunto our hearts should be opened under the Gospel. 

The Prelate loveth carnal and curious singing, to the ear 

more than the spiritual melody of the Gospel and therefore 

would have antiphony and organs in the Cathedral kirks upon 

no greater reason than other shadows of the law of Moses, 

or lesser instruments as lutes, citherus or pipes might be 

used in other kirks". Rutherford too, was a zealous opponent

of such things. He includes organs in a list of "badges
// 3 

of Jewish and popish religion a list which includes altars,

surplices etc. tfB.

1. Rogers History of the Chapel Royal CLXV11. Kellie states 
that he had set up an organ, two flutes and two pandores 
with viols and other instruments in a chamber in the 
palace so that the Musicians could practice there.

2. Pastor and Prelate (Presbyterian Armoury 1).

3. Divine Right of Church Government 143.



He also asks "Who can say that the grace of Joy in the 

Holy Ghost wrought by the droning of organs......is a work

of the Spirit merited by Christ." That Calderwood and 

Butherford express the opinions of many of the Ministers of 

that period seems to be borne out by the letter of the Assembly 

of 1644 to the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, wherein

the latter are congratulated because the '* organs at Pauls and
» ?

Peters have been taken down. This information had been

conveyed to the Scottish Assembly by their Commissioners at 

London, whose letter shows that they were quite enthusiastic 

about the destruction of the instruments. 3 Some years 

earlier the organ in the Chapel Royal at Holyrood had been 

destroyed by the people of Edinburgh during the troubles 

which arose over the introduction of 'Laud's Liturgy. 1 The 

''glorious organs of the Chapel Hoyal were masterfully broken 

down nor no service used there, but the whole chaplains, 

choristers and musicians discharged and the costly organs 

altogether destroyed and unuseful."4 For a considerable 

time after the Reformation there does not appear to have 

been any great objection to' Sunday Music, even when it 

was of a secular type. When

1. Divine Right of Church Government 136.

2. Peterkin Records 403. The Churches mentioned are
St.Pauls Cathedral and Westminster Abbey, the official 
name of the latter being St.Peters, Westminster.

3. Peterkin Records 401.

4. Spalding History of the Troubles I - 61.



James VI went to worship at Dalkeith Parish Church in June, 

1581, there were two pipers who 'played him, 1 from the church 

door to the palace. 1 Piping on the Lord's Day would appear to 

have been quite allowable for not until nine years after the 

above date, do we find any reference to violation of the Sabbath 

by pipers at St.Andrews, when three of them were admonished to 

keep holy the Sabbath day, and not to use any 'piping in the 

night time in the streets.' 2 In the West the authorities were 

not even so strict for when the Presbytery of Glasgow dealt 

with the matter in 1594 they only forebade playing on the pipes
ri

on the Sunday from the sun rising to the sun going down. At 

Elgin, they seem to have been somewhat more strict in what they 

allowed on the Sabbath. In 1592 a piper was charged with 

playing upon his great pipe 'on Sunday afternoon at time of 

preaching in contempt of God, His Word and Kirk. 1 He had to 

do penance standing in 'hairclayth.' 4 The following year
f/V>Ol/£h

another piper got into trouble for going MB the town

1. Lord High treasurers Accounts llth June, 1581. 'Item 
to one piper and one young boy, his son that played in 
Dalkeith upon Sunday llth Day of June, frae the kirk to 
the castle before His Highness X X S.

2. Register 792.

3. Records Maitland Club Miscellany I. 67. It was then 
customary - as it was up to recent days - for the Burgh 
Piper to march the length of the Burgh morning and evening 
playing his instrument.

4. Records H. 26.27.
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with "pipe and swesche" certain "raskell" being in his 

company on the evening before the fast. He was much more 

leniently dealt with than his fellow delinquent. In 1584 

the magistrates of Kirkcaldy prohibited "piping through the 

town on Sunday the time of preaching or prayers" showing

that so far as the rest of the day was concerned there was
g no objection to Sunday Music.

One instrument which the Church pressed into service 

is not now used in Scotland by any religious body except 

the Salvation Army. That is the Drum which was used in 

Elgin on a communion Sunday to"pass before the Bell rang'1 

apparently to awaken the people. As the first bell rang 

at 2.30 a.m. one can well believe that there would be need 

for something of the kind? The use of a drum in the intima 

tion of the hours of Sabbath service was customary in Glasgow 

at the beginning of the 17th Century.*

1. Records IT. 31.

2. Macbean Records of Kirkcaldy 87.

3. Records TL 142. The Date is E15.

4. Weems 25.
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PUBLIC WORSHIP.

Daily Service.

The order of Service given in the Book of Common
1 

order consists of an exhortation followed by a prayer of

confession a psalm a prayer offered extempore sermon prayer 

of intercession concluding with the lord's Prayer, the
*

Apostles creed psalm and benediction. It will be noticed 

at once that nothing is said as to the reading of scriptures 

but that had already been provided for (so far as Scotland 

was concerned) by the Book of Discipline which stated that

it was a thing most expedient and necessary for every church
2 

to have a Bible in English and that the people should be

commanded to hear the plain reading or interpretation of the
3 

scriptures as the church shall appoint . It also directed

that where no ministers could be had the "most apt men" that

could read the common prayers and scriptures distinctly were
4 

to be appointed for that purpose. Reading of the scriptures

was not considered to be so important as preaching for under
5 

the ninth head of the Book of Discipline we find that the

things "utterly necessary" are that the word be truly 

preached sacraments rightly administered common prayers 

publicly made, children and rude persons instructed and the

1. An opening exhortation is still found and the Anglican
Prayer Book being a relic of King Edward's second prayer Book 
which as has been noted was revised by the more extreme 
of the reformers including Knox.

2. Nothing is said of the Version which should be used.
3. Knox II. £40.
4. Ibid 196.
5. We must remember that the Book of Discipline was very

hurriedly drawn up and was never adopted as far as we know 
either by the General Assembly or by Parliament. "It is of 
no authority whatever and has never been of any authority" 
Wotherspoon Doctrine and law of the 6hurch as to Ordination 18.
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faith and offences corrected and punished. Hiese are declared 

to be so necessary that "without the same there is no face 

of a visible kirk". Other things profitable but not necessary 

are singing of psalms and reading of scriptures when there 

is no preaching . In the same section of the book it is 

stated that while some churches might convene every day of 

the week others might not be able to do so more than twice 

or thrice a week others perhaps only once. Such matters were to 

be left to the Individual churches. "In great towns" continue 
the writers "we think it expedient that every day there be 

either sermon or else common prayers with some exercise ofreading 

of scriptures". There is some doubt as to whether the prayers 

were read on a week day when sermon was given for they go on 
to state "What day the public sermon is, we can neither require 

nor grwatly approve that the common prayers be publicly used". 

The reason given being the fear of fostering superstition 
in the people who might come to the common prayers as they had 

formerly gone to mass or else give them occasion to think

that the prayers made before and after sermon (probably these
E 

were offered extempore) were no prayers at all . Ihe next

paragraph it is true speaks of one day beside the Sunday 

in every notable town "being appointed to the sermon aifl 

prayers11 but probably "prayers" here is not the same thing as 

"common prayers" and the preceding paragraph but refers 

to those offered by the minister who preached.

In 1580 Ehomas Wod Reader aawL St. Andrews is
2 

directed "to read the prayers each Friday before and

afternoon until God provide for the Friday's preaching" which

1. Xnox II. 238.
2. Ibid.
3. Register of St. Andrews Kirk Session 534,
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indicates that the Book of Common order was not used when 

there was preaching on a week day. Seventeen years later there 

is another entry in the Register which may point to a change 

in the ouatom. "It is concluded by the Session that the 

sermon in time coming begin at eight hours on 7/ednesday and

Friday and be ended by nine hours prayers and all or
>.l

thereabout. It is probable however that both methods were

followed some places having both common prayers and sermon 

others contenting themselves with one or the other. As is 

well known there were not nearly enough ministers to go over 

the churches requiring them in the early days of the reformed 

movement and consequently "readers" were appointed whose duty 

it was as has been said to read the common prayer and the 

scriptures. Many of these readers were ex-priests and in

some cases simply remained in the parishes where they had
2 

formerly officiated. By 1574 most of the parishes had

been provided with readers although there was only about

one minister for every four churches. After regular
3 

cumbents had been appointed the office of reader still

continued in spite of the fact that the Assembly of 1581 

(April) declared that "the office of reader was mo ordinary 

office in the Kirk of GodJ" and that in no time coming

any reader be admitted to the office of reader by any having
4 

power within the kirk". This Act must have been more or less

1. Ibid. 828. The sermons then would appear to have been much 
shorter than they afterwards became. Burnet says of Bishop 
Porbes of Edinburgh "He preached with a zeal and vehemency 
that made him often forget all the measures of time; two or 
three hours was not extraordinary thing for him." Wodrow 
Biographical Collections 266. (H**> ^f^^^i <U*&)
2. Wodrow has preserved a petition of date 1584 which a number 
of ministers whose names t»e gives refused to sign " with divers 
readers who were old priests before". Biographical Collections 38. 
see also, Scotts Fasti Ecflesiafc Scoticanat. II. 98. 318. 324. III. 
350 etc.
3. Readers formed one of the minor orders before the Reformation.
As aarly as the 13th Century a papal decree had required each
"presbyter qul plebem reg:«t" f to have an assistant who could
sing and read at" Divine service and also teach the young.
Rashdall Universities II. 601. See also Ditchfield The Parish Clerk 20,
4. B.tf.K. 219.
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a dead letter for the office continued for many years
1 

afterwards. An overture presented to the Assembly of 1642

and by the members recommended to Parliament begins "Every Parish

would have a reader", the intention being that he should
2 

also be schoolmaster. Often the reader was likewise the

schoolmaster and in at least one case the offices of beadle
3 

precentor and reader were held by one and the same person.

The Reader conducted the prayers on weekdays usually leading 

the praise as well. As to reading the Scriptures, the rules 

laid down, in the Book odt Discipline^ did not allow like full 

liberty of choice as to what portions he should read. 

In that work it was stated that the Scriptures should be 

read in order "that is some one book of the Old and bf the 

Hew Testament be begun and read orderly to the end." The 

same rule was to apply to preaching for "this skipping and 

divagation from place to place of the Scripture be it in 

reading or be it in preaching we judge not so profitable 

to edify the church as the continual following of one
M4 '

text. One is somewhat surprised to learn that the choice 

of the texts for preaching was not always left to the 

officiating minister for in 1598 the session of St. Andrews 

passed the following resolution "It is thought good by the 

brethren that Mr George Gladstone proceed in preaching 

of the Second Book of Samuel and $he Books of the Kings

1. Ii it possible that the act means no more than that there 
should be no admission ceremony when a reader is appointed? 
Readers speedily began to usurp the function of the ministry 
and this act may have been meant to emphasise the distinction 
between Reader and Minister. 
E. Records of the Kirk 327.
3. Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh IV. 94. The church was the 
Bast Kirk and the date Feb. 1584.5.
4. Knox II. 241.
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i 
following, upon the Sabbath day. "In Aberdeen some twenty

years later, (in 1620) we find the following minute of the 

session. "Dooter Porbes having ended the Epistle to the

Hebrews... ..he is appointed to teach next,<»od willing^the
(.1 

Epistle of Paul to the Romans 11 The authority for this action

came from the Book of Discipline where the matter of "what books

of the scriptures shall be most profitable to be read" is
*•<<

referred to the wisdom of the ministers and elders.

As the minister went through the book prescribed he was saifl 

to be preaching his"ordinary." Wodrow speaks of Patrick 

Simpson of Stirling preaching his "ordinary" from the £8th 

Chapter of St. Matthew, and giving some offence to Lord Dunbar
3by his references to bribery. The sessions sometimes instructed 

the ministers as to their prayers. We find the Session of 

St. Andrews in 1587 ordering the reader and minister to pray 
for Queen Mary then imprisoned at Potheringham. The 

request that such prayers be offered came from King James 

through Patrick Adamson Archbishop of St. Andrews, but the 
day on which the request was made was the day of the Queen 1 s
execution though this was of course not known till some

5. 
time afterwards. One finds In the documents of the period
quite a number of references to the Daily prayers offered in 
the church. In 1583 the "Blue gowns" as the Kings Bedesmen

1. Register of St. Andrew Kirk Session II. 856.
2. Ecclesiastical Records of Aberdeen. 87. It may be noticed 
that the title Saint is not given to 3t Paul although these 
were the days of the first Episcopacy.
3. Select Biographies I. 80. _______

5. Register of St. Andrews Kirk Session 583.4 "The Session has 
concluded that the Minister at each sermon and the reader^ at 
each time when he says the prayers'pray publicly for the 
Kings Grace's Mother as is desired."



were called had w to keep the prayers ilk day and the sermon every 

preaching day setting altogether in the parish kirk Tfl In 1595 

the Kirk Session of Glasgow ordered "Prayers to be read in the 

High Kirk at seven in the morning and at five in the evening in 

the New Kirk. w 2 Writing of his experiences as a student in 

St. Andrews in 1572 James Melville speaks of the prayers in the 

Kirk every morning \vith which was combined "doctrine." ^ Six 

years later when he was a Regent in Glasgow he speaks of the 

Students going to the Kirk hard adjacent where the people convened 

and the Regent read the common prayers with a chapter or two. 

He adds that when it came his turn he added some "notes of doctrine 

with exhortation." The year 1584 is reckoned among the disastrous

years in the annals of the Scottish Presbytery.... "says Hume
5 Brown . "By the close of August almost all the leading Ministers

(as well as many others) had to seek refuge in England." Llelville 

has preserved to us the rules approved for worship among those 

stalwarts who would not give way to the King and who were in 

consequence in exile in England. From these rules we learn 

that "common prayers" were to be read twice a day at ten in the 

forenoon and four in the afternoon. A psalm was to be "read 

and handled" but the whole time occupied was not to exceed 

half-an-hour. Por the exercise of doctrine and prayer everyone 

who could read was to have a Bible and a Psalm Book.

1 Ibid 504. A similar rule was enforced in 1638 in at Elgin with 
	the "bedesmen" Records 11. 233.

2. Wodrow Life of Weems 22.
3. Autobiography 27.
4. Ibid 55. 6.
5. History of Scotland 11. 196.
6. Autobiography 131. 3.



Sermons were to be preached on Wednesday and Friday, and we may 

take it that these Scots were following as far as possible the 

custom of their own land. In Elgin Morning $rayerswere at 

nine o'clock and evening prayers at four. No person was allowed 

to sell fish there in the Market until Morning prayers were over. 

Catechising was sometimes carried through at Evening Prayers. 

Apparently the practice of singing psalms at prayers in Elgin

had been dropped for the custom was revived in 1600. It was 

not until 1640 that the singing of Psalms at Evening Prayers was

instituted at Aberdeen though they seem always to have been somg
/• 

in the morning. In that year the Master of the Grammar School

with his scholars was required to attend Evening Prayers both 

Summer and Winter and after "reading of the prayers to praise 

the Lord by singing of psalms with the congregation in all time 

coming ."2 A favourite time for the Session meeting seems to 

have been "efter the evening prayeris." Calderwood speaks of 

Hobert Bruce who was banished from Edinburgh to Inverness in 

1605 how to be taught "every Sabbath before noon and every
rt

Wednesday and read the prayers every other night at even."0

1. Records of Elgin 11. 71. 85. 175. etc.

2. Extracts from Records (3.R.S.) 198. It will be noticed 

that despite the date^prayers are still being read.

3. History VI. 291. 2.
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Many other instances might be given. One may suffice. Rothes 

who it may be recalled took a leading part in the preparation 

of the National Covenant mentions with regard to the suppression 

of the Daily Service after the Jenny Geddefi riot "The Bishops.... 

..did inhibit the ordinary morning and evening prayers customable 

in Edinburgh since the Reformation."4

Preaching on week days was also common at least in the towns. 

Henderson writing a little after the time of the Glasgow Assembly 

says that week day sermons "in cities and towns used to be at 

least two days every week."**

One may add that it was not only in the towns that daily 

service was held for writing circa 1628 the Ilinister of the 

rural parish of ^hannelkirk mentions that he had parishioners

of Lauder among his "daylie auditouris" theV? being nearer his
6church than their own.

* Allan History of Channelkirk 145.

4. Rothes Relation 4.

5. Government and order of the Church of Scotland 16.



It will be noticed that these daily services were
1 

never too long, an hour being the maximum allowed.

Some preachers evidently liked to give more than their 

sessions desired and at Elgin in 1622 the preacher was

threatened with a fine of six and elghtpence if he
2 

exceeded his "glass." (At that time as for many years

before and after the length of service was measured by
3 

the hour glass) . A different spirit animated the

next generation for in 1651 the Session of the Barony 

of Glasgow remonstrated with their pastor the wellknown

Zachary Boyd about "the soon skailing of the Barony
4 

kirk on Sunday afternoon." At Dumbarton the Minister

seems to have read the prayers himself and to have 

added an exposition of the chapters read. He stopped 

giving the exposition and the Town Council showed 

their appreciation of their Minister by passing the 

following resolution urging him to recoLimence the 

exposition at least on preaching days. " In respect 

that he (the Minister) has left off his exposition 

of the ordinary chapters daily at prayers morning and 

evening and hearing by inisreport that the town loathed 

the Word on preaching days < the council requested 

the said Minister - in token and to

1. See Page./* 5
2. Records II. 167.
3. In 1554 the treasurer of Edinburgh paid 4/- for an

hour glass for the "Friar in the pulpit" Records 11.335.
4. Lang. Glasgow and the Barony thereof. 55.



*o testify their gude affection to the Word of God - 

to supply and help that want and give exposition of the 

Chapters (the lack of ) which is a grief unto them, to

preach unto them as God will assist him on Thursday
1 

in the morning between eight and nine* 1'

In the earlier days of the Reformed Church Wednesday 

and Friday were the days usually devoted to "preaching" 

but in 1600 King James ordered that every Tuesday 

should be the day ordinarily given to this exercise.

This was meant to commemorate His Majesty's deliverance
2 

from the Ruthvens The charge seems to have been

aoulesced in though in some cases not for a year or so. 

In 1602 in Elgin the preaching day was still Wednesday 

but in the following year it was Tuesday there being

however no reference to the change in the deliberations
3 

of the Session,,

1. Irving Dumbartonshire 299.
2. Calderwood V.76. Register of St Andrews 935 - 6.
3. Records II. 101 - 118.
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THE LORD'S DAY SERVICE. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

As has been noted Common Prayers were read by the 

readers on the week days when there was no sermon by the 

minister. On Sundays the two services seem to have been 

combined, the minister beginning where the reader left off. 

The Church bell having been rung half an hour or so earlier

to warn tkiie people to prepare for worship the '"second bell"
1 

marked the beginning of the readers service. In many

places the bell is still rung as for that diet of worship 

although the reason for it is altogether forgotten. The 

reader read the prayers with portions of Scripture and the

congregation joined together in singing metrical psalms.
jlThis part of the service lasted about ten hours and at

close the bell rang again, the minister entered the pulpit 

and after a '"conceived" prayer began his sermon. After 

having preached he offered prayer either extempore or 

as given in the prayer book concluding with a psalm and the 

benediction. Sometimes he had two prayers before his 

sermon with a psalm between.

We have several interesting accounts of the Services 

in the first half of the 17th Century written by 

contemporaries. Among the writingjof William Cowper 

Bishop of Galloway there is preserved a little work 

entitled "Seven days conference between a Catholic 

Christian and a Catholic Roman." The former takes the latter 

to church on Sunday and the following dialogue ensues.

1. In 1597 the session of St. Andrews ordered the two 
readers to be present in the Kirk hereafter at the 
second bell to Sermon each Sunday before and afternoon 
that Chapters of the word of God be read and psalms be 
sung continually, until the minister be in (the) 
pulpi$. Register of St Andrews Kirk Session. 833.
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R, What is the people going to do.

C. They bow themselves before the Lord to make a humble

confession of their sins and supplications£or mercy which

you will hear openly read by the public reader. ITow

when it is done what think ye of the prayer.

R. (Truly I think there is nothing in it but that whereunto

every good Christian should say Amen, and it hath done

me much good to see the people with humble reverence sighing

and groaning accompanying the prayer up to God. But what

are they now to do?

C. Every one is preparing (as you see) their Psalm book that

all of them with one heart and mouth may sing unto the

lord. There is the Psalm which the reader hath proclaimed

if you please you may sing with them or if you cannot follow

them in your heart,

R. So I will what doth the reader now. Is he making

another prayer.

C. Ho yonder book which now he opens is the Bible. You will

hear him read some portion of Holy Scripture. Understand

you what he sayeth.

R. Yes forsooth well enough for he reads very distinctly.

C. These are the three exercises which are used in all our

congregations every Sabbath one hour before the preacher comes

in first prayer then psalms then reading of Holy Scripture

and by these the hearts of the people are prepared the more

reverently to hear the word and you see all is done with

great quietness devotion and reverence.

R....... But what are they doing now.

C. You hear the third bell ring and in this shall the reading 

ceaseth and at the end of the bell ringing the preacher 

will come.
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B..,., There comes the preacher and now (I pray you) tell me 

how I should behave myself.

C. Trouble you not, do as you see others beside you for 

first he will conceive a prayer at the which the people humble 

themselves; thereafter he reads his text of holy scripture. 

This the people hear with reverence; then he falls to the 

preaching which some hear with their heads covered some 

otherwise in that you may do as your health requires. 

The preaching being ended he concludes all with a 

thanksgiving after which there is a psalm sung by the 

whole congregation and then the minister blesseth the people 

in the name of the Lord and so dimits them. We do not 

know the exact date at which the service was supposed to be 

held but as Cowper died in 1619 it must have been some 

years before then.

Some years later we have another description this time 

by an English gentleman Sir William Brereton of the County 

of Chester. He was a Puritan in religion and viiited Scotland 

in 1635. He appears to have taken considerable interest in 

ecclesiastical matters for we find quite a number of 

reference to such in the account he left of his visit. On 

his first Sunday in Scotland he went to the College church 

Edinburgh and this is what he says of the service "The order 

that is observed in the worship of God is this; upon the 

lords day they do assemble twixt eight and nine hours in 

the morning and spend the time in singing psalms and reading 

chapters in the Old Testament until about ten hours, then 

the preacher comes into the pulpit and the psalm being ended 

he reads a printed and prescribed prayer which is an excellent 

prayer; this being ended another psalm is sung and then 

he praye before sermon and concludes his sermon betwixt 

eleven and twelve hours and during the intermission until

1 Cowpere Works 639. ~"
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the afternoon^ exercise which "begins soon after one, 

is performed in the same manner as in the morning save
fcrt

the chapters^ then read out of the ITew Testament and they
•*• • 

conclude about four hours." Alexander Henderson the

famous covenanting divine has left us a third account 

which agrees in the main with the two already given. 

It is contained in a small "book entitled "The Government 

and Order of the Church of Scotland" which was published 

anonymously at Edinburgh in 1641 but which is known now 

to have been from Henderson 's pen. Writing of Divine 

Service on the Lord f s day he says "Notice is given of the 

time by the sound of a bell. When so many of all sorts 

Men and Y/omen, Masters and Servants young and old as 

shall meet together are assembled the public worship 

beginneth with prayer and reading some portion of Holy 

Scripture both of the Old and ITew Testament which the 

people hear with attention and reverence and after 

reading the whole congregation joineth in singing some

psalm. This reading and singing \j> continue to the
2 

preaching begin at which time the minister having

prefaced a little for quickening and lifting up the 

hearts of the people first maketh a prayer for 

remission of sin, sanctif ication and all things needful 

joining also confession of sins and thanksgiving with 

special relation to the hearers after which is another 

psalm and after the psalm a prayer for a blessing upon 

the preaching of the word ...... After sermon he

praiseth Sod and prayeth again for a blessing joining

1. Hume Brown Early Travellers in Scotland 147.
2. This indicates where the readers service finished. 
Henderson's Bpok was republished in 1690 and the editor 
of that edition puts as a marginal note "This form is 
little altered ..... How the reading of scripture is 
performed by the minister."
3. It will be noticed that "both Brereton and Henderson 
speak of two prayers before Sermon. Baillie mentions 
this as being the regular Scots practice Letters II 123
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earnest petition for the Church universal and for the 

corning of the Kingdom of Christ for all the afflicted 

Churohes^for the Churches in Ifis Majesty f s dominions, 

for the Church of Scotland ministry and people for the 

Zing the Queen the Prince and their whole royal progeny 

for all the members of that particular congregation as well 

absent on their lawful affairs as present for all that 

are afflicted among them in body mind or means. The 

prayer ended a psalm is sung and the people dismissed with 

the blessing." Henderson deals more briefly with the 

second service which he says is either the same as the 

morning one M or some part of the catechism is expounded 

and thereafter so much time as may be spared is bestowed

on catechising some part of the parish warned particularlly
J. • 

to attend." We find in the ginghorn; Session Records a

parishioner ieing debarred from the lord's Table for

interrupting "Gods Public worship" by interfering with the
2. 

minister when he was "employed in catechizing".

The catechisms used were (a) Calvins catechism which 

was bound up with practically every edition of the 

Book of Common Order up to 1611. This is divided into 

55 portions for successive Sundays, (b^ The Heidleberg 

Catechism which like Calvins was of great authority among

the Reformed. It was printed by Waldegrave in 1591
8.

wand authorised by the Kings Majesty in Scotland."

1. Government and Order of the church of Scotland - 17 
Sometimes the second diet is called "the catechisme" 
(Register of St. Andrews Kirk session 793. The date in 1594) 
See also Life of k/eems 7. In 1580 the Assembly ordered the 
ministers - especially out of Burghs - to have a diet of 
Catechising in"the Sabbath afternoons. Calderwood History. III. 472
2. fctra.vts from MinUtfcs of Kirk Session of Kinghorn 62.
3. Dickson and Bdmond Annals of Scottish Printing 416. Wodrow 
Biographical Collections 54, says it was approven by the 
Assembly.
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It is also bound up with the 1615 edition of the Book of 

Common Order. It is sometimes called the Palatinate 

Catechism and is divided into 52 Sunday parts (6). The 

little catechism of the manner to examine children before 

they be admitted to the aupper of the Lord. This was in use 

from 1564 when it was subjoined to Calvins catechism. 

The General Assembly of 1592 thought good to have it

superseded by (d) "Form of Examination before the Communion11
1 

which had been drawn up by John Craig. (e) Short sum

of the whole catechism also by Craig somewhat fuller than (d)
2 

It dates from 1581. Private catechism*?- were also used in
3 

many places. ApjMprently the method employed was for the

children to repeat the catechism in the presence of the 

congregation and thereafter the minister expounded the 

doctrine contained therein. James Melville states that

as he had a clear voice the minister of Montrose got him
/ //

to rehearse a part of Calvins catechism on the Sabbaths
4 

at afternoon." It did not always happen that the

catechism used by the children was the same as that 

expounded by the Minister for on "Sunday the 9th April 1598 

the brethren (of St Andrews Session) ordains Mr. David

Lindsay minister to tea»h upon Master Galvins Catechism,
5 

and the bairns to answer him conform to the Common Catechise

In Elgin catechising seems always to have been on a week 

day. In 1601 two scholars are appointed to read the.

1. B'y.TJ.K. Il.v^n. The Little catechism was however In use 
In 1595 however later. Register of St Andrews Kirk 
Session 810. ;

2. All these with the exception of (d) will be found in ' 
Bonars Catechisms of the Scottish Reformation.

3. E.g. at Kilrenny where James Melville used Ms own
Autobiography 12. A catechism named Nicholsons Catechism 
was in use at Elgin in 1597. Records of Elgin 11.53. In 
later days private catechism became very numerous so that 
Dr Porbes preaching before Charles I. in 1633 complains 
that almost every minister uses one of his ov/n manufact 
ure. Gilroy Doctrine of the Church. The Church of 
Scotland IV. 206.

4. Autobiography 22. The date is 1570.
5. Register of St Andrews Kirk Session 848. It Is not clear 

what "the Common Catechlse Mwas. It may have been a privat 
one.
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catechism, the one apparently stating the question
l • 

and the other giving the answ^er. This was also

the custom at Aberdeen in 1604 where the catechising took

place between the second and third bells at the afternoon
2. 

service. Cowpar and Brereton both mention that thd

preacher came into the church after the Readers service

was finished but this though general was not universal.

Writing to an unknown ministerial correspondent in

1640 Samuel Rutherford states that for the minister to

engage in private devotion when "the people are praising

or hearing the word read" is wrong and can no more be defended

than private reading or praying on the part of the
3. 

members while the minister in addressing then,

Henderson does not mention the reader by name but his 

statement that "reading and singing do continue until 

the preaching begin" shows that with him worship 

was conducted as it was elsewhere. Henderson judging 

from the prayers which he offered at the Glasgow Assembly

and at the swearing of the Covenant used the Lord's
4. 

Prayer at the conclusion of the "prayer before sermon".

Though neither Cowper nor Brereton mention the Lord's 

Prayer there is little doubt as to its use.Andrew Ramsay 

Moderator of the Aberdeen Assembly in 1640 writing 

some years later mentions that among the innovations 

which had been introduced since 1638 was the leaving 

off the Lord's Prayer at the end of public prayer as had

1. Records II. 95*
2. Selections from Ecclesiastical Records 38.
3. Letters*Bonaris Edition 578.
4. See Sermons Prayers and Pulpit addresses edited by 
Rev. R. Thomson.
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1 
been usual formerly. Burnet in Ills "Vindication of

the Church of Scotland" writing of the period immediately 
after 1638 speaks of the disuse of the Lord's Prayer

in worship and states that the General Assembly took this
2 

in very ill part. Baillie blames the Browmists for

much of this as they taught the people to "scunner
3 

at both" the Lord's Prayer and the Belief. Calderwood
had no sympathy with such and was as much opposed to the
ways of the "sectaries" as to those of the Prelates.
He held that all prayer should be modelled on the Lord's
Prayer and on the Prayers of the godly in divers part

4 
of Scrpture. There is likewise no mention of the use
of the creed in public worship. It was sometimes 
transferred to the Readers Service and was read on week
days as well as on Sundays. The ^en Commandments were

5 
similarly used. A knowledge of these as well as of
"chief articles of our Belief" was required of all who

6 
were admitted to the Lord's table.

1. Wodrow M.S. Life of Ramsay,See Sprott Introduction to 
Book of Common trader XXXI.

2. See Sage Fundamental Charter. 356.
3. Baillies Conference. See Livingstone Scottish Psalter 36.
4. Pastor and the Prelate 4.
5. Selections from Session Records of Aberdeen (Spalding 

Club) 38 the date of the entry is 1604. At Elgin in 
1604 a worshipper was ordered to "keep the evening 
prayers till he learned his M belief." Records 129.

6. Book of Discipline Knox II. 212.



Henderson in his description of the Scottish Service 

mentions that it was the custom for the Ministers to 

"preface a little for the quickening and uplifting up of 

the hearts of the people." This preface was a short 

address on something like the lines of the Exhortation 

before the confession in the Anglican liturgy though it 

would appear that the custom was for each minister to 

prepare his own. After the dropping of the Readers 

service, the "preface" was removed to another point of the 

order of worship and it became customary to "preface" the

first psalm which was sung. The custom prevailed up to our
2 

own day. When rightly performed it was well qualified
3 

both to delight and edify the worshippers though one

fears that there were many "prefaces" which did neither
few

being simply aA pious remarks offered on the spur of the

moment. One of the most interesting examples of

"prefacing" is that mentioned by V/odrow in hlis Analecta
n » 

of Patrick Simpson of Renfrew one of the Antedeluvians

who at a Communion in 1710 wished "to testify his 

Communion with the whole Christian Church by the Public 

using of the Lord ! s Prayer." He prefaced the prayer with 

a short address saying that there were three things 

which bore Christ name. The Lord's day. The Lord 1 s Supper 

and the Lord's Prayer."After he had spoken a while on the 

former two he spoke a little upon the use of the Lord's 

Prayer and first repeated and then prayed over the differ 

ent petitions with pretty large enlargements upon «ach of
4 

them."
j^ MB^MM^BM^^^^^IMMV^MH^ ^ ••^^^^•••••"^•••"•••^•••••••••••••••••"••'••••'••'•••^••"'••"^ M* •••••••••» •» •» «• ^ «

1. See Page."!
2. The writer has never heard it done but he has known 

Ministers who were in the habit of doing it.
3. The "Devotional Psalter" of Dr Smith of Biggar was 

largely made up of "Prefaces" used in V/orship.
4. Wodrow Analecta I. 297.



Baillie mentions that this question of Prefacing
if*** &g>e«d to 

was discussed by the Divines at Westminster and that after3 A •*• •
a long debate on the expediency of it.

We learn in a somewhat curious way that exposition of 

the chapters read in public Worship was practised in some 

parts of Scotland. In the Scote Kirk at Rotterdam in 1643 

the minister added an exposition to the chapter he had read 

much to the surprise of his congregation who objected to 

his action as savouring of "Brownism or Popery" a somewhat 

strange combination. In defence of his action however the 

minister quoted a letter which he had received from the 

Scots Ministers in London (Commissioners to the Westminster 

Assembly) to the effect that exposition was "not only lawful

but since the Reformation has been always practised in some
2. 

of the kirks of Scotland." It was allowed by the

Directory and from this permission there arose the Lecture 

which v/as for so long a prominent feature of the Scottish 

service.

1. Letters II. 123

2. Steven History of the Scottish Church in Rotterdam 8-11



Another part of the service which a number of those 

who were "sectarianly" inclined took to omitting was 

the General Confession of Knox ! s book. This as has 

been said was common Confession of the Reformed liturgies 

and formed a link between the Church of Scotland and the 

Reformed Churches abroad* This however would not appeal 

to those who were bent on throwing away so much of what 

left the church had inherited from the Reformers.

The matter came before the Assembly of 1640 when it 

was stated that there were Ministers - who seem mostly 

to have hailed from the South West - who would not read 

the Common Confession of sins and condemned the reading 

of it or of any set prayer at all. When they came to a

Kirk they would stay outside rather than go in until
tt i)

the Common Confession of sins was read if they "understand
1 

that the Minister is wont to read it." Those who

thus troubled the church seem according to Baillie to 

have come under the influence of English and Irish 

Puritans for there seems to have been little if any 

native opposition to these Scottish usages. The

extract shows how even aft*rA Knox ! s book continued2 /
to be used even by Ministers (Br ere ton indicates that 

the reading of the Confession by the Minister was
i

still in use at the time ofnhls visit 1635)
3

1. Account of Assembly of 1640 V/odrow M.S.3. Advocates 
Library Quoted Sprott. Worship during the Covenanting 
Period - 11.

2. Letters I. 248-50.
3. See Page.
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"TAKING UP THE BOOKS"

One of the most characteristic examples of Scottish 

Ritual is the carrying of the Bible and Psalter into the 

pulpit by the Beadle previous the entrance of the Minister. 

Tliis custom once universal has "begun to decline in some 

places "but it is still maintained in many churches. It 

has been suggested that the custom is not of any great 

age in the Kirk of Scotland but came into vogue with 

written sermons, and if that were so it would not 

date beyond the middle of the 18th century. The 

practice is however much older than that though so far 

I have only seen one early reference to it. In 1593 

among the duties assigned to the Beadle by the Kirk 

Session of Glasgow are the following "to ring the bell 

to sermon and prayers open the kirk door and bring in the1 - ~ —
readers book". It may not be out of place to notice 

that there is a somewhat similar custom in the Greek 

Church where the procession of the clergy into the church is 

headed by one carrying a book of the Gospels. It is just 

possible that the custom in Scotland arose from the similar 

practice in cifril life of a mace being carried before 

some of the officers of state as a emblem of authority,

1. Wodrow Life of Weems 60.
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THE OS

No mention is made either in the Book of Common Order 

or the Book of Discipline as to how the alms of the people 

were to be collected. In the latter it is stated 

to be the duty of every several church to provide
-L •

for the poor within itself and that the office of 

the Deacons was to receive the rents gather the alms

of the church and distribute the same as the Ministers and
2.

elders directed. As is well known very few of the 

"rents of the church" came to the poor who accordingly 

were dependent upon what was collected by the various 

congregations. The methods of gathering the alms 

varied in the different congregations. In Aberdeen

in 1575 there is a reference to the "almous collectit
3. 

at the kirk dure" indicating that the method: so long

employed in Scotland was then in use. In Glasgow in

1587 there is mention of "Buttock mail for poor householders"

which appears to have been a silver collection made in
4. 

the church for the pour. In some places the offering

was made not at the church door but at the church yard gate/- 
a method still employed in some country parishes. In

St. Andrews in 1595 the Session passed a number of 

"statutes" relating to the well being of the church there. 

The 13th head runs thus. "It is statute and ordained

1. Knox II. 200.
2. Ibid 236.
3. Selections from Ecclesiastical Records 19.
4. Wodrow life of We eras 43. It may have been a charge 
for sitting accomodation in the c&urch. The ordinary 
collection was taken at the "Kir£ dores", collectors 
being appointed to gather the same. Weems.44.
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that whosoever be warned to pass with the poor folks 

boards to collect the poor folks alms Sunday, Wednesday 

and Friday and refuses^ shall pay as muclale for that day 

as his neighbour that day collects who goes with the 

other board^unforgiven unless he have some reasonable 

excuse verified and known to the Session." This 

indicates that the offering was collected within the

church on Sundays and preaching days. A somewhat
2. 

similar rule was in operation at Elgin in 1591• In

later days (1636) it was the custom there to take the
3. 

offering at the Communion in basons at the table.

In l6ll it seems to have been the practice in

some parts of the Synod of Fife to gather the alms
4

during the singing of the Psalm . In Layd's Liturgy 

the offering at commuhion after the Nicene Creed and 

before the prayer for the "Church militant here in

earth". And while it is being uplifted by a Deacon
a 

ot Churchwarden the Presbyter is directed to read

one or more Scripture sentences. When all have given 

their collection the bason containing them was to be 

laid on the Communion Table. There is nothing 

whatever corresponding to this in Cowper's Draft and

it is very questionable whether this method was ever
' 6. 

employed outside of some of the Cathedrals.

1. Register 810
2. Records 20.
3. Ibid 232.236.
4. Records of the Synod (Abbotsford Club) 32
5* Deacon here does not mean the Scottish but the
Anglisan Deacon.
6, The method is that of the contemporary English
Book but the sentences read by the Presbyter differ,
and there was no direction in the other that the
offerings were to be placed on the Holy Table.
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That the practice of talcing the offerings during 

Divine Service was continued during the 17th Century 

id proved by the Act of the Assembly of 1648 which

"inhibited and discharged" the same as "being a very
' 1. 

great and unseemly disturbance of Divine Worship."

The Westminster Assembly a few years earlier had made 

a regulation with regard to the Communion Service 

which may have had a similar meaning. "The collection

for the Poor is so to be ordered that no part of the• o*— •
public worship be thereby hindered. In spite of 

such acts however the practice still continued. In the 

covenanting Parish of Balmaghie the practice of 

lifting the offering by "ladle" has existed for many

generations and is mentioned incidentally in a minute
3. 

of 1701 though there the ladles are termed "boxes".

It seems to have been the custom there to lift the 

collection just before the "blessing" and somewhat 

later than the date mentioned there is recorded the

case of an elder putting his hand into the "box"
4. 

during the blessing.

1« Records of the Kirk 515-

2. See Directory.

3. Reid The Cameronian Apostle 4-8.

4. Reid The Kirk above Dee Y/ater 90•
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POSTURES ETC.

The usual posture in prayer was kneeling which Cowper 

mentions under the name "humbled". This is enjoined 

in the Book of Geneva in the rubric before the first 

prayer in the Order of Baptism. In the order for 

the General Past it is noted that"the minister himself 

with the people shall prostrate themselves and remain in 

private meditation a reasonable space." When 

Randolph's young French gentleman went to Service

in Glasgow in 1,560 he attracted attention by "standing
1. 

while other men kneeled upon their knees". Seventeen

years later the Kirk Session of that city enjoined

"all persons in time of prayer to bend their knee to the
2. 

ground" and the Presby^ter of Glasgow in 1597 made a
3. 

similar injunction. Kneeling seems to have been the

posture in which penitents "made their humiliation"
4. 

before the congregation. Calderwood notes that at the

Synod of Perth in 1607 Lord Scone got into a great rage 

because the brethren insisted on choosing their own 

moderator (these were the days when King James was 

trying to enforce constant moderaters on the church). 

The Moderator Henry Mvingstone having been elected said

"Brethren let us begin at God and be humbled in the name
5. 

of Jesus Christ" whereupon they all knelt. Calderwood

also mentions in hWtreatise on the worship of the
/

1. cal Scot Papers 289.
2. Wodrow Life of Weems 22.
3. Maitland Glut Miscellany I. 72.
4. Register of St. Andrews Kirk Session 590.
5. History VI. - 651.
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church that it was the custom to kneel in prayer though
JL •

they were not obliged to do so. With regard to the

posture at praise it is not so easy to speak. Standing
2.

at praise was the custom': of the Roman Church and Dr. lee
3. 

was of opinion that the Reformers followed this custom.

It may have been so; but the matter is doubtful. After 

the Westminster Assembly the custom was to sit and it 

is difficult to say whether this was an innovation. 

It is quite possible that the custom came in with the 

long prayers which began to be used as the Book of Common 

Order was being discontinued. It is said that in the 

Orkney Islands standing to sing has been the practice 

from the Reformation and it may be that the congregations

there have maintained what was the original custom
4. 

among the Reformed in Scotland. There is no doubt that

in Orkney standing to sing has been the practice for

a very long tim« for it existed in the 18th century and
5. 

even then was regarded as ancient. (The reading

of the line another 'innovation 1 never seems to have 

been in use there at all). On the other hand Melville 

mentions in his Autobiography the case of William 

CranstoiM* (Minister of Falkland?) Moderator of the 

Synod of Fife who went into the church at J^ysart previous 

to the opening of the Synod, during the Readers service 

and sat in the pulpit while the people were singing 

Psalms. The Readers service ended the Minister gave

1. Altare DamaScenum 785.
2. Reform of the Church of Scotland 91.
3 Dr. Livingstone was of another opinion. "Sitting11 he says
"must have been the only posture at Pras-ise" Scottish Psalter 58,
4. The bells of Kirkwall Cathedral are still rung at the 
hours of the old Masses.
5. Duncan. Scottish Sanctury 29.
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out a Psalm to be sung and a bailie of the town came 

to him and told him that he was to give way to another 

nand I" said the minister "command you in the name of

God to s$£ down in your place and hear what the lord
i.

will say unto you by me". The arrangement of the

in the old psalm book shows that one book was used by two
2. 

persons who faced each other. Dr. Sprott thought that

this indicated that the posture while singing was
3. 

standing. Dr. Wauchope Stewart appears to have no

doubt that it showed that the posture was sitting and 

there the matter may be left.

Two other customs may be referred to. !Ehe one relates 

to covering the head in time of preaching. Penitents 

had to appear in church "bare headed in time of sermon"

which shows that other members must have kept their heads
4. 

covered. Knox too mentions that Lord Huntly pulled

down his bonnet over his eyes when the preacher rebuked
5. 

idolatry and other vices. Cowper remarks that the

hearer might wear his hat if he cared or if the state
6 

of his health required it. We find Lord Dunbar

"pulling down his hat in time of sermon", while listening
7. 

to the Minister of Sterling, Patrick Simpson in 1610.

Gillespie mentions when dealing with Ceremonies that 

if a man came into the church and saw the hearers with 

their heads covered he would know by this "customable

1. Melville Autobiography 717. The date of the incident
was 1607,
2. Introduction to Book of Common Order 1VII.
8. Music in the Church 146.
4. B.tf.K. II. 692.
5. Knox II. 362.
6. See page.
7. Life and death of Mr. Patrick Simpson* i/odrow Select
Biographies I. 18.
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1. 
sign that sermon is begim" ttor was it only the
listeners who were thus covered. At the opening of the
Perth Assembly of 1618 Archbishop Spottiswood who

2. presided wore his hat all the time he was preaching.
The practice was forbidden by the Canons of 1636 but
these were never regarded by the church as a whole as

3. 
in any way binding. While the men sat covered during
the sermon the same privilege was not allowed to women 
who were forbidden to have their plaids about their

heads in Church. If they dared to disobey the beadle
4. 

had orders to pull their plaids down. The church
it may be noted did not stand alone in forbidding the 
wearing of plaids over the head. The Town Council 

of Edinburgh did so in 1630 and again in 1636, The reason 
given for the act was that "matrons could not be5 -
c&~scerne4 from loose living women" Women were also 
forbidden to lie down in church in time of prayer. When
they did this they were apt to fall asleep and a similar

6. reason was alleged for the prohibition of the plaid.
The other custom was that of the separation of the sexes 

in the church as is still the custom in the East. It
is sometimes said that for many years after the

7. 
Reformation parish churches had no seats and the

worshippers had either to stand or bring stools. This

1. English Popish Ceremonies 114. 6?resby^terian Armoury I.)2. Peterkin Records of the Kirk 162. '3. The custom survived in the Scots Kirk Rotterdam till the 19th century. The Bishop of Moray made a similar rule 
Elgin in 1624.
4. life of Weems 18. Records of Elgin 183.
5. Chambers Domestic Annals II.
6. Kirk Session Records Kinghorn £onsideriri£; the indecency of plaids about womens heads in church on the Sabbath and that it is a means to provoke sleep appoints it to be discharged and a fine exacted of the contraveners. "Extracts 44. John Row of Carnock made a similar rule See Rows Historic XXIII."
7. E.g. Sirnpson Law of Church Seats 3.
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correct.
however is not altogether tMB. There were, "

1. in the church of Linlithgoty in Pre Reformation days

and doubtltss in other churches as well, After 1560 
seats were continued in at least some of the churches 
of which the records of that early period are still 

extfcnt. But as has been said separate seats were 
allocated to the different sexes. In 1598 the Session 
of St. Andrews ordained that "the whole womens seats
fixed within the church be removed with expedition

2. for eschewing of troubles among women in the Kirk."
In 1586 in Glasgow where there do not seem to have 
been fixed seats, the session caused the old pulpit
stores to be laid in "MM» for the women to sit5. 
upon". In 1598 at Elgin the elders ordered "that all
the fixed stools for the women be raised and put forth

4. 
out of the kirk." The reason for so doing does
not appear and the order was not immediately carried
out* Two years later however the session settled

// 
that all the: fixed women 1 s stools in the kirk be
removed incontinent efter our dissolving furth»*•
of this session.

In Aberdeen the Town Council insisted on church 
attendance by the burgesses their wives and families 
and in 1598 drew up a tariff of fines for the 
punishment of those who disobeyed the husband being 
responsible for tfee wife and the master for his servant,

1. Pitscotties History S.T.S. I. 258.
2. Register of St. Andrews Kirk Session 864,
3. Life of Weems 13.
4. Records of Elgin II. 63.
5. Ibid 79.
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From the minute recording this we learn that the 

custom of separation of the sexes in worship prevailed 

at Aberdeen as well as elsewhere. "Likewise following 

the example of other well reformed congregations 

of this realm, (the council) statutes and ordains 

that the wives of all burgesses of guild and of the most 

honest substantions craftsmen of this burgh shall sit in 

the midst and body of the kirk in time of sermon and 

not in the side aisles nor behind pillars to the 

effect that they may more easily see and hear th« 

deliverer and preacher of the word and siclike 

ordains that the women of the ranks aforesaid shall 

repair to the kirk every one of them having a cloak 

as the most comely and decent outer garment and not 

with plaids as has been frequently used and that 

every one of than likewise shall have stools so many 

as may commodiously have the same according to the

decent form observed in all reformed burghs and
1. 

congregations of this realm." It is possible that

the ladies may have had a service for themselves. At 

least the wording of a minute of 1596 of the Glasgow 

Session to the effect that "all women servants be in 

the kirk by seven in the morning to hear the word of 

God preached" Migfrt bear that meaning. Three years 

later the session ordered that "no woman sit upon or 

occupy the forms men should sit upon but either 'sit laigh 1 

or else bring stoola with them." This order was 

revived in a some what different form in 1604 when 

all women were made to sit together in the New Kirk.

1* Aberdeen Council Records quoted Chambers Domestic
Anfjals I. 331*
2. Wodrow Life of We ems 17.
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It would be interesting to know when this old custom 

came to an endf It may still have been in use up to

1636 for in that year the Glasgow Session gave leave to
1* 

Dr Strong to build a seat for his wife*

The extract given above from the St. Andrews Register 

shows that the behaviour of the worshippers left some 

thing to be desired. No one can read the old session

records without finding that quarrels and squabbles
2. 

were only too frequent in time of public worship.

Speaking at a meeting of the Estates in 1616 Sir Thomas 

Hamilton Lord Binning (better known perhaps as "^am o f the 

Cowgate) said "that the parish churches and churchyards 

were more frequented upon the Sunday for advantage of
!v 3 *

neighbouring malice and mischief than for God's Service" 

This is perhaps hardly justifiable as it stands. but 

there is at least a certain amount of justification 

for the statement. At Perth two magistrates were

regularly on duty at Communion sessions in the 16th century
4. 

"to prevent indecency and any tumult" At Stirling

in 1597 we have reference to "spelling of the 

thrusting and shouting" at the Lord's Table, the

people being admonished "to use themselves more
5. 

reverently" Baillie referring to the conduct of the

people at the time of the Glasgow Assembly remarks 

"they might learn from Canterbury yea from the Pope 

from the Turks or pagans - modesty and manners"

1. Ibid, 12. That it "was still in use in 1619 may be 
inferred from a ruling of the Session that "honest men 
rather than boys and servants" be allowed to sit in one 
of the lofts. The Session had seats for themselves both at 
Glasgow (**t supra) and St Andrews (Register 942), Elgin,
(Records 107)
2. In 1608 the session of Kinghorn put one of the worsnippers 
into the ^ougs" for striking his neighbour upon the haffet 
in time of preaching.
3. Melros Papers I. 273.
4. Scott Lives of the Reformers 191.
5. Kirk Session Register in Maitland Club Miscellany I. 129.130
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"Our rascals" he continues, "make such din and clamour 

in the House of the true God that if they minted to use

the like behaviour in my chamber I could not be content
1. 

till they were down the stairs, 1* Nor was irreverence

confined to the laity, Among the charges laid against 

Thomas Forrester minister of Melrose at the Glasgow 

Assembly were those of sitting at preaching and prayer,

and making a way through the church for his kine and 2.
sheep. One special form of irreverence was rushing 

out of church before the blessing had been given. As

early as 1587 the session of Glasgow had to deal with this
3. 

matter and to order contraveners to be censured.

In 1608 and again in 1625 the Session of Kinghorn had
4. 

to do the same.. In 1593 the Session of St Andrews

dealt with a man "for playing on the Sabbath, extraordinary 

drinking, dinging of his wife and passing furth of the 

Kirk before the blessing be given". One is somewhat 

surprised to find that a^l that was done to him was

that he was admonished to abstain from these vices,
5, 

of all of which apparently he was found guilty. In

1596 the Session of Elgin passed an act imposing a

fine of 6/8 on such as "removed furth of the Kirk,,,...
6. 

before the giving of the blessing," but the act does

not seem to have been effective in stopping the practice,

1. Baillie Letters and Journals 123-4.
2. Ibid, 166. We must remember that Forrester was an upholder of the Service book and in such a case we cannot 
put too much reliance $n the charges madetGillespie, (BnglishpJbpish Ceremonies 72)had no objection to a church 
being used for business purposes,
3. Life of Weans 18.
.4 f Session Records 10- 13,
5. Register 771.
6. Records II 40.



BOWING IN THE PULPIT. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

One of the early customs in the Reformed Church of 

Scotland was for the Minister to kneel in prayer for a 

few Minister before starting his part of the Sermon. One of 

the Earliest references to this occurs in the pages of Row 

who writing of the Year 1586 mentions that Bishop of 

St Andrews (Adamson) on going to the pulpit in St Giles 

nbegan to beck in a low courtesy to the king whereas 

the custom of this Kirk was first to salute God, to do

God's work and then after sermon and Divine worship
1 

closed to give reverence......to the king. H

This Custom seems to have been practised universally 

in Scotland though from its nature it is not one which 

has been particularly noted in session or presbytery 

records. We do however learn a good deal about it owing 

to the attempts of those who "scunnered the Lord's Prayer" 

to get rid of this custom also. "The Ministers (who 

belonged to that set) coming into the kirk to pray do 

not humble themselves first privately and they forbid 

others or readers to use the least invocation of God by 

themselves." 2 They

1. Row Hlstorie - 115.
2. M.S. Account of Assembly of 1640 Quoted Sprott. 

Worship in Covenanting Period. II.



had the support of the Puritans of England for there 

"bowing in the pulpily whether by custom or because of

the late consequent abuse of it by the prelatical party
1 

to bow to the east and altar it was so universally disused."

that the Scots Commissioners could not get the Westminister 

Divines to agree to it. However they did succeed in keeping 

the Directory free from any reference to it. In the Act of 

Assembly og 1645 ratifying the Directory it is mentioned as 

a "lawful custom in the Church to be hereafter laid aside

for satisfaction of the desires of the Reverend Divines in
2 

the S^nod of England." Thus another ancient Scottish

custom which helped to link up the Scottish Church with 

Catholic Christendom passed away. There is little doubt 

that it had its origin in the "secret" prayer of the 

priest before he commenced Mass,(This bowing is not to be 

confused with that which long prevailed in the church 

viz the custom of the Minister bowing to the principal 

heritor. This continued up to the middle of the 19th 

Century. The best known story regarding it is that told 

of the Minister of Kirkmahoe circa 1800 who omitted to 

pay the usual complement one day when the occupants of the 

"chief seat" were three young ladies. On being challenged 

for the laottc of gallantry the Minister explained that 

Angel Worship was forbidden by the Kirk of Scotland!

1. Baillie Letters II. 259.
2. Records of the Kirk 422.



Although Baillie has much to say about the irreverence 

of people in church we learn from him that all were not 

alike and that it was customary for many to engage in private 

devotion before and after the reception of the Lord f s Supper. 

In a paper drawn up for his colleagues at Westminster

Baillie refers to a proposal to discharge all private prayer
1 

at the Lord f s Supper and he protests vigorously against it.

He speaks of their custom of private prayer in church as 

being that of Scottish worshippers. The matter was l«ft 

open by the Westminster Assembly while these Divines 

prohibited worshippers from bowing to one place or another, 

the only reference they made to private devotion was that 

those who were not present at the opening of the service wera 

not to betake themselves to their "private Devotions but 

reverently to compose themselves to join with the Assembly 

in that ordinance of God v/hich is then in hand."

1. Baillie f s "Paper to my Colleagues" will be found in the 

appendix to Dr Leishman f s Westminster Directory. 188-191,



ORDER OP SERVICE.

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-



THE LORDS SUPPER

(a) Order of Service

(b) Elders at Communion

(c) Offering at Communion

(d) Hours and Seasons of Communion.

II Communion of the Sick

III Communion Elements

IV (a) Communion Table 

("b) Communion Plate.

V. Services in connection with the Lord f s Supp

VI. Admission to the Lord's Table.

**********



THE LORD'S SUPPER

"The manner of the administration of the Lord's

Supper" in the Book of Common order begins with the
1 

reading of the warrant "according as St Paul maketh

rehearsal in the eleventh chapter of the first 

epistle to the Corintheans". The words of the 

warrant are printed in full and are not taken as might 

have been expected from the Geneva version of the

Scriptures but seem to be a translation direct from
2. 

the original. The"exhortation" which follows is

very much like that which appeared in the Book of 

Geneva - the Scots book substituting a few 

sentences from Calvin's Geneva Liturgy for some 

which the compilers.; of the Book of Geneva had 

taken from the Anglican Book of Common Prayer. 

This exhortation is really an invitation to the 

Lord's Supper and while the minister"in the name 

and authority of the Eternal God and of His Lord 

Jesus Christ" excommunicates (sic) from the Table 

"all blasphemers idolaters murderers and adulterers" 

"all that be in envy or malice all disobedient

1. As has been noted Knox did not object to giving 
the Apostles the title of Saint. It was Gillespie r 
who in the Westminster Assembly of Divines moved that 
the title SSt M be omitted in the printing of the Bible. 
The title is omitted in the Communion Service of the 
Westminster Directory. Minutes of Bestminster Assembly 181.
2. Dr Kilgour of the B & F. Bible Society kindly 
consulted eleven different English versions printed 
before 1565 but failed to find any one corresponding 
to the passage as printed.
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persons to Father or Mother, Princes or Magistrates, 

Pasjjors or Preachers all thieves and deceivers of their 

neighbours and finally all such as live a life 

directly fighting against the will of Godl" yet this 

is not to exclude any penitent person however grievous

his sins may have been but only those who continue
9* 

in sin without repentance.

The invitatory part is much more prominent than 

the prohibitive and exhibits a much more Christian

spirit than many of the "Table addresses" of later
1. 

days. The "exhortation" finishes v/ith a doxology and

thereafter the rubric directs the minister to come 

down from the pulpit " every man and woman likewise 

taking their place as occasion best serveth." "Then" 

the rubric goes on "he (the minister) taketh bread and 
giveth thanks either in these vwords following or like in 

effect." The words "taketh bread" point to a custom 

which was long common in Scotland and which indeed was 

to be made in time a matter of principle with a body of 

Seceders. In some cases the custom was as in the
•

Anglican service for the officiating person to lay
2 

his hands on the elements to be consecrated, in others

to lift them up a little off the table before 

beginning the consecration prayer while in some cases 

the minister kept a piece of the bread in his hands 

during the thanksgiving. All three customs still exist.

1. See for some examples of the denunciations hurled 
at intending communicants Grey Graham,Social Life in 
Eighteenth Qentury 309-310.

2. See Rubrics in the Order of the Administration of 
the Lord's Supper.
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Boston mentions that he was always careful about this
1. 

action as were many of the older Divines.

The prayer of thanksgiving follows. It is 

entirely eucharistic thanks being given for our 

creation but chiefly for our redemption through Jesus 

Christ our Lord "whom of very love Thou didst give to be 

made man like unto us in all things sin except .... by 

His death to make satisfaction to Thy justice and by
*

His Resurrection to destroy Him that was the author 

of Death and so to bring again life to the world .... 

0 Lord the blind dullness of our corrupt nature will 

not suffer us sufficiently to weigih those Thy most 

ample benefits yet nevertheless at the commandment of 

Jesus Christ our Lord we present ourselves to this, 

His Table which He hath left to be used in remanbrance 

of His death until His coming again to declare and 

witness before the world that by Him we have received 

liberty and life .... that by Him alone we are possessed 

in our spiritual Mngctom to eat and drink at His Table 

with whom we have our conversation presently to Heaven." 

This prayer also ends with a doxology. It is taken 

from the Book of Geneva and must have been written by 

the compilers as there is no corresponding prayer in 

Calvin's book.

1. e.g. Dr Webster leader of the Evangelical party in 
the latter half of the 18th century* Sprott Worship and 
Offices of the church of Scotland 115-6. When the 
practice was falling into disuse among the Burghers 
a party headed by "Father" Smeaton (as Robert Burns 
called him) seceded from the Burgher ranks rather than 
have fellowship with those whom they termed "Anti lifters". 
This "lifting" is not to be confused with the "elevation" 
of the elements after consecration. One of the charges 
brought against Bishop Lindsay in 1638 was that he 
was an "elevator" of the elements at consecration. 
Baillie Letters I.l6l.
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It will be noticed that like all catholic
1 

liturgies it contains a commemoration of the

original institution of the Sacrament,of the Passion,,

Death.Resurrection and Ascension of our Lord.of the
' 2 ' .

work of the Holy Spirit. This is all the more

interesting when we remember that this commemoration 

had a place in the consecration prayer in King

Edward f s first Prayer Book but was removed in the
3- 

second (that which Knox. helped to compile) .

After the prayer of thanksgiving the minister 

is directed to break the bread and deliver it to the 

people "who distribute and divide the same among 

themselves according to our Saviour Christ's 

Commandment." The cup is likewise given apparently

after all had been served with the bread - though this•4. 
is not altogether certain. During the distribution

of the elements "some place of scripture is read

which doth lively set forth the death of Christ".

This was in accordance with what is said in the Book

1. Frere Some Principles of Liturgical Reform. 186.

2. Such I take it is the meaning of the phrase "So 
to bring Life again to the world." The Reformers 
must have known the phrase in the Nicene Creed applied 
to the Holy Spirit "The Lord and Giver of Life."

3. The Present Anglican Book omits this commemoration 
but in the proposals for Revision set forth by the 
Prayer Book'Revision Committee it again appears. See 
Booklet U.A.60 page 63.

4. This was the custom in Renderson f s time. Government 
and Order - 22.
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1.
of Discipline where the choice of the passage to be

2. 
read is left to the ministers. In Calvin's Geneva

Liturgy an alternative to the reading of scripture 

is given viz singing of psalms and in a way this

became usual in Scotland though at a different part
3* 

of the service. Calderwood mentions that in his day

nothing was read or sung while the elements were 

being distributed but that when one company had been 
served and were making room for another the whdle

congregation joined in singing or the Reader read
4 

the history of the Passion. Henderson mentions

the singing while the tables were being filled and 
states that the psalms sung were the 22nd and the 
103rd but he indicates that while the bread and wine 
were being handed round the minister either by his 

own words stirred up the communicants to spiritual 

meditations or caused "be read the history of the
5.

Passion" After all had received the rubric in the 

Book of Common order says "The Minister giveth 

thanks". The prayer given at this point of the 

service is short consisting only of two sentences 

the one being a thanksgiving for God's goodness in

1. Khox IJ*l87. "During which action we think it 
necessary that some comfortable places of the scripture 
be read which may bring in mind the death of Christ 
Jesus and the benefit of the same."
2. This may be because the passages read at ordinary
services were chosen by the ministers and elders Knox II.285. ' —— ————
3i Alt are Damascenum 778.
4i Government and Order 23.
5. The word "caused" indicates that the'person who
read was not the Minister but the Reader.
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bestowing so excellent a gift and treasure and the 

other a petition that the partakers may not forget 

the benefits they have received but that they may

increase daily in true faith and constantly stand
1. 

and continue in the same to the Glory of God. The
2 

concluding rubric runs "The action thus ended the
3 

people sing the 103rd psalm "My soul give lattd" etc or

some other of thanksgiving which ended one of the
4 

blessings before mentioned is recited and so they
5

rise from the table and depart.

At the end of the order is printed a short 

paragraph addressed "To the Reader" in which the 

Reformers state that they renounce the error of the 

Papists and restore to the Sacrament its own substance. 

They go on to say that though they rehearse the "words 

of the Lord's Supper" they do not do so to "change 

the substance of the bread and wine" or that the 

repetition thereof with the intent of the sacrificer 

should make the sacrament, as the Papists falsely 

believe: but they are read and pronounced to teach us 

how to behave ourselves in that action, and that Christ

1. This prayer of thanksgiving is taken from the Genevan 
Liturgy of Calvin. It appears also in the Book of Geneva.
2. The word "action" is still applied to the sermon 
preached at the Communion Service.
3. This is still the Communion thanksgiving psalm in
the traditional Scottish Liturgy. H
4^ In the Order for public worship.
5« This may indicate that the posture in singing was
sitting 6r that the benediction was received sitting or
kneeling.
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1. 
might witness our faith. This paragraph is from the

Book of Geneva where it was in all likelihood 

suggested by Calvin Liturgy which has a somewhat 

similar prargraph though there it is not affirmed 

that the words of institution do not make the 

sacrament*

This order it will be noted is meant to come at 

the end of the ordinary Order of Worship and the 

probability is that it was because of this that the 

Lord's prayer and Creed come at the end of that 

order instead of earlier in the services as might 

have been expected. Among the Public prayers 

contained in the Book of Common Order is one which 

is headed "A prayer used in the churches of 

Scotland in the time of their Persecution by the 

Frenchmen but principally when the Lords Supper was 

(or is) to be ministered." It appears in the first 

Scottish edition of the Book of Common Order that of 

1564 but it must have been written earlier as a 

marginal note states "These prayers following were
•

first used when both the Kings of France were living," 

so that they must have been in use before 1559 when 

Henry II died. This part of tfre prayer seems to 

be from the pen of Knox. At least it greatly

1. Gillespie, with regard to the question of the 
relation of the words of institution to the validity of 
the sacrament makes the very sensible observation "It 
is sounder divinity to say that the consecration of a 
sacrament doth not depend "ex certa aliqua formula 
verb or urn ... Aquinas likewise holdeth that tlie 
consecration of a sacrament is not absolutely tied to 
a certain form of words." English Popish Ceremonies 209.
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resembles his style of writing. The concluding part 

of the prayer (it might really be called a separate 

prayer as the preceding part ends with a Doxology 

and Amen) is headed "This is added so oft as the 

Lord's Table is ministered".

Like other Reformation documents the doctrine of 

the Lord's Supper pre-supposed in this prayer is "high". 

"Now last 0 Lord we that be here assembled to celebrate 

the Supper of Thy dear Son our Lord Jesus Christ who 

did not only one otffer His body and shed His blood 

upon the cross for our full redemption ...V. most humbly 

do beseech Thee to grant us grace .... that fruitfully 

we may possess His body and His blood yea lesus Christ 

Himself very God and very man who is that Heavenly
*

Bread which giveth life unto the world. Give us grace 

so to eat His flesh and drink His blood that hereafter

.... He may live in us to conduct and guide us to that
1, 

most blessed life which abideth for ever." This

prayer would probably be used before the thanksgiving 

prayer in the Communion service but unfortunately we 

have no evidence on the point. So strict were the 

Reformers and their successors in uniting the word 

preached with the ministration of the sacrament that 

they would not allow any one to minister it unless he was

1. This part of the prayer is a free rendering of one \vhich 
appears in Calvin's Geneva Liturgy.
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l. 
"able to persuade by Holy doctrine" Not only so.

we find that they would not allow any one to come 
to the Lord's Table who had not been to Sermon 

immediately preceding. In 1598 the Session of
St Andrews ordered the doors to be locked at the
**</ 2. 

"••wl of the psalm*1 so that only those who "heard
3. 

the preaching should communicate" A year earlier
the session of Elgin had passed a similar resolution
adding however that none were to come to the preaching

4. 
unless they intended to go to the Lord's Table.

The order of Service as laid down in "Knox's 
Liturgy11 seems to have been more or less followed. 

In the Canongate records for 1566 we read of the
5sacrament being administered according "to the Order", 

and in 1624 Calderwood (who says that he himself did 

not use the book) declares that with reference to the 

Communion service that church is bound "to maintain the 

order of ministration" which was received in this kirk 

when the Confession was first subscribed "which order 

is registered in the First Book of Discipline and

1. Book of Discipline Knox II 196.

2. That is the opening psalm of the daily service.

3. Register 862.

4. Records of Elgin II 49.

5. tee Lectures I 395«
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in our Psalm books and is still practised by two

patts at least of the congregations of'Scotland
' 1. 

still opposing to these innovations." The

"innovation^"complained of were the five articles

of Perth to which Calderwood offered uncompromising

resistance, but even the Perth Assembly did not

set aside the Book of Common Order *Bt in dealing

with the question of Communion of the Sick in their

own houses, which it allowed.ordained that the sacrament

should be ministered according to the"0rder prescribed
2 

in the church n and this was of course the only order

the church had. Even in places where the "Order for 

Public Worship" was neglected there is ground for 

believing that the 6rder for the Administration of the 

Lord's Supper was still used. It is significant I 

think that Spottiswood writing in 1615 states that 

there is "lacking in our church one form of Divine 

Service and while every minister is left to the 

framing of Public prayer by himself both the people 

are neglected and their prayers often prove impertinent," 

nevertheless proceeds to say that among matters requiring 

attention ate "the forms of marriage baptism and

administration of the Holy Supper "which require to be
3 

"in some parts helped."

i; History VII. 6l8
2."If any good Christian visited with long sickness ... 
shall earnestly desire to receive the same (coimnunion) 
in his house the minister shall not deny him so great a 
comfort .... who must also provide ... all things necessary 
for the reverent administration thereof according to the 
order prescribed in the church." SPOTTISWOOZ* H/STOIO/ m JLW
3. The paper is printed in the "Original letters relating 
to Ecclesiastical affairs" (Bannatyne Club) 44^.6. It 
is neither dated nor signed but the original was in the 
Bishop's handwriting and may be dated 1615 as reference 
is made to the vacancy in the See of St Andrews.



was not in Episcopal circles only that it was 

felt that the "order was requiring to be helped". As 

has been said the pre-communion prayer is entirely 

eucharistic there being neither petition for the blessing 

of the elements nor invocation of the Holy Spirit, as in 

primitive liturgies. The idea seems to have been held 

that this prayer was defective and apparently w_j.th some 

the defect was made good in practice. Row who was opposed

to all forms of set prayer in making refernce to a
//

communion in St Giles Edinburgh in 1622 says Mr Patrick

Galloway having kneeled and prayed (I would say having

read the prayer of consecration wherein there is not one
til.

word of'Lord bless the elements or action*) Calderwood

is careful to say that the minister blesses (minister ...
2. 

deinde benedict) Henderson also indicates that his

prayer was fuller than that of the Book of Common Order for
Cf

he says that the minister giveth thanks .... and prayeth

earnestly to God for His powerful presence and effectual
"3-

?/orking to accompany His own ordinances Gillespie also

refers to the "Common blessing of the elements in the
4. 

beginning of the action", calling it indeed the prayer
5-

of consecration. The last mentioned indicates that he

was in the habit of using the words of scripture at the
a

distribution "We give thanks" he says in the several actions

1. Row. Historic 33!
2; Altare Damascenum 777
3. Government and order 23
4. English Popish ceremonies 200
5. Ibid 209.
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cf distribution saying after this or the like manner 

"The Lord Jesus the same night that He was betrayed 

took bread and when He had given thanks (as we also 

give thanks to God who gave His Son to die for us) 

He brake it" etc. "In like manner also after supper, 

He took the cup and when He had given thanks (as we 

also give thanks to God who gave His Son to shed His 

blood for us) He gave it" etc.

This has beenataken by Dr Sprott to mean that 

Gillespie was in the habit of using the narrative of 

the institution in his prayer of "blessing" but it 

seems to the writer that the words can hardly bear 

such a meaning. The phrases "as we also give thanks 

to God who gave His Son to die for us" and "as we also 

give thanks to God who gave His Son to shed His blood 

for us" are more in the nature of interjections than of

set prayers. Indeed at this point of His work
3.

Gillespie is replying to Bishop Lindsay who in his 

dispute with the Presbyterian Party (who claimed like 

the Reformers to do everything according to Scripture) 

asks why if that be so they do not bless the bread 

severally by itself and the cup severally by itself

seeing that Christ did so. -That such a custom was
4. 

not in use in Scotland is borne out by Baillie who

tells us that the Scots Commissioners at T/estniinster ob- e

jected to the tv/o short graces over the elements "which

the Independents used in addition to the blessing."_______

1. English Popish Ceremonies 200 w™,v2; Introduction to the Book of Common Order XXXIX
^. True narrative of the Proceedings in Perth Assembly

• part 2. 38
4. Letters II. 14-9

The "two short graces" are however sometimes heard even
T> T 0 - • l • v .
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Cowpers draft -fcfl$ nothing indicating separate 

thanksgivings but he shows that he too wished a 

fuller prayer of consecration and he introduces the 

blessing in the following words. "Merciful Father 

we beseech Thee that we receiving these Thy creatures 

of bread and wine according to Thy Son our Saviour, 

His only institution may be made partakers of His 

most blessed Body and Blood. Send down o Lord Thy 

blessing upon this sacrament that it may be unto us the 

effectual exhibitive instrument of the Lord Jesus." 

The Scots succeeded in persuading the English Puritans 

to have the prayer of thanksgiving made fuller than 

those in the Book of Common Order and the Book of 

Common Prayer. The minister is directed to begin 

"the action with sanctifying and blessing the elements 

of bread and wine" and in the pattern of prayer given 

he is exhorted "earnestly to pray to God the Father of 

all mercies and God of all consolation 1^j> vouchsafe 

His gracious presence and effectual working of His 

spirit in us and so to sanctify these elements both 

of bread and wine and to bless His own ordinance that 

we may receive by faith the body and blood of Jesus 

Christ crucified for us and so to feed upon Him that 

He may live in us and we in Him and to Him who hath 

loved us and given Himself for us."

at the present day in Scotland. Is there a reference 
to them in the v/ords of the 35"th Paraphrase?

! Then in His hands the cup He raised 
And God anew He thanked and praised.'
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Calderwood has left us (in Latin) a 

description of the Scottish Communion Service as it 

was in his days (circa 1620) and we see that while he 

did not follow precisely the Order given he kept to its 

general lines.

"Among us the minister hav^ing finished his 

discourse recites (recitat) the words of institution 

and- gives a short exhortation (exhortatiunculum) and 

admonition. Then he blesses. The blessing or 

thanksgiving being finished he says "Out Lord in that 

night in which He was betrayed took bread and gave 

thanks as we have now done, and brake so I now also 

break bread and gave to His disciples saying (then

he hands to those nearest on the right and on the left)
etc 

"This is my body"/ He adds nothing to the words of

Christ changes nothing omits nothing . Then those 

next break off a particle from the larger fragment or 

part and hand what is left to those sitting nearest so 

long as there is any portion of the Fragment over. 

Then those who serve the tables when one fragment is 

done offer the paten from which another in the same 

manner takes a similar larger piece or fragment and

breaking, hands to the next and so on. In like manner
2. 

the minister delivers the cup to those nearest

repeating the words of Christ without addition mixture

change or omission and they hand it to those sitting
ChC 

beside them and when fcfer wine is finished those who
*

are serving fill it anew. As soon as he has deli¥ered

1. It would seem that he read the v/ords of institution 
from the pulpit, tehis being the rule of the Book of 
Common Order.

2. Apparently Calderwood only used one cup.



both elements to those sitting nearest him using only 

the words of Christ whilst they are distributing the 

bread and the cup among themselves the minister so

long as the action of eating and drinking lasts
1. 

addresses those at the table ..... ?/hilet they are

rising from the table and others are taking their place 

the minister is silent and those leaving and those 

coming to the table, a^ong with the whole congregation 

either sing or the Reader reads the history of the 

passion .... If the whole communicants could eat at one 

time at the tables it would be more agreeable and 

convenient.as they could thus all eat,drink, meditate 

sing and hear the minister's address together .... In

this form our kirk has now for sixty years celebrated* i £••
the Holy Supper."

3. 
Henderson writing some twenty years later has

also given a description of the celebration of the 

Sacrament and his account shows some variations from 

that of Calderwood. "After sermon immediately the 

Pastor useth an exhortation and debarreth from the 

table all ignorant, profane and scandalous persons." 

Then he leaves the pulpit and goes to the Table where he 

"first readeth and shortly expoundeth the words of 

institution .... Next he useth a prayer wherein he 

both giveth thanks .... and prayeth earnestly to God for

1. The giving of an exhortation at each table was in 
vogue at Irvine in 1613. Life of Robert Blair - / 
See page
2. Altare Damascenum 777-8
3# Government and Order 20-25.
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His powerful presence and effectual working to 

accompany His own ordinance .... The elements thus being 

sanctified by the Word and prayer the minister 

sacramentally, breaketh the bread taketh and eateth 

himself and delivereth to the people: saying "Take ye, 

eat ye this is the Body of the Lord which is broken for 

you. Do it in remembrance of Him, After all at the

Table have taken and eaten the minister taketh the cup
1.

and drinking first himself he giveth it to the nearest

saying "This cmp" etc ..... The minister .... after the 

giving of the elements doth either by his own speech 

stir up the communicants to spiritual meditations or 

causeth be read the history of the Passion. After all 

at the Table have received the cup they rise from the 

table ... and another company cometh ... during which 

time of removing ... the whole congregation singeth 

some part of a psalm as Ps 22 or 103. After the last 

company hath received the Minister ... goeth to the 

pulpit where after a short speech tending to thanksgivin 

he doth solemnly give thanks unto God ... and prayeth 

as on other Sabbaths. The prayer ended all join in 

singing a psalm of praise suitable to the occasion 

and are dismissed with the blessing before which none 

are to depart unless in case of necessity."

It will be noticed that Henderson reads the words 

of institution at the table though Knox's liturgy indicates

1, Nothing is said in the Book of Common Order about 
the Minister's communion but the Anglican rubric directs 
the Minister to receive the communion first himself,and 
the same rubric appears in Cowper's draft.
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that they should be said from the pulpit, (apparently 

Calderwood followed the Reformers in this.) Both 

Calderwood and Henderson use our Lord's words ( as also 

Gillespie)at the distribution though the Book of Common 

Order gives no hint that these should "be used there. 

The Book of Discipline however says that after the 

thanksgiving, "distribution (of the bread and wine) made 

and commandment given that the bread should be taken and

eaten and all likewise should drink of the cup of wine
1. 

with declaration of what both the one and the other is"

Then Calderwood states that while the Communicants are
2. 

receiving the Minister gives a short exhortation while

Henderson says that either such is given or the History 

of the Passion readythe latter being according to the 

rule of the Reformers. Calderwood mentions that with 

him the Reader read this history while the tables were 

being filled.

In Cowper's Draft Service we may say that we 

have a third description of a Scottish Communion for 

though the Service was never so far as we know 

actually used there can be little doubt that it 

represents the service as Cowper and his friends 

actually conducted it. Y/ith the exception of one 

feature that of kneeling at the reception of the 

consecrated elements there is nothing in it to which

1. Knox II 187.
2. The Session Records of Elgin mention in 1641 "the 
parson preached and gave exhortation at the tables". 
The latter practice was evidently an innovation 
Records 11.239. The Directory gives no sanction for 
such although it allows the Minister to say "a few words" 
after all have communicated. In Gillespie's "Notes" 101 
there is a reference to a Scots Minister - probably- 
one of Assembly Commissioners - who startled a London 
congregation by using exhortation at the giving of the 
elements.
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any $resbyterian could have had much objection. Like 

the other orders it begins "after sermon is ended" 

the minister being directed to come down from the 

pulpit to the table "and standing at the side thereof 

shall use this short prayer saying". The short

prayer iS the opening collect of the Anglican service
// /; 

which begins Almighty God unto whom all hearts be open.

This is followed by reading of the Warrant which is in the 

same words as that in the Book of Common Order, and the 

exhortation which follows is from the same source. 

This is followed by an invitation which with a few 

verbal changes is that of the English book and it is 

followed by the General Confession from the same place. 

This confession however is joined to the prayer of 

consecration which is partly from Knox's book but 

which owes probably more to Cowper himself.

It concludes following early practice with the 

Lord's Prayer, and it seems to have been the custom

for the congregation to join with the Minister in
1. 

repeating it. The next rubric indicates that the

belief that the words of institution make the

sacrament was not by any nmans dead in Scotland
2. 

despite what was said in the Book of Common Order

for it runs "The prayer ended the minister shall repeat

the words of the institution for consecrating the
3- 

elements and say " Then follows the narrative of the

1. Spalding mentions that in 1643 Andrew Cant in
celebrating the Communion in Aberdeen "not efter the old
fashion" would not allow the people to pray with the
minister "as their custom was before but all to be silent
and dumb" Memorials II 2?9.
2; In the note attached to the Coimnunion service.
3 On the margin is written. "Then shall the minister
pray after the manner a^d-read the words of the Institution
These have been inserted by some one other than the compiler
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Institution which is given more or less in the words 

of the first Epistle to the Corinthians as these are 

given in the Book of Common order. Y/hat is more 

interesting is the fact that here two of the manual 

acts are indicated. The narrative commences "The Lord 

Jesus the same ni&ht He was betrayed took "bread" then 

comes the rubric "whilst he is uttering these words he 

shall take the bread in his hand 11 . Then with regard 

to the v/ine "Likewise after supper He took the cup" 

(and at these words he shall take the cup in his hand). 

It may be noted that neither in King Edwards Second 

Prayer Books noe in that of Queen Elizabeth was there 

any mention of these acta which however appear in 

Laud f s Liturgy of 1637 and which with the other manual

acts were added to the Anglican Communion office at
1. 

the revision of 1661. The reading of the narrative

is followed by a short exhortation reminiscent of the 

Sursum Corda of earlier liturgies. "Let us lift up 

our hearts unto the Lord and by faith lay hold of Jesus 

whom God Uie Father by His Spirit offereth to us in this 

Holy Sacrament that we may draw virtue from the Lord

to quicken and conserve our souls and bodies unto
»

eternal life. Then follows the distribution introduced

by the Rubtic that the Minister is first to receive in 

both kinds himself and then to deliver the communion to

1. Gillespie objected to the Anglican Service because 
there was no mention of breaking the bread "in actu 
sacrament all" . , English Popish Ceremonies "
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1. 
"other ministers (if any be there present) that they

may help the chief minister and after to the people
2 

in their hands they kneeling" The Minister is also

directed to use the Anglican formulas as he delivers
3 

the bread and wine to each communicant. While the

people are communicating the History of the Passion is to

be read "distinctly" ... beginning at the 13th Of Sanct
4. 

Johne and so forward" and while the table was being

filled with fresh relays of communicants "let a part of 

the 103 or 34 psalm be sung". When all had communicated 

a short prayer of thanksgiving was offered then the two 

first verses of the 106th Psalm were to be sung and the 

"whole action concluded with a blessing".

We may glance very briefly at the Communion Servi.ce 

of King Charles ill fated book of 1637. It differs in 

many particulars from the contemporary Anglican service 

(although it is an adaptation of it) but many of the
5.

points of difference were sent down from England. It

is possible however that such things as the express
6. 

invocation of the Holy Spirit in the prayer of consecration

1. This may indicate that the practice of having more than 
one minister at the Communion service had^begun. More 
probably it refers to collegiate charges^university churches.

2. One of the objections of the Scottish writers to King 
Chaales Book of 163? was that it did not direct (as did 
the contemporary Anglican Book) that the elements were to 
be put "into their hands" Baillie Ladensium./Wox*T*/(f/*|Fyy0 
"The Body of the Lord Jesus Christ which was given for thee 
preserve thy body and soul unto everlasting lige. Take and 
eat this in remembrance that the body of Christ was broken 
for thee and feed on Him in thy heart by faith with 
thanksgiving." The Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ which was given for thee preserve thy body and soul unto everlasting life. Drink this in remembrance that the 
blood of Christ was shed for thee and be ye thankful. 
«;May this be a reminiscence of the usage of Knox. See pagejJT 
5\ See Cooper's edition. 2^0. 278.
6. 'Vouehfcafe so to bless and sanctify with Thy Word and 
Holy Spirit these Thy gifts and creatures of bread and wine 
that they may be unto us the body and blood of Thy most 
dearly beloved Son."
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is due to Scottish usage for as we have seen one of the 

objections to the Book of Common Order was the absence 

of any petition for the blessing of the elements. It 

is possible also that the dropping of the second clause 

in the words of distribution may have been also due to 

northern custom for the doctrine of the Sacraments in

Scotland has always been "higher" than that of her•1.
southern neighbour. It is noteworthy in this

connection that the words given in the Westminster 

Directory which undoubtedly owes a great deal to the 

Scottish Commissioners are in accordance with the 

first clause of the Anglican phrase rather than with 

the second. One alteration that we do know to have 

been made by the Scottish Bishops was the change of the
" •* "

place of the prayer of Humble Access but this seems to

have been a "common sense" alteration and it is hardly

likely that any particular national significance is
bat -not p*oba.ble

to be attached to it. It is possible also^that the 

permission to use wafer bread was due to the fact

that in Scotland unleavened bread had been in constant
2 

use for sacramental purposes from the Reformation onwards.

It is however somwwhat remarkable to find that a part 

only of the consecration prayer is to be used for 

additional consecration. Here again we have the idea

1. Gillespie indicates that he used only the words of our 
Lord "Take ye, eat ye, this is my body which is broken 
for you" English Popish Ceremonies. 207.

2. See page
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which was condemned by the Book of Common Order but
1. 

held apparently by the Episcopalian party that the words

of Institution make the consecration.a view condemned
2. ' 3 

by Gillespie and in later times by other writers .

The prayer of consecration seems always to have 

been given at the table and although kneeling at 

reception was vigorously objected to by the

Presbyterians it appears to have been customary to
4 

kneel at this - as at all other prayers • The

words of Gillespie indicate that this was so. While 

he held that kneeling at receiving was idolatry he also 

states that giving thanks in the beginning of the holy

action is an immediate worship of God and so the two•5. 
things are not to be compared. This was in answer

to Bishop Lindsay who asked how if kneeling at the

reception was idolatry it could be right to kneel at
6. 

the table at all.

Even after 1638 the fashion of kneeling at the 

thanksgiving continued. At Aberdeen when communion 

was celebrated in 16^3 the minister "upon his knees

said ane prayer the people at the table part sitting
7 

and part kneeling". All however sat for the reception.

1. Bishop Lindsay proceedings of Perth Assembly Part II
55=57.
2. English Popish Ceremonies. 208.209.
3. Dowden Annotated Scottish Communion Office (1922) -170 
Gillespie held that prayer should be joined with the 
words of institution to sanctify the bread and wine. 
English Popish Ceremonies 209.
4. See page
5* English Popish Ceremonies 104
o. True Narration 91.
7. St-Andrcwa ri'cabyiei.y Recui'db -fAfrbotaf o
06, 33- s aid.* Ale-mo-Mfcts TL
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It is not to be thought that the Presbyterian 

party paid no attention to ritual acts for in l64{? 

we find St Andrews Presbytery dealing with a minister 

"for omitting the prayer of consecration at the Table". 

His excuse was that he had used the equivalent in the 

pulpit. He was also accused of not reading the words 

of institution to which he replied that he used them

when he was distributing the elements. The Presbytery
1. 

prohibited him from celebrating the communion again.

A similar .charge was brought against Andrew Frisell 

(or Eraser) Minister of Girthon in Galloway. He 

had been placed there by Bishop Cowpfir and he was so 

ignorant' says the Presbyterian Historian that "he 

proceeded to the ministration of the sacrament without

a blessing whereby many of the people absented
2. 

them from the table as profaned by him" Renders on

indicates that it was his custom to go from the table

to the pulpit to make a short speech tending to3' 

thanksgiving after all had received . This point

as to whether the service should be concluded from the

communion table or from the pulpit was debated by the
4

Westminister Divines . At first it was appointed

' Re cods CA bbatsfoTc) Clu b)
1. Cputldii^ LluiiuiicuU II — &
2. Calderwood VII - 349
3. Government and Order
4. Leishman Westminster Directory 132.
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that the"minister after the sacrament shall go into 

the pulpit and give an admonition" "but as this 

changing of places was "much spoken against" the

direction was altered in such a way as to leave the
1.

matter quite optional The Book of Common Order

makes no provision whatever for a concluding address 

and according to it, the minister was to offer the 

concluding prayer of thanksgiving and to pronounce 

the benediction at the table.

It has been noted that it was common in populous 

places for communion to be given to the residents in
•

different districts on different Sundays. This led 

to the need for a service for those who were not to 

communicate. In some places no such services were 

provided the intention being apparently that all 

should be in the church and only those whose day it 

was to communicate go to the table. At Elgin however 

we fibd (in 1600) that a special service was held 

in the "queir" for the non-communicants this service 

being usually conducted by the Reader and "consisting 

of Reading and .Singing of Psalms" the "Reading" 

doubtless including the prayers in the Book of Common

1. "After all'have communicated the minister may 
say a few words."
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1.
Order Two years later however Mr Samuel Cokburn 

Minister at Innerawin is "requerit to teach in the 

queir," this being the writer thinks one of the

earliest examples on record of a neighbouring minister
2. 

being brought to assist at a Communion. At St
tt »

Andrews in 1599 the Auld College Kirk was used for a

service for those who were to communicate on either
3

of the two days of the ministration. In somewhat

later days (1645) we find the assembly ordering that 

in such cases the assisting Minister was to give a 

word of exhortation " in some convenient place 

appointed for that purpose to those of the Parish 

who are not to communicate." The order adds that

such exhortation is not to begin until the sermon
4- 

delivered in the kirk is concluded. This would

indicate that the only time when non communicants 

were excluded from the church enuring the communion 

service was when there was not sufficient room for 

them. As early ad 1597 the Presbytery of Glasgow 

insisted on the children attending the Grammar School

1. Records II 77 • A desk was taken out of the 
Church for the Readers use.

2. Records II 102.

3. Register 884

4. Records of the Kirk 422.
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"being present "to hear G6d f s word preached and the
1. 

sacraments ministered." It is customary in some

places today for those who do not intend to 

communicate to withdraw from the church after the

sermon. According to Dr Grub such a custom is the
2. 

"immemorial usage" of the Episcopal church in Scotland.

On the other hand Dr John Brown who was born in 

mentions that as a boy of eight he managed to get into the 

church of Abernethy at Communion though "at that time 

it was usual to admit into the church few or none in 

the time of communicating out those who intended to

join in eating the Lord f s Supper the rest being supplied
3. 

with service in another assembly." Anderson of

Dumbarton however makes it quite clear that in his day

many besides communicants were present during the time
4

of the celebration. The greatest change, (or at least 

the change which caused the greatest trouble) in the 

ritual of the Communion service in Scotland in the 

period under discussion was that which introduced 

kneeling instead of sitting at the reception of the 

elements. Nothing that James VI ever did in 

ecclesiastical matters in the northern kingdom, neither

his banishment of popular ministers nor his introduction
5 

of Episcopacy aroused greater antagonism than his

1.Records Maitland Club Miscellany I 89.90
2. Quoted Jeles Traditional Customs
3. Quoted Duncan Scottish Sanctuary. 
5. Defence of Presbyterian Church Government (1820) 319. 
"It true likewise that there are many others present 
oft-times besides those who communicate. But where 
is the harm of this. Does it hinder the devotion of 
the communicants that others are looking on them." 
The date is circa. 1?14.
5. Writing in 1630 Struthers one of the ministers of 
Edinburgh (himself a "kneeler") states that the attempt 
to enforce kneeling has "touched the people more" than 
the appointment of Bishops. Stevenson History of the 
Church & State 118.
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determination to make the Scottish communicants 

receive the consecrated elements "humbly kneeling".

The proposal seems to have been first suggested 

in l6l6 two years after he had enjoined Easter

Communion and t>robably the fact that he had been
1. 

successful in getting his wishes carried out in that

matter led him to take the further step. In a 

communication to the Archbishop of St Andrews in the 

year mentioned the King had put forward all articles 

which he afterwards got the Perth Assembly to agree to, 

but "the difficulty of admitting these articles being 

represented in a humble letter by the said Archbishop

of St Andrews ..... he was pleased to forbear the
2. 

pressing of the same at that time." The following

year he paid his well known visit to Scotland and had 

the Anglican Service set up in the Chapel Royal on 

the day following his arrival (l?th May) About three 

weeks later on Whitsunday the Communion was there 

celebrated "after the English form" a number of the 

worshippers hov/ever refusing to communicate apparently 

because of the change of posture, for the king 

taking matters into his own hand ordered them "to 

prepare themselves against the next Lord's day

1. Calderwood History VII 191 "The most part obeyed 
but not all."

2. Spottiswood History III 236-7.
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1.
to communicate after the same manner." At the 

Assembly held in November 1617 the matter was again 

brought up but without anything definite being decided. 

At the following Easter Communion the practice was 

introduced "by sundry bishops in their cathedral kirks" 

and seems to have been quietly received for we learn that

there were"Many of the people kneeling upon their
2. 

knees specially at St Andrews." It was not however

until the adopting of the five articles of Perth the 

first of which commanded kneeling at the reception of 

the elements that the attempt to put this posture into 

practice became general. The fight in the Assembly,

(for the articles were fiercely opposed,) seems to have
V ' 3. 
^•Mt centred round this question of kneeling, but in

the end all five articles were approved by a majority..

forty five ministers voting negative while a few
£•

stood neutral. * Yet in spite of #& AtZ* of the

Assembly many of the people would by no means agree 

to the change. At the Easter Communion in Edinburgh 

the ministers according to Calderwood offered liberty 

to allow the communiQants either to sit stand or kneel 

as they pleased but in spite of that there were many 

who stayed away. Some who came refused to kneel, 

others who did so were seen to be in tears. Some of 

the elders refused to take part in the service. The

1. Calderwood History VII 247. One of those who 
refused was Cowpar Bishop of Galloway but says the writer 
he "continued not long in that mood."
2. Ibid 297. The Communion was celebrated after the 
same manner in the Chapel Royal;Cowpar Bishop of 
GalloY/ay officiating.
3. Ibid 324.
4. Cunningham History I. 490.
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Lord Provost of Edinburgh who had been knighted by 

King James on the occasion of his visit deliberately 

stayed awafc/"£old and graceless were the communions 

and few were the communicants." Many of the people

flocked to churches outside Edinburgh where the old
1. 

form was retained.

"It is not to be passed over in silence" adds
<€

Calderwood how that when John Latfder minister at

Cockburnspath was reaching the bread till one kneeling a
2. 

black dog start up to snatch it out of his hand."

At Burntisland the minister had the forms and 

stools taken away in order to keep the people from

sitting at the reception "yet none would receive the
3 

communion kneeling except an old wife or two" « This

was in 1621.

Row states that in some places the people went out 

of the church and left the minister alone, in other parts

the minister and the people began disputing while other
4 

ministers preached vehemently against the new articles.

One of those who preached against the articles 

especially kneeling was Richard Dickson minister of the 

West Kirk Edinburgh who at communion not only forbade

1. Calderwood VII 359 PP

2. Ibid. This indicates that at Gockburnspath the new 
order must have been introduced.

3. Cilderwood VII- 4^8

4. Historic 320.
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the people to kneel but also refused to give the

communion to such who "for satisfaction of their own
1. 

consciences and in obedience to the act had kneeled."

Bigotry and intolerance w*s not confined to one party.

On the other hand Lord Binning writing to the king 

regarding the communion at Edinburgh in 1619 says that 

"neither man nor woman during the space of four hours

offered to receive the sacrament sitting upon the
2. 

formes except one base fellow", which gives a somewhat

different account than that of Calderwood. "The 

truth lies doubtless twixt the two". In the same year 

(1619) the kirk session of Perth under the moderatorship 

be it noted of Mr John Malcolm who had opposed Easter 

communion unanimously decided that the "communicants

be humbled on their knees and revere^ntly receive the
3» 

sacrament I! In 1621 the Ac$s of the Perth Assembly were

ratified by Parliament but before that was done a 

petition was presented by a number of ministers asking 

that these should not be ratified. In this petition 

the honourable Lords of Parliament were informed 

that "geniculation was the first of the fifteen 

ceremonies of the mass ... a gesture invented and 

ordained by antichrist more than 1,3°0 years after

Christ as the principal external worship of their breaden
4. 

God" In spite of this warning however the estates

1. Calderwood VII -353. He was deprived by the High 
Commission. <\
2. Original Letters (Bannatyne Club) 99. The base
fellow's name was Mecklejohn. He was afterwards
"warded" for sitting at Dunkeld (Bannatyne Club Miscellany
211)
3. Records Spottiswood 1'Iiscellany II 289.
4. Calderwood History VII 480.
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confirmed the Acts of Assembly. Time seems to have 

been on the side of the objectors for as the years 

passed kneeling became less common. In his 

proclamation commanding communion in Edinburgh at 

Christmas 1624 the king insisted that seeing "the most

humble and reverent gesture of the body best becometh
was 

so sacred an action " the sacrament/to be received

kneeling. Some of the commons of Edinburgh had cast 

off "all reverence of the law and obedience to our 

royal authority" by their refusal to participate in 

the sacrament. This "proud contempt of God and us" 

was to come to an end and if the people of Edinburgh 

did not obey the royal maddate "we for that their 

contempt of God and us will not only remove the

session but also all other courts of justice from
1. 

our said burgh. "

The fact that James had to threaten in such a 

manner shows that the people were not to be forced 

into his way of worship. Writing in 1627 Spottiswood 

states that kneeling had been given up even in places 

where it had formerly been practised and Gillespie

agrees with him in this for he says that many of the
2. 

Bishop's disciples sat when taking the communion.

Row also mentions that in the year 1627 there were not

above 6 or 7 w^° knelt at St Giles, some of the
3- 

ministers being among the "sitters".

1, Calderwood History VII 622.3. The Communion was not
celebrated at Christmas because of the"Pest". James then
insisted that his will should be obeyed at Easter fenft
before that festival came round he had gone the way of
all earth. Row History 338.
2; English Popish Ceremonies 80
3. Historic 343.
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The year after the death of King James his son Charles 

I took a step which showed that he could be more tolerant 

than his father had "been. In July 1626 he wrote to the 

Scottish Bishops giving them permission to allow ministers

who had been ordained before l6l8 to refrain from obeying
•*• • 

the Perth articles if they disliked them. It is in every

way probable that the most of the ministers who were opposed 

to these articles would be men who had been ordained before 

the Perth Assembly and this concession should have brought 

much friction to an end. A proviso was attached however to 

the concession that those who availed themselves of it 

were not to speak openly against the articles, or to dissuade 

others from obeying them or refuse the communion kneeling to 

such as desired to receive it kneeling, or to receive any from 

other congregations without testimonials. One fears that this 

condition must have nullified to a great extent the benefits of 

the concession for many of those who opposed the articles

would have been equally opposed to giving the communion to
2. 

any person who knelt. And as for asking these opponents to

cease speaking openly against what they opposed was to ask 

something very near an impossibility.

1. Balfour Annals II 142-5

2. Calderwood VII 353. Life of Robert Blair 6l.
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In 1628 the Ministers of Edinburgh sent a letter 

to the King (Charles I) in which they asked to be 

allowed to celebrate the communion,without kneeling. 

With this letter the King was greatly djlspleased and 

in his answer to the Archbishop of St Andrews he

declared himself to be exceedingly offended that they
1.

should have made such a request. The result was that

the communion was not celebrated at all that yearand 

when it was next observed the confusion must have 

been extraordinary "some of the Ministers kneeling, 

some some sitting, some standing and such confusion 

among the people also. The minister giving the

elements out of his hands to each one and the reader
2. 

reading or the people singing at that same time."

After the visit of the King to Scotland for his

coronation in 1633 the practice of kneeling seems to
•fe

have increased. Breasrton who had seen the communion

celebrated states that a "narrow table is placed in

the middle aisle the whole length of the aisle about

which most of the receivers sat .... but now the

ceremonies of the church of England are introduced,

and conformity is much pressed and the gesture of
3. 

kneeling much pressed."

In Edinburgh in 1636 kneeling seems to have been

v
1. Row History 3^5»o He would not daine the Ministers 
of Edinburgh with an answer'.'
2. Ibid - 348. Stevenson, ^History 115) 3ays of 
this communion. ^In the Grftyfriars* church Mr Andrew Ramsay 
kneeled but his colleague Mr John Adamson did not. In 
the great church Mr William Struthers kneeled^but Mr Alexander Thomson would not. In the Little CnurcB. ^r 
John Maxwell was forward in kneeling but Mr David Michel 
his colleague would not, and in the College Kirk Mr' 
Thomas Lydserf kneeled but Mr Henry Rollock did not."
3. Early Travellers in Scotland 147. Date 1635.
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the rule:for the Ministers there tried to get the 

Bishop to make the neighbouring ministers til obey 

the law and "if he would not make them conform they

(the Edinburgh Ministers) would also leave off their
1. 

conformity."

On the other hand we learn that at Ayr in 1635 as 

soon as the Minister who pressed kneeling at the 

communion went to the table "the people all left the

church and departed and not one of them stayed only
2. 

the pastor alone."

In the ITorth there seems to have been little if 

any opposition to kneeling. Spalding makes it quite 

clear that in Aberdeen it had been the custom to kneel 

for speaking of the Communion given by Andrew Cant
^M

in 1642 he says that the communicants were not kneeling

as was used before whereat sundry people murmured and
3. 

grudged but could not mend it"

At Elgin kneeling appears to have quietly accepted 

the only indication of a change being found in 1640

when the scribe has entered in the minute book "Sunday
4<

the 8th March the Communion given sitting."

The Assembly of 1638 made short workof the Perth 

Articles this one included.but it may be recalled that 

before the Assembly met, the King "being informed that 

the urging of the five articles of Perth hath bred 

distraction in the church" .... did not only dispense

with these articles but also discharged any person from
w

urging the practice thereofl"

1. Row History 391.The Bishop does not seem to have 
interfered.
2. Brereton in "Early Travellers 159. This minister 
was one of those deposed by the Glasgow Assembly. He 
went to England where he became Vicar of Selling. Fasti 
Ecc Scot III - 8 '
3. Memorials II- --3:8J. £. Records of the Kirk 108.

'ViA«i:ll



Another innovation which came into prominence in 

the church of Scotland about the same time as that of 

kneeling at the reception was the practice of the 

Minister handing the elements to each communicant. 

As we have seen the early practice was for the bread 

and the cup to be passed along from person to person each 

partaking thereof and handing them on to his neighbour* 

The new method was first mooted at the St Andrews 

Assembly of 1617 when the first of the overtures 

devised to give His Majesty satisfaction was this

"The Communion be given to every one severally out of
1. 

the ministers hand." This act seems to have been

if anything somewhat better observed than that requiring 

kneeling. For one thing it was easy for those who

opposed kneeling to point to the example of Christ
2. 

and His apostles "Who'sat 1 at the table." It was

not however so easy to prove that the first communicants 

divided the elements among themselves. Indeed Forbes 

carried war into the enemies camp by pointing out 

that it was said of Christ and of Him only that He 

took bread and brake and gave, and that all these were 

ministerial acts. Nothing was enjoined on the guests

but that they should take and eat in remembrance of the
3- *

Lord; an atgunent which satisfied Lunan who had

put the questions to him, and which Gillespie did not

1. Calderwood History VII 285. A summons of the High 
Commission given at page 352 of the same book make it 
appear that it was the Aberdeen Assembly of l6l£ which 
had passed the act.
2. St Matthew XX7I. 20.
3. Irenicum. 86.
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try to answer. The latter however could also 

appeal to scripture and he argues against the practice 

by saying that Christ did not speak fchr "the singular 

number" "Take thou, Eat thou" but "Take ye Eat ye," 

and points out that for the minister to speak to one

is to make the action a private one betwixt himself
1. 

and the communicant. In Perth the Session unanimously

resolved that "the Ministers give the bread and wine 

with their own hands to the communicants".

In Aberdeen and the North the practice seems to 

have been more or less followed. At least Spalding 

indicates as much when he speaks of the changes 

made after 1638 for he sayS. of the older form "the 

minister gave ilk person communicating the blessed 

sacrament out of his own hand and to each person the 

cup."

It v/as different however in the South. Calderwood 

indicates that even among those who knelt the practice 

of serving each other still continued. Speaking of the

service in St Giles in 1620 he says that Patrick
\f

Galloway the minister gave the treasurer a "shaHe"

(slice) of bread. The treasurer made it to serve 

other five that were next him. The Minister when he

1. English Popish Ceremonies 207

2. Session Records. Spottiswood Ulub Miscellany II - 
289.

3. Memorials I 245.
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observed this would have given every one of them the 

element of bread again but they answered they were 

already served. A woman who was in the act of lifting 

the bread she had received from her companion had it 

taken from her by Mr Struthers of the College Kirk who 

gave her a portion out of his own hand. As there were 

1,600 communicants in that church the historian rather 

gleefully remarks that by the time the ministers had

served all they were more wearied with their "corporal
1. 

service than spiritual exhortation."

Calderwood has preserved a record of a conference 

between the Bishops and a number of ministers at St 

Andrews in 1619 with reference to the troubles which had 

arisen over the Perth articles from which it appears 

that while the Bishops were prepared to allow laxity in 

some things they wished to keep the distribution for the 

Minister alone. On the other hand when the citizens of 

Edinburgh gathered on the Tuesday before the sacrament 

in 1620 according to their custom (see page*J^ this 

was one of the things which they most insisted on, that 

they should get dividing the elements one with, another.

Row tells us that the ministers were still giving the
2. 

elements in 1629, a.nd the practice was kept up until

the Glasgow Assembly in some places; in soSae parts even

1. History VII - 437.8

2. 

. History VII 405, 437
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later. It is worthy of note that among the 

Episcopalians in the North it seems to have been 

customary for the elements to be administered by 

elders along with the ministers. -&•&•& hints at this 

in his fifth problem where he mentions the minister

(and) one of the so-called elders taking round the
3- 

bread and the wine.

Forbes in his reply says that there is nothing
4. 

undignified in what the Deacons do "Indeed it is

far more in keeping that the vessels containing the 

elements should be handed along or carried round by 

them than that they:^ should be stuck to the table and 

drawn and pushed about on it."

•v- 3. Forbes Irenicum.

4. At this time it was quite customary for Deacons as 
well as Elders to assist at the sacrament. See page

.* 5. Forbes Irenicum 84.'
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ELDERS AT THE COMMUNION TABLE

Now-a-days it is customary in all Presbyterian 

churches for the elders to assist at the celebration 

of the Lord's supper by carrying the elements to the 

worshippers yet this custom rests upon no legal basis. 

Nowhere in either the first or second Books of

Discipline the Confession of Faith or the Form of
1. 

Church Government, is it stated to be any part of the

elders duty to take assist at thds ordinance, nor

does the Book of Common Order give any directions to

the effect that Elders should assist the minister at

that solemn service. But while that is so there is no/
doubt that the elders did so assist in earlier days but 

not by any means exclusively. In 1564 in the Canongate

four inen were appointed by the Minister to "serve at
2 

the Communion" "they bearing office" but these

assistants were not as is usual today exclusively elders.

Calderwood gives several instances of Deacons
3 

assisting at the distribution and in this he is supported

by entries in Kirk Session Records. For example of the 

nine appointed "to serve at the table with bread and wine"

at St Andrews in 1596 eight were deacons and only one
4 5 

an elder. In Glasgow it w_as_ only in 1603 that the_____

1. In these books the duties of the elder are detailed.
2. tee Lectures 395.
3; History VII 362.3. 437.456.
4. Register XCVI
5. We ems 27.
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session decreed that none \vere to serve at the tables 

but elders and deacons and even then the town officers 

were to "bring the stoops with wine".

In Cowpfcrs draft one of the opening rubrics 

is to the effect that "such as attend upon the 

ministration shall present the elements covered and 

sdt them upon the table". There is nothing to 

indicate whether "such as attend the ministration" were 

elders. During the troubles over the question of 

kneeling many of the elders and deacons in Edinburgh

refused to serve. Hence the ministers had to get
1.

"other honest men" to take their places. .„.« These

seem to have been in some cases men who had formerly 

held office for in these days annual election of church 

office bearers v/as still the rule. Brereton v/riting 

in 1635 mentions that there were deacons and elders in 

every parish arid that in addition to their other duties

they assisted the Pastors in the administration of the
2 

sacraments. The duties of these assistants whether

elders deacons or others consisted in attending at 

the doors taking the collection^gathering the tokens^ 

preparing the elements and attending at the tables. 

Gillespie speaks of the "Elders or Deacons" lifting up 

the bread to set it on or take it off the table. As 

has been mentioned the elders did this even when the

ministers were insisting that they should serve each 
communicant severally with their own hands. (4)________

1. Calderwood VII 359 - 36l.
•

2. Early Travellers in Scotland 14-3

3. English Popish Ceremonies. 76

4. See page
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OFFERIl'G AT THE COMMUNION

Another custom may be referred to, this is the 

taking an offering from the worshippers seated at 

the communion table. In the early days of the 

Reformed worship it appears to have been usual to take 

the collection for the poor after the communicants 

were seated at "God's Board", This was forbidden by 

the Assembly of 1573 which decreed that the offerings

were to be taken at Kirk doors and not during the
1. 

ministration of the Lord's Supper or in time of sermon.

So far as the Lord's Supper was concerned the act does
2 

net seem to have been obeyed for we find at St Andrews

in 1598 two elders being appointed to lift the tickets 

and two to lift the alms while in Aberdeen in I6l8 two 

of the session stood at the end of each table to get 

from the communicants as they rose to leave something

for the poor "according to the form observed in the
3- 

South part of this realm".

Brereton in 1635 states that the usual offerings 

for the poor were collected at the church doors before

sermon and says nothing of any special method at the
4. 

observance of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
>

In Perth in 1580 it seems to have been usual for the

communicants to give their tokens and alms as they
^ entered the railed space around the Communion Table.'

A similar practice prevailed at Dunfermline where the
6. 

ordinary collection \vas taken at the "Kirk Style."____
1. Calderwbod III27«.b
2. Register 862
3. Selections from Ecc Records - 86
4. Early Travellers in Scotland 145"
j. Scott History of the Reformers 191
6. Stevenson Eommunion in Dunfermline. 6.
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In 1635 the Session of Falkirk appointed two'
1. 

elders to"attend" the collection "at the tables" At

Elgin in 1636 we read that at the December communion 

there was "collected with basons at the tables 105

merks" while three years later the amount gathered' "2. 
"at the tables " was £43,13.4. This was in addition

to what had been taken at the door. ITor were the 

offerings at the table always for the local poor for 

in 1631 at the doors there was collected at the 

communion 5:12:6 and for the Kirk of the Palatinate 

thirty five shillings, the latter apparently being taken
3

at the table. Sometimes a communion cup was used 

for the purpose of lifting the Table offerings, 

sometimes at Cullen and Alvaf\ a special bason was used. 

Perhaps the strangest use to which the bad money put 

into the church plate was put (and old records show 

that a very great deal of what was offered came under 

that category) was at Cruden when the session resolved 

to have the bad coin melted down "to make cups for 

collecting the pooiv-money at the sacrament".

In many places v/here the "plate" is still used it 

is customary on communion Sundays to cover it with a 

white linen cloth. It has been suggested that

1. Session Records quoted Burns Old Scottish Communion 
Plate 41.

2. Records II 232-9

3. Ibid II 218

4. Burns Old Scottish Communion Plate ly -401 

S
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this may be a relic of the "sudary" used in early days 

when the offering took the form of the elements used in 

the sacrament. In the non jurors liturgy of 1718 the 
rubric relating to the communion offering directs that 

the "decent bason" into which these are placed is to be 
covered with a white linen cloth. Rattray who

quoted with regard to the Post -Reformat ion
1. 

use of wine and water at the communion gives a similar
2. 

direction in the Liturgy which he drew up.

One of the few relics of the custom of the faithful 

presenting the elements is to be found in the coronation 
service. It is somewhat remarkable that though this 

found a place in the English Office it is not mentioned
in the order used when Charles I was crowned at Holyrood

3- 
in 1633.

The Westminster Assembly refers to the Communion 
Offering for the poor but only to state that it is to be 
so ordered that no part of worship is thereby hindered. 
This however seems to imply that the Scottish practice 
of having a special communion offering was to be continued,

1. See

2. Eeles Traditional Customs 60-1

3. Marquis of Bute. Scottish Coronations 138.
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As has been already noted the "Order for the 

administration of the Lord's Supper" in the Book of 

Common Order is practically a reprint of the Book 

of Geneva. Hence it comes that while the Book of 

Discipline states that the Lord's Supper should be

celebrated quarterly in Burghs and half yearly in
•*• • 

country parishes the rule as laid down in "Knox»s

Liturgy" means much more frequent communion. "The
it

Lord f s Supper" says the rubric ..... is commonly

ministered once a month or so oft aS the congregation 

shall think expedient".

The rubric apparently means that once a month was

to be regarded as the minimum. The Book of Discipline
2. 

fixed dates for the observance of the rite the

intention being to stop the practice which had prevailed

in the Roman Church of reception at Easter and at
3- 

Easter only. It does not appear however that these

dates were rigidly (or even commonly) adhered to. In

Edinburgh in Knox's time they v/ere in part departed
4. 

from. Indeed owing to the scarcity of ministers it

must have been many years before regular communion 

services were held in all parishes for Readers were 

strictly prohibited - which prohibition they did not 

always obey - from ministering the sacraments. In many
«

1. Knox II. 239 also B.U.K. 1-30 Date 1562.
2. Ibid 240. First Sundays in March June September 
and December. It may be noted that occasionally the 
"greater festival" of Whitsunday would fall on the day 
of the June Communion.
3. In Aberdeen in 1608 a baillie of the town informed 
the session that "he was not in use to Communicate but 
once in the year" Selections 60.
4. tee Lectures I 389-390.
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places during the l6th and 17th. centuries communion was 

only once a year although the "occasion" might be spread 

over two or more consecutive Sundays. In Edinburgh 

while Knox was Minister there we find communion services

extending over a whole week. This was in 15&0, but
1. 

the experiment does not seem to have been repaated.

Looking over the various records which are extant one

has gfeat difficulty in finding any principle whatever 
I

in the methods employed in fixing the dates of 

communion. In one year one month would be chosen, in

the following year another while the next year might
2. 

see a third.

In Slgin in 1591 the session in fixing the date

for the observance of the rite stated "that it was to be
bere 

when leisure may be had at the issue of the •^•B seed".

Two years later after taking the opinion of the "greatest 

number of honest men .... in respect of the busy time of

the year" they fixed the last day of May for the•3- 
communion. Other circumstances too helped at times to

keep the feast from being held on regular dates. Rutherford 

complains in one of his letters that the communion at 

AKworth is delayed "for the laird and lady hath earnestly

desired me to delay it because the laird is sick and he
4.

fears he be not able to travel."

In Stirling a communion was altered to suit the convenience 

of the Earl of Mar who having been appointed a Knight of the

Garter could not be present on the day fixed for some reason
1. Sunday 2 of March ye communion ministrat be John Knox 
in ye hie kirk of Edinburgh Mononday Tuysday Y/ednesday 
Thursday Pryday Setterday. tee Lectures I 389
2. In Dun£erniline in the years 1645-4-6 & 4y the months chosen 
were May November and August. Stevenson Communion in 
Dunfermline 7» In Glasgow 1592.3*4 the months were April 
August May. Weems 28
3. Records II 23-30 .
4. Letters (Bonars Edition) f 3*.



6
in connection therewith . More interesting is the case of

Caerlaverock where the communion was fixed for the 

Anniversary of a great disaster which overtook the dwellers 

by the Solway in 1628. This continued for at least ten 

years, probably much longer.

The Reformers kept faithfully to the Roman practice
W/7I**T

of Morning Communion. "V/hy" asks WtfigiBfe- "make your communion

before dinner since our Saviour instituted His Holy
1. 

sacrament after Supper." And like the Romanists the Reformer!

believed in early morning communion. In Glasgow the
2 

service started at 4 a.m. and at Stirling it appears to have
3 

been half an hour earlier. In the East of Scotland the

hour was a little later five o ! clock being the time of
4. 56 

commencement in Edinburgh St Andrews, Perth while at

Dalgety the time was half an hour later still. In these 

places there were second services beginning at eight or 

nine o'clock., There is reason to believe that these 

separate communion services were meant to suit the 

convenience of different classes of communicants. At Elgin 

where the first bell was to ring at "half hour to three" 11

(2.30 a,m.) the "servants for the maist part" were to come
7.

in the morning. At Edinburgh in 1574 it is recorded with

regard to the early morning celebration that "It is for
8. 

the servants and sic others that pleases to come" . In

time these early morning celebrations began to be dropped 

and it is somewhat interesting to note that the change took

place chiefly during the Episcopal regime 1610.1638.
5; Session Records Maitland Cluo Miscellany I 45^ (Date i6
6. ' Stevenson History 110. The account is derived from an
M.S.History said to be written by the Minister of Caerlaver-
ock about 1628.. Ibid 6,Scott's Fasti III 258.
1. Certain Tractates S.T.S. 84. 2. Weems 25. (3) "The last
bell to ring half an hour before four hours" Stirling Kirk
Session Records. Maitland Club Miscellany I 129.
(4) Session Records Lee Lectures I. 391. (5) Register 862.
(6) Scott History of the Reformers 191. (7) Records II
132. (Bate i8 1^1^). (8) Session Records(Maitland Club
Miscellany I. 198.
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In Gan^pngate in 1613 the practice was introduced of 

having communion on three conseotive Sundays the last of

January and the first tv/o of February "without morning
1 

service" At Stirling too in 1614 the sacrament was
fit

ordained to be ministered on tv/o Sabbaths ane service

only to be ilk day11 So too at St Andrews the Communion

in 1638 was celebrated according "to the old fashion.....
3 

the bells rang at three hours to the morning service,"

while at Dalgety where covenanting fervour was strong
4 

the early morning service was never given up. At Elgin

we find both customs v/ere observed. There were two 

Communion seasons in the years, the one at Pasche when 

the service was spread over two or three Sundays and 

when the only service was that in the fore-noon, the 

other was in December when there was onl;/ the one Sunday

fixed for the observance with both early morning and
5 

forenoon diets of worship..

The fashion of havihg Communion on two Sundays 

together was however in existence long before 1610. 

As has been noted there v/ere in the earliest days (in 

populous places at any rate) of the Reformed Church 

first and Second Communion Sundays. A minute of the 

Session of Edinburgh of date 1574 indicates that the 

observance was spread over two Sundays and that the

1. Lee Lectures 390.
2. Records Maitland Club Miscellany I. 452.
3. Lee Lectures 400.
4. Ross Pastoral work in Covenanting Times 138. In 

Dutlfermline early morning Communion was the rule 
up to 1648 but as the records are extant only from 
1640 we cannot state what was the practice 1610-1638.

5. Records II. 163. 7. etc.
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residents in the different quarters of the city
1 

communicated on different days. On this occasion it

was "the brethren on the North side" who were to 

communicate on the first day. In Stirling also 

when Communion on two Sundays was introduced 'one half

of the twn was to attend on one day and the other
2 

half the other day.

In 1594 the Minister of the rural parish of Gampsie 

desired to have the rite on more than tv;o Sundays but

on making application to the Presbytery that court
. e*

refused to allow any more bidding him 'Be content

with the said two Sundays and to liffen for more
3 

Sundays together but only the said two" In parishes

with a large landward population it v/as customary

for the town and country members to Communicate on
4 

different days. Two Sundays usually sufficed for

the festival but in some places more v/ere needed. In 

Glasgow in 1618 the 2nd 3rd and 4th Sabbath of April

were the days appointed, while two years later the last
5 

two of April and the first two in Maj were fixed*

It was not until 1631 that half yearly 

Communion was introduced there, the dates then being

the last three Sabbaths in April and the first in May
6 

with the Second and third in December. After 1638

the old order was reverted to ffib Glasgow of having
7 

onl;/ the one Communion season in the year but strangely
M»MM«>«M.I«^.«—•MM»«MMW*~.««»«*.M

M*W »«**WM«»-W MM***«M*-a.«»«MV«M*V*M«
MM-»M»«l-»**M.«.W .» M ._ M..

1. Session Records (Maitland Club Miscellany) 1.98,
2. Session Records (Maitland Club Miscellany) 1.452,
3. Presbytery Records (Maitland Club Miscellany)!. 67
4. St Andrews Register 471 - 484 - 5 etc. Records of 

Elgin II. 38. etc.
5. Weems 28,
6. Weems. 28. 9.
7. Ibid 29.
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enough in the parish of Newburgh the change over from 

Episcopacy to Presbytery saw a movement in the other 

direction. In 1639 the Communion was held a second 

time and the Session clerk had added to the minute

recording It "which was the first time wherein we began
1 

to have it twice in the year." Whether however the

celebration was on one Sunda;;- or more care always v/as 

taken to have the "action" finished before noon. In 

Anstruther in 1592 the session in making their 

arrangements decided that only as many were to come

forward to the tabje "as v/e may easily serve before
2 

twelve hours and the rest to communicate next day."

Though it seems to have been customary to fix two 

consecutive Sundays this v/as not alv/ays done. At 

Gullen for example In 1649 the celebration v/as on the 

second Sunday of August and again on the first in

September "for all who had not communicated the last
3 

day«" Some sessions did not hesitate to have a

special celebration when occasion called for it. 

Thus In 1604 the Session of Aberdeen ordered the 

Communion to be administered to "merchants skippers 

and mariners that v/ere at the sail (sic) at the late 

ministration of the Communion and to see other 

Inhabitants of this Burgh as were absent from the said

late Communion either by reason of sickness.absence
4. ' 

furth of the town, or otherwise."

1. Campbell Balmerino and its Abbey 191.
8. Kirk Session Records of Anstruther V/estor Mar.28

1592.
3. Cramond,Church and Churchyard of Cullen 127.
4. Selections (Sjbldlng Club) 34.
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In 1614 for the first time probably in the history 

of the country the people were commanded by Royal proclamation
•

to attend communion on a certain day viz the 24th of April.

This happened to be Easter day but there was no mention of the•1. 
festival in the proclamation. One might have expected

that there would have been bitter opposition to this act of 

the king but whether it was because of the reason given for 

the unprecedented step "the trial of popish recusants" or 

whether the people were not enough interested the season passec 

without any outward commotion. Calderwood who was certainly

opposed to the innovation remarks "tha mobt part obeyed but
2. 

not all" (Row indicates that there were those who saw in

the King's act "a snare" to bring ministers under the censure 

of the High Commission). James repeated the proclamation

in the following year, and did not hesitate to mention the
3- 

festival on this occasion, a charge being proclaimed "with

sound of trujppet fifteen days before Easter Day to celebrate
4. 

the communion at Easter in all times coming" Thus says the

historian "The king by his own authority without advice or 

consent of the kirk enjoineth
•

1. Row. Historic 302

2. History VIJ - 191

3. Original Letters 450. The proclamation contains this clause 
"Reserving always to the Fathers and Ministers of the 
church the freedom of appointing such other days for 
ministration of the communion as they .... shall think meet,

4. Calderwood VII - 196.



1 
Kirk orders" In spite of this however the injunction seems

to have "been received quietly and the people to have 

communicated on that day without much scruple. By the

"instructions proposed by His Majesty's commissioners" and
2 

agreed to "by the General Assembly of Aberdeen in I6l6 it

was ordered that the "communion be celebrate four times 

ilk year in the Burgh Towns and twice in landward, and one 

of the times to be at Easter yearly and if any communicate

not once in the year the Ast of Parliament to strike upon'3. 
then with all severity. It is quite certain however

that this act of the Assembly was not obyeed so far at least 

as quarterly communion was concerned. Calderwood mentions 

indeed that John Scrirngeour of Kinghorn who declined to obey 

the Perth articles was in the habit of "celebrating the

communion every quarter of the year" but his case was
4. 

exceptional. It was probably owing to this Act of I6l6

being in existence however that the Acts enjoining the 

observance of the* five articles of Perth say nothing about 

communion at Easter or indeed at any.

1. Calderwood VII 196.

2. Ibid 229

3. The Act of Parliament enjoining communion struck upon 
at least one man with all severity. This was a 
parishioner of Cockburnspath who when ordered by his 
minister John Lauder a follower of the "Articles" to 
attend communion said a few words derogatory of the 
King's power thereanent for which he was hanged. 
Pitcairns Criminal Trials. H J6'?-5*0-

4. Calderwood VII. 413. There seem to have been those
who practised frequent communion Johns tone of Wariston 
notes in his Diary for May 1634 that he communicated 
on three consecutive Sundays in different churches. 
Diary 210-5.
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other time. The act directs the Ministers to

choose "pertinent texts of Scripture" for those days and

to preach suitable sermons but is silent as to celebrat-
1 

ions of the Lord Supper.

Prom that time onward Easter GQcimunion seems 

to have been fairly general. Even those who objected 

bitterly to kneeling had no objectlonl to going to 

other churches on that great festival and taking the 

Communion after the old manner sitting. Calderwood 

specially mentions this as happening in 1619 stating 

that the inhabitants of Edinburgh "in great burabers" 

went to surrounding churches to get the Communion

"efter the old forms" showing that the objection to an
2 

Easter celebration could not have been very prominent.

One has to remember that whereas today the moveable

date of Easter is a hindrance to the observance of the
r 

rite in Scotland - for most Presbytfcian churches have
/s

the Communion at regular intervals - such an objection 

would not be felt then as there seems to have been

little if any regularity in the dates fixed for the
// "

ordinance. Again Pasch was a date in the Calendar

which they all knew. Even bitter opponents of the

observance of "days" had no objections to using them
3

in their yearly Calendar. Thus Rutherford in 1635 writes

that he intended that the Communion should"be

celebrated the first Sabbath after Pasch",, k puritan

in our day would have said the "third Sabbath in April."

1. Calderwood History VII - 337. In that year
Calderwood says that on Easter Day many of the 
people in various places attended Communion. This 
v/as of course before the meeting of the Assembly 
History VII 297. Gillespie did not hold that the 
Communion should not be celebrated at Easter but 
that L 1 */ had no power to "determine Easter day 
either as the only time or as the fittest time for 
all the faithful of both sexes to receive the 
eucharlst "English Popish Ceremonies 128.

2. Calderwood History VII - 360.
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1 
Yet it must not be thought that there v/as no opposition.

In Perth in 161& when the "Bishop of Galloway and the 

haill elders ordained 'the Communion to be celebrated at 

this Burgh on the 9th and 16th da7/3 of April next to come 

but Mr. John Malcolm minister dissented therefrom 

alleging the celebration thereof on the said 9th day of

April which is $asche Sunday to be contrary to the acts
2 

of the Assembly thereanent."

Malcolm had been Principal of St Leonards and had 

been inducted as Minister at Perth in 1591. His 

objections seem to have been got over for we find him

agreeing to the Perth articles after they had been passed
3 

by the General Assembly. Speaking generally however

the people acquiesced in the Easter celebrations. At

Glasgow in 1636 and 1637 Communion was on "Pascal" day
4 

as it had been in earlier days also In Palkirk
5 6 

Communion was on Pasche day** as well as in Aberdeen
7 

Elgin and other parishes. The Easter Communion indeed

survived the Glasgow Assembly's prohibition for at least 

ten years as we see from the narrative of George Blakhall 

a Jesuit priest who journeying in Scotland in 1643 found 

himself in danger of being detected by reason of the fact 

that on Easter Sunday when he was travelling Communion v/as 

being held at Edinburgh,Queensferry^ Boness^ Stirling

1. Stevefcson says that v/hen in 1625 the Communion in
Edinburgh was arranged for Pasch "many were displeased 
at the season thereof" History 101. Three years later 
the date does not seem to have caused any trouble. 
Ibid 101.

2. Session Records of Perth Spottiswood Miscellany 207. 
He may have forgotten that the Assembly of 1570 
allowed Communion on Pasuh "superstition being removed" 
Calderwood III.5.

3. Session Records Spottiswood Miscellany 289.
4. Weerns 29. Scote-uK
5. Records quoted Burns 0Id„Communion Blate 43.
6. History of the Troubles (Spalding) 1.118.
7. Records II. Right through the period 1613-1638 

Communion was celebrated yearly at Easter and on 
other two Sundays usually Palm and Low Sunday as v/ell.
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1 
and other places. In 1649 the Session of Dunfermline

decided that the "meetest times for giving of Communion
, 2 

here/twice In the year shall be at Pnsch and Michaelmas."

The success of the King with the Easter Communion 

led him to go further and In August 1624 he Issued, a 

proclamation commanding the Lords of Privy Council ail 

the members of the College of Justice and the inhabitants 

of the town of Edinburgh to communicate kneeling upon
£

Christmas Day." A proceeding which says Calderwood "never

was done in Edinburgh nor no other Kirk of Scotland
¥

since the Reformation" Here again as Calderwood himself

admits there was much greater objection made to the 

kneeling than to the day of the Ordinance, but whether 

the inhabitants of Edinburgh would have kept Christmas 

as the King wished was never tested for the pest broke 

out in the end of November the Christinas Communion was 

delayed and adds the historian MKing James altogether
y

disappointed" Calderv/ood was of opinion however that
ff

there would have not been many communicants by reason
6 

of the superstition of the time let be kneeling."

£• Brief Narration by Gilbert Blakhall (Spalding Club)162. 
2. Stevenson Communion in Dumfermline VII. For some reason

the resolution was never put into effect.
Ibid 621. 

. Ibid 627. 
g. Ibid 629. __
f.
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COMMUNION OP THE SICK. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

The "Communion of the Sick" commonly though not altogether
1 

correctly called "Private Communi.on" was allowed by the
2 

Assembly at St Andrews in 1617 and was afterwards one of

the Perth Articles. James insisting on the conditions 

laid down at St Andrews being modified. A fom for this 

service is included in the Book of Common Prayer of 1637
ScorttiK.

but in no other 339$^n*d Reformed book. The rubrlg. of

that book required "three or four of good religion and
>'

conservation free of all v-lawful impediments to communicate

with him ,"4 convenient place" had also to be prepared and 

"all things necessary fan? the reverent adiaini strati on 

thereof" Bh the earlier days of the Reformed Church

Knox as has been seen, Ministered the Comnunion regularly
3 

in private houses, as did also Paul Methtfen and doubtless

the other reformers as well. They were however opposed

to the Coraaunlon of the Sick as this is one of the points
4 

on which Winzet challenged them. After 1560 such practices

were forbidden but that they still went on seems quite clear
5 

from an Act of the Assembly of 1581 which deals v/ith the

prohibition not only of marriage and baptism but also of 

the Lords Supper in private houses. With the alteration 

of the law in 1617 the practice was revived to some extent. 

Gillespie objected to it but it is remarkable that he does 

not seem to have been nearly so bitterly opposed to this

1. Cooper Book of Common grayer 295.
2. If there be any sick person who has lain bedfast the space 

of a year the Minister of the parish being earnestly 
requested should minister the Communion to him In ;the 
presence of six elders and other famous witnesses.' 7

3. Register of St Andrews 286. The celebration took place in 
the "beginning of religion."

4. Certain Tractates S.T.S. 90.
5. Caiderwood III. 588.
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as he was to the other points of the "fitfe articles". He 

allows that it was used in the primitive Church but thought

that the reason for It then did not apply to Scotland in
1 

the 17th Century. He argued against any ministration of

either sacrament in a private house but has a great deal 

more to say against private baptism than private communion. 

One of his arguments is somewhat strange coming from as 

able a man as he undoubtedly was. He states that he has 

known some who did not receive the "Communion in time of 

their sickness and more gloriously and comfortably than ever

he had heard of any who received the sacrament for their
2 

vicat4cum when they were adying" a form of reasoning which

might easily have been turned against the Christian faith

itself. On the other hand Bishop Lindsay of Brechin
3 

(afterwards of Edinburgh) in his "True Narration" declares

that the church had practised private Communion "in former 

times" (i.e., before 1618) and that seeing it was allowed

by the Assembly it was only "obstinate disobedience" to
«

refuse to minister it when required. Lindsays words receive

some corroboration from an incident which happened some 

years before, In 1615 the Ministers of Edinburgh got the 

execution of tjje Early of Orkney delayed until he should 

receive the Lord's Supper. "So he communicate upon the 

Lords Day 5th of February and was beheaded at the Market 

Cross of Edinburgh on Monday 6th February" This v/as not
cUt-e

the &*•*» of the General Communion for we learn incidentally

1. English Popish Ceremonies 58
2. Ibid 35.
3. "A True narration of all the passages of the proceedings 

in the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland 
holden at Perth 25th of August 1618" «^k 107. The book 
was published at London in 1621.



that that year It had been celebrated a "little before
1 

Candlemas 11 In the Session records of St. Nicholas

Aberdeen we find such references to the practice as:

be^oM) "25th July 1630, Received by the Collector
35 Shillings at Alex Hills wife her Communion." 

"llth Dec 1631 Collected at the private Communion
Ministered to Marion Beanes eight pounds." 

"3rd Nov. 1633. Nine shilling given by John Touch
at the receiving of the Sacrament of the Lords
Supper."

Such entries show that in Aberdeen it had been a regular2 
practice to given Communion outside the Church."

In Elgin there was a special service held In December

1622 for "those that were sick and such others as had not
3 

Communicated before" Such Communions seems to have

more common than now. In 1631 the Presbytery of Strcthbogle

ordered a Minister to give the Communion to two men and4 
there to Communicate within twenty days. This practice

was continued even In the days of the Covenant as may be 

seen from the following entry in the minute book of the 

same presbytery "Glas 7th June 1648. The goodwife of 

Carnborrow not having been at Communion at the usual time

she was ordained to communicate primo quoque tempore and 5 
the Minister to appoint a particular diet for that effect"

The question has been raised as to whether the sick
a 'i 

were communicated with the reserved sacrament or v/hether

there was always a celebration in the sick persons house. 

The latter was the Anglican method there being a special

1. Calderwood History VII 195. 196.
2. Eeles Traditional Customs 86-7 Cooper Revival of 

Church Principles 19.
3. Records II. 176.
4. Presbytery Book of Strathbogle (Spaldlng Club) 2.
5. Ibid. " 89.
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form of service provided for the purpose though the first 

fpayer Book of King Edward VI allowed the priest to 

reserve H so much of the sacrament" as should be required 

provided the sick person waa to be communicated the same 

day as the celebration had been in the Church.Laud 1 s 

£iturgy contains a long direction at the end of the Communion

Office, as to what was to be don« with the consecrated
1 

elements left over from the distribution and prohibiting

them from being "carried out of the Church" There is not 

the slightest hint that they might be taken to * absent 

members of the congregation. On the other hand it is 

noteworthy that there is no such direction in Cowpdrs draft 

which says nothing about the matter at all. At Aberdeen the 

custom v/as to communicate the sick on the same day as the

public celebration took place and this may Indicate that the
2 

elements were carried from the church to the house. (Where

private Communion is given today by Ministers of the Church 

of Scotland this Is the usual Custom). Among the 

Episcopalians of the 18th Century "reservation" was

undoubtedly practised but whether that was a "survival" or
5 

an "innovation" is not so clear.

A little light is shed on the matter by that chapter 

of the Westminister Confession of Faith which deals with 

the Lord's Supper. Section III deals with the duties 

of the Ministers at the celebration and directs them to 

declare Christs "M/ord of institution to the people to pray

1. They were to "be reverently eaten and drunk" by the
Presbyter and such of the Communicants as he associated 
with him. This custom continued in some parts of 
Scotland up to comparativeIt recently the consumption 
however taking place in the Manse and the Minister and 
elders being the consumers. See Edgar u ld Church Life 
I. 151.

2. See page.4 *3

3. Eeles Traditional Customs 90 pp.
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and bless the elements of bread and wine....to take and 

break the bread and they communicating also themselves to 

give both to the Communicants but to none who are not then 

present in the congregation. Section IV deals v;ith those 

things which are "All contrary to the nature of this 

sacrament and to the institution of Christ." These include 

private masses, denial of the cup to the people worshipping 

the elements and the "reserving of then for any pretended 

religious use." This indicates quite clearly that the 

Westminster Divines 'drew a distinction between "Reservation" 

and "(giving the Communion to the Absent." Both are 

prohibited - at leas£ the latter so far as the Ministers 

are concerned - but only the former is condemned.

It is possible that the inclusion of the words "to none 

who are not then present in the congregation " may be due to 

the practice of carrying the elements to the absent in the 

years preceding. The Act of the Assembly of 1618 states 

however that the Communion of the Sick had to be"according

to the order prescribed *•! in the Church," and this points
1 

to what in modern days is termed a "clinical ctlfrbration"

In the 18th Century there was a practice in vogue in 

the Shetland islands for communicants to carry away in a 

clean handkerchief a portion of the sacramental bread for

the sick, and there is reason to believe that the custom
2 

still exists. May it be a survival of earlier post-

-Reformation practice? In 1622 the Session of Elgin dealt

• •.•. — « — -.———— — — «—— — » ——— — ——-. — — •—_.'•-........-.-.......................__„......_.....

1« See Page./0JL«

2. Eeles Tradition Customs 95.
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with a Goraraunl cant because when she "received the bread
the body of the Lord (she) did not eat it but either put

1 
it in her napkin or let it fall from her." Eighty years
later such things were still happening. In 1703 at Gals ton
a man was publicly rebuked in the Church because he had

2 
put "part of the bread in his pocket, 11

1« Records II. 166.

2. Edgar'•• Old Ghurch Life. I. 151.
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THE ELEMENTS. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

The elements used at the Sacrament were of course 

bread and wine and there la ample evidence that in 

addition to the use of ordinary bread, the Roman 

use of unleavened bread was continued in sowe parts 

of Scotland. This usually took the fora of 

shortbread which was baked in thin flat cakes and 

in one or two parishes it is still in use. At 

the beginning of the 19th Century practically every 

parish in Dumfries hi re and (Jalloway used shortbread 

at the Communion and it is noteworthy that the sane 

form of element was used by many of the Presbyterians

in Northern Ireland who had many customs in common
1. 

with their brethren of the "South West. It was

not however only there this this form of breed was
2 

used - as reference is made to its use in Glasgow
2 3 

Arbroath and Ayrshire. The cakes seem usually

to have been round in form (was this suggested by the

Roman V/afer?) and those used at St Michaels Dumfries had
4 

a cross marked on the upper surface. In the Eastern

Counties of Scotland unleavened bread was used up to

1. Transactions Dumfries and Galloway Antiquarian 
Society VII. 8-28.

2. Ibid 8.
3. Edgar Old Church Life I. 148.
4. Shortbread was used in St Michaels up to 1865 

Paton Book of St Michaels 185.



the 18th Century if not later but whether it took the
1.

font of shortbread is not so certain. It v/ould be

interesting to know If this survival could be traced 

to the influence of the great He former Knox himself.
t-Kvr

have seen HP* his Berwick Communion Order was founded

on that of Zurich and In that city It was the post

reformation custom to use unleavened bread at the table
2. 

of the Lord. In other places ordinary bread was used

and this is stated by Stev; Art of PardoJ/an to be the lav/ 

of the church though he adds "It is most decent that it

be leavened wheat bread," showing that in his tine other
3. 

forms of bread were used. A certain light on the matter

coaes from a "CATALOGUS CON TROVER3I ARUM INTER EVANGELICOS 

ET PONTIFICIOS" which was written down by the "scribe" 

of the Presbytery of Kirkcaldy in 1630 for the purpose 

apparently of guiding the brethren in determining which 

subject should be the common head to be handled by one 

or other of their number. In the 12th section which 

deals "DE GOENA DOMINI" we find "DE PANE AZIMO ET VINO 

AQUA TEHPERATO" and as each of the other six points 

in that section represent "Popish" customs and beliefs 

which were not followed by the reformed it seens in every 

way probable that In the Presbytery of Kirkcaldy at any 

rate there was no unleavened bread used, or water Mixed

1. So says Grey Graham In his Social Life of Scotland In
the 18th Century. He does not however quote any authority 
Eeles Traditional Customs 33 mentions that at Fraserburgh 
the bread for the Episcopalians was baked by a member of 
the congregation and consisted of the, finest flour with 
a little yeast and water. King Edwards first frayer Book 
required unleavened bread at the Communion.

2. A special kind of bread is still baked in V/igtownshire 
for sacramental use.

3. Dr Edgar Mentions that in his first parish it had up to 
shortly before his admission there, been customary to use 
shortbread and that when he was asked to revert to the 
old custom he refused quoting Pardorfan as to the effect 
that it was ordinary bread which should be used. Old 
Church Life in Scotland I.. 148.
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with the communion wine. In eariier days in Scotland 

it would not always be easy to get wheaten bread hence 

session had often to arrange specially for bread being

brought from a distance for the occasion* In some cases they
2.

had to buy flour and get the bread made locally.

With wheaten bread so difficult to procure it nay be taken 

that other forms of bread would be used. This finds some 

confirmation in a complaint made against a parishioner of 

Kippen in 1684. He was reported to have said that "if 

the Communion had been given in winter when bread was 

scarcer there would have been more then to take gray bread 

than there came in summer to take wheat bread" The 

custom of "taking what you have" did not die out for many 

years after the date above mentioned because on the 

field of Culloden the Episcopalian chaplain to Lord 

Ogilvif. celebrated the sacrament vrith oat cakes and whisky. 

The early accounts do not throw much light on the kind of 

bread used. In Edinburgh in 1561 we have the following. 

"Twa dusson of breid price of ye pece 14d " and for 

the 2nd and 3rd Communion at each "8 dozen of breid." 

Twelve years later. "7 dozen of breid" were required

but there is nothing to indicate what was the quality or
5. 

the size of "ye pece."

1. Stevenson. The Presbyterie Booke of Kirkcaldie 3 - 4 .
2. In 1691, £1.2.0. was paid at .Mauonline for "bringing 

home the bread and the :'wine Edgar gld Church life in 
Scotland I. 144.

-',. Kilmartin Kirk session Records show that six pecks of 
flour were bought for that purpose in 1699 while as late 
as 1752. Kildonan Session sent an elder all the way to 
Greenock to get four pecks of flour. In the South 
Dumfries was the usual t&entre of supply. Statistical 
Account. (Kircudbrightshire) 1792 -JB07. 
Register of the Diocesan Synod of Dunkeld - 206 an old 
folk lore rhyme draws the same distinction "Hognany 
7"bllolay Gie us o f you white bread and none of your gray" 
Craven, Bishop Porbes Journal 182.
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In somewhat late days It was customary In some places to

use loaves cut Into slices as at the present day, for1. '
Galderwood writing of the Communion in St Giles in 1620

mentions that the Minister handed to the Lord Treasurer a
2. 

"shave" of bread which the treasurer divided with five

others. If the slice was as large as it is in nodern

tines then each cosuounleant oust have taken a Much larger
3. 

piece than is customary today.

In the North there existed the practise of cutting 

the bread for the Comnunicants into small cubes like dice. 

This custom probably came in after the Perth assembly 

when the minister was ordered to serve each comwunlcant 

himself but it may have been much earlier .

Porbes "irenium" as is well known owed its existence to 

a series of problems which were put forward by a Co

Presbytery Rev. Alexander mtimm Minister at K|.ntore with
4. 

reference to these post Perth Assembly practices.

In problem VI, •••• states that "so far as concerns the 

species of bread the result is to do away with a Goiirrunloa 

between people seated at the same table if really no one 

puts his hand into the saue patten no one gives anything 

to his neighbour" This is all the more interesting as
|~/J|)Jta I ** •

MMF was an Episcopalian and had indeed been presented 

to his first parish that of Monymusk by Charles I. The

1. History VII. 437.
2. A slice. The word Is still in common use in the South 

of Scotland.
3. It seems to have been the practice for the elders to 

prepare the bread. A minute of South Lelth Session of 
date 1614 gives the names of two elders who v/ere "to 
prepare ye bread for ye Communion" See also Stevenson 
Communion in Dumfermline VII.

4. Forbes Irenidum (Edited by Selwyn) 67.
5. Scotts Fasti III. 189.
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point is of course that Ms question indicates quite 

clearly that the practice of each coEiraunlcant taking his 

own bread out of the patten had He en long enough in 

existence for the idea to have grown up that it was an 

important part of the CoBUsmnion Services, -f'orbes answer 

was to the effect that "Communion did not consist in

several people putting their hands into the same patten"1 ~ 
showing he also knew of the practice 9 and he goes on

to point out that it is not in accordance with the 

Institution of our Lord who Himself brake the bread and 

gave it and that these being sacramental actions ought to 

be done by the Minister alone. Gillespie also knew of 

the custom which he mentions only to condemn saying

that Christ did not have the bread "carved in small pieces
2. 

before it was brought to the Table." That the practice

was however continued by covenanting Divines seems certain 

for Spalding referring to a communion conducted by Andrew 

Cant and John Oswald in Aberdeen in 1642 says "They gave 

the bread to one or two sitting nearest them, then the 

bason by ane elder was set before the people down the board

and ilk took his Communion with his own hand out of the
3. 

bason." And it still continues among many congregations
¥ 

in the North. Gillespie complains that by bringing the
ff » 

bread to the table in MULTAS MINUTIAS It cannot be broken
re >'
IN ACTU SACRAMENTALI but doubtless there would be a larger

1. IrenicuBi edited by Selwyn 85-6.
2. English Popish Ceremonies 207.
3. Memorials of the Troubles II. 184-5, Spalding gives 

several other instances of CoMKiunlona where about the 
same time "Ilk man took the sacranent with his own hand." 
I. 241 - 245. .
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piece provided for this purpose. Among the Episcopalians

in some places in the North of Scotland in the 18th Century

it was customary to cut rectangular pieces out of the

corners of the slice of bread used for the fraction, thus

making it like a cross. It would be interesting to know
1. 

if this is a survival of earlier practice.
2. 

The wine used appnara to have been chiefly Claret which
3. 

may have been due to the "Auld Alliance." Hock was also

used and probably Port as well. Pardovan states that any

kind nay be used but that "wine of a red colour seemeth
4. 

most suitable." as is well known it was customary in the
5. 

Roman church to mix water with the wine used in the Mass,

The practice was allowed in England by the Refomers who
6. 

drew up the first prayer book of King Edward VI.
7. 

Nothing is said of this in the Second book. This
8 

pre-reformation custom was continued in some parts of
9 

Scotland especially in the North.

Bishop Rattray in an account of the Episcopal church 

iiaiaediately after the Revolution of 1683 states that it 

was the custom in many places to mix a little pure and clean 

water with ^he sacramental wlftfc not indeed at the Altar 

but in preparing the elements before. This custom was

1. Ecies Traditional Ceremonies 34. <f
2. £ee Lectures I. 393. Dean of Guild Accounts 1590 ane 

punchton of claret wine."
3. Grey Graham Social Life in Scotland 308.
4. Collections Bk.II. Tit.4. Par.3.
5. In the Roman Church the addition of water to the ^ine 

is not regarded as of necessity to the Sacrament being 
a matter not of Divine precept but of Church Rule.

6. Rubrie in ZJoranrunlon Service "putting the v/ine in the
chalice.....putting thereto a little pure and clean water

7. Nothing is said in this book about filling the chalice 
at all.

8. V/inzet conplains that the Reformers did not mix "the p 
Lord's Cup with water and wine before the Sanctification 
The reference may be to the ceremonial "making of the 
chalice" Certain Tractates 116.

9. King Hevrison Certain tractates 149.
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almost universal throughout of the North perhaps frow
1. 

the very tine of the Reformation." The use of the

mixed cup was also practised by some of the old 

Presbyterian churches and in the North of Ireland. There 

perhaps it may be traced to the influx of Aberdo^iians

in the 17th Century. Bredfeton mentions that in 1634 1Q,000
2. 

had left the Northern county to settle in Ulster and

they doubtless carried their customs ?/ith them.

The practice has existed in the North of Scotland up to 

our own day. A rather strange relic of the custom was to 

be observed up to comparatively recently in two parish 

churches so far apart as Dunrossness in Shetland and 

Kirkaatrfen in Wigtown. In each of those the practice 

was to bring the wine to the Comwunion Table in bottles 

andpo draw the corks and decant the wine during the service. 

The reason for this was stated to be a fear on the part 

of the congregation that the wine had been watered. 

That the "mixed chalice" was objected to in other places 

may I think be inferred from the "Comion head" debated

in the presbytery of Kirkcaldy already referred to
3

"DE VINO AQUA TEMPERATO" It may be noted that at the

time when that point of controversy was debated *•* the 

Church was Episcopal in Government.!** Ve find that in 

the North an attempt was made to stop the practice

1. Dowden Annotated Scottish Communion Office 43.
2. Brereton's Travels (Chetham Society) <illO. The passage 

does not occur in"Early Travellers."
3. Stevenson Presbyterit€c BookC of Kirkcaldle - 4.
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referred to, after the establishment of Presbytery. 

Among the injunctions sent down to Presbyteries by the 

Synod in Aberdeen in 1650 occurs the following. "It is 

appointed that the clerk f*p each Presbytery add to the 

platform for visiting congregations this question "is your

wine prepared for the celebration of the CoEinunion nixed
1. 

with water or not."

There is no evidence as to when the water was nixed 

with the wine, but it is in every way probable that it 

was before the service comraenced. Among the Episcopal 

Clergy of the 18th Century it was done in face of the 

congregation just before the placing of the elements on
ft.*fC6/*.l

the Altar andA prayer was sometimes offered.

In other cases the Presbyter repeated the text "A soldier

with a spear pierced His side and forthwith came there
2 

out the blood and water." With others the custom was to

make the mixture before the service and Mr Eeles is of 

opinion that this custom goes back to the Pi»e Reformation

days even to the times of the Irish Missionaries who
3. 

brought the Christian Faith to Scotland. It is certainly

an Interesting circumstance that the "Lebar Bread" an 

ancient Gaelic Treatise on the Symbolism of the Lords

Supper directs that at the beginning first water and then
4. 

V/ine is to be poured into the chalice.

1. Presbytery Raoordsrof Fordyce under Date March 27.1650 
It is possible the appoint of the Elders to tastethe 
wine mentioned in South Leith records under date 1614 may 
have been due to a desire to know whether water was added

2. £t John. XIX - 34.
3. Traditional Customs 37-38. At low Mass with the Sarun 

rite which was extensively used in Scotland in Pre 
Reformation times the Mixture was made at the beginning 

of the Service:,..
4. An Ancient Gaelic Treatise by Rev.D. Llacgregor in 

Transactions of the Aberdeen Eccle«tdlogical Society 
Vol.III. 293.
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But was wine the only liquor used for CoEuaunion? 

It has already been stated that there is evidence that on 

occasion whisky was used by Episcopalians. Grey Graham 

states that in the earlier part of the 18th Century «*k 

was sometimes used. Unfortunately he does not quote his 

authority for the statement but there are certain 

indications which may be held to point to auch a usage 

in Scotland. In one of the earliest accounts relating 

to the purchase of Communion elements in Edinburgh 

(1574-75) there is a hint that at the second days 

Communion the wine had run short.

"Second Table Ane Puncheon of wyne £27.10. 

Mai^-bocht frae Gilbert Thorntounis wyfe £5.15. 

11 quarts and ane pynt " *}e"
These entries are followed by "4 quarts f.lfr" and it

is just possible that ftl£ had on that occasion to be used
1. 

to eke out the wine. In 1687 when the church was

Episcopal an account for Coramunlon elements presented 

to St Cuthbert ! s Church Edinburgh shows that "9 pynts 

wyne and 2 pynts ale," were got to the kirk"as well as

sundry pynts of wyne to the Minister iMMfcMI Elders 

Deacons etc. These entries however are not conclusive for 

the concluding item on the account shows that "ane pynt 

of ale" was given to the man that drew the v/ine and it is

just possible that all the Ale was meant -for refreshment
2 

and not Communion purposes. Pardov/ln however seems to

1. See Lectures I. 392.
2. Edgar Old Church Life in Scotland I. 146.
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have known that beverages other than wine were sometimes 

used for he seeks to justify the use of such. In case 

a Society of Christians should want the fruits of the 

vine of all sorts I cannot think that it night be 

supplied by some composure as like unto it as could be 

Made Bread and Wine were to him "the ordinary elements

to be used" showing that he thought that situations
1. 

might arise where others Might lawfully be used.

One thing which must strike every reader of the 

accounts relating to these early feasts is the great 

quantity of wine that was used. In Edinburgh in 1574 

loj- gallons were needed and four years later 26 gallons, 

and that too on each occasion for Comrrunion on one Sunday

only. In 1590 "ane puncheon of claret wine" was got, and
it u 2 

also 9 gallons mair for the 1st Communion, while in

Glasgow from 1594 the amount ordered was "a hogshead of
3 

good wine." The reason for this may have been due partly

at least to a reaction from the denial of the cup to 

the laity, and we find somewhat later that the matter of 

drinking much or little was actually made a point of 

principle between tha two contending parties in the 

Church. In Calderwood ! s book "The Pastor and the Prelate" 

we get the following "The pastor sitteth down in public 

with the congregation. They eat and drink as they may 

find themselves refreshed sensibly. The Prelate .....hath

turned.... .the refreshment of eating and drinking into a
4. 

pinched tasting." Dr Burns suggests that at Communion

1. Collections. Book II. Title 4. far.3.
2. See Lectures I. 392-3.
3. Weens 25.
4. (Published in 1628) 5.



seasons congregations were augumented by nembers from 

neighbouring parishes and that this custom accounts for 

the large consumption of the elements "To Assume" he

says "that the wine used by jlrunk solely by the regular *

attenders of the particular church is to show igborance
1 

of the customs of the age." (1560-1592).

At the risk of being considered ignorant the writer 

is of opinion that there is little evidence in favour of 

Dr Burns statement and a very great deal against it. That 

such a custom be cane in time quite common is known to 

everyone, but that it was in existence before the second 

decade of the 17th century is not borne out by facts. 

Bishop Sage who must have known many who had taken part 

in these earlier Gomaunion services says that the 

great concourses of people from neighbouring parishes at

a Communion season, were unknown in the early days of
2 

the Reformed Church. The writer of a pamphlet in 1657

describes these great crowds as being among the innovations 

of his time. "Our dissenting brethren have taken up a 

new and irregular way. To omit their way of admitting 

persons who come from other congregations they do not now 

usually celebrate that ordinance but they have a great 

many ministers gathered into it six and seven and some 

times double or more whose congregations most part are

1. Old Scottish Coramunion Plate 17.
2. Fundamental Charter 364, Sage was born in 1652.
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left destitute of preaching that day. Great confluences

front all the country and Many congregations about are
•L • 

gathered at them" Calderv/ood mentions as though it

were something strange that In 1619 during the 

controversy on kneeling many of the Edinburgh Communicants

went to churches on the outskirts of the city where
2. 

they would not be required to kneel. Kirk Sessions In

making arrangements for the celebration in large towns 

indicated the different quarters the residents in v;hlch 

were to communi cate on the separate days of the festival

a proceeding which would have been meaningless if the
3 

congregation had been swamped with strangers.

In intimating the Communion in Edinburgh in 1629 it 

was stated that the sane would be celebrated in all the 

four kirks and "therefore all the inhabitants of the

sane (are) to repair ilk man to his own parish confom
4 

to the accustomed manner" We actually find sessions
5. 

forbidding their members to go to other churches

stating that those n'ho v/ent to another parish to

communicate should be visited with the same punishment
6. 

as those who did not communicate at all. As also

we find the session of Elgi^i giving due intimation that

as the Communion was to be celebrated on a certain day
7 

strangers were not to enter the church on that occasion.

That a few may have sought communion elsewhere than their 

own parish church may be admitted but that there could not

1. "A True Representation" - 35.
2. Calderv/ood History VII. 360.
3. See page.
4. See Lectures I. 393.
5. Register of St Andrews 934. 'i'he inhabitants of the city 

were forbidden to go to Comuunion at St Leonards. 
The date is 1600.

6. Records of Elgin II. 99. The date is 1602.
7. Ibid 77. A service of "reading aid singing by the Header1 

was provided apparently for non- Communicants in "the 
Date 1600.
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hare been many as late as 1611 is I think quite 

clearly indicated by the act of the Synod of Fife in

that year that persons coiawuni eating elsewhere than in
1 

their own parish should be reckoned n on -coHiauni cants.

As late as 1631 a parishioner of Dundonald in Ayrshire 

confessed on his knees ms fault in "Bideing froia his

own pariah kirk and absence from the Goratiunion and has
2 

promised to resort to this kirk hereafter."

The only argument which the writer has been able to 

find in support of Dr Burn's contention is that founded 

on the large number who attended Cojamunion. Thus in

1564 about a thousand persons communicated in the
3 

Cannongate and only a hundred lor so less the following

year. V/e have to take into account however that 

every nan and wonan was a coiaiaunicant and a very large 

proportion of young persons and children as v/ell. Janes

Melville tells us that he was a comrauni cant at the age
4 

of twelve. Robert Bleir was only eleven when he sat
5 

down at the Lords Table and such cases were quite

comaon. In Edinburgh in 1575 "ane bairn,'.; o^f X years" 

was adraitted to the table of the Lord and we would 

have known nothing of the Matter had it not been that 

the session did not think it necessary to put her under

kirk discipline in respect of her tender age for
7 

remaining within the castle" As householders and their

families had to present themselves at the examination 

before the Communion otherwise they were to be debarred

1. Register of Synod (Abbotsford Club) 33-4. The Synod 
permitted a man to go to church other than his own on 
account of age in 1611. Register 30,

2. K.S. Hecords^June 26th 1631. x See I. - 395.
4l Autobiography 23.
5. Life of Robert Blair 6.
6. Ibid 7.
7. Register of General Kirk of Edinburgh Malt land Club

Miscellany I. 119. Apparently she had been in the castle 
when it was held by Kirkcaldy of Grange for Queen Mary.
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from partaking of the Sacranent we qaily take It that

the number of young persons at the Lords Table wust
1 

have been greater than It Is today.

THIS BRINGING IN OF THE ELEMENTS. 
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

One of the most characteristic of the Scottish usages 

at) the Communion Service Is the bringing In of the 

elements by the Ministers and Elders during the Service. 

This corresponds to a similar cerenony in the Greek Church 

but there is nothing exactly like it in the Roman or 

Anglican Churches. In the two latter cases the 

elements are usually put either on the Altar at the 

beginning of the Service or upon a Credence Table, and

lifted from it to the Altar during the service^Dr King
1 

Hewison stated many years ago that our Scottish Custoii

is "an attenuated survival of the Corpus Christl 

procession" but the present v/riter cannot agree. There 

seem to be too many fiifferences between the two to 

allow of the one being copied from the other. To nentlon 

only two. The one is a procession with the consecrated host 

the other is the bringing in of the unconsecrated elenents, 

The one is a procession froia the other to the Holy Table. 

The Custom is undoubtedly one of considerable antiquity 

and was after the Reformation more or less coHiaon in

England. Among other places v/here it was to be seen was
2 

St Pauls London.

1. Register of the Synod of Fife (Abbotsford Club) 111. 
The date Is 1630.

1. In a signed Article in the Glasgow Herald.
2. Cooper Reunion. 84.



As early as 1580 we find Deacons being appointed by 
r PertK 1 

name^to convey the elements from the vestry to the tables.

There is a reference to the custom in Cowper's Draft, where 

it is said "As soon as the Minister enters into the pulpit, 

such as attend upon the Ministration shall present the 

elements covered and set them upon the table." This does 

not, of course, mean that the elements were brought in at the 

beginning of the Service, for that had proceeded some time 

before the Minister entered into the pulpit, but it does 

indicate, I think, that the Minister did not take part in the 

oereiaony. In old session records we find that appointments 

were made of "Servers at the Communion Table," so many "to
25

carry the bread" and so many "for the cups." The custom 

to-day is for the elders to carry the elerients, though they

are always accompanied by the Minister. Hyslop, who was
3 

born in 1798, in his "Scottish Sacramental Sabbath Day"

which depicts a Communion in Mthsdale in the second decade 

of the 19th Century, has the following lines.

"The Action seraon ended, tables fenced 
While elders forth the sacred symbols bring, 
The day 1 s more solemn service now commenced 
To Heaven is wafted on devotion 1 s wing 

The Psalm."

Dr. Cooper states that the Psalm associated with this 

action was the 24th, Verses 7 - 10, which, he says, seems to

have been universal prior to the introduction of the
4 

Paraphrases.''

1. Scot Lives of the Reformers 191.
2. Stevenson Communion in Dunfermline VI, Burns 49, etc.
3. Poems by James Hyslop 183.
4. Book of Common Prayer (Church Service Society) 258. 

It is well known that Dr. Andrew Thomson - a native 
by the way of the Parish where Eyslop was a com 
municant - wrote the Tune "St George's Edinburgh" 
for use at this point of the Communion Serviae. 
Hyslop states, however, that the Psalm used was 
the 116th "I 1 11 of Salvation take the cup."



COMMUNION TABLE AND VESSELS. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-



THE COMMUNION TABLE, 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

1
It is laid down in the Book of Discipline that every

2 
Church should have among other articles "Tables for the

Ministration of the Lords Supper" but there seems little 

doubt that for Many years it v/as customary to erect tables 

when they were required and take them to pieces after the 

ceremony. That such was the case in the early days of the

Reformed Church is undoubted and in some places it ;w;.'-v
3 

contlmued up to the 18th Century if not later. In 1561
4 

the accounts of the Dean of Guild of Edinburgh show

that four workmen were employed to set up the tables 

while some years later we find Canongate #urgh Council

paying "for ane daill to be ane tab! 11 to the Communion"
5 

as well as for nails to affix it. As tine went on

however parishes began to get permanent tables. Thus 

Baillle tells us that one of the coiiplaints made against

Thomas Forrester Minister of Melrose at the Assembly of
C din-mum oft <?»/•<>

1638 was that he had made the old &ma&*Bfn Table wfltfa a
6 

waggon to lead his peafrs. In 1643 we read of the Solemn

League and Covenant being signed at the Communion Table
7 

at the Kirk of Carnock. The Presbytery Book of
8 

Stratfcbogie mentions under date 1642 that Communion

Tables had been erected at the charge of the Laird of 

Frendraucht in his par 1 sib kirk.

1. Knox II. 252.
2. "A Bell,Basin for Baptisms^, and a pulpit" It will be 

noticed that notlj^Fhg is said of Communion Vessels.
3. Boston mentions .the erection of tables at Ettrick 

previous to the"' Coiarmnion 1723. Memoirs Edited by 
Dr Morrison.360J*

4. See Lectures 389.
5. Maitland Club Miscellany II. 335.
6. Letters I. 166.
7. Row Historic XXIV.
8. (Spalfllng Club) 33.
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1 
The table was flanked by forms on which the Comiuni cants

sat and the elements were passed along from one person to 

another, Sometimes there was only one such long table 

some tines more than one but there seeais also to have been

a "head board" or cross table where the officiating
2 

minister and his assistants sat, and on this the

elements were placed before consecration.

In 1638 the Communion was celebrated in Perth in "the 

auld manner" and it is specially recorded that the

Minister was at "the little table and the elders at the3 
two boards (there) being people at both sides thereof.

There is still preserved by Trinity College Church 

Edinburgh a communion paten which dates from 1633 it 

having been presented to the Church In that year "at 

the charges and by the charity of some hones£ Indwellers" 

in the parish. On it is engraved a coEzmnion Table 

furnished for Communion. It is four square and

consists of a mensa or top slab resting on ^our carved/
legs which again rest on a base carved at the edges. On

i

the Table are placed tv/o commnlon cups and a plate 

containing Cour round slices of bread while underneath 

are placed two flagons. By the side of Table our Lord 

is represented kneeling with His hands in the attitude

1. The accounts of Canongate under date 1574 contain 
items relating to the CotiEiunion such as "ane &iken 
trie to be forrais" ane other aiken trie to be felt 
to the new and auld formis" Maitland Club 
Miscellany II. 335. That such were also used in 
episcopal times is shown by such an entry as "Fortis 
and boards made to the new Kirk for the Sacrament"in 
Glasgow in 1631 Records of Glasgow (Burgh Record 
Society) 9.

2. Weems 25. In 1705 "a four square table" for setting 
the elements on was got by the Kirk Session of 
Merton. K.S. Records.

3. The Chronicles of Perth (Mainland Club) 36.
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of prayer. The engraving nay be meant to enforce the 

Truth that Christ is the great High Priest. It is 

in every way likely that both vessels and table are 

copied from those actually in use and if so v/e have

here a representation of a "head table 1' of Episcopal
1 

times. It is not to be thought that during the reign

of Episcopacy the use of the long tables was given up. 

They were disused in some places as at ilelrose where the

Minister substituted "an altar and rails" stood within
2 

and reached the elements to those who kneeled without"

and at Paisley where in 1637 the Minister of the Abbey 

was accused of having "profaned the sacrament of the 

Lord's Supper by casting away the long table and placing 

a short one altarwise with a fixed rail about it within

which he stood himself and reached the elements to the
3 

people kneeling without about the rail." In some of the
4

Cathedrals too there seem to have been altars erected,
5 

but generally speaking the lonrg tables were retained.

Cowper in his draft evidently regarded them as being 

the proper form for the Church of Scotland for elthougft 

he directs that the consecrated elements should be

given to the people kneeling he mentions likewise that
6 co 

the Communion is to be received at a tabled which the

1. Proceedings of Society of Antiquaries. XX"
2. Balllie Letters I. 165. Another Minister is mentioned 

by Baillie as having erected "an altar with rails at 
his own hand" Ibid."

3. tee* Pal sl^ Abbey. AT &•
4. One of the accusations made against Maxwell Bishop, of 

Ross was that "he was a bower at the Altar 'Baillie 
Letters I. 162.

5. Baillie mentions a case where a Minister was accused 
of having read "an inhibition for the teinds ajgainst 
his people at the Table end betwixt sermon and 
celebration" He was for this and other faults deposed 
by the Assembly of 1638. Baillie Letters 1.163.

6. "The table whereat the Communion is to be received 
being covered with a white linen cloth shall stand 
in that part of the Church which the Minister findeth 
aost convenient."
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1
GoBuaunlcants were to coiae to relays. Similar!ly

2 
Calderwood mentions regarding the Communions in

Edinburgh in 1621 that in the Old Kirk, the "Tables 

were filled but four tines " and had the long Tables

been put away in favour of the Anglican Altar he most
3 

certainly would have mentioned the fact.

One of the problems set by jm* of Kintoffe to his 

Go-Presbyter John Porbes of Go^se nakes it quite clear 

that the use of the long table was still conuaon in 1628, 

and Porbes though defending all the fltfe articles of 

Perth has nothing to say against the Scottish practice 

so far as the Table is concerned. "Kneeling at Holy" 

Communion says Jtti2 "absolutely does away with the 

point of the Table it is quite useless while the 

Ministers one of the so called Elders takes round the 

Bread and the V/ine and might as well be removed in the 

meantime and taken away. Therefore either kneeling

should be given up or the Table lis not wanted for this
4 5

suppero" Porbes in his reply points out that the

Table is for the Supper and is not there for its own sake 

and we use it he says "in so far as convenience and

dignity in the distribution and reception of the Supper
6 

Make it necessary or expedient"

1. "And whilst they (those who have corjKiunlcated1) are 
giving place to others let part of the 103 or 34 
Psala be sung."

2. History VII - 457.
3. At Elgin in 1641 part of the Collection taken at the 

Communion was expended in "waking forms to the table" 
which raay indicate that there the practice of the 
Cornraunicants sitting down at the table had been 
discontinued during the Episcopalian period. In 1640 
It is noted that the Corruaunion was ' given sitting" 
Records II. 236 - 9.

4. Porbes the First book of the IrenicuEi (Selwyn)83-4 67.
5. Ibid.
6. One regrets to say that the Tables v/ere not always 

treated w^th dignity for in 1677 (when the Church was 
Episcopal) Colinton Session resolved that in future the 
tables should not be "let out for penny weddings" and 
some forty years later in Presbyterian tines the 
Presbytery of Ayr appointed that "none of the CoMEtunion

P.T.O.
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The table seems always to have been covered with a 

white linen cloth during tine of service. This was a 

Pre Reformation Custom which the Reformers followed

and Viijzet did not forget to ask them where they got
1 

scripture warrant for so doing. Buchanan in describing

Wisharts last sacrament says "In the meantime the table 

being covered as is the custom with a linen cloth and

bread placed upon it George began a ahoirb clear discourse
2 

upon the last supper." In 1576 we find the Council of

the Ganongate buying "VII ells of linen cloth to eek out
3 

the Communion claes'l

In addition to the Table Covers there were also linen 

cloths used for covering the Bread (and perhaps also

the cups, Cowpers words at least suggest this). Two
4 

such were bought in Glasgow in 1612 and among the

articles handed over to the Session at Elgin in 1631

by the widow of the Minister were two table cloths and
5 

two cover cloths. Care was taken to see these cloths

v/ere kept clean and we come across quite a number of
6 

entries relating to "Washing and sape"

It is in every way unlikely that there would be anything 

upon the communion table other than the sacramental 

vessels and the linen cloths at the Communion Service.

(Continued from pageA1^ Note 6) Tables be let out at 
Pairs" K.S. Records. Patersons History of Ayrshire 11.128.
1. Why cover ye your table with a v/hite cloth at your 

Coianunion" Certain TractajJjBs 8/j— -^.
2. Alken's Edition Vol. II. 357.
3. Mainland Club Miscellany II. 341.
4. V/eems 25. "They shall present the elements covered" 

Cowpers Draft.
5. Records II. 225.
6. Itee Lectures 390 - 2 etc.
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Laridt Liturgy states that the "Holy Table" was to have 

at the Communion "A carpet and a fair white linen 

cloth upon It with other decent flurniture meet for the 

high mysteries there to be celebrated" (King Edwards 

first prayer book says nothing of the matter so far 

as the rubrics of she Communion service indicate and his 

second prayer Book like its successor only required the 

fair linen cloth). The "Carpet" Is of course simply 

the cover but what the "other decent furniture" is not 

so easily answered. It fts probable that the expression 

refers to the frontal and frontlet which v/ere usually 

of embroidered work. A cross and two candlesticks 

were to be found on contemporary English Communion 

tables (though not by any neans on all) and it may 

be that Charles wished to enforce such on Scotland.

Some fifteen years earlier mention is made in the
* 

Records of Elgin of the omaiients of the Communion" but

almost certainly the expression refers to the
*>

sacraaental vessels,

In many churches a part of the building was set apart 

for Communion purposes. This was the case at Perth where 

the Communion table and seats v/ere placed in the choftr

which was railed off the Communicants entering by tv/o
3 doors which v/ere guarded by elders. A somewhat

similar practice was followed at Duufermline where as 

there was no separate choir (the choir was really the 

Abbey Church and had fallen into decay after the 

suppression of the monastery) a space called the

1. Dearmer Everyman ! s History of the Prayer Book.112.
shows a contemporary print of puritan soldiers pulling 
down an altar. The C£oss and candlesticks can be
easily discerned. They were not however found in all

ff l fi//n 
churches.Bssays on Ceremonial (JMMR Club) 8. 203.

. Scott History of the Reformers 191.
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"ConDiunion yle" waa walled off along the east end

of the Church. In this case the wall was of stone which

however was low enough to allow the congregation fcn th»

"body of the Church to see the Coiamunlon Service. In this
1 

case the doors were at the north and South ends. There
n 'I 2 3 

was also a Cowwunion Yle at St Andrews, at Kinghorn

and doubtless in Biany other Churches. In 1650 the 

Presbytery of Duj|fenaline ordered that henceforth the
/; 'I

Communion should no longer be celebrated in Choirs but
4 

in the body of the Church.

This act indicates that the custom must have been 

to have Communion in the old chancels. The act was not

obeyed very strictly for it was not until the Second
5 

Episcopacy that it was put into force in Dunfemline.

In other places however the CoHuiunion seems fro» the 

first to have been given in the Nave. This was the case 

at Stirling where in 1603 the session refused to allow

seats in the body of the Church as they would interfere
6 

with the space needed for the Corawunion tables.
7 

This waa also the case at Elgin where the choir was used

on JCoMHrunion Sundays for a service of "reading and singing
8 

of Psalms" conducted by the Reader. The space used for

the Communion was however always fenced off. Hence 

the expression "Fencing the Tables." As early as 1561

1. Stevenson Corammion and in Dumfermline 5-6. These
walls were taken down in 1648. 

3. Register 863.
3. Extracts frosa the Session Records of Kinghorn 27.
4. Presbytery Records. <f*^- '*- '*/•*•
5. In 1667 the Session decided that CoEinunion be given in 

the "aids and body of the kirk" Stevenson - 6. 
Session Records Maitland Club Miscellany I - 445.

7. Records II. 38.
8. " II. 77.
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we find such entries as there in the accounts of Edinburgh
f/

relative to the dispensation of the Sacranent. To carry

daillis to be ane travess for holding forth of ye non

comisunicants" "4 workmen at ye helpin up of ye said
1 

travels" while later we find payment "being made in the

neighbouring Burgh of Canongate for "ane double spar to

the Coranunion buird" which probably served the same
2. 

purpose. An early picture of a Scottish GoKinunion

Service (dating probably froia the 18th century) shows the 

long table erected in the "nids of the Kirk" while on 

either side of it are the "travesses" or "flakes" which

differ but little from those used by farmers at the
3 

present day for penning cattle or sheep.

In Cowpdrs Draft Prayer book it is said that the 

CoEmunion table was to stand"in that part of the church 

which the Minister findeth most convenient" and while 

celebrating he was directed to stand "at the side thereof" 

This indicates that the table at which he stood was the 

cross table so that he would be facing most of the 

communicants. Latld ! s Liturgy puts the "holy table" at 

the uppermost part of the chancel or church the Presbyter 

having to stand at the North side or end thereof. It may 

be noted that the long table has not entirely disappeared 

from the Church of Scotland. There are still parishes 

where it is used both in the Highlands and in the 

Lowlands.

1. Edinburgh Dean of Guild accounts in Records.
2. Records of Burgh of Ganongate (1573) fcee Lecizures 397.
3. "Life and Work." December 1924.
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COMMUNION VESSELS. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

As to the Cups Plagons and patens used In early

fi«foraation days we have little infornation but one of the
f 

questions of \74nzet "if it be leesome (lav/ful) to use any
1 

profane cups at this sacrament" indicates pretty clearly

that the Church plate of the Roman Church had not come into 

the hands of the Reformed Ministers* One can understand 

how Mass Books Vestaents etc which were of no further use 

in ecclesiastical circles came to be destroyed or used for 

other purposes (Even Queen Mary had a number of vestments

made into bed coverings, while she gave others to Bothwell2 
apparently for his personal adornment).

But one Might have expected that the Communion plate

which could have been used by the Reformed congregations3 
would have been preserved for their use. It was not so

however. One has only to read the Burgh records which have 

survived to see how much of the silver work belonging to 

the church was sold by the Town Councils for purposes 

connected with "heir burghs. In December 1563 at

Peebles one chalice (perhaps more) were sold by the
4 

Council to help the funds of the town.

In Stirling in 1561 two silver chalices were disposed

of for 20/~ per oz and the money spent in repairing the
5 

streets.

In Edinburgh the silver work of Sfr Giles also fell

1. Certain Tractates S.T.S. 94.
2. Robert3on T 3 Inventaires do la Royne Descosse ~ 53
3. V/e have to remember however that Pre- Re formation

Chalices were usually were small and v/ere not meant 
for congregational use.

4. Records (Burgh Record Society) 287.
5. Records v " " 70.
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Into the hands of the Council who in 1560 resolved 

to sell the same* In this case it Eiay be noted that

part of the money obtained was applied to the reparation
1 

and decoring of the kirk." This was in 1560.

At Aberdeen in the following years the Council who had 

in their keeping a good deal of church plate placed with 

them by various ecclesiastics for safety resolved that it

should "be disponed to them who v/ill offer most for the
2 

same" In other places Altar vessels seeia$ to have got into

the hands of private individuals and as late as 1574 the 

Presbytery of Glnagow was threatening to prosecute a WOK an

for the recovery of the "silver work of the new kirk" which
3 

included two chalices and two patens. Twenty five years

later the same court tried to get possession of two cups

which the parson of fiampsie had got nade out of the
4 

chalice which had belonged to his church.' Dr,Burns states

that there is not a single Pre Reformation cup in use in the

Church of Scotland at the present day and all the other
5 

Scottish Churches are in the same position. That being

so there is no reason to be surprised that the reformers
6 

had to use "basins and cups out of any profane tavern."
• 

V/%nzets remarks about "profane cups" receive confirmation

from the facts that the oldest Communion cups we have 

left in Scotland are "Mazers" which were formerly used 

as grace cups, ^ach college Corporation Guild or notable

1. Records (Burgh Record Society) 70.
2. Records (Burgh Record Society) 321-4; 329.
3. Records (Maitland Club Miscellany I. 64
4. " Ibid. 1.934. Tills chalice must 

have been larger than usual. Apparently the Presbytery 
were not successful for the oldest cups in Canpsie bear 
the date 1621.

5. Old Scottish Communion riate. 187.
6. Certain Tractate S.T.S. 94.
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family possessed at least one. These were handed round 

at Social gatherings each guest drinking out of the

saiae cup to symbolise the family feeling of brotherly love
1 

and goodwill. The oldest still in use is of St Mary's
2 

College St Andrewg which is made of wood with a narrow

silver band round the ri» and which bears the date 1567.

(It may be interesting to notice that the Communion vessels
3 

at Zurich were made of wood ). St Leonard's College has

a similar one and Dr burns has no doubt that these were
4 

used for Communion purposes after the Reformation. The

Beaker type of cup still used in many parishes especially
5 

in the North had undoubtedly a domestic origin. A much

finer type of cup which however still showa Its non-
6 

ecclesiastical origin is the Queen Mary Cup at Perth.

Scotland however was not alone in having to resort to 

domestic ware for the celebration of the sacrament. Even 

in England where communion plate was much more plentiful 

than in Scotland the rubric in the Communion Service in

King Edwards first prayer Book shows that cups other than
7 

ecclesiastical ones had to bo used.
8 

In 1617 the Scottish Parliament passed an act

ordaining that all parish churches were to be provided 

with cups tables and table clotho for the ministration of 

Holy Conmunion, These v/ere to be provided by the

1. Burns Old Scottish Communion Plate 91. 192-5. The 
hall mark is a little earlier circa 1560,

2. Ibid.

3. It may be recalled that the order of Service for the 
Celebration of the Lords Supper used by Knox at 
Berwick v/as founded on that of Zurich; see page^ 8"

4. Burns Old Scottish Coiwmmion Plate 195. 293-313 
Some old Beaker Cups were made of Horn. Ibid. 313.

5. Ibid.
6. Ibid 404 ff.
7. "And putting the wine into the chalice or else into 

some fair or coyenient cup prepared for that use if 
the chalice will not serve."

8. Acts of Parliament IV. 534.



parishioners (heritor*) and the large number of cups which

date from immediately after this act points to a great
2 scarcity in the years before. In spite, however,of this order,

there were many parishes which remained without communion

vessels and which had to borrow them from their neighbours, who
3 

were not always above making a little on the transactions.

It may be noted that, while the act orders parishes to provide 

themselves with cups, it says nothing about plates. The reason 

for this was probably that plates were much more easily procured 

than cups. Many of the pewter plates still in use in the 

Church of Scotland are simply the old plates of domestic use. 

On some examined by the writer the marks of the knives used at 

table could still be easily discerned. In South Leith, Trinity 

College Edinburgh and Banchory Ternan, there are Silver plates

bearing dated inscriptions belonging to the period under con-
4 eideration.

Similarly, there is no mention of flagons in the act above 

referred to and probably for the same reason. Here again we 

find that there are but few specimens of earlier date than 1638. 

There are two beautiful flagons belonging to St Giles, Edinburgh, 

which were given to the City by George Monteigne in 1618. 

Trinity College, Edinburgh, possesses a pair of flagons of 

somewhat similar design.

1. Burns Old Scottish Communion Plate 254 pp.
2. The S ten toaster's Koll for the Parish of Lasswade may be 

seen in the Appendix to Lee's Lectures 403 - 40. The 
total Cost of "Cups, basins, ewers and cloths" was £121.

3. Kinross in 1723, Muirkirk in 177/ had still to borrow
cups. Mertown in 1705 ordered that neighbouring con 
gregations, on borrowing their cups, should pay their 
beadle "half a dollar and that as a part of his salary." 

Between 1672 and 1680 Bolton Kirk Session lent out their 
cups 14 times, receiving £10.3.4 for the hire of the 
vessels.

4. Burns 217, 224, 614. The South Leith plates were "renewed" 
in 1718. The two at Banchory bear "Ad sacri corporis 
mysteria fideli populo Referenda." They are elliptical 
in shape and date from 1625.
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which were presented to the church in 1633, but these 

are the only ones which the v/riter has been able to find 

belonging to the period we are dealing with. Bolton 

purchased a pair of pev/ter flagons In 1687 and there is a 

likelihood that these had been used in Leflder previous to

1677 when the Duchess of Lauderdale presented that parish
1 

with silver ones. That flagons v/ere used Is quite evident

from the representation of a Scottish Cowraunlon Table on 

the Trinity College church plate where two are shown under

the table as well as frosa the wany references to "stoups"
2 

In early Session records. Frou the earliest days of

the Reformed movement it see»s to have been custonary to 

use more than one cup at the Lord's Table. Knox in

celebrating the Cowmunion at Pinlayston is said to have
3 , 

used two cups which were still preserved in 1846. Wtnzet

did not allow this departure fro» Primitive custow to pass 

unnoticed "Why use you" he asks "at your coBuaunlon now 

four now three cups and Many breads - neither keeping the 

ceremont expressed In the evangel nor confessing the truth 

of the mystery with us since our Saviour used one bread 

and one cup. If ye neither afflm Christ really there 

present.... .nor yet keep the cerenony In the using of one 

bread and one cup how understand ye that is written by

St Paul,: weyj <3 are many, one bread and one body all that
4 

are partakers of one bread and one cup."
«»«»^M»-«**M^*»«««VOTM-»«»«*MMMMM^M«MM*«w«««««M»»MB««»M«««M»«*H»MMMM»*»MM««^M«MM^**>»*i*^MW

1. Burns Old Scottish Comunion Plate 155 - 403.
2. m* We ens 27. Burns Old Scottish CoMEiunion Plate 49,51
3. Knox I. 250. Note. etc,
4. Certain Tractates 84-5.
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TOKENS .

Those who came to the Lord 1 s Table, a ticket or tokenA

from the Session before they v/ere allov/ed to do so. It Is

possible this use may be a survival from the Pre-Reformat-
1 

ion Church practice. Tokens v/ere in use at St Andrews

even before the Reformation had been officially confirmed

for the earliest reference in the Register to such is dated
2 

2nd May 1560, The minute relates to a charge against a

parishioner who had asked one of the deacons for "ane 

ticket" and who had made Irreverent remarks when it v/as 

refused. It appears that at that time and for years after it 

was customary for the elders and deacons to distribute 

these among the comEiuni cants in the various districts 

though in later days when examinations and preparatory 

services were held the tokens were handed out after £hese

meetings (In some cases they were delivered at the ordinary
3 

week day services during the week before the Communion ).
4 

At one time the tokens were made of cardboard but these
5 

gave place to tokens of lead or other metal. The reason

for the change may have been the practice of passing

forged tickets which called for action by the Session of St
6 7 

Andrews in 1573 and again ten years later. In Glasgow

In 1593 none were allowed to enter the kirk without a
8 

token though in other places e.g. Duiafenuline it v/as only

the space around the Communion table which v/as not to be 

entered by the tokenless person.

1. Dr King Hev/lson states that the token is the substitute 
medallus given to those who attended the Mass (Article in 
Glasgow Herald) Pr Burns states that such a theory may be 
dismissed O.S.C.P.*; 436. Dr Hay Fleming thinks that the 
conjecture that the giving of the token comes from the usage 
of the Roman Church is correct. Register of St Andrews kirk 
Session 34n. They v/ere used in a Rosnan Catholic congregation 
in Glasgow up to the middle of last century,
2. Register 34.
3. Records of Elgin II. 121.
4. Lee Lectures I. 393 (1578) Twelve stands of cards to be 

ti ckets .
5. Register 379. 505.
7. Weeas 25.
8. Stevenson Conmrunion in IXimfermllne 6.
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S3RVICKS IN CONNECTION WITH THE COMMUNION. 

-o -o-o-o-o -o-o-o-o -o-o-o-o -o-o-o-o -o-o-o-

VJhen one recalls the number of services which were

held in connection with the celebration of the Lord 1 s
1 

Supper in Scotland in the 18th and 19th Centuries (and

in some places in the 20th also) one is somewhat surprised 

to find that such were almost unknown in the greater 

part of the period we are considering. This to some 

extent is explained by the fact that there were common 

prayer and preaching every week and these ordinary 

services would be so conducted as to be preparatory to the 

day of high festival (See page/*?). The Book of 

Discipline lays down that the adrnini strati on of the 

table ought never to be made without examination end 

that none should "be admitted to that mystery(or these 

great mysteries) who can not formally say the Lord's

Prayer the Articles of the Belief and declare the
2 

of the law." Some differences of opinion arose as to

how these examinations ought to be conducted. so in 1590 

the Assembly authorised the drawing up of a uniform order

by four of the leading Ministers Robert Pont John Graig
3 

Thomas Buchanari Andrew Melville,

Apparently however* this "form" was never written and

the following year the Assembly "thought meet" to have
o 

a little work of Craig's reprinted. This was "The form

1. "There were two services and sermons on Thursday, two or 
even three on Saturday and the long Communion Services 
on Sunday. . . .were concluded by another sermon at night 
to be succeeded by the Monday Services "Gray Graham 
Social life in Scotland 30V.'

2. Knox II. 240. A later edition adds "and understandeth not 
the use and virtue of this holy Sacrament."

3. Calderwood V. 108.
4. Calderwood History V, 137.
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and manner of examination before the administration to 

ye table of ye Lord used by ye ministry of Edinburgh" which 

had been published ten years earlier. This catechism was 

founded on the requirements of the Book of Discipline. In 

1615 the Session of Lasswade intimated that none should get 

"tickets for admission to the Table but those who had

"bidden trial" and had been found well instructed in the
1 

Belief Lord's Prayer and ten Commands"

In Edinburgh the examination in 1574 was on the
2

Friday preceding the Communion and in 1616 at Anstruther
3 

we find it combined with the regular Tuesday service. The

Records of Elgin show that they were regularily held from 

1590 (when they are first mentioned) onwards. They v/ere

usually held on a Monday but in the case of Servants the
4 

time was Sunday Afternoon.

Another pre-communion custom was the holding of 

meetings for the reconciliation of persons knovm to be 

living at variance with one another. St Andrews Kirk 

Session seem to have had quite as much of this reconciliation 

to do as their neighbours, and an entry in their records 

thereabout indicates that one custom then in vogue has 

died out in ecclesiastical circles at any rate. An 

erring husband in presence of the Session and at the desire 

of Mr John Douglas Rector of the University in token of

reconciliation "embraced the said Agnes(his wife)and drank
5 

to her," In Stirling in 1599 a v/ornan who declined to be

1. Session Records o^tfoted Burns u.S.G.P. 439-^ The Session 
showed a Christian Charity in adding to the resolution 
"except it be a stranger finding himself veil resolved 
with his God to be admitted to the table,"

2. Lee Lectures I. 391.
3. Ibid. I. 402.3.
4. Records]Ll4. 23 etc. The records extant begin in 1584 but 

there is mention of Communion until 1S0V.
5. Register 169. Drinking in sign of amity says Dr.Hay Fleming 

"was long practised among the craftsmen of St Andrews"One 
may add and elsewhere."
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reconciled to a person with whom she was offended or who to 

quote the record "at least refused to declare any sign of

reconciliation as speaking or drinking with him" had to make——— ——. r

her public repentance before the congregation. In 1566 the 

Session of the Canongate required tv/o parties who were at

variance to submit their grievances to arbitration before
2 

the Communion,

Persons who kept away from Goi/imunion by reason of

pretended "elestis" (offences) had to appear before the
3

Session and state what those grievances were.

Ministers and elders came under the same rule as 

others and seem to have been quite willing to submit

themselves to the judgements of their fellows wEoe-e any
4 

"eyelists" were. These meetings v/ere held for a very

considerable period and appear to have died out as fast 

days carne in. Stevenson notes that in Edinburgh they v/ere

stopped in 1625 probably owing to the troubles which were5 
then arising over the question of kneeling.

Prom an early date there was a preparatory service

held on the Saturday Immediately before the celebration.
6 

This was the case in the Ganongate in 1567 where the

session decided that the "exhortation" was to be given 

won the Saturday afternoon before." It is possible that 

here we have another relic of Pre Reformation church 

practice for in 1558 there was a brief address entitled 

the "Godlie Exhortation" published by order of Archbishop 

Hamilton "for use by vicars curates and other priests that

1. Session Records Maitland Club Miscellany I. 124.
2. Records. Lee Lectures - 396.
3. Records of Elgin II. 78. (Date 1600)
4. Ibid II. 121. (Date 1604)
5. Stevenson History 101.
6. Records. Lee Lectures 396.
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are employed in the Ministration of the Sacrament of the
1 

altar." It was to be read to the people before they

received the Communion and it is just possible that it may 

have suggested the "Exhortation" of the Protestants, 

although Knox ! s rather sarcastic description of the

pamphlet as the "Twa penny" faith would riot lead one to
2 

think so.

This Saturdays service does not seem to have become 

general fo$ many years. Not until 1598 is there any 

reference to a special week day service before the

Communion in St Andrews. In that year a sermon was
5 4 

preached on the Saturday afternoon. In Elgin the first

mention of such services occurs a little tsarlier (1593) 

when for the better preparation for the Communion the 

Sunday previous to the ministration was appointed to be 

"ane fast and abstinence" Wednesday and Friday were also to 

be kept as fasts with preaching "to be precisely kept the 

said days throughout the whole burgh and landward as mony 

as will agree."

The last words suggest that the fast was voluntary 

but the passage indicates that "fast" days were not so

entirely uhknown in Scotland before the covenanting period
5 

as some writers make out. In Glasgow in 1607 no games or

plays were allowed in the town for two weeks before the

Communion, pointing to a period of preparation for the
6 

dacrament. This practice of having ft week day fast

1. Dickson find Edrnonds Annuals of Scottish Printing 196. The 
little work was re-printed in the third volume of the 
Bannatyne Club Miscellany fllMHHi by Dr. Laing.

2. Knox I\ 291. The term "Twapenny" originated in the
Archbishop allowing the pedlars to charge two pennies for 
each copy they sold.

3. Register 862.
4. Records 11.30.
5. Dr. Burns Old Scottish Communion Plate 62. states that 

sacramental fagts were unknown until after 1638. Dr. 
Letshawan Westminister Directory 118 says "The sacramental 
fast..had not yet been introduced."

6. Weems 25. The Magistrates were asked by the Session to 
put this aot of theirs into execution.
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seems however to have fallen away and not to have been 

revived until about 1650, It comes as somewhat of a 

surprise to find that Sunday was the usual fast day before 

the Communion. This was long the favourite day and it 

worth while noticing that during the second Episcopacy in 

Scotland the practice continued among the Episcopalian while 

in some strongly Presbyterian districts the week day fast was 

kept. On the other hand at Elgin in 1636 the Session 

decided that therevwere to be more "fasting upon Sabbath 

days hereafter" and Friday was substituted. On that day

there were to be both morning and evening prayers with
2. 

sermon "before and afternoon."

This probably means that there were four separate 

services and as the arrangements seem to have been made 

with the consent of the Bishfip it shows that the reign 

of Bishops did not mean fewness of preparatlHfcif services. 

Indeed it is during the Episcopliari regime that we first 

find a "haill week of preaching days be'tween the days of

Corimunion "This was in 1615 the Sabbath(sic) before the
3 

first day of Communion being "ane day of fast." These

fasting days at one time meant a fast in earnest though 

latterly so far as actual fasting was concerned the rules 

were somewhat relaxed. In 1602 when intimating the fast 

before communion the session of Elgin having heard that 

the day of fast is noQlif keepit be some folks of this 

town.... .who surfeits themselves that day more than any 

other Sabbath day" ordained that all days of fasting were

1. Burns Old Scottish Communion Plate 77 where a number of 
extracts from Session Records are given. Edgar?: Old 
Church Life I. 132.3 shows however that In Ayrshire 
where covenanting feeling -was strong the Sunday fpst was 
kept.

2. Records II. 231.
3. Records of Elgin II. 142. In 1618 "Palm Sunday was ane 

day of Public fast" 154.
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to"be keepit holy to the Lord without preparation of any

meafrs either roast or sodden," Only toread and drink were
1 .

to be partaken of, A little later however all that the

Session insisted on was that all the inhabitants should 

forbear their labour on the day preceding the Communion,

that both masters and servants should keep the preaching
2. 

under pain of five pounds" In 1643 Blakhall the

Jesuit priest mentions that he was not able to get a 

boatman at Leith to take out his craft on the day before

Easter after twelve noon because it was the "puritans"
3 

fast before their communion. It is somewhat remarkable

that at Glasgow the first mention of a fast in connection

with the Communion is in 1655 when it is mentioned that
4 

the fast is on the Thursday before with sermon on Saturday.

Apparently a distinction was even then drawn between a

"fast" and a "preaching day." In earlier days (1596) a
5 

fast had been kept on both days of the Communion.

The Westminister Directory does not enjoin any 

fast at all before the Ministration of the Sacrament but 

enacts that either on the Sabbath before or "on some day 

of that week some tiling concerning that ordinance and the 

due preparation thereunto and participation thereof be 

taught*" The general Assembly of 1645 (which adopted the 

Directory) passed the following resolutions. "That 

congregations be still tried and examined before the 

Communion according to bygone practice of this kirk." 

"That there be one sermon of preparation delivered in the

1. Ibid 98.
2. Ibid 110.
3. Brief Narration (Spalding Club) 162.
4. V/eems 26.
5. KM Ibid 25.
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ordinary place of public worship upon the day immediately
1 

preceding."

Here we may mention that the custom of engaging in a
*F

private fast was not unknown. Livingstone mentions that a 

number of the Scottish and English Puritan Ministers in

Ireland used to engage in fasting and prayer before
2 

Communion about the year 1630. Brodie of Brodie in his

diary also mentions that he always kept the Monday before
3 

the Communion as a day of fasting and humiliation.

In view of these things and also of the early hour at 

which Communion was celebrated one is not surprised to 

learn that the Pre Reformation custom of Communicating, 

fasting still continued. Robert Blair mentions in his

Autobiograph that in 1613 he attended a Communion service
/

at Irvine apparently in the early morning. He greatly 

desired to communicate but he says "having gotten my

breakfast I durst not for it was then a generally received
4 

opinion that the sacrament behoved to be received fasting."

He went forward later in the day his scruples having been 

overcome by the suggestion that Our Lord having instituted 

the ordinance "after supper" it could not be a fault to
i

partake of it "after breakfast."
5.

The only other service which need be mentioned 

is the thanksgiving which was usually held on the Sunday 

afternoon. It is mentioned in the St Andrews Register in 

1598 when Mr. David Lindsay was to officiate in the afternoon

1 0 Records of the Kirk. 421-2.
3. Select Biographies (V/odrow Society) 1.143.
3. Diary (Spalding Club) 18.
4. Life of Robert Blair (V/odrow Society.)?.
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1 
at three hours. All who had cormrrunicated were expected

to be present and in 1618 at Elgin a parishioner who had

gone home after he had Gornmuni cated was reproved by the2 
Session and promised not to do the like again. Such

stress was laid upon this service that one of the charges

made in 1638 against Thomas Forrester Minister of Helrose
3 

that "he keeped no thanksgiving after Communion." The

Bishop of Aberdeen was likewise charged with neglect of
4 

the "thanksgiving on a Communion day."

Towards the end of the period we are now dealing with 

it became customary in some parishes to have the 

Thanksgiving service on the Monday. This is said to have 

originated at the Kirk 0 ! Shotts in 1630 when John 

Livingstone (who had been presented to the neighbouring 

parish of Torphicen but whom the Archbishop would not Induct) 

officiated. On the Communion Sunday he made a great 

impression on the assembled multitude and the people

stayed in the place overnight so that he might address
5 

them on the morrow. He did so and he himself has left

it on record that never did he feel the presence of God
6 

more in public than on that occasion. The custom of

having the thanksgiving on Monday did not however become

general until well into the Covenanting period. It was in
7 

use among the Puritans of Ireland by 1630.

In Glasgow there is no mention of the Mondays Sermon
8 

to 1655 and in some places it does not seem to have been

known until the 18th Century for as late as 1698 the

1. Register 862.
2. Records of Elgin 11.154.
3. Baillie Letters 166;>
4. Ibid 162.
5. "By a special and unexpected providence (he) was called 

to preach that sermon on the Monday which then was not 
usually practised" Fulfilling the Scripture B.185. 
quoted Stevenson History 120.

6. Select Biographies (V/odrow Society) I. 138.
7. Ibid. I. 143.
8. Weems 26.
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thanksgiving for the Communion was held pn the Sunday
1 

following the celebration.

In a pamphlet issued in 1657 mention is made of 

three or four M5.nlsters preaching at the Monday's service

but if the author is to be trusted it \vould appear that
2 

this was an innovation altogether.

It is worthy of note that the Westminister Directory 

had nothing to say about a thanksgiving service at. All the 

while the Assembly of 1645 ordained was that "in the same 

kirk there be one sermon of thanksgiving after the 

Communion is ended" the intention ̂ apparentl^r being

that the old custom of having the thanksgiving on the
3 

afternoon of the Lord 1 s day should be adhered to

1. K.S. Records Apr 14th 1689 15th May 1698.
2. A True Representation Rise and Progress and state of 

the Divisions of the Church of Scotland 35.
3. Records of the Kirk 422.



ADMISSION TO THE LORD'S TABLE
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ADMISSION TO THE LORD'S TABLE

In the majority of Scottish Churches it is customary 

to have a short service at the admission of "Young Communicants" 

to full communion, and orders of service for this purpose will 

be found in Euchologion and other Presbyterian Service Books. 

There is no corresponding form of service in the Book of

Common Order or the Y/estminster Directory but the Book of
1. 

Discipline lays down certain rules which were to be observed

in the examination of those who wished to communicate. None
2. 

were to "be admitted to that mystery who can not formally

say the Lord's Prayer the Articles of the Belief and declare 

the .Sum of the Law." It is at least probable that some 

sort of service would be used with those who came before 

the Minister and ilders for the first time to say "formally"

what v.as required. In the "Form of Examination and Catechism" 

written by John Davideon about the year 1599 there is reference 

made to a short service of prayer and exhortation which the 

Minister had with intending coiirnunicants and doubtless at their
3

formal admission something of the same kind would be used . At 

Dalgety the minutes of the Session show that some fifty years 

later Andrew Donalds on the Minister was accustomed to exhort 

seriously "the young men and v/omen v/ho were about to
•*MMOTMMM»««»*W»«*M -*•••••••* WWMM^MM •* M •» ^ M •»• "* n-^.^ .l»^-*.^-««IMWMM-«

m MMMMW«»«*^MM*_ MM IM» MWMMM

1. Knox 11.240.
2. It is somewhat surprising to find the Reformers referring to 

the Sacrament as a 'Mystery.'
3. Bonar Catechims of the Scottish Reformation 324-357*
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1
communicate for the first time."

One of the five articles of Perth required that children 

of eight years of age were to "be brought to the Bishpp who 

"was to lay hands on them and to "bless them with prayer for the 

increase of their knowledge and in continuance of God f u Heavenly 

Graces with them."

In Cowpers draft there is an Order of Confirmation which 

consists chiefly of a catHechism which was to be learned by the 

children in addition to the articles of the Faith, the Lords 

Prayer and the ten commandments. When the children were 

presented before the Bishop he was to examine them and then was 

to lay his hand upon every child severally saying. "Defend 0 

Lord this child with Thy Heavenly Grace etc." This is followed 

by another short prayer and "then the Bishop shall bless the 

children" the prayers and blessing being substantially those 

of the English Prayer Book. Laud's Liturgy also contains 

an Ordrr of Confirmation which is al^most identical with 

the corresponding office in the Anglican book the only difference

being that in the latter the opening suffrages are said by ' ^
-s

Minister and people in the Scottish book by Bishop and people. 

It is very questionable whether confirmation by the laying on 

of the hands of a Bishop was ever practised in Scotland 

in those days. That it v/as neglected by the Bishops themselves 

was asserted by the Covenanting Divines in their answer to the 

replies of the Aberdeen Doctors, during the troubles of 1638,' and

1. Ross Patoral Work in Covenanting Times 133.
2. Scot Apologetical Narration 266. Spottiswood III.256.
3. The late Dr Dowden thought that "Minister" in the Anglican 

ord»r meant the Bishop. Letter to the Late Dr Cooper 
preserved in Assembly Library.
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the correctness of the Covenanting statement "Has admitted by
1 

the Doctors themselves in their duply. The writer has

failed to find a single reference by a contemporary writer 

to Confirmation by a Bishop in Scotland and one can hardly 

imagine that men like Row and Calderwood would have omitted to 

mention such a thing had it been done. The Presbyterian 

party had decided objections to the ceremony holding it to 

be idolatrous in its nature since it ascribed to a rite

devised by man the power and virtue the power and virtue'2 

of doing what none "but God Himself could do.

*#•*•* ̂

1. Grub Ecclesiastical History 11.361.

3. Gillespie English Popish Ceremonies 91.
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FESTIVALS AND SAINTS DAYS 

*********

One thing which strikes the student of the Reformation 

period in Scotland is the change which came over the

Reformers with regard to Christian Festivals and Saints Days.
• 

The Reformed church in Switzerland with which W^shart, had

been connected kept the greater Christian Festivals, Christmas 

etc, and the Confession of Faith which he translated for the 

use probably of the congregations he founded in Scotland has 

nothing to say against the practice. In the "Gude and Godlie 

Ballads" there is ample evidence that the writers thereof saw 

nothing incongruous in the keeping of Christmas and Easter.

In that collection we have "Ane carrell of the Epistle of
4-7 (1) 

Zule even." (A paraphrase of Titus III ) another

beginning "Hay Zule now sing and mak myrth"

"Sen Christ this day to us is born" 

and several others dealing with our Lord f s Birtfc.

There is one on the "Conception of Christ" (March 2£ Lady 

Day) and another entitled "Ane sang of the Resurrection". When 

the Lords of the Congregation presented their petition to the 

Queen Regent demanding services in the vernacular they asked

that "Common prayers be read weekly on Sundays and other
3 

festival days," Knox as a minister of the Church of

(1) Gude & Godlie Ballads. S.T.S. ?2 (The jfcth Paraphrase is 
oh the same passage of Scripture.)
2. Ibid 69.
3. Knox I. 275.
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England must have "been acquainted with the use of special

festivals in a Protestant Church and on at least one occasion
1. 

he officiated at a Chtistmas service. In 1559 the leading

Protestant ministers in Scotland Methl^en, Chris tison
t

and Wtllock were charged with celebrating communion at
(2) 

Easter pointing to a Reformed observance of that greater

festival.

The Book of Discipline however takes quite another line. 

In the first head we are told that among the things which 

are to be utterly suppressed as damnable to man's salvation 

is "the keeping of holy days of certain saints commanded by 

men such as be all those that the Papists have invented as 

the feasts as they term them of Apostles Martyrs Virgins of

Christmas Circumcision Epiphany, purification and other
3- 

fond feasts of our Lady. 11 This list it may be noticed

refers only to Saints days for although Christmas and other 

festivals associated with the infancy of Christ are mentioned 

they are expressly termed "feasts of our Lady." No mention 

is made here of such festivals as Easter Ascension or 

Whitsunday. It had to be remembered that the men who drew 

up the Book of Discipline were quite well acquainted with 

the distinction between a minor saints 1 day and a greater 

festival. Had the Book been drawn up by Scottish Ministers

(1) Knox III 297. "It cometh to my mind upon Christmas day 
in the year of our Lord 1552 preaching in Newcastle on 
Tyne." It is perhaps worthy of notice that Me Crie 
alters this to "about Christmas 1552". Life of Knox 45.

2. Me Crie Knox 124 - 5

3. Knox I. 1856. It is somewhat surprising to find those 
stalwart protestants referring to Our Lords Mother as 
"Our Lady."
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in the l8th century one could not have ventured to draw
x (1 > 

such distinctions but it was different in 1561 • Later in

the "book mention is made of Easter (or Pasche as it is 

usually termed). With regard to the celebration of the Lord's 

Supper the writers thought it sufficient to administer the 

sacrament four times a year and suggested that the first 

Sundays of March, June, September and December were appropriate 

days, "for your honours are not ignorant how superstitiously 

the people run to that action at Passhe even as if the time

gave virtue to the sacrament and how the rest of the year
(2) 

they are careless and negligent" Here evidently the intention

was to break with the old custom of Easter communion in order•

to take away the idea of anything special about that feast. 

How far the reformers succeeded in doing so is not very clear. 

In 1571 according to the Session Records of St Andrews the 

Minister on "Palm Sunday" intimated the communion to be held

on "Low Sunday". Ten years later the communion was on Palm
(5)

Sunday . Patrick Simps on who was ordained to the ministry
w 

in 1075 was in the habit of giving communion on "Pasch day

without scruple". In l6l6 he changed to the "Sabbath after
(6) 

Pasch because the Bishops were so keen on Easter celebrations

He held (and as he was a leader among the more strict party

(1) The Confession of Faith of the English Church at Geneva
afterwards incorporated in the Book of Common Order mention 
among evils to be rooted out by the Christian Magistrates 
"distinction of days" but as at this time the five great
festivals were kept in that city the reference must be
to Saints' days alone.
Knox I. 239-240.
Winzet refers to the action of the Reformers in abolishing
Pasche and the other festivals. Certan Tractates S.T.S.116"

I!)
Register of St Andrews Kirk Session 351- 2 -
Ibid.
Select Biographies (Wodrow Soc) I.94. Simeon's father
was minister of Dunbar 1564-1582.
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doubtless there were others who thought like him) that Easter

Communion might "be either used or not used with a good
(1) 

conscience and left to the arbitrament of the wise preacher."

In 1566 the General Assembly heartily approved the Helvetic
(2) 

Confession of Faith but they took exception to one point for

in writing to Beza the Scottish reformers declare "with regard 

to what is written in the 24th chapter of the aforesaid 

confession concerning the festivals of our Lord's nativity 

circumcision passion resurrection ascension and sending of 

the Holy Ghost upon His <\_J.sciples, that these festivals at 

the present time obtain no place among us for we dare not

religiously celebrate any other feast day than what the
(3) 

Divine oracles have prescribed." . It would be interesting

to know who the Scottish penman was who wrote this letter 

for it certainly breathes a much more Christian spirit than 

the paragraphs in the Book of Discipline which maintained 

that the observance of Holy Days was "damnable to man's 

salvation." It is also to be noted that the statement is 

made that these "festivals at the present time obtain no place."

(1) Ibid. 98
em

(2) "If churches in right of their Christian liberty comtnorate
religiously our Lord's nativity circumcision passion and 
resurrection with His ascension into Heaven and the 
sending of the Holy Ghost upon the disciples we highly 
approve thereof. But feasts instituted in honour of men 
or angels we approve not."

(3) Knox VI - 5^7-9.
(4) it may have been Robert Pont who translated the confession 

for the assembly. The first signature attached to the 
letter (there are forty one in all) is that of Robert 
Douglas, Principal of St Mary's College, St Andrews.
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Perhaps the Scribe had been one of those who were 

keeping them only a few years before. In 1570 the 

Assembly on the report of a committee of which Joim 

Craig John Row and David Lindsay were members decided 

in answer to a question which had been addressed to them

that Communion might be ministered on Pasch day where
1* 

superstition was removed. One is the more surprised

to find this concession when it is remembered that just 

five years before the Romanists had proposed to have

Easter celebrated according to the Roman fashion in
2. 

every place where they could do so* In 1577 this

matter was again before the Assembly though in a somewhat 

different form. The question was raised as to what should 

be done with "ministers and Readers who read preach or

minister the communion at Christmas/ Easter in

upon Saints1 days, to retain the people in blindness".

The answer of the Assembly was to the effect that those

who did such things should be admonished to desist
3. 

and if they 4id not do so they were to be deposed.

The form of the question shows that there must have 

been a number keeping up the old ways and that this 

was the case is borne out by several prosecutions for 

keeping superstitious days of which the records are 

still extant. In 1573 ten persons were brought before 

the Session in St Andrews "for observing of superstitious 

day and especially of the Zule day" and they had to

(1) Calderwood III. 5.
(2) Knox II. - 475-6. They did carry out their design in 
Edinburgh though one of the priests was arrested and being 
placed at the cross was served with "Easter Eggs". In 1564 
Sir John Moreson an ex-priest who was Reader at Muthill got 
into trouble for administering Communion on Pasch day to 
a hundred persons in a private house. Register of St. Andrews 
Kirk Session 226.7.
(3) Calderwood III. 384.
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satisfy the church for their conduct. They had ceased

from work on that day and one of them confessed to having
ff 

said that he saw Yule day kept holiday and the time might
(1) 

come when he may see the like yet." In 1575 a complaint

was brougiht before the supreme court of the church by the
•

Commissioner for Ntthsdale to the effect that Christmas 

services had been held in the town of Dumfries all the 

days of Yule. The offence was aggravated by the fact that 

seeing that neither he himself nor the reader would conduct 

the services the towns people brought a "reader of their own

with tabret and whistle and caused him read the prayers, which
' (2) 

exercise they used all the days of Yule." What the Assembly

did in the master does not appear but the Dumfries ians seem 

to have continued in their own ways for in 1588 it is stated 

that in that town "Holy days are kept by plain commandment 

and controlling of the deacons of the crafts^ all superstitious 

riotousness at Yule and Pasche etc." In Aberdeen patron and

festival days were being kept in 1575 and earlier, and the 

Commissioner of the district on being questioned regarding

the matter explained that the ministers who kept the days
(4) ifti 

thought the practice quite lawful. In 1656 Patrick

Adams on the titular Archbishop of St Andrev/s was called before

1. Register of St Andrews Kirk Session. 387.90

2. Calderwood III 351

3. Ibid jY: 6?8

4. Ibid III 350.
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the Presbytery to give his reasons why he had altered his
(1) 

text on Sunday 2£th December . In his reply he stated

that he "meant no superstition but that he preached that 

day of the Nativity to show himself to be disagreeing 

and diseenting from the KEOTORICKS (sic) that have written 

of the birth of Christ whom l£r Andrew Melville follows". 

This explanation appears to have satisfied the Presbytery 

and so far as the congregation were concerned they were 

much more concerned with another complaint against

their Archbishop viz that he called "the flock of Saint
(2) 

Andrew goats. M

A complaint was made against the Minister of Innerlfeth 
15*0 

in 4«£d that he had celebrated the Communion on Easter day.

The offence v/as one of several which were alleged against 

him and authority was given to the"Brethren of the exercise 

of Edinburgh" to take order with him and report to the 

next assembly.

There seems little doubt that though many of the 

Ministers set themselves against the observance of these 

festivals the people as a whole were otherwise minded. In 

we find a number of merchants getting into trouble in 

Glasgow because they had closed their booths on Christmas 

day and five of them had to make public repentance. The 

following year the Session ordained "the baXters to be 

enquired to whom they baked yule meat" while as late as 1609 

acts were made against superstitious exercise being used

(1) He had departed from his "ordinary".
(2) Register of St Andrews Kirk Session, xcvlll - c
(3) Calderwood III 477. The final result does not seem to 

be recorded.
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(l) 
at Yule or the days following . In Aberdeen in 1574 a

number of people were brought before the Kirk Session for

"playing dancing and singing of filthy carols on Yule day
(2) 

at even and on Sunday at even thereafter." The observance

of the day as a holiday must have been fairly general for 

the following year the deacons of craft within the Burgh

were ordered to take trial of their crafts "for sitting
(3) 

idle on Yule day." In St Andrews in 1573 the Minister

at command of the Session publicly announced that all

persons who should superstitiously observe Yule day or
(4) 

any other days should be punished* In face of the church's

objections to the keeping of the Christian Year one is 

surprised to find that the Calendar published in the Book 

of Common Order in 1564 as well as in subsequent editions 

contained not only great festivals like Christmas Easter 

and Whitsunday but also such feasts as those of the 

Purification Annunciation, of the Apostles and lesser 

faints, the observance of which only a few years before 

had been declared to be subversive of the Gospel itself. 

Rules are also given therein for finding Easter and the
(5)

festivals depending thereon. Not only so. In addition to 

the Calendar there is given a list of the fairs of Scotland

(1) Wodrow Life of Weems 37-38
2
[3

Selections 18.
Ibid 21.
Register 388. A number of parishioners had been punished 
for observing Zule day before the public announcement 
was made, &0& of the session responsible John Hamilton 
afterwards joined the Roman church and naturally his 
views on Zule day were changed. Writing some years later 

he says of the Scots Ministers. In contempt of the other 
holy days observed mn England they cause their wives and 
servants spin in open sight of the people on Yule day 
and their affectionate auditors constrains their tenants 
to yoke their ploughs on Yule day in contempt of Chtisfs 
nativity/' Facile Treatise. 173-*, . ^_ 
The Calendar is not printed in full in any of the modern

P.T.O.
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1 
and these are practically all on days of "Popish superstition".

There is ample evidence that for long after 1560 the old 

names remained among the people* In the "Introduction to the 

Register of St Andrews Kirk Session". Dr Hay Fleming 

mentions quite a number of ecclesiastical festival days which 

he had found mentioned in the Register. These include not 

only the great days of Pasch and Yule but also such as May-day, 

All Hallow day, Rood day.

On some of these minor days there were customs observed 

which were kept up for many years after the Reformation. In

Perth in 1^77 quite a number of persons were prosecuted by
„ 

the Session for observing Corpus Christi and had to undergo

discipline for their offence. The impression made cannot 

however have been very strong for towards the end of the same

year we find that the festival of St Obert's Eve had been
(2) 

n superstitiously observed" by the band of citizens.

In Aberdeen in 1574- the Master of the Sang School was 

ordered to refrain from granting a holiday to the children on 

any of the "days dedicated to superstition in Papistree." If 

any parent kept their children from going to school then the 

Kirk was to be informed. Trinity Sunday was long kept in

reprints of the Book of Common Order but will be found in the 
Gude & Godlie Ballads S.T.S. Edition. The Calendar was a^so 
printed separately. In the inventory of Robert Smith Prater 
Edinburgh there were "300 calendars to the Psalms."

(1) In addition to many on Saints days we -find Holy Cross Day, 
Hallow Day, Rood Day. -

(2) Perth Kirk Session Records.
(3) Selections from Ecclesiastical Records 16.
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unpresbyterian ways in some of the villages of Fife. In 1599 

a number of the inhabitants of Raderny had to appear before 

the St Andrews Session for "dancing drinking and raidorder" 

on that day. One of the accused David Weniyss by name stated 

that the custom had been kept in Raderny before any of the 

session was born nor did he ever see the dancing stopped 

before. In spite of the efforts of the m5.nister and elders

the dancing went on as briskly as ever the following
1 

Trinity Sunday and may have been indulged in even later.

Although the names of "popish saints days" continued to 

be used and the calendar containing them continued to be 

printed we find that the National Covenant of 1581 mentions

among other things to be condemned "dedicating af kirks altars
2 

days vows to creatures." In l*f$0 we find King James in

the Assembly praising God that he was king in the sincerest 

kirk in the world laying special stress on the fact that in

1. Register St Andrews Kirk Session. LXIV. LXV~,.

2. Galderwood III. 5o3. This indeed would not rule out such 
days as Easter or Christmas which are not "dedicated to 
creatures" but there is no doubt that men like Henderson 
and Dickson in the following century did hold that "by 
the interpretation of the confession of Faith accprding 
to the Acts of the Kirk that they (Paach and Yule) are 
abjured and therefore to be removed." (3) Baillie was 
however of another opinion. Many of those who signed the 
Covenant stated that thev could not hold the five 
articles of Perth to be positively unlawful" Stevenson 
History 206. See also Gillespie English Popish 
Ceremonies - 209.

3. Records of the Kirk 169.170. The Confession of Faith 
referred to is undoubtedly the "Covenant" of 1580.
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Scotland there were no keeping of "days." "The kirk of

Geneva" he exclaimed "keepeth Pasch and Yule what have they
(1) 

for them? they have no institution." Apparently however

the freedom from such things was not so marked as his Majesty 

professed to believe for just six years later we find in a 

list of"the common corruption of all estates" drawn up by 

the Assembly "Superstition and idolatry is entertained which

uttereth itself in keeping of festival days, bonfires,
U) 

pilgrimages, singing of carols at Yule." By 1600 the Kings

views of the "keeping of Yule" had undergone a change for in 

that year Calderwood tells us "Christmas was solemnly kept

by the Court upon the 25th of December with shooting of
3 

cannons out of the Castle of Edinburgh and other signs of joy."

After his departure to England the king determined that the 

Scots should be made to follow to some extent at anyrate "the 

neighbour kirk." In 1609 he ordered the Court of Session

to rise for a Christmas vacation, the first time laments the
4» 

historian that this had been done from the Reformation. The

innovation one need hardly add was much opposed by the ministers 

who declaimed against what are called "beggarly ceremonies 

long since abolished with popery." On the other hand the 

people appear to have enjoyed the holiday for the Calderwood

(1) Calderwood Y. 106

(2) Ibid V 410

( 3 ) Calderwood VI - 10

(4) " VII -
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says that "Christmas was not so well kept by feasting and

abstinence from work these thirty years before an evil
1. 

example to the rest of the. country."

The King's success led him to take another step and 

in 1614 Ministers were ordered by Royal Proclamation to 

administer the Lord f s Supper upon Easter day the people 

to communicate each at his own parish church. One might 

have expected much opposition to this proposal but the

order appears to have been quietly received, Calderwood2. 
merely remarking "The most part obeyed but not all"

(It is however to be noted that in the proclamation the day
3 

was not called "Pasch" or "Easter" but merely the 24th April)

Two years later the Assembly met at Aberdeen and passed an4
Act requiring communion to be celebrated on Easter Day, while 

a little before the Assembly met orders had been sent down to 

Scotland by the King that Christmas,Easter, Ascension and

Y/hitsunday were to be observed in the University chapels of
5- 

the realm. In l6iy James visited Scotland and had the

Communion celebrated in the Chapel Royal on Whitsunday after 

the Anglican form, and after his return to England he 

sent word to the Bishops

1. Calderwood VII. 53

2. Ibid VII. 191

3. Row Historie 302

4. Calderwood VII

5. Original Letters II 806,
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commanding them to see that Christinas was duly kept. This 

letter was accompanied by another to the council in which

he prohibited the payment of the stipends of ministers•1.
who refused to conform to his wishes.

Spottiswood seems to have endeavoured to get this

latter order held in check at least until the behaviour of
2. 

the offenders had been tri§d by the synods. But Christmas

preaching seems to have been fairly general and the 

Archbishop officiated himself in St Giles and "laboured to

prove that festival days were observed with preaching and
' 3- 

prayer not long after the Apostles times." (The King ordered

the Bishops to keep Christinas precisely and to preach
4. 

themselves, choosing suitable texts. ) There must have been

those who objected to such services (and more who objected 

to the way in which they had been imposed upon the church) 

even although Cowper Bishop of Galloway said that he knew 

no ecclesiastical law in all the books of the Assembly
5.

standing to the contrary.

1. Cunningham Church^History I. 488.

2. Spottiswood History III 2^0

3. Calderwood VII. 288.

4. Spottiswood History III. 249

5. Works. 9. He knew of course that action had been taken 
in the matter but he held that it did not rest upon any 
law. He would know of course that the First Book of 
Discipline wherein these festival days are condemned was 
never adopted by either the State or the church.
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Tills waa followed by a proclamation by his Majesty "for 

observing of Holy Days,'1 in which the people were ordered 

"throughout this whole kingdom" to "abstain from all manner 

of husbandry and handy labour on the said Holy days of 

Christmas Passion day Pasche day the Ascension day and 

Y/hitsunday to the effect that they may the better attend

tx> the Holi exercises which shall be appointed to be kept
1 

these days."

This proclamation was issued in the end of January 

1618 and some weeks later the king wr&te the Magistratelof 

Edinburgh ordering them to see that the inhabitants observed 

Good Friday according to its provisions.

The day seems to have been observed after a fashion though

the historian remarks there "was no other preaching but
2 

the ordinary.'* Thege words however are a reminder that

in getting the church to hold services on Good Fri^day 

Ascension-Day and Christmas the King was not making such a 

great breach with tradition as his successor a hundred or 

two hundred years later would have done had he acted in a 

similar manner. In the days of vhich we are writing it

was customary to have weekday services in some towns daily^
5

and in others once or twice a week.

1. Calderwood VII. 290. The intention apparently was that 
that work should be suspended only in time of service.

2. Ibid 297.
9
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startling uu It would liuvo dono in tho following Lbiilui^, 

Many ministers who were opposed to festival days must 

nevertheless have preached on OhrininwA day*wheri it happened 

to coincide with the "weekly exercise". We have an interesting 

sidelight on this in a speech which David Dickson Minister 

of Irvine delivered at the Assembly of 1638. He mentions 

that when he started his Ministry he found that on Christmas 

day his church was "fuller than ordinary although there was 

no reason for the people to suppose that the service was to 

be other than the -< ordinar course of prayers*. He however 

took occasion to speak to the people about the idolatry that 

was like to break forth" and found afterv/ards that he was

regarded throughout the country as having held a "Yule
(1) 

preaching" So far the holding of special services on

festival days had rested on the authority of the King. James 

knew that the kirk had never been too ready to take orders 

from himself and doubtless he felt that if the General 

Assembly could be got to agree to his desires there would be 

more chance of getting them carried into effect. He was 

successful in persuading first the Assembly to agree to the

five famous Perth articles and secondly in getting Parliament
(2) 

to ratify they.

The fifth of these articles commanded that the days'

(1) Records of the Kirk 169. Dickson was ordained in l6l8.

(2) Assembly in l6l8 Parliament in 1621. "The act of the 
Estates authorising the Five Articles is the only 
statute on the face of the records of the Scots Parliament 
which either authorises or dictates on matters of religious 
ceremonial." Hill Burton History of Scotland (1898 Edit)

Vol VI - 53. It may be noted that no penalty for disobedience 
is mentioned in the Act.
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commemoratire of Christ's Birth, passion Resurrection Ascension 

and of the Descent of the Holy Ghost should be devoutly(i)
observed. Unfortunately we have little information as to 

what form the observance took or as to the extent to v/hich 

the order was obeyed. Communion appears to have been celebrated 

at Easter in a large number of Scottish parish churches. 

Calderwood remarks that when some of the ministers in 

Edinburgh required the communicants to kneel at Easter 1619 

the inhabitants of the city resorted in great numbers to

other churches in the vicinity where the communion v;as
(2) 

observed after the old form. This indicates that the

objection was not so much to the festival as to the method
4mt 

of the reception of the consecrated elements. In this

district Easter continued to be Communion Sunday for at least 

five years after the Glasgow Assembly had discharged the 

articles of Perth. We have a rather interesting reference 

to this in the narrative of George Blakhall a Roman Catholic 

priest who on the day before Easter 1643 arrived in Edinburgh 

from the South intending to continue his journey to the North 

of Scotland. He found that the "Puritans" as he calls them 

had proclaimed a fast from mid-day on the Saturday and his 

attempt to get a boat at Leith failed as no man would hire 

one to him on account of the fast. As it would have been

(1) One of the charges made against the "pretended Bishops" 
in 1638 was that even before the Perth Assembly they 
had in St Andrews Edinburgh and other Cathedral churches 
kept festival days. Records of the Kirk

(2) Calderwood VII. 360.
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dangerous to remain in the city over the Sunday he rode to 

Queensferry and tried to get a boat there but he failed again 

and for the s'arue reason. He then proceeded to Borrowstoneness 

(Bo ! ness) where he stayed the night and where his host 

invited Mm to coxae to Communion the next day. He excused 

himself with the plea that he would communicate in Stirling 

and on his journey there as v/ell as after his arrival he

found himself in danger of being detected by the worshippers
1 

who were going to their communion services. At Glasgow in

1636 and 1637 was on "Pascal" day as it had been in earlier
2 

days also. In Palkirk Communion in 1635 was on "pasche dayM

and the Sunday preceding. There was also a service on 

"Passion day" but as the collection only amounted to 26/- as 

compared with fully as many pounds on the Sunday the
T

O

congregation could not have been large. In Aberdeen Spalding

tells us "use was" to have preaching on Good Friday previous
4 

to 1639. He also laments that this along with communion at

Pasch had been done away with. As late as 1649 however 

the Session of Duflfenriline thought that the "Meetest times

for giving a Communion here twice in the year shall be at
5 

Pas ch and Mi chaelmas."

1. Brief Narration by Gilbert Blakhall 162(Spalding Club)
2. Life of Weems 29. In 1636 there had been an additional 

celebration on "the day (probably the Sunday) after 
ascension."

3. Session Records quoted Burns Old Communion Plate 41.
4. History of the Troubles I. 118.
5. Stevenson Communion in Dur/ifermline VII. For some reason 

the resolution was never put into effect. The following 
year there was only one Communion Season (in June) and 
for six Years thereafter there was none at all.



Here it may be noted that in one respect at least 

Charles showed himself more tolerant and more judicious 

than his father. After he came to the throne in 1625 he 

appears to have taken steps to learn something of the feeling 

in Scotland with regard to the "five canons made at St Johnston" 

with the result that the following year he wrote the Bishops 

telling them that these articles were not to be enforced on

any minister who had scruples about the matter, and who had
J- • 

been admitted previous to the Assembly.

Had he persevered in the way he thus commenced his 

reign might have been very different to what it was. Unfortunately 

instead of trying to conciliate his Scottish subjects he took 

the method of endeavouring to force them into ways in which they 

were determined not to go. Had he been content with what 

the Perth Assembly had approved it is quite probable that in 

time all five articles would have become Scottish usages - 

except perhaps kneeling at cominunion^but his ill-advised attempt 

to force Laud's Liturgy on the country led to his downfall. This 

book mentioned not only the Greater Festivals which might have been 

accepted, but a number of Saints days on which special services 

were to be held but which simply roused the fury of the Scots.

1. Balfour Annals II 142.5.
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At Elgin Communion seems to have been celebrated at
1. 

Pasche all through the period 1613-1638 and usually on
2. 

other two Sundays as well. Good Friday Services were

held in the three years 1626.7.8. but there is no evidence
4u*^

of e€b«h being kept in any other year. Indeed in l6l8 there
3. 

is a reference to "ane superstitious day callit guid Friday"

Christmas appears to have been observed as a preaching day 

in that cathedral city during the episcopal period from 

1620 onwards. Here too the children of the Grammar and jjang 

schools got a "Yule vacance" as early as 1599 and it was 

still being granted in 1638. On the other hand both under 

Presbyterian and Episcopal rule "dancing and old rites used 

at the festival days called Yule "were discharged and 

prohibited, the Lord Bishop in 1619 associating himself

with the rules made by the elders for "punishing such
4. 

enormities." A letter preserved by Wodrow from Bistubp

Lindsey of Edinburgh written in 1637 calls upon the 

ministers of the Exercise of Dalkeith to observe "the 

commemoration of Christ's Ascension *... and Whitsunday or 

commemoration of the descending of the Holy Ghost," which 

seems to indicate that up to then the Brethren had not been 

in the habit of keeping these days as the Assembly of Perth

had ordered. Whether Good Friday and Ascension day were
6. 

kept as holidays - i.e. marked by cessation of work - is

1. See Records of Elgin (New Spalding Club) II Records 
are aw ant ing.

2. Sometimes Palm Sunday and Low Sunday, Sometimes the two 
Sundays after Pasche.

3. Records 154
4. Records 158. Carols are mentioned among the "enormities".
5. Wodrows 1 Biographical Collections. 173.
6. This was the intention f See Hill Burton History of 

Scotland (1898 Edit) Vol VI - 47.
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doubtful. Henderaon speaking (In 1638) of St Andrews 

stated that "they profess that they keep holy these days

only in time of preaching." Eighteen years earlier
2 

Spottiswood had been able to write to the King "I know your

Majesty will desire to hear of our observation of 

Christmas which in this city (St Andrew) was never better 

kept with great confluence of people to Church and a general

cessation of people from work oujj tailor excepted whom I
3 

caused punish for his contempt." From this it is evident

that Christmas was more fully kept than Henderson indicates 

so that he is probably referring to the other two week day 

festivals. Gillespie v/riting about 1634 says that "on the 

holidays, (week days) they (the episcopal party) enjoin

a cessation from work arid a dedicating of the day to Divine
4 

Worship even as upon the Lord 1 s day" so that the form of

observance must have differed In different places. At

Edinburgh too Christmas seems to have been kept by most
5 

people as a holiday though fchree merchants were summoned

before the High Commission because instead of going to 

church they had opened their booth doors, and tried to 

dissuade others from attending the services. They were 

dismissed witeh an admonition to behave better in future. 

Along with them was charged Mr. Patrick Henderson Reader 

who had absented himself and placed another in his room 

"to take up the psalm." He was informed that if he did the 

like again he would be deposed,, As v/e find him in office 

eight years later it looks as though he had conformed. 

The Assembly of 1638 put an end to all observance of these 

days declaring them

1. Records of the Kirk 169.
2. Spottiswood in 1619 acknowledged that he made scruple of 

holy days. Bannatyne Miscellany 1.212.
3. Gordons Scotochronicon I. 460.
4. English Popish Ceremonies 64.
5. Calderwood VII.348. Cunningham (Church History I - 491) 

says there were "many merchants" giving Calderwood as his 
authority.
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to "be contrary to the religion professed within the realm. 

In the section of the Act dealing therewith we have a 

number of references to troubles which had arisen over these 

days in the past and the members of the Assembly meant to 

make certain that there would be nothing of the same kind 

in the future. Not only did it abolish them. It prohibited

all disputing for them, or observing of them or any of them
J- • 

in all time coming. A few notes of the debates regarding

them have been preserved. Renderson while objecting strongly 

to their observance in Scotland declined to judge other 

reformed churches which still kept them. Ramsay cotold find 

no precept for them in Holy writ. Baillie was quite willing 

to abolish them but did not think they were abjured by the 

confession of 1581 or that all who practised them should be

abjured whereupon the Moderator (Henderson) desired him "to
2. 

tell his opinion when his voice was speired."

We have no information as to what form the services 

took on those occasions. There are it need hardly be said 

no forms in the Book of Common Order for any special festival. 

The probability is hov/ever that the lessons would be chosen 

with special reference to the occasion. In Cowpar's draft

there are given special morning and evening lessons for each
3 

of the five days. Those for Christmas and the same as the

ones in the contemporary Anglican Book. That book had however 

ho special second lessons for Good Friday or for Ascension day

1. See Acts of Assembly Dec 10 1638.
2. Records of the Kirk. l69.1?0
3. Old Testament Lessons for Morning and Evening Services are 

given for all the festivals except Whitsunday. New 
Testament'lessons are given for all services without 
exception.



which are given in Cowpers Draft. The lessons for Easter

day are quite different from the Corresponding English
2 

ones as are also the two lessons given for Whitsunday.

Cowper also gives a number of -special psalms for the 

festivals. These however are all taken from the Anglican

book with the exception of those assigned to Good Friday
3 

for which day the Book of Common Prayer made no provision.
% 4 

There are also five Collects given one for each of the "days."

These all owe something to the English book but in no case 

are they identical with those in use on the frprresponding 

festival in the "neighbour kirk." The probability in that 

the distinctive feature of these special services where 

they were held would be the sermon. Indeed in the Act of , 

Assembly opportunity these festivals this Is all that is 

enjoined on the Ministers "They shall make choice of ' 

several and pertinent texts of Scripture and frame their 

doctrine and exliortation thereto and rebuke all superstitious
i

observance and licentious profanation of the said daya."

No more was required by the bishops for preaching in
Edinburgh.

1. Good Friday Morning St. Luke XXIII Evening Hebrews X. 
Ascension Day Morning Acts I. Eveneing St.Mark XVI.

2. Easter Morning Zecbfcpiah IX, St John XX»>Evening
Exodus XIII - Col. III. V/hit sun day Morning Acts II. 
Evening St. John XIV.

3. Morning Psalms XXII, LI. Evening XXV.XXVL, XXVII.
4. These Collects are not however attached to the

Communion Service but the order of ordinary Morning 
and Evening Prayers.

5. Calderwood VII. 337.
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at Easter 1618 the Bishop of Galloway (Cowper) allowed 

that "teaching and a text chosen for the purpose" might 

be permissible on the festivals which fell on a week day 

but "not cessation from work or trading*"

In November of the same year the Archbishop of Glasgowit *~ 

wrote to his Reverent and Well Beloved Brethren, the

Moderator and Brethren of the Presbytery of Ayr,"entreating 

them - and if entreaty did not move them - commanding them 

to preach "at least one sermon of the Nativity and 

Incarnation of the Son of God our Lord end Saviour Jesus

Christ - or if the people will assemble a second time ye
1 

may preach another also." At Christmas the same year the
2 

king himself wrote to the Ministers of Edinburgh wherein

he "assured himself that they would according to the 

Acts of Assembly preach upon Christ's Nativity upon Yule day" 

and all seem to have obeyed with one exception as far as 

the city was concerned, though if the historian is to ber*
«!)

trusted the congregations were small. To the same

intent is the letter from Bishop Porbes to the Members

of the Presbytery of Edinburgh in 1634. "I require you

to preach of Jesus Christ His passion for our redemption
4 

upon the Priday before Pasch."

1. Calderwood VII. 540. It is a striking indication of the 
views of the Hierarchy at the time that the Archbishop 
does not "command" ih his own name or in that of the 
Church but "in His Hajesty ! s name and authority."

2. Calderwood VII-341. It is worth nothing that the King 
asked obedience not to himself but to the Acts of
Assembly,"

3. "The Great Kirk was not half filled....The dogs were 
playing in the midst of the floor of the little Kirk 
for rarity of people and these were of the Trteanest sort" 
Calderwood VII.341.

4. Wodrow Biographical Collections (New Spaldlng Club)256.
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At V/hitsunday in 1618 by command of the King the 

Communion was celebrated in the Chapel Royal. It is 

just possible that this Act of James was a feeler to 

see whether he could go further than he had yet done

but whatever the reason the Communion service does not
1 

seem to have been repeated there on that festival. In

July 1624 the King took another step and ordered the 

Communion to be celebrated on JShristraaa day. His act 

roused great indignation especially as he threatened to

withdraw the Session and all other Courts of Justice if
2 

the people did not attend and partake kneeling. V/hat

the upshot would have been we cannot tell as the outbreak 

of the Pest put an end to the matter for the time being. 

Probably the Communion would have been held k»u<£ whether 

It would have been received kneeling is doubtful. 

Calderwood however seems to make it clear that there would

have been more opposition to the posture than to the
3 

"superstition of the time." Eight ;fears later another

attempt was.- made by some of the Edinburgh Ministers 

to have the sacrament ministered at Yule but as other

ministers were against it as well as many of the elders
4 

the project was not carried out* The Christmas sermon

however still continued and when Sydserf pr-eached that day

in Grey Friars Church his discourse was such that it
5 

gained admiration of many.

1. Calderwood VII - 298.
2. Ibid 621 - 4.
5. Ibid. 629.
4. Row Hi s tori€ 355.
5. Ibid 356.



LENT,

•.;• One is somewhat surprised to find that the practice of 

abstaining from eating flesh in Lent was carried over into the 

Reformed Church. As early as January, 1564 - 5, the Town 

Council of Edinburgh ordained a proclamation to be made by 

sound of bell through all parts of the town 'that no flesh was 

to be eaten or cooked by the common cooks or sold by any manner 

of person to no person** upon Friday or Saturday throughout the

year nor in the time of Lentron1^ under penalty of a fine of
•

40/- and this ^without prejudice of the pains contained in
n 1

the Queen's Majesty's Acts anent eating of flesh. Twenty- 

two years later a somewhat similar Act was passed by the Council

following on a proclamation by the King ordaining abstinence
g 

from flesh eating during 'this present Lentron.' The Acts

relating to the sale and eating of flesh on Friday and Saturday
a 

had been renewed several times in the interval. Even earlier
4

(in 1561 - 2) we find the Scottish Privy Council ordering all

the lieges to abstain from eating flesh in'the spring of the 

year called Lentryne. 1 Hot however on the ground that flesh

1. Records of the Burgh of Edinburgh. X3Z. 194,

2. Ibid. IV. 487.

3. Ibid. IV. 13 - a06 etc.

4. Register Privy Council T - 200.
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eating was forbidden by the Church, but because at that season 

^all kyndis of flesohe debilitates and decayis and grows out of

seasoun.'* This proclamation was repeated in 1574, - the same
fK«v 

yeason being given Aas well as in later years. In 1585 a certain

amount of relaxation was allowed to such as obtained "a certificate 

of age, sickness or infirmity signed by a physician and two 

honest witnesses." 2 These enactments do not seem to have 

called forth any protests from the Church, the reason probably 

being that the Ministers were quite aware of the economic 

reasons which lay behind them. These reasons are well summed 

up by Wodrow 3 with reference to a proclamation of the Privy 

Council of 1662 enacting that no (*flesh be killed or sold* on 

the weekly ''fish 1 * days or during Lent. 1 This proclamation 

was merely a requisition of a civil keeping of lent and weekly 

fish days for the preservation of the young bestial, the 

consumption of our fish which the Lord had so bountifully given 

us. and had the Council seen to the execution of this good act.? 

as well as they did the severe and bloody acts against the 

Presbyterians, it had been much for the interests of the lieges.' 1 

As late as 1665 some fleshers in Edinburgh and Leith were 

charged with breaking Lent, but no punishment seems to have 

followed. 5

1. Register of Privy Council H. 337 - 431 etc.

2. Ibid IV. 49. On this occasion flesh eating 
was forbidden on Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays, 
throughout the year.

3. History of the

4. 'Pish 1 days were Wednesday, Friday and Saturday.

5. Justiciary Records 1. 123. (Scottish History Society).
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If the Scottish Church discarded Saints days it did not 

raise objections to special days being appointed for 

special intercession or special thanksgiving. One of the 

most interesting of the latter was that fixed by the

Scottish Parliament in 1600 to be observed in all time
1 

coming. This was the fifth of August which was to be

kept with "public preaching and prayers and solemn 

thanksgivings to God" for the king's escape from the

Ruthvens,
4

Although many of the Ministers had their doots" as
2 , 

to His Majesty 1 s version of the affair^, ^as most people

have at the present tiraejthe day of thanksgiving seems 

to have been pretty generally observed. There was

preaching before noon and afternoon in Edinburgh together
o 

with bonfires at night 0 This seems to have been usual

throughout the country as we find the same observances
4 

at Dumbarton and elsewhere. The day was still being
5 

kept iii Scotland and England in 1615 aiid indeed seems to
6 

have observed in Edinburgh and Elgin at anyrate up to

the beginning of the troubles^Calderwood mentions that in 

1622 ihere was such a small congregation in St Giles fchdt 

the Minister

1. Acts of Parliament IV. 214.
2. Hurne BrOwn History of Scotland 11.233.
3. Galderwood VI. 136.
4. Irving Dumbartonshire 301.
5. ^istorie of King Jam^es the Sext - 376,
6. Records II. 179



complained bitterly about the matter, while two years 

later when the service came immediately after the king 

had given so great offence by proclaiming a "kneeling" 

Communion at Christmas, thete were so few present although

it was an ordinary day of preaching that Dr Porbes "doubted
1 

whether he should teach or not."

King James was not long in England till he gave his 

loving subjects another opportunity of thanksgiving 

for his escape. After the failure of Gunpowder plot

instructions were issued that the fifth of November yearly
2 

was to be kept as a day of thanksgiving.
3 

In Dumbarton the day seems to have been kept with

"ptoeachiiig In the afternoon at three hours" and great 

rejoicings thereafter. At Dumferrnline there were "public 

singing^bells ringing and prayers In the kirk" while 

payments are made for "tare barrels" and "to the rninstrellis"

These services seem to have passed away even earlier 

than those for the "Gowrie" thanksgiving. The latest date 

the writer has noticed in connection with them is 1617 in 

which year at Elgin the Magistrates were asked by the

Session to "visit" the people with a view of getting them
5 

to come to the Servi ce 0

1. Calderwood VII - 562 - 624.
2. The 5th of November 1605 falling on a Euesday, that day 

was made the "ordinary weak preaching day" at the 
English Court Row Hlstor$t229.

3. Irving Dumbartonshire 3ob.
4. Henderson Annuals of Dtfndfermline 263.
5. Records II. 150.



After King James went to England, he had a special form
1 

of service drawn up for use in the churches there, on the

anniversary of his escape from the Ruthvens. Unlike the 

corresponding order for Gunpowder plot the 'Gowrie 1 service 

never found its way into the Book of Common Prayer, for which 

in the writer's opinion, Anglicans have every reason to "be 

thankful for the form of service leaves very much to be desired,

and compares very unfavourably with the services drawn up "by
2 

Bishop Cowper and Peter Hewat some years later. The prayers

are very long and •§ some of the expressions used regarding 

his 'Sacred Majesty 1 come perilously near to "blasphemy. It 

is possible that some Scottish Minister may have had part in 

the drawing up of the service, but the only thing which might 

be held to suggest this, is that 'Minister 1 is everywhere 

substituted for 'Priest. 1 Patrick Galloway was in England

with King James towards the end of 1603, and he may have had
g 

a hand in the matter, but this is very-doubtful.

1. The form will be found in the Scottish Historical 

Beview Ylll 366 - 376.

2. See page

3. Calderwood VI - 241.



One also conies across thanksgivings for National events 

such as the Coronation of King Charles which was celebrated 

by a sermon in the Kirk and thereafter the townspeople 

accompanied their Magistrates expressing the melody in

their hearts in praising and singing of Psalnis. This
1 

was all Aberdeen in 1633. Three years earlier the inhabitants

of that city had gathered in the Church to give thanks 

"for her Majesty ! s happy delivery" of a son. After "the 

ending of sermon" bonfires were lighted ordinance shot 

off and much wine consumed. The Magistrates in their

perambulations through the town were attended by a
2 

company of youth "singing Psalms and praising God."

A somewhat different form of thanksgiving was that held

at Newburgh in 1645 "for the gracious victory obtained
3 

at PhilijD^augh by General Major (sic) Leslie."

One ia interested to learn that harvest thanksgiving 

services were common at least in Elgin, The Earliest

notice of such is in 1625 but the casual manner of the
4 

reference shows that such must have been in use earlier.

As late as 1752 the Synod of Moray ordered a thanksgiving

to be held throughout the bounds "because of the agreeable
5 /f

harvest. It would be interesting to know

1. Burgh Records I, 60.
2. Ibid 28,
3. Campbell Balinerino and its Abbey, 196
4. Records II. 191.
5. Ibid. 341,



whether any"decoration" of the Church was undertaken 

on such occasions. The practice of so doing in modern 

days is an "innovation" copied like so much more 

from England, Even in the Southern Kingdom the 

custom is not of any great age having been begun 

about the middle of the 19th Century.

That flov/ers etc were used in Scotland for 

decorative purposes in earlier days is undoubted when 

King James worshipped in St Gi\les in 1617 payment for 

"aucht scheets of flowers to the kirk the day of his 

Majesty's VHtfll "was made by the city treasurer. 

The custom continued in a way into the 18th century for 
Mrs Dunlop in fac^- Correspondence with Robert Burns 

mentions that as girl she had seen the Parish Church

of Ayr decked v/ith flov/ers at the time of the visits of
2 

the Judges.

1. Lees St. Giles 196.

2. Wallace Correspondence of Burns and Mrs Dunlop.
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Although the Assembly of 1625 put an end so far as it 

could to all the "days" of the Perth Articles there 

ia no doubt that observance of them continued more or less. 

The Westminister Directory declared that all Festival days 

vulgarly called Holy Days had no warrant in the Word of 

God and so were not to be continued: but while religious 

services ceased to be held on those days which did not 

fall on a Sunday one find traces of a regard for them 

up to the 18th Century. Thus at Elgin in 1643 the 

Session had to threaten with punishment those who ceased

work upon Yule day and in succeeding years they had
1 

to repeat their

At Aberdeen in 1657 a miller was brought before

the Authorities because he refused to grind corn on
2 

Yule day. These prosecutions ceased with the coming

ofithe Second episcopacy in 1661 though in Elgin'!, it was * »

not until 1665 that a Christmas service was held and 

judging from the collection the service must have been
r~«

.)

sparsely attended* The most interesting example 6f 

the survival of a Christmas Custom that the writer has

seen occurs in the Minister of David Williams on of 
Eda-n burgh

St Cuthberts % better known as "Dainty Davie." At a

Christinas feast in 1690 he provided "Mince pies" for
4 

the members of his session.

1. Records II. 247 - 260 etc.
2. Selections from Ecc Records a 138.9.
3. Records II, 304.309.
4 0 Lorimer,Leaves from the Book of the West Kirk 12, In 

1654 a baker was rebuked at Aberdeen"for carrying pies 
on Yule day." Selections from Ecc Records 121. Many 
similar examples of prosecution for such "offences"* 
could be cited.



BAPTISM .

-o-o-o-o-

The order of Baptism in the Book of Common Order is 

almost identical with that in the Book of Geneva, the 

only difference being that in the former there is added 

an exposition of the Apostles Greed to be used by the 

Minister after the Father or God-father had rehearsed the 

articles of the faith. There is also the omission of the 

word "Kneeling" in the rubric before the first prayer but 

as that was the posture generally used probably no special 

significance is to be attached to the omission. We learn 

quite a lot about the Reformers 1 Baptismal customs from the 

writings of )fy/Vian Wdnzet who was a contemporary of Knox. 

"if ye admit in your kirk" writes the priest "no Ceremony 

except expressly commanded in Scripture why will ye not 

baptize the bairn except the father thereof hold it up in 

his arms afore ydur pulpit and are not contented with 

other gentlemen unless they bring the bairn^s through the 

streets in their own arms. And why baptize ye in the 

kirk and in any profane basin and in the plain fields and

in the river or flood as did St John the Baptist. Philip and1 ' 

the rest of the Apostles."
•

Pron Y/tnzet ! s question it would appear that the
*

Scottish custom of the Father holding up his chfcld for 

baptism has been in use from the early days of the 

Reformation which is all the more noteworthy when it is

remembered that both prayer Books of King Edward VI direct
2 

the Minister to take the child into his own arms.
•-••—•— — — — — — — — — -• — — -»•••»•- — ————••• — — •• — — -»•» — -..— — .— .•.• — .— ...•..».•.» — .»...»...«»..._.„...,..
1. Certain Tractates S.T.S. 83.
2. The Liturgy of Compromise used by Knox at Frankfort 

follows the Edwardian rule. The Book of Common Order 
gives no directions in the matter at all.
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Winzet further remarks that the Reformers used "profane
1 

basons* for baptism and this indicates that the fonts which
2 

had been in use in Pre Reformation times were not alv/ays

used thereafter. Winzet also alleges that the Protestants
3 

"wappit" (broke) down the ancient fonts and there seems

reason to believe that in some instances they did so. This 

disuse of the ancient fonts may have been due to the fact 

that these were usually placed near the door of the church 

and as the ministers of the Reformed Church baptised in

face of the congregation they may have held them to be
4

unsuitable. In some caseB too the fonts may have come
5 

under the ban by reason of the symbols carved thereon.

When the mediaeval kirk of Sou den which had been used 

up to 1688 was cleared of debris in 1911 the massive stone 

octagonal font believed to date from the 13th Century was

found still standing in its original position and doubtless6 
had been used for its original purpose long after 1560.

According to the Book of Discipline every kirk was to
7 

have a "basin for baptism" and it seems that such soon took
8 

the place of the stone font. In 1589 among the duties of

the Beadle of St Andrews "setting the tov/el and the basin on
9 

the pulpit at the second bell." The basin was usually

attached by a ring to the pulpit and in some cases the ring 

is still to be seen. In some case* the basin was of silver.

1. Certain Tractates 3.T.S. 83.
2. Every parish Church in Scotland was supposed to have a 

font of stone or wood of competent size. This indicates 
probably that baptism was by immersion. Dowden Mediaeval 
Church in Scotland 140.

3. Certain Tractates S.T.S. 9ft.
4. Ibid 93. In baptism "the whole congregation there may be^witness.
5. The Pont of Inverkeithing probabl;f made by the baptism of 

David Duke of Rothesay in 1373 appears to have been buried 
on the eve of the Re formation* Stephen In verkei thing Of 
Rosyth 238.9.

6. Transactions Scottish Ecclesiological Soc. (1914) 132.
7. Knox II. 252. ^
8. The name Font still continued cf .4^ i» Paraphrase"When 

to the sacred font we came" The Canons of 1636 ordered 
that a font should be placed in every Parish Church.

9. Register 652.
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and a few such dating from the earlier part of the 17th
1 

Century are still in use.

In 1617 the Scottish Parliament passed an Act

requiring each parish church to be furnished with basins 2 
and lavers for the ministration of the Sacrament of Baptism.

The laver does not seem to have been in use in the Pre-

Reformation church though one was used at the Baptism of3 
James VI in the Chapel Royal at Stirling. Only a very

few remain in the Church's possession and it might be 

thought that the Act of 1617 was only partly carried

out, but Gillespie writing in 1637 speaks as though
4 

the use of the laver was quite common. Dr Burns is

of opinion that the introduction of the laver was due to

the "strong prelatic sympathies" of the church about the
5 

year of the above mentioned act. but the writer had been

unable to find any justification for such a view. Gillespie 

who was bitterly opposed to prelacy and all its works would

not have spoken of the laver as he did had he considered it
i- 4

in anyway a symbol of episcopacy. Indeed the most of the

lavers which are now in existence belong to a post
6 

revolution date when Presbyterian sentiment was strong.

The Church of England know* no thing of lavers whftle on the 

other hand the words of the Westminister Directory regarding

the method of baptism, "pouring or sprinkling of the water
7 

on the face of the child" point to Presbyterian usage,

1. Burns Old Scottish Communion Plate 519-20 etc. Dr Bums 
mentions (51*$ a silver font belonging to the Abbey of 
Dii^ireYinan*. It is more probable that it is a post 
Reformation vessel although James VI was baptised out of 
a font of Gold.

2. Acts of Parliament of oGotland IV.534.
3. History of Chapel Royal LXVIII.Chambers Domestic Annals 

I. 40.
4. English Popish Ceremonies 114. "A bason and laver set 

before a pulpit are signs of baptism to be ministered"
5. Burns Old Scottish Communion Plate 512.
6. Ibid 515 pp.
7. It may be noted that "pouring" precedes "sprinkling."



In some cases the shape of the laver suggests that it 

was simply used for holding the water, which was poured into 

the basin previous to the -ministration of the rite but in 

other cases it is evident that the water was poured on to the 

child 1 s forehead direct from the laver.

This sacrament was only administered In church and at the 

time of public preaching. The writers of the Book of 

Discipline thought it "more expedient that it be ministered 

upon a Sunday or upon the day of prayers only after the 

sermon," and in the forenoon." The Book of Common Order

indicates that the usual time should be the "day appointed
3 

to Common prayer and preaching." In Glasgow In 1588

the times appointed for Baptism were V/ednesday (the preaching 

day) and Sunday afternoon the children to be presented at 

the second bell, and if they v/ere not presented then they 

would not be baptized that day. In 1638 those who v/ere 

unable to bring their children on the ordinary preaching days

might do so any day to the morning or evening prayers v/here a
4 

preacher would be in attendance to baptize them .

Twelve years earlier the Session had passed an ordinance

that no baptism be allowed "but on the preaching days
5 

except in point of necessity and when children are weak."

In passing this act the session WHS showing itself more

strict than the Assembly which in 1602 had permitted Baptism
6 

in church on days other than of preaching.
— — .«——••- — -. — — — ««__• — — _ — __ _ __..____ ________ ...«-. — .• — •-.•._•«....... _ _ _ _ _.. _
1. Knox II. 238.9.
2. Ibid 238. At afternoon (on Sunday) also may Baptism be 

ministered when occasion is offered of great travell 
before noon."

3. i.e. a week day.
4. Life of Weems 32. "Preacher " may mean Reader. In Elgin 

the Reader was allowed to baptize with consent of the 
Session.Records II. 19 etc.

5. Life of Weems 32.
6. B.U.fC. 1002. In Elgin in 1632 the Session statufe de noyp 

that no one should seek baptism except on preaching days 
Records II. 176.
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In Aberdeen in 1604 parents were ordered to bring their

children to their own parish church to be baptized; except
7 1 

"upon necessity" or when the "divided kirks convene in one"

No permission was given for baptism to be administered 

elsewhere than in Church and the Assembly of 1581 finding

that sons slackness had crept in strictly forbade all
2 

baptisms in private houses. No exception was made and

in 1609 James Stewart Minister of Garapsie was severely

dealt with by the Presbytery of Glasgow for baptizing a
3 

child in a private house''in the time of a great storm"

The third of the five articles of Perth reads thus. "The 

Minister shall often admonish the people that they defer

not the baptism of infants any longer than the next Lord's
4 

day after the child be born as also they shall warn them

that without great cause they procure not their children to 

be baptized at home but when great need shall compel them 

to baptize in private houses then baptism shall be

administered after the same form as it should have been in
5 

the congregations."

The opening rubric in Cov/pers Draft gave a similar 

permission for private baptism as did also the Scottish 

Book of Common Prayer (Laud's Liturgy) which contained an 

Order for private Baptism.

This permission to Baptize elaejwhere than in the

Church was fiercely resented by the Presbyterian party who
ain 

mainted not only that it was inexpedient but that it was

1. Selections from Ecclesiastical Records 40.
2. Calderwood III 388. The Minister of Tranent was

suspended by this Assembly fbr "baptizing an infant in 
a private house."

3. Maitland Club Miscellany I. 413.
4. This provision does not appear to have roused much 

opposition among the Presbyterian.
5. Lee Lectures II. 208.
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unlawful and could not be made lawful by any ecclesiastical
1 

law. Porbes writing from the Kpiscopal standpoint

maintained that even in private baptism " administration of 

the sacrament must be combined with public teaching or with 

such teaching as Is virtually public" a position afterwards 

taken up by Boston who would never baptize a child in

a private house unless he was able to make public
3 

intimation that preaching would be joined thereto. In

connection with the dispute regarding private baptism 

a story has come down to our day of King James who when 

insisting in 1617 on the relaxation of the rule requiring 

baptism in churc$ was asked by one of those who were 

against It whether he believed the child would be damned

If it were not baptized. "No" replied the British Solomon
4 

"but if you refuse to baptize a dying child you will"

All baptizing in Private houses of course carae to an end 

with the Glasgow Assembly and when the V/estrninister 

Directory was being drawn up the Scottish Commissioners

got private baptism prohibited somewhat more easily than
5 

they anticipated.

Parents presenting their children for baptism had to 

be able to repeat the Lord ! s Prayer arid the Belief

and if they were not able to do ao then some other
6 

person who could v/as to present their child.

In 1588 this with the addition of the ten Commandments
7 

was statute by the Glasgow Session. The year before we

1. Gillespie English Popish Ceremonies 68.117.etc. It may 
be noted that the writer had a great deal more to say 
against private Baptism than against private Communion.

2. An Irenicurn 120.
3. *f£Af0/4S- JJ*
4. oprott Offices and Worship of the Church of Scotland 58.
5. Baillie Letters and Journals II. 204.
6. As early as 157O the Assembly decided that the children 

of excommunicated persons might be baptized if presented 
by a faithful member of the Kirk Calderwood 11.541.

7. Life of Weems 31.
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learn of "ane puir bairn" uncertain who is Ms father

craving baptism at St Andrews and on his knees repeating
1 

the Belief- and the Lord ! s Prayer before the Session.

At Elgin in 1598 a similar case occurred the boy

being allowed eight days to learn the two prescribed
2 

pieces. Other cases of the same are noted in 1601 and
3 

1603 but only the "Sum of the faith" was required of them.

No mention is made either in the Book of Common Order 

or in that of Geneva of "Godmothers" though as has

been noted Godfathers appeared both in Geneva and
• 

Scotland. From W^nzet we learn that for some reason

Godmothers had been dispensed with. "V/hy had ye Godmothers
4 

in the beginning and now repels the same?" One can only

regret that we have not the answer to the question. Godriiothen 

were allowed by King Edward 1 s book and their presence 

"in the beginning" may be another indication of its use 

in Scotland. Opposition to the presence of others than 

the parents was mooted in Scotland by Robert Brown the 

founder of Independence in 1584 "After an arrogant manner" 

says Calderwood "he made show before the session of the 

kirk of Edinburgh that he would maintain that witnesses

at Baptism was not a thing indifferent but almply evil"
5 

"But" adds the old historian "he failed in his probation"

As there was no limit put to the number in the Book of

Common Order of God-parents a child might have, it became
.._.._.— ._-.______-..._..__ — __-_ — ._-- — — — — __..___-._^_________.._.._________

1. Register 393.
2. Records 64. The boy must have failed to learn for he 

was not baptized till 1600.
3. Ibid 89. 116. The Session records show that the scribe 

would not give a Christian name until the person had 
been baptized.

4. Certain Tractates S.T.S. 83.
5. Calderwood IV - 1.
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the fashion in some places for more to corne than the
1 

Sessions approved of. In Aberdeeto in 1G22 "four at the
2 

most" were all that were allowed. In Glasgow for those who

were baptized on the Sabbath "no more gossips than six" 

were to come forward though so far as is noted no objection 

was made to any number on a week day. It was probably 

owing to the numbers who attended that the session of

St Andrews in 1581 ordered their officers to "see gude
3 

order was taken touching Baptism." Three years later in

view of the "ower great number of witnesses or gossips 

to the bairns that are baptized in this kirk" the Session 

warned the parents that all the witnesses except two or 

three at the most should sit still in their own places while

the baptismal ceremony was being performed, the "father of
1 4 

the bairn holding up his own bairn himself only."

There seems little doubt that the order used In 

Baptism throughout this period was that of the Book of 

Common Order. 'The only serious departure from that order 

has come under the writers notice was that of Robert 

Montgomery Minister at Stirling who was accused by the 

Assembly of 1581 of maintaining that it was "sufficient to 

baptize in the name of the Father only or in the name of 

the Son or In the name of the Holy Ghost because they

are all alone God" For the proof, he offered the 19th of
5 

Acts. In the Perth Articles private baptism was to be

1. Selections from Ecclesiastical Records 109. Gunningham 
falls into a somewhat strange error with regard to this. 
He says "on the part of the king and Ms bishops at this 
period there was a pedantic aping of Roman and Anglican 
terms....Parents in baptism were Godfathers and God 
mothers. *He goes on to say that some Aberdonians had 
wa desire to overdo Episcopacy as they brought ten or 
twelve Godfathers^ He had overlooked the fact that God 
fathers had been in evidence in Protestant Scotland since 
the Reformation. Church History I. 480.

2. Life of Weems 32.
3. Register 459.
4. Ibid. 533.
5. Calderwood III 579. Probably the 5th verse "when they 

heard this they were baptized and the name in the Lord 
Jesus", Montgomery who was a favourite of King James

? T1 0 i • j. • \j .
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according to "the same form" as in the Church and there
H .

was only the one form. The service in Cowpers draft

follows the Anglican order but there are some parts which

may indicate Scottish usages of the period (1619). Thus
no

there is te» mention made of Godmothers, only Godfathers.

The reference to "dipping" in the English book is not

repeated the minister being directed "to pour water on the
// 

child 1 s forehead. Nor is there any reference to signing

with the cross.

Sir William Bpereton has left a description of a 

baptismal service which he witnessed in 1636 in the

College Church Edinburgh when a blind man v/as the
if

preacher, the time being Sunday afternoon. The preacher

standing in the pulpit aid there being placed and 

fashioned unto the same a frame of iron shaped and 

proportioned to a basin, wherein there stands a silver 

basin and ewer, here the Minister with an exhortation of 

gratitude for God ! s great goodness in admitting them to 

this privilege etc, and demanding from witnesses (which

are many sometimes, twelve sometimes twenty) according to
1 

a printed form of Baptism, the parent receives the child

from the midwife presents the same unto the preacher
2 

who doth baptize it without any mariner of ceremony giving

a strict care of Christian and religious education first
3 

unto the parent then to the witnesses."

Henderson writing probably a few years later gives 

another account which agrees in the main with that of

5. (Continued from page 8) gave the assembly a great deal of 
trouble. In 1582 he was suspended and afterwards 
excommunicated Calderwood III. 599 - 622.

1. The Order of Baptism in the Book of Common Order.
2. Signing with the Cross is probably what is meant by 

Ceremon^ here

r
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//
Brereton. The Pastor remaining in the same place where he

hath preached and having water in a large basin provided, 

with a fair linen cloth in a convenient place and in a 

decent manner the father or in his necessary absence some 

other man who is reputed godly presenteth the child to be 

baptized. The action is began with a short arid pertinent 

prayer, next some words of instruction touching the 

Author nature use and end of this sacrament, the duties to 

be performed in the one time of the person to be baptized

and of the parent o* vise-parent. Thirdly he that presenteth
1 

the child maketh confession of the faith into which the

child is to be baptized and prorniseth to bring up the child 

in that faith and in the fear of God. Fourthly the 

Minister being informed of the name of the child baptized

the child so named by sprinkling with water "INTO. THE NAME
2 

OF THE FATHER SON AND HOLY GHOST," Lastly the Minister

concluded as well the public worship for that time as 

the action with thanksgiving for the word and sacrament 

and with prayer for a blessing arid with such petitions

as he useth at other times after sermon, and in the end
3 

dismisseth the congregation with the blessing."
4 5 

Prom Porbes and Gillespie we learn that it was the

custom when an adult was baptized that he should kneel to 

receive the sacrament as is still the custom. In present 

ing a child to be baptized the parent or sponsor knelt also.
^••^•^^-»«»"»«^«««"• •• ̂  *• ^ ••••^^M»^W*«Mm^lMM»«».MMB^a»«MM0M^ MM» M WM .WMB H M«.«»«Ba« VB ^ V»^ HM» MMWMMV

1. i.e., The Belief or Apostles Greed.
2. It is somewhat remarkable to find Henderson anticipating- 

the Revised version.
3. Government and Order of the Church of Scotland (1641)

18-20.
4. Ir^nicum 70. "One who comes to be baptized or presents 

a candidate for Baptism humbles himself."
5. English Popish Ceremonies 106. He agrees with Porbes 

but holds that Kneeling in prayer at Baptism is 
different from kneeling when receiving the Communion.
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Before leaving this subject one may note that in 

the earlier days of the Reformed Church the Ministers were

much troubled over baptism by those who had no right to
1 

administer the sacrament. As has been noted many of the

Readers were expriests and it was only natural that as 

they had baptized their parishioners' children before 1560 

they should wish to do afterwards. Probably in most 

cases the order of service used v/ould be that of King

Edward's book or that of the Book of Common Order for the
desire to 

people wouldAhave the service in the vulgar tongue jbut in

some cases the service appears to have been according to
2 

the Latin rite. In 1565 the Assembly had to pass an

act threatening excoromunication to anyone who had his

children "baptized by Popish priests" or who approved
3 

"in anyvway Popish wickedness" In 1567 the Countess of

Argyll had to do public penance in the Chapel Royal of 

Stirling in time of sermon because she had been present at 

the baptism of the Prince (afterwards James VI) v/ho had

been baptized by Archbishop Hamilton in a "papistical
4 

manner." In 1564 no less than three ex-priests one of

whom at least, had been a Reader v/ere dealt with by the

Session of St Andrews for Ministering the Sacraments more
5 

or less irregularily. In 1566 we have the case of Sir

Alexander Brown an ex priest sometime Curate in 

Ktlconquhar baptizing a child "in the name of the Father

1. Register of Kirk Session of St Andrews 85.176.245 etc.
2. In the Glasgow Herald for 23 Sept 1924 the Duke of

Argyll drew attention to the case of Niven Macvicar who 
had been parish priest of Kilmalow before 1560 and who 
continued in the parish after that date. He is said 
to have baptized the children either with the Latin 
ftLte or the Protestant Order as the parents required 
using the Mediaeval Stone font for the purpose.

3. Calderwood History II. 300.
4. Ibid 397.
5. Register 226.7.
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the Son and the Holy Ghost without any prayer.reading orai
other ceremony. The rather and Mother of the child 

(which was illegitimate) had to compear before the

congregation but apparently two men and one woman who were
2 

present as "gossips and cummer" v/ere not even reprimanded.

In 1586 there was a somewhat lengthy process at 

St Andrews against John Downie a person whose character

left a good deal to be desired, for administering private
ft

baptism. According to the records John had baptized the

bairn of Christine Scott gotten as she said with Andrew 

Earl of Rothes" by taking water furth of a plate and 

repeating the baptisrnial formula. John had known of the 

rule of the Roman Church with regard to private baptism for 

he said '^any man may baptize a bairn if the bairn be weak." 

The Session however did not accept this view of the matter 

fined him three pounds, made him sit on the highest degree 

of the penitent stool clad in sackcloth, bareheaded and 

barefooted and afterwards on his knees he had to ask "God 

mercy and the whole congregation whom he had slandered 

forgiveness". It. is interesting to add that there is 

reason to believe that the child baptized in this mariner

was no other than Alexander Leslie the famous
3. 

Covenanting General.

Although the Session punished Downie in this rather 

severe fashion some years later we find them dealing almost 

as severely with another who had let his child die

1. Ibid 284. "Ceremony" here probably refers to the 
Roman rites.

2. Cummer r Godmother. The priest got a testan (a small 
silver coin) for his work.

3. Register LXXX.IX. 567 ff.
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1 
unbaptized while about the same time they refused to

allow another child to have the benefit of the sacrament 

until they had consulted the Presbytery on a legal point

although the mother - the baby being illegitimate -
2 

pled that it was sickly and very weak.

1. Ibid 792.

2. Ibid 865.



MARRIAGE

The Marriage Service in the Book of Common Order 

is identical with that of the Book of Geneva which it 

may be noted allows a certain latitude to the minister 

in the form of blessing but says nothing about a similar 

liberty being permitted with the vows or the exhortation: 

It may have been on account of slackness with regard 

to these that the assembly in 1570 ordained that all

marriages were to be "solemnized according to the order
1. 

published." The instruction of the Book of Discipline

was that marriages should be performed at the morning

service on the Lord f s day and this custom remained
2. 

for long in Scotland. In 1579 the rule was relaxed

the Assembly allowing the ceremony to take place on
3. 

"Feriall days". The year before that hov/ever the

Session of St Andrews had permitted a marriage on a

Wednesday on account of the "deadly infirmity of the
4. 

bridegroom." Perhaps the merrymaking which then as

now was associated with marriages had something to do 

with the change. In 1570 St Andrews Session had to

take steps "for reformation of the great abuse used by
? < 

new married persons in the violation of the Sabbath day."

Glasgow Kirk Session probably for the same reason (which 

kept newly married people from coming to the second 

service) in 1584 ordered that marriages should not be

1. B.U.K. In 1600 mention is made incidentally that 
a certain marriage had been performed according to the 
"form of marriage contained in the Psalm Book". St 
Andrews Register 940.
2. Knox II 238. Knox himself was married on Palm Sunday

, Brown Life of Knox II 200 - 1.
3* "Preaching days" are meant. It appears that marriage 
on such days was permitted in some places previous to 
1579 Calderwood III. 450.
4. Register 332 » In 1580 the session changed their rule 
in accordance with the instructions tff the Assembly and 
decided that it should "be leisome in all time coming

P.T.O.
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performed 10 the afternoon. In spite of such 

regulations however the trouble continued and in 1603 

we find the session of Elgin insisting on a cautioner 

becoming security that a couple about to be married

"shall keep the afternoon^ preaching and have no
2. 

minstrel that day" under penalty of ten pounds.

Twenty three years later the same session forbade all

"bridals" on the Sabbath because of the distracting of'3. 
the people from Divine Service. In Aberdeen in 1602

in a list of abuses which had been tolerated but not 

allowed is mentioned "celebration of marriage in the 

morning before preaching." This was thereafter 

prohibited and all marriages ordered to be "solemnized 

publicly when the people are convened ..... immediately 

before doctrine in face of the people because marriage 

and baptism are public actions." The form of

the ruling suggests that marriages had been celebrated'
4. 

in church privately before "the people had convened."

In 1633 the Session of Glasgow permitted marriages at 

prayers on a week day provided a fine of 19/- was paid.

Six years later the session of Elgin absolutely forbade
//

all marriages on the Sabbath owing to the prophanation
»

thereof. They claimed the authority of an Act of

Assembly for their action but in this they must have
6. 

been mistaken.

to marry upon ¥ednesday." Register 
5. Register 341

1. Weerne 33. In 1626 a newly married couple paid 18/4 for 
not corning to the afternoon Service. Records of Elgin II
2. Records of Elgin II 104
3. " / II 193
4. Selections from Ecclesiastical Records 189-190 6
5. Weems 35. (6) Records of Elgin 235. The Directory 

f erf Public Worship advis--.es that Marriages be not on the 
Lord's Day. It does not prohibit them.
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Marriage was always in church and there seems to 

have "been a special place set apart for the ceremony. 

In a minute of the Session of Edinburgh in 1574 

reference is made to the "marriage place" in the 

church and in Aberdeen three years later we find the 

minister and the "haill session" ordering thfct in time 

coming no person should be married except"on the Stool

before the desk conform to the use of Edinburgh and
1. 

other kitks." Some light is thrown on the matter by

a minute of Dunfermline Kirk Session who granted a 

parishioner leave to set up,a form before the pulpit

"where the brides and bridegrooms that day that they
2. 

are married used to sit" .

Any attempt to perform the ceremony elsewhere 

than in church met with the strong disapproval of the 

Assembly. Cases occur where for some reason or other 

the law of the church was broken but in every case the 

minister had to make his repentance. Among others 

dealt with in this was Peter Watson Commissioner of 

Nithsdale v/ho had to appear in the Parish church of 

Durrisdeer, for marrying of Stewart of Garlies to the

daughter of Sir William Douglas at DrumlaHrig Castle
3. 

in 1577* The penance done by the minister did not

prevent the eldest son of the marriage from being 

married as his parents had been in a private house.
4

1. Selections from Ecclesiastical Records 22.
2. Henderson Annals of Dunfermline 307.
3. Calderwood History III 386. Scottish Nation II 277. 
Drumlanrig is in Dur^sdeer Parish. Watson £led before 
the Assembly that Jomi Wxllock Superintendent of the 
West had done the same thing at Drumlanrig.
4. Agnew Hereditary Sherrifjfs I. 442. The carriage 
took place at Kenmure Castle*though it is added "in face 
of Holy Kirk."
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From a list of questions decided by the Assembly

of 1570 it i s evident that promise of marriage was
1. 

made before the minister or reader and elders. Caution
2 

was taken that the parties would fulfil their promise,

a custom which has existed in some parts of Scotland
3. 

even to our ov/n day.
4 

Banns had to be published three times and Fi

did not miss the chance of inviting the reformers
5,

to say where they found the Scripture warrant for such. 

In 1569 Mr Andrew Kirkcaldy had to appear before the 

Congregation of Kilconquhar to ask "God and the

congregation forgiveness" for having married a couple
6. 

without proclamation of banns.

In Elgin in consequence of certain disorders the 

session in 1589 agreed that there would be no "proclamation

of marriage" unless the parties appeared before the
7. 

elders and desired "that promise to be proclaimed."

Consent of parents v/as required before banns could be 

published, this "being all the more necessary when it 

is remembered that the legal age for marriage in

Scotland was - and still is - 14 for the bridegroom and
8 

12 for the bride. Those who desired the benefit of

1. Calderwood II 541.
6. Life of Weems 32. Records of El^in 3 3tc.
3. During the Great War the writer had occasion to ask 
a woman for a look at her marriage lines. She produced 
the "Bond" entered into by her husband and herself before 
the Kirk Session to marry within 40 days under penalty 
of 100 merks.
4. Book of Discipline Knox II 248^ If the parties were 
known the banns might be "shortened at the discretion 
of the ministry".
5. Certain Tractates S.ffi.S. 85.
6. Register of St Andrews Kitk Session 319.
7* Records. 12 This rule seems to have been long
adhered to in Elgin. , n
8. Book of Discipline Knox II 247. In 1618 John
C-uthry Llinister of Perth on ane Sunday after the afternoons

r \ .1. . U » t*



marriage had to keep the "preaching or prayers for 

such public affairs before they receive the benefit"
«

as is stated in a "General Act" of the Session of 

Elgin in 1630. Probably this refers to some who

came into the church immediately before the time of the
1. 

marriage service and left immediately thereafter.

(This particular session was not slow to make its own 

laws as to who should be allowed to be married. In 163? 

an act was passed with consent "of my L.Bishop" to the 

effect that none should get the benefit of marriage 

unless they were able to work for themselves and their 

families. This act was "first execute on the person 

of David Gray a man past four score and ten years

being contracted to a young woman." The banns were
2. 

stopped and no marriage allowed.) From V/4nget we

learn that at the marriage ceremony it was customary 

for the tride and bridegroom to take each other "by the
3

ha.nd and that in some places the wedding ring was used. 

In a case tried in the metropolitan city in 1^66 ose 

of the witnesses stated that he had seen promise of 

marriage made between two parties their hands being 

laid together by the priest according to the "papistical 

rite used for that time?" In a case of reconciliation

sermon married the Master of Sati^uha* to Sir Robert 
Swift's daughter ane English knight in Yorkshire neither 
of the parties exceeding thirteen years of age" 
Chronicles of Perth quoted Chambers Domestic Annals I
1. St Andrews Kirk Session in 15?2 and again in 1579 
threatened to refuse marriage to Sabbath breakers. 
Register 365 -442.
2. Records of Elgin II 232.
3. Certain Tractates S.T.S. £5." Taking by the hand 
is required by the Westminister Directory but the 
ceremonial use of the ring is forbidden.
4. Register of Kirk Session of St Andrews 289.
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"between hus"band and wife in Aberdeen in 1608 the two1 -
cjjapped hands "in token of amity"

Montgomery writing about the end of the l6th century

refers to the giving of the ring but v/hether it was
2 

done as part of the religious service is not so clear.

As in other Reformed churches what was objected to was 

not the wearing of the symbol of marriage but the

"superstitious act" of placing it on the priests book
3. 

to be blessed. Calderwood draws a sharp distinction

between what may be called the civil and the religious
4.

use of the ring. Another use of the ring in marriage 

is instanced by Lee in Iff is Lectures where several 

entries from the records of the Kirk session of the 

Canongate are quoted referring to the giving of a 5.
ring in pledge for the performance of the marriage.

Up to comparatively recent times in Scotland the
6 - 

ring was not used in the marriage service . Ho mention

is made of it in Cowpers Draft Service which it ma^r be 

noted had most of its rubrics and the opening exhortation

from the corresponding Anglican book while the vows
7. 

and charge are taken from the Book of Common Order.

Latfds Liturgy of course orders its use but even among 

those who might have been expected to follow that order 

it does not appear to have been in vogue. There is

i; Selections 60
2. "Then a ring/'Did he thrin^/ On my finger that was 

fine/ Tak quoth'he^/ This to thee/For a pledge 
thatr I am thine/" Poems II 240.

3. Altare Damascenum 8?0. "ITON CUM BJPOSITI017E SUPER 
LIBRUU SACRORUM.»
4. "HUHC RITUM HOtt BflMAREMUS SI BOEDER A CIVILI MODO 
CELEBRARE1TTUR. w Ibid.
5. Lectures I 216. 1630 R— N— and I— M— gave up their 
names to be proclaimed and consigned ane gold signet ring. 
J--M-- and E—A— ... consigned ane gold ring with ane 
white stone. (The marriage ring of Llary Queen of Scots 
was one with a stone set in it). .
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still preserved in the Diocesan Library at Brechin a

copy of the Book of Comion Prayer presented by Queen
•*• • 

Anne to the Episcopal Church in Llontrose. All the

references to the ring in the marriage Service are

surrounded by black heavy lines showing that when that•2. 

book was in use the ring was not given.

One part of the service which seems to have vanished 

entirely was the offering. John Row mentions that at 

the marriage of two of his parishioners at the Kirk of 

Carnock this amounted to 22/8 which was put in the box.

The ceremony'was usually performed by a "Minister
4. 

lawfully called" but there are cases on record where

a Redder did BO. In some instances this seems to have
5.

led to a censure on the part of the church courts but 

at Elgin the Kirk session the Reader was actually 

empowered to do so when he had the "express commandment

of the Minister and elders in ane session ... to that
»|6. 

effect.

The behaviour of the congregations at the marriage 

ceremony often left much to be desired and Sessions had 

to take order thereanent. The officer at Elgin was

directed to attend on all occasions and see that no
7. 

abuse be found in the kirk but in spite of that several

6. The writer was present at a marriage performed twelve 
years ago by a well >nown parish minister. Ho ring was 
used at the ceremony.
7. A short prayer [probably of Cov/pers own writing^ comes 
after the charge to t]ae newly raarried and before the 
nuptial benediction.

i; Eeles Traditional customs - 136.
2. It may be noted that although Gillespie in his "Englw. 
Popish Ceremonies" has much to say against other Anglican 
customs he says nothing against the ring in marriage. Dr 
Cooper thought that this was due to this ceremony being 
popular among the laity (Book of Common Order 291) The 
writer thinks that it be more likely that the custom was 
not in use it Scotland at the time.
3. Row Historic XXI The offering was gathered and the 
name of the collector is given pointing to the fact" that 
the collection was not taken at the church door. 3hin fasM wlS

P.T.O. '
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persons found themselves before the session for unruly

conduct. At St Andrews neither the beadle nor his

man (assistant) were permitted to "ask or crave money

from any person ... that are contracted in marriage
1. 

unless it be given freely and no further."

Parties had to go to their ov/n parish church to bs
2. 

married . If they went to another they had to

produce a testimonial from their own minister before the
3. 

ceremony could be performed and in some cases the Session

refused to allow the ministers to grant such.

Whenever the marriage took place the couple had to
4. 

remain there until they had heard the preaching.

Parties desiting marriage had to show that they 

had sufficient religious knowledge to be able to repeat 

the Lords Prayer, the ten commandments and the creed 

before they were allowed to "complete the band of
5.

matrimony. Quite a number of cases occur throughout 

the records of fines being imposed on candidates

the rule of the Westminster Directory.
ft.Calderwood History II 331 III 386. Register of St Andrews 

Session 178.
5. The Book of Discipline does not forbid - though it 
does not specifically sanction - marriage by Readers. The 
Assembly though it forbade them to minister the sacraments 
did not do the came with regard to marriage. In each of 
the examples mentioned above therd was some additional 
irregularity. I have hot noticed any case where the 
parties were re-married. In later days JForbes and Gillespie 
agreed that blessing by the pastor in marriage was simply 
a laudable custom. Irenicum 119 English Popish Ceremonies 72.
6. Records 193 The date is 1§26.
7. Register §51. The date is 1589.

1. Life of Weeras 33.
2. Calderwocd History III 386. Register of St Andrews Kirk 
Session 939.
3. Life of Weems 33.
4. Life of Weems 34.
5. Ibid 33 Register of St Andrews Kirk Session 439.
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1.
for matrimony who could not repeat the required pieces.

In one case the marriage was actually stopped until the

bridegroom was sufficiently instructed to be able to
2. 

repeat what was necessary.

A Register of Marriages was kept, usually by the
5

Reader but the session claimed the right to say whether
4. 

any extract might be given from it.

It is somewhat remarkable that in none of the 

contemporary records is there reference to any one like 

our "best man" or "brides maids". Cowper mentions the 

presence of"ITlends and neighbours" but there is nothing 

to indicate that there were those who attended in a 

special capacity.

1. Register of St Andrews Kirk Session 839 etc. Records 
of Elgin 145 etc.

2. Life of Weems 33
•

31 Selections from Ecclesiastical Records of Aberdeen 73 

4. Register of Kirk Session of St Andrews.
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Under the heading "The Burial" the Book of Common 

Order "has the following: <*The corpse is reverently 

brought to the grave accompanied with the congregation 

without any further ceremonies, which being buried, the 

Minister if he be present and required goeth to the 

Church if it be not far off anfl maketh some comfortable 

exhortation to the people touching death and 

resurrection1* To which there is added in some later 

copies "Then blessfcth the people and so dismisseth 

them." The first paragraph is simply that of the Book 

of Geneva the v/ords 'if he be present and required 1 

being added. The writers of the Book of Discipline 

while stating that Burial in all ages had been held in 

estimation and that the same should be kept within the

realm yet thought it "most expedient that the Dead be
1 

conveyed to the place of burial with some hohest

company of the church without eitherfp^ singing or 

reading yea without all kind of ceremony heretofore 

used other than that the dead be committed to the 

grave with such gravity and sobriety as those that be 

present may seem to fear the judgements of God and to 

hate sin which is the cause of death." To this
-.,>

however was added another paragraph which leaves a 

loophole for a burial service "Yet notwithstanding v/e 

are not so precise tiut that we are content that

1. It was the custom in some places for those who were 
"to convoy" the dead to burial to come to the house 
of mourning some hours before the time fixed for the 

fufneral. The custom existed in some parishes in the 
South down to comparatively recently. In 1771 the 
Session of Mattchline put rji end to it so far as their 
parish was concerned Edgar Old Church Ilife in Scotland 
II 238. It still exists in the Shetland Islands.
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particular kirks may use them in that behalf as they
will answer to God and Assembly of the Universal Kirk

1 
gathered within the realm" The next paragraph forbids
funeral sermons on the ground that if the people despise 
the instruction given in ordinary discourses they are 
not likely to be benefitted by special ones, also there 
was a danger that respect of persons would be made 
manifest. Ministers might preach at the burial of the
rich and honourable," but keep silence "when the poor or

2 
despised "departed. Knox himself did not adhere to the
instruction here given for as is v/ell known he preached 
at the funeral of the Regent Moray,

Calderwood has preserved the prayer used by the 
Great Reformer on that occasion and if there is no
petition In it for the dead there is certainly much of

3 
thanksgiving for the faithful departed.

The "Good Regent" as he was called was buried
within the Ghurchtn the "South Yle" although this also1 4 
was condemned by the Book of Discipline.

Funeral Sermons were in use In Geneva during 
the time of Knox f s Ministry there, and as the General 
Assembly in 1562 agreed that a unifrrm order was to be 
kept In the Ministration of the sacraments solemnization 
of marriage and burial of the dead according to the Kirk 
of Geneva"if follows that there was nothing Illegal in
1. This latter paragraph it may be noted is omitted in many if not most copies of the Book of Discipline but there is no doubt as to its genuineness. Knox 11.250. One of those burial services v/as that of the Kirk of Montrose (See page 67. ).
2. Knox 11.251.
3. Calderwood History II. 513 - 5.
4. Knox II. 251. "We think it neither seemly that the Church appointed to preaching and Ministration of the sacraments shall be made a place of burial." This does not seem to have been very much regarded though there are some cases on record where the burial in Church v/as objected to by the Authorities. tfcMgfc. Usually the objections were withdrawn on payment of money ad pips usus. See Kirk Session Records of Perth in Spottiswood Miscellany for a number of instances.
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1 
their use in Scotland, Funeral sermons were certainly

in vogue in this Country in the period v/e are now 

considering,Vwien Patrick Sirapson Minister of Stirling and 

stalwart opponent of the Bihops and all their works was 

buried in 1618 his friend Henry Llvingstone (another 

perferv^ed Presbyterian) preached his funeral sermon 

from the words "I have fought a good figfct ... I have 

kept the faith." "After sermon" says the chronicler "he

was burled in the end of the quire where '-.he honourably
2 

rests."

Among Episcopalians the same custom was observed
3 

the only funeral service being the funeral sermon«

Spottisv/ood mentions that the body of his
• -

predecessor in the Metropolitan 5ee Archibishop

Gladstone was interred in the South Bast of the Parish

Church of St Andrews," and the funeral sermon preached
4 

by Mr Willian Cowper Bishop of Galloway."

In 1635 there was published at Aberdeen a 

volume entitled "The Funeral sermons Orations and 

Epitaphs on the Right Reverend Patrick Forbes Bishop 

of Aberdeen," and this contains not only the sermon

delivered at the funeral but also those preached on the
5 

following Sundays. Y/hen Bishop William Forbes of

Edinburgh was buried V/odrow tells us. "Mr Sydserf(Dean 
tefe*""""""""***""*""••••••'•••"*~""*""""™^""""""""~"""**"""***""*"***"*"**"~"**"*"***"*"*"*"'"''"**~***~'""*"*"'
1. Calderwood in his History (Folio Edition 24 the 

passage not being contained in the V/odrow Society 
Edition)indicates pretty clearly that he was no 
friend to funeral sermons which he says were not used 
in Geneva though they v/ere allowed. Bishop Sage 
accuses Calderwood of mot quoting the above mentioned 
4ct of the Assembly in full because he did not wish it 
to be known that the Assembly permitted funeral 
sermons,Fundamental Charter 167. Calderwood 1 s words 
are "Ordained that a uniform order be kept in the

Ministration of the Sacraments accprding to the Book
of Geneva'i

2. Select Biographies (V/odrow Society) I. 111.
3. It Is of course possible if not probable that extempore 

prayer was offered as was usual at "Sermon" See case 
of the funeral of the Regent Moray.

4. History III. 227. The date is 1615. Calderwood (VII - 
200) saya that a canopy of black velvet was borne upon 
the cofrln. P.Y.O
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of Edinburgh) preached his funeral sermon from John 5 -
1 

35.36. w

We get* a suggestive side light on the ceremonial 

with which the obsequies of Nobles and dignitaries were 

conducted in the following paragraph "after sermon the 

Bishop was buried in Saint Giles Kirk Edinburgh at the 

East end thereof .......He was buried with no great ^fa-ip

pomp the magistrates ministers inhabitants some of the 

nobility the Bishop of St Andrews with two or three more 

bishops (attending)" One wonders how much more would 

have been required before the funeral became a pompous 

one. Row incidentally refers to the Bishop of

Dunblane "making" the funeral sermon of a nobleman
2 

in Edinburgh in the years 1629.. A specially

interesting example of this type of sermon v/as preached 

by Archbishop Spottiswood?i at the funeral of Bishop 

Gowper of Galloway in 1619. Gowper was buried "in 

the Grey^riars yard or common burial place of Edinburgh

which kirk was nev/ly completed and at the funeral'3 

sermon consecrated" by the Archbishop.

Cowper*s Draft has a section headed "The manner of

Burial" v/hich reproduces almost verbatim the words of
4 

the Book of Discipline, and the Book of Common Order.

It contains however the following paragraph v/hich does

not appear In either of these. "The exequies used in
«..•-..._.._.._-.-....»-...-.-....-__ — _..__-._......_......_.._..__—.._......_..»...„...___
5. (Continued from page33fy This Volume has been 

reprinted by the Spottiswoode Society.
1. Biographical Collection (New Spalding Club) 261 -262.
2. Historic 349.
3. Johnston 1 s M.S. History Quoted Chambers I. 505.
4. This Is one of the few Instances where the Book Is 

quoted with regard to order of services.
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some reformed churches and performed with solemn reading 

of some parts of Scripture, prayers and singing of Psalms 

we do not dislike^ as serving to stir up the minds of men 

into a careful consideration of the estate both here and 

hereafter. But our church not being accustomed therewith

doth leave it to the discretion of the Minister who being
1 

present at tfce Burial and re quire drought not to refuse to

make some comforting exhortation to the people touching 

death and resurrection to life."

The Assembly of 1638 passed one act against

Funeral Services and from that time onward funeral
2 

•ermons seem to have ceased. Henderson writing circa
5 

1640 remarks that Burials are without funeral sermons.
•

Baillie notes that the Scots Commissioners of Westminister
altrhoudk th«N

were very much opposed to them MMMMHMf were popular

among the ]%iglish. After three days debate he says they
4 

could not "find a way of agreeance" Nay more we find
5 

that the Scots Commissioners would not go to listen

to the Sermon - which Baillie admits was most eloquent and

pertinent - preached at the funeral of P^m "for funeral
6 

sermons we must have away with the rest11 The English

Puritans were keen to keep to these discourses and the 

Records of the V/estminister Assembly show that there was 

much debate on the matter. One member, apparently 

Rutherford, stated that he saw no more reason for a act of 

worship when men v/ere buried than one when they were born

1. The words "being present" seem to indicate that there 
were those who held like some English Puritans that 
"the care of burying the dead does not belong more to 
the Ministrial-office than to the rest of the Church" 
(Cartwright) Morer states that in his time (1680-90) 
Ministers rarely attended funerals.

2. Peterkin Records of the Kirk 47.
3. Government and Order. 28.
4. Letters and Journals II. 245. He mentions that they had 

"passed a proposition for abolishing*their (The English) 
T3eremonies at Burial" He also states that "our Church has 
discharged (funeral Sermons) on many good reasons" It is 
probable that his reference is to the Book of Discipline.

5. Balllles Letters II. 118.
6. Baillie Letters II. 118.
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to which Mr. Whitaker made the apt rejoinder that
1 

immediately after birth the child v/as brought to baptism.

In the end it appears from the list of observances which 

while not condemned were to be laid aside that both

parties agreed to their suppression in the interests of
2 

uniformity. One finds however relics of the custom much

later and in circles where one might have expected the 

strictest interpretations of the law to prevail. On the 

Sunday after Cameron the covenanting leader was killed 

at Ayrsmoss his friend Gargll preached to the Covenanters

in Shotts from the text "Know ye not that there is a
3 

great man and prince fallen^ this day in Israel." "it was"

says Professor Herklefs"Cameron f s funeral sermon he
T5

preached, the lament for the friend he trusted for the
4 

young man on whom he leant."

Closely allied with funeral services were 

services at the "Dregy" or "Likewaks" It had been the

custom in the Mediaeval Church to watch by the body before
5 

it was burled and this was continued after 1560. Although

"Singing of Messe Placebo and Dirige" v/ere declared not
6 

only superfluous but also Idolatry by the Book of Discipline

there seems no doubt that in some parts of Scotland at 

least services after the Reformed manner took the place 

of those of the Roman Church.

1. MItchell my^jj^lB of Westminister Assembly 14,
2. Notes and Debates (Presbyterian Armoury) /to
3. II. s«m TTT - 38.
4. Richard Cameron (Famous Scots Series) 146.
5. Chaucer refers to the "Likewaks" in his Pardoners Tale. 

"Shall not be told for me 
How Arclte is burned to ashes cold 
Nor how the licht waks was held

All that night" ..
The name lykewaks or"Licht wake probably arose from the 
lights Wjhich were^set round the corpse though some derive 
It from leich^nam a corpse.

6. Knox II. 250.
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The very word "Dregy" is a survival being derived 

from the popular name for the service "in the First 

Nocturn" in the office for the Dead. The antiphon, 

with which that service open*is the ninth verse of the 

fifth Psalm. "DIRIGE DOMINE DEUS MEUS" from which in 

charters etc the service was known simply as the 

"Dirig£" and as such is referred to in the Book of 

Discipline ( For a similar reason the part of the Office 

for the Dead said at Evensong was called PLACEBO since 

its opening words were PLACEBO DOMINO IN REGIONE VIVORUM) 

It was customary in some parts for the Master of the 

Sang School who as we have seen was usually also the 

Reader to go with some of his scholars to the house of

the departed and there join in singing psalms. In 1631
1 

we find the Council of Aberdeen ordering that no more

than four scholars were to go v/ith the Masters on such

occasions as there had been instances where so many

had gone as to cause confusion. Somewhat earlier we find

that in Elgin there was "reading of Chapters" and
2 

"singing of psalms" at lykewakes. Chapters were also

readrprobably by the Reader though perhaps by an elder) 

at Aberdeen for Spalding tells us that when the 

Covenanting Divines obtained the prohibition!.of the 

ringing of bells at funerals, they also got the Council to 

discharge "reading of Holy Scripture and singing of 

Psalms at lykewakes".

The historian however goes on to say that they
3 

could not get such things altogether repressed and one

1. Extracts from Records of Aberdeen I. 35.
2. Records II - 191.
3. History of the Troubles II 68 - 69.
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regrets to have to add that when religious exercises at

"lykewakes" were prohibited their place was taken by
1 

exorcises which v/ere certainly anything but reverent.

At the time of the funeral the coffin appears 

always to have been covered with a mort cloth. These 

mort cloths belonged to the Kirk Session and the fees 

which were charged for their use v/ere usually part of 

the provision made for the poor. There Is evidence 

which shows that in the period we are considering there 

v/ere cases where "ao useless Coffin" enclosed the body 

of the deceased. En 1610 the Kirk Session of IXimbarton 

fixed certain charges for burial "with ane kist" and 

lesser ones for such as should be buried without ane kist 

In other cases a "common coffin" was used. In 1602 the 

Master of the Hospital in Perth was ordered to "cause make

ane common kist wheretoy the dead corpses of the poor ones
3 

may be honestly carried into the burial." Somewhat

later (1641) we find Galston Kirk Session pacing £4 for
4 

"ane common burial kist.'1

In marked contrast to such funerals v/ere 

those of the nobility at whose obsequies there seems to 

have been a great deal of pomp and parade. The accounts

relating to the interment' of the Regent Moray indicate
5 

that pa;/raents v/ere made for banners footmantles crepes etc.

The expenses of the "Solemnity of the Burial of the Earl 

of Montrosw" in 1609 appear to have ^mounted to the very

1. Wilson, Polk lore of Uppermost Nithsdale gives several
examples of proceedings at V/akes which would now-a-days 

S kotk MHB the most hardened. It is only fair to say how 
ever that such things were not unknown in earlier days. 
The Session Records of Elgin in 1620 refer to some 
"who sang bawdy songs" and "had lewd fashions" at such 
times. As late as 1737 "fidling and dancing" were 
Indulged in.JX. 165,336.

2. Irving Dumbartonshire 302.
3. Kirk Session Records. Spottiswoode Miscellany 313.
4. Kirk Session Records quoted Edgar Old Church Life 11.248.
5. Proceedings of'Society of Antiquaries VI - 52.
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large total of 40,000 m«rks. At least that was the sum,

which the king promised to pay but unfortunately for the
1 

Earl»s heir he did not fulfil his promise, When the Earl

of Athol was buried in St Giles in 1579 the Assembly 

directed two ministers to see that nothing superstitions 

was allowed at the funeral. There was a difference of 

opinion as to v/hether what was embroidered on the coffin 

covering was a cross but the Assembly taking no risks

ordered whatever it was to be removed and the earl ! s
2 

coffin had a mort cloth of black velvet only.

In 1630 when the Laird of Drum was buried the 

town Council of Aberdeen ordered each bailie to enrol as sum 

many of the inhabitants as possible for carrying pikes 

and muskets at the funeral "also the town*s great 

ordnance to be all shot in signification of the town ! s

love and respect carried to the defunct and (the) House of
3 

Drum." Sir James Balfour has preserved an account of

the funeral of Walter the first Earl of Buccleugh in 

1634 from v/hich it appears that there could be great

display of such affairs. In this case there were no
4 

less than 47 "saulies" attired in black gowns and hoods,

carrying black staves at the head of the processions. 

There v/ere a number of trumpeters "sounding sadly" 

Eight gentlemen of the Clan Scott carried banners showing 

the arms of the pater&nal and maternal ancestors of the 

deceased. The coffin bore the "defunci/s helmet ; and

1. Calderwood History VII, 38.
2. B.U.K. 431. This seems to have been a usual form of 

Mort Cloth.
3. Extracts from Records of Aberdeeh Vol I. 27.
4. "Saulies" were hired mourners who preceded the coffin. 

Some derive the word from "Salve Regina" but this is 
unlikely.
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coronet overlaid with cypress "and was carried under 

a fair pall of black velvet decked with arms." And so 

"with the conduct of many honourable friends marched 

from Branxholm to Hawick Ghurch where after the

funeral sermon ended the corpse was interred amongst his
1 

ancestors , !f

In 1621 an Act of the Scottish Parliament was 

passed limiting the parade at the funerals of the great, 

other than Karls Lords and their wives. By this act 

no "dule weeds " (mourning habits) v/ere to be given to 

Herald Trumpeters or Saullies except at the obsequies

of the nobility and even then "Saullies" were to be
2 

limited according to the -£ank of the deceased.

It may have been a desire on the part of the poorer 

people to Imitate the pomp of the, nobles which led the

Assembly In 1598 to prohibit pictures or images being
3 

carried at burial under pain of censure of the Kirk.

In 1604 a painter In Aberdeen was charged with having
4 

pointed a crucifix for the funeral of the Lady of Gicht.

Fourteen Years later a somewhat similar case occured

though on this occasion the Magistrates of the Northern
5 

city had prohibited the carrying of the painting.

As early as 1563 the General Assembly took 

steps to see that the funerals of the poor v/ere not 

neglected. In that year the following resolution was

1. Ancient Heraldic and Antiquarian Tracts. Quoted Chambers 
Domestic Life in Scotland II_»74.

2. Acts of Scottish Parliament.lv-.Uy
3. Calderwood ¥. 707.
4. Selections from Ecc Records of Aberdeen (Spalding Club) 

8-4.
5. Extracts from Records of Aberdeen Vol.1. 27.
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passed "Touching the burial of the poor. In every 
parish to landward it is ordained that a bier be 
made in every parish to carry the dead corpse to 

burial, and that village or house where the dead lie 

and the next house adjacent thereto or a certain

number of every house shall convey the dead to the
1 

burial and eird it six foot under the eird( earth^,"

In 1595 we find the Session of St Andrews renewing 

an older act providing that for "convoying of the dead 
to burial as well poor and Bich it is statute that all 
inhabitants of the city especially in that quarter 
where the person is departed they with the elders and 
deaeons of that quarter with their wives convoy the 
<^pad to burial under the pain of Vld to be uplifted 
of each person disobeying and that none be buried but
between the sun rising and downpassing thereof and

2 
that none be buried neither time of sermon nor dinner.'
Thomas Morer an Imglish Chaplain who had been stationed 
with his regiment in Scotland circa 1680-90 mentions 
that trie orders of the funeral procession was as follows. 
"First divers ranks of men walk before, then comes the 
dead person carried ...... on poles. After the corpse

. follows a greater number of men than what was in the 

front but in rows of*files without any confusion at all
1. B.U.K. 43 As will be seen women attended funerals a.s 

well as men but it was not customary for them to go 
any further than the Churchyard Gate, fit the end of the 17th Century the ladies were accustomed to put on thei 
gay 3st attire at a funeral. Grey Graham Social Life in 
Scotland in 18th C Titury 54. Strangely enough it was 
not customary for the husband to attend his wife's 
funeral. Boswell mentions that he v?as an exception 
Boswelliana - 151 see ..orer Short Account of Scotland 
58.

2. Register of Kirk Session of St Andrews 810. At Hlgin 
the fine which was threatened was one of '"-0 shillings.

J.-L
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and in the rear a promiscuous company of women who.....
1 

go without any order'.1

As is noted above Burial was to "be during tne day 
2

time. In 1591 a beadle and his assistant got int o 

trouble at St Andrews for burying a child under cover 

of darkness. Probably this was due to a fear lest 

crime should be hidden and it is likely that the same 

reason accounts for two cottars being summoned before

the Session at Elgin in 1628 for burying a child out of
3 

the Churchyard for legally there is no mor^c reason for
1 4 

burying in a churchard than anywhere else. The

people were warned to attend funerals by the bellman
5 

a functionary of the church who went through the

streets with his bell intimating tiie decease of the 

party and the time of the funeral. Hand bells were 

used in the Mediaeval Church to intimate when special

masses were about to be said, and they may also have
6 

been used then for intimation of funerals also. The

custom is mentioned in Glasgow a.s early as 1577 but

tae casual way it is referred to shows that it was then
7 

no new thing. In 1594 the bellman was ordered by

1. Short Account of Scotland 67.68. The book was published 
anonymously in 1702 but republished with Authors name 
attached in 1715.

2. At Elgin in 1619 an act was parsed prohibiting burial 
before tne Prayer Bell in the Horning Records 11.160.

3. Records 11.206, „ ..
4. Green Encyclopaedia of Scots Law Article Burial.
5. In 1594 the Presbytery of Glasgow claimed the office

of the "dead bell ecclesiastical according to the ancient 
cancns and discipline of the reformed kirk"The Town 
Council did not admit the claim and cont j nued to 
appoint to the office. Y.aitland Miscellany 1.62. At 
Ayr in 1708 a somewhat similar dispu£e^the Town Council 
on this occasion claiming the bell and the Session 
trying to retain it.

6. Carneron Lees St Giles 49.
7. Scottish National Memorials £12.
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the Session of the Town not to ring after sunset or

before sunrise while three years later "time of
1 

preaching or prayers" was added to the prohibited hours.

On the day of the interment the bellman preceded the 

cortege ringing nis bell. This was a very old usage 

wh.:\ch the Reformers took over from the Roman Church. 

Cnaucer makes one of his characters tell of three young 

roysterers who while sitting in a tavern

"heard a hand bell clink 2 
Before a corpse being carried to his grave."

In 1621 the Kirk {Session of Dumbarton ordered their

beadle to "ring the mort bell before all persons
the ^ 

deceased withinA toune" while twenty years later the

Council of Glasgow got a new dead bell "to be rung
4 

for and before the dead" At Inverness in the 17th

Century there were two sets of funeral bells for which

differing charges were made "big bells" for the rich
5 

small bells for the poor 1.1

Ray mentioned that he had witnessed the bell being

rung before the cortage (in 1662) at Dunbar Durrfries6 ' 
and otner places. Kirke another English traveller (whose

visit was in 1679) also mentions the custom. He has 

preserved the formula used at the intimation of the
^ WW ^ W ^«»»*BVW^^W»» V «-WW W W» V •• ^ ^ W ^.»»^aB»WMW»WWWOT«»W»W«M«BlWWV^M«*«WM^W«V^VVBW»«

1. Life of Weems 14. 15.
2. Knignts Tale. , . _i- A .*/3. Records. IrwnS * w7n D*r^<n»» h*Te **'•
4. Extracts from Records of Glasgow IV 424.
5. Edgar Old Church Life II. 257 ^
6. Hu^He Brown .£arly Travellers in Scotland '39.
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death "I let you to wot that there is a faithful brother 

lately departed out of this present world at the pleasure 

of Almighty God" He tells us that when the name of God was

uttered the bellman took off his bonnet a rather interesting
1 

survival of an older usage. It was perhaps just because

it wasjan ancient c\istoin that in 1652 when the Covenanting

fervour was at its height the Glasgow Bellman was ordered
2 

to eschew the repetition of the name of God, just as some

years earlier the Covenanting Minister of Aberdeen Andrew

Cant managed to stop the practice of the bellman tinkling his
3 

bell as the funeral procession passed along the street. Yet

with other times the old usage was revived and existed in

some places for many years thereafter. Boston of Eifcfcrick
4 

mentions incidentally in his diary that he heard the Dead

bell go in Hawick in 1715. The bell was continued there
5 

till the beginning of last century and in some places even

later.

One is somewhat surprised to find that suicides were 

not allowed to be buried in the churchyards. In 1582 the

Session of Perth ordered that a man who had drowned himself
Z*«K , 

in the Tay should be buried at the Little Imjk (an islet in

the river) within the water seeing that the churchyard was the

burial place "for the faithful that depart in fear of the
6 

Lord" This custom existed Iqng in some parts of Scotland*

On the boundary between Lanarkshire and Dumfrieshire at a 

spot where three lairds' lands met there was a something of 

the nature of a suicide's burial ground to which the bodies of

1. Ibid. 259.
2. Bife of Weems 15.
3. Spalding History of the Troubles II. 69,
4. Memoirs of Mr Thomas Boston (1899) 281.
5. The Bellman always lifted hi a hat and he made the intimation
6. Session Records opottiswood Miscellany - 243.
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those who had taken their own lives were brought often from
1 

considerable distances.

While suicides were thus shut out from Christian burial 

so were those who "deceased by sickness without advertising 

the Minister reader or atie elder in their absence." Such 

were to be forbidden the convoy of the faithful to their

burial and the bellman was not to be allowed to "knell the
2 

hand bell or any other bell," Those who died excommunicated

were likewise denied the convoy of the faithful the latter

being strictly forbidden to attend the funeral of any
3 

excommunicated person. Traces of Mediaeval customs with

regard to the burial of unbaptized children are to be gotmd. 

In 1641 the Synod of Fife forbade the burying of such in a

place apart which seems to indicate that such a practice was
4 

in existence. Spalding mentions a case which helps to

confirm such a belief. He tells us of a father who brought 

a weakly child to the church in 1643 to be baptized but 

the minister would not perform the rite until the usual hour 

of preaching "but before the lecture was done the silly 

(weak) infant deceases in the cummer's arms at the pulpit 

foot without benefit of baptism. The people fell all in 

murmuring at the doing of their ministers and the father 

and friends converied^ waxed wonderful sorrowful, but Mr John 

Oswald v/ho said the lecture^, perceiving the bairn to be dead

said since the bairn is dead in the Kirk cause bury it in the
5 

Kirk."

1. Brown History of Sanquhar - 19. See also «r'Dr John Browns 
"Enterkin'I

2. Records of Elgin II - 16. The date is 1591. The entry
indicates that both the hand bell and another bell - in all 
probability that in the Church Steeple-were rung ordinarily 
at funerals.

3. Records of Elgin II. 40. The date is 1596.
4. Records of Synod'A ( Abbots ford Club) At the same time the 

Synod forbade the carrying of the dead "about the Church" 
pointing to a pre-Christian custom of carrying the dead in 
the direction taken by the Sun,

5. History of Troubles. "7T. / 4*4
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Several entries In the Records of Elgin Indicate that a 

collection was taken at funerals. The probability Is 

however that if this were done, it would only be when 

a funeral sermon was preached, and thia was not customary 

on every occasion. Perhaps the entries mean no more than

that the relatives made a gift to the church ad pioa usus,
1 

at the obsequies.

Two other customs may be noted which have come 

down from Mediaeval times to our own day.. The one is the 

laying of flowers upon the coffin. Morer mentions that it

was in use in Scotlatoa in his day (circa 1685) as it was
2 

usual to place herbs and flowers on the top of the coffin

and doubtless the practice was in <••» earlier. The other 

Is the ringing of the church bell as the cortege nears the 

churchyard. This had been the custom in the Mediaeval 

Church and was carried over Into the Reformed. In 1643 

we find the Town Council of Aberdeen including the tolling

and ringing of bells among the "superstitious rites used at
3 

funerals'* which were to be discharged. Spalding asserts

and in all probability with good ground that this was due

to the action of "Andrew Cant and his fellows" who as
4 

stalwart covenanters objected to anything Hpopish" The

ringing however continued as is shown by Session Records of 

somewhat later date fixing the fees to be paid "by those 

persons who desire to have the Church bell rung at the

1. Records of Elgin II. 201. No convention (of the Session) 
because of funeral of Jean Lesley Collected 5 1/- etc. 
I have not noticed any similar entries elsewhere.

2. A Short Account of Scotland 67. It was customary in the 
Mediaeval;- church to put a garland of herbs and flov/ers 
on the head of a young person deceased.

3. Extracts from Records II - 6.
4. History of the Troubles 11.69.
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1 
burial of their dead."

In concluding this section one may note an interesting 

statement made by Morer who as lias already been stated was 

a Chaplain to an English Regiment in Scotland. While 

stationed at Dunbfcflr.v an officer of the regiment died and

the Chaplain in order not to offend Scottish susceptibili-
vt th«£v*ve, 

ties by reading^memorised the Anglican Burial service and

delivered it by heart. So far from offending the inhabitants 

he found that his action was greatly appreciated. He 

"so well satisfied many of the Scotch of that town that 

they could not forbear calling it a Christian burial and

said that theirs was like the burial of a dog in comparison 
2

with others.

If V/odrow is to be trusted in other parts of 

Scotland .sentiment was very different for he mentions 

that when in 1711 the Episcopal Burial Service was read 

by a clergyman wearing canonicals there was nearly a riot 

in the Churchyard the Episcopalians being as keen as the

Presbyterians in putting an end to what they apparently
3 

regarded as a popish practice. He tells us however in

his correspondence that in Augus in IV08 the 

Episcopalians "bury their dead with the Liturgy and the

clergy in their habits and the nobility and gentry are
4 

very fond of these new fashions."

The Pre Reformation Churchwards in Scotland seem

to have exceeded in murnber those which still exist. In
__..___..__.»__ — — ——— — — « — -- — — — — — — —> — — — — ->-»—— — -. — -.-- — ._—.-_....____...._____
1. See for Several examples Edgar Old Church Life in 

Scotland II. 258.
2. Short Account of Scotland - 68.
3. Analecta II. 30.
4. Correspondence I. 77.
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those days many chapels had burying places attached but 

as the chapels fell into disuse the ancient burial places

were likewise deserted, and in some cases almost every
1 

vestige of these old God 1 s acres has vanished. The Old

Churchyards which remain are almost entirely those attached 

to Parish Churches for though the writers of the Book of 

Discipline rather frowned on burying the dead near the 

place of worship saintiment proved too strong for them 

and the "rude forefathers of the hamlet" were laid to 

rest where their ancestors had been laid before. In every 

old Churchyard the writer** has visited the graves are 

placed "East and Y/est" It is said that this was due to 

the belief that our Lord should come from the East on 

the day: of Judgement and that His saints would then rise 

to meet Him.

It is only in rare instances that the North section 

of the Churchyard appears to have been much used until the 

beginning of the 18th Century or thereby. The waiter has 

looked carefully in many churchya-rds (Chiefly in the 

South of Scotland) and he has failed to find as old

tombstones in the North side as in the other three. A plan
2 

of Crail Churchyard (prepared by the Late Dr Erskine
3 

Beverldge) shows quite a number of 17th Century
4

monuments in the South East and West but the North iM
5 

quite blank the earliest stone there being dated 1787.

The reason for this Is also said to be connected with the 

day of Judgement. The ancient entrance to a Church v/as
•• •• •" mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm *m mm ~

~ mm mm mm mm mm mm- mm m* mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
* mm mm mm mm mm

1. In the writers parish there were two chapels to which 
burial grounds were attached but of which not a trace 
now remains on the surface.

2. Church Yard Memorials of Crail 67.
3. Vice President Scottish Society of Antiquaries.
4. Pew Scottish Churchyards can show dated Memorials earlier 

than the 17th Century. In St Michaels Churchyard 
Dumfries which probably contains more tomb stones than 
any other provincial Churchyard in Scotland the earliest 
date on a stone is 1620. Me Dowall Memorials of St. 
Michaels 2 - 3. It has to be remembered that families 
able to put up enduring memorials usually burled their

c dead within^the church., n
5 » Churchyard Mettor£al3 o f» Crail 241.
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either at the West or at the South near the West. 

Consequently when the Great Judge walked up the Church

to the Altar. He would have those on the North on His
1 ' 

left hand. Whatever may be the reason the custom was wide

spread. It is said that in earlier days that the northern 

part of a Churchyard never was consecrated being reserved 

for those who died unbaptised excommunicated or who had 

committed suicide, Wordsworth refers to this in his poem:

"»Tis said that some have died for love
And here and there a churchyard grave is found 
In the cold Norths unhallowed ground 
Because the wretched man himself had slain 
His love was such a grievous pain."

At Crail as late as 1756 the North part of the Churchyard
2 

was the part set aside for the burial of strangers.

NOTE: An interesting survival of Mediaeval practice may 
still be seen at St Michaels Dumfries. When a 
funeral arrives at the gate the coffin is tfcken from 
the hearse set down on trestles and allowed to 
remain there for a minute or so before being carried 
into the Churchyard. This custom is not observed 
at the newer cemeteries in the neighbourhood and 
the old people v/ill tell you that it has always been 
so at 3t Michaels, It doubtless originated in the 
custom of beginning the burial service at the 
Churchyard gate.

1. Wilson. Memorials of Sanquhar Kirk 154.
2. The section was called the "Strangers North."

Churchyard Memorials 272. In some old Churches e.g. 
**4 Kirkbride/in NfcthadetloJ there nfcre no v/indows in the 

' Northern Wall.
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PASTING

The later editions of the Book of Common Order contain 

the "Order of the General Fast" which first made its 

appearance in 1566 when it was printed by Lekprevik with the 

title "The Ordour and doctrine of the General Faste". It 

wsa issued as a pamphlet by itself and a later edition was 

published in 1574- contains some additional matter. It 

does not appear in the "Psalm Book" until 1^8? when Vantrollier 

printed it in the edition he issued in that year. The order 

proper consists of a preliminary statement regarding the way 

in which the fast should be kept. (This was preceded by a

long treatise on fasting in general and with reference to
1 

the present troubles. ) The Abstinence was to start on

Saturday at eight o'clock at night and was to extend until 

Sundajr after the exercise at afternoon. Bread and drink

only were to be used and that with great sobriety. Men
2 

were not to use any games on either of the two days. Gorgeous

apparel was to be abstained from hot only during the time of 

the "abstinence" but during the whole time of "humiliation" 

which was from the one Sunday in the morning to the next 

Sunday at even. The time to be spent on public religious 

exercises on the Sunday was to be left to the wisdom of the 

discreet ministers who could judge what the hearers would hear 

but three hours or less in the morning and two hours in the

A fc

1. This Tbeatise is left out of Dr Sprott's reprint (Church 
Service* Society). It will be found however in the 
1868 edition and also in John Knox»s Liturgy Glasgow - 
University Press 1886.

•

2 This indicates that Sabbath observance was not so strict 
as it afterwards became.
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afternoon were thought to be sufficient. In towns

there might be exercise of doctrine on the Saturday
1. 

"before the Sunday of Abstinence 11 but in villages this

might be treatedy on the Sunday before. The order proper 

begins with "the confession that shall go before the 

reading of the law and before every exercise." It is 

of no great length and concludes with a doxology. 

This confession ended the minister or reader was to

read distinctly the 27th and 28th chapters of
2. 

Deuteronomy. There after the people were to be

exhorted to examine their own consciences and then 

minister and congregation were to prostrate themselves 

and "remain in private meditation a reasonable space a,s a 

quarter of an hour or more." Another exhortation and • 

prayer of confession follows, the latter ending with the 

Lord f s Prayer. The sermon is then preached and that 

ended "the common prayer shall be used that is

Contained before in this book beginning thus God Almighty
3. 

and Heavenly Father." The 51st Psalm was then to be

sung whole and the people dismissed with the blessing. 

_ i The afternoon was to be on similar lines, after public 

prayer by the minister there was to be secret prayer by

1. This was the first Sunday of the week of humiliation.

2. Probably this is the only order of service published by 
order of the Church of Scotland where definite scripture 
lessons are prescribed.

3. Lekpreviks original edition has the words "In the Psalm 
book the 46 page thereof." This is an indication 
that the Book of Common order was meant to be more 
than a Directory.
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every man and woman for a reasonable space. The preacher
1 

was advised to take his text from the 119th Psalm.

"where the diligent reader shall observe the properties and 

conditions of such as in whose heart God writeth his law,

or if that be thought over hard he may take the text
2. 

of John *God is Light and in Him there is no darkness"1

At this diet of worship the prayer after sermon is referred
3. 

to the minister and after the singing of the 6th Psalm

the service'was to be ended with the blessing and 

"exhortation to call to mind Whereof that exercise is used.

In cities and towns the exercise was to continue 

for a whole week, congregations being expected to 

meet for an hour in the forenoon and at the hour 

accustomed to common prayers, and "somewhat longer in 

the afternoon." Psalms and Old Testament lessons are 

provided for all twelve services while for the Sunday 

(sic) which was the "last day of this public exercise" the 

order prescribed for the first Sunday was to be used 

except that the 26th chapter of Leveticus was to be read

and "for the prayer shall be used that " beginning
rr »
Sternal and everlasting For this Sunday afternoon the

78th Psalm and the 9th chapter of Daniel are prescribed, 

and after exhortation and prayers the 80th Psalm was to be 

read. (Attached to this order is a list of portions of 

Scripture - all from the Old Testament which were used by

1. Cowper remarks in his Draft that the 119th Psalm was 
anciently used in the afternoon in the Church of 
Scotland.

2. The text is quoted from the Geneva version of the 
Scripture.

3. Apparently he might "conceive a prayer" or read one as 
he thought fit.
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the ministers of Edinburgh in the Him* of God's 

visitation by the Pest" These are divided into three 

groups for use (a) in time of pest (b) in time when 

impiety aboundeth (c) in time of famine. This was added 

to the original publication in 1574)

Fasting was regarded by the Reformers - as by the 

whole Church Catholic - as an authorized adjunct to 

Divine Worship and as a lawful means of profitable 

discipline. While they were strongly opposed to the 

11 supers tit ions observance of fasting days" bv which 

they meant the practice of keeping the appointed fasts 

in the Pre Reformation Church yet thev were quite as strict 

as ever were the Roman priests in enforcing this 

discipline upon their flocks, whenever they thought it 

necessary to do so. The Reformed fasts like the 

Roman meant real fasting i.e. abstinence from food for 

a certain time or at least food of a certain kind . 

Thus we find a session "discharging all preparations 

of meats* on a fast dav, and a little later threatening

with pains and penalties those who on such an occasion
1. 

were "deprehendit in surfeit and ryot." Only bread
2. 

and drink were allowed on days of abstinence. No games
5. 

were allowed at these seasons and one of the objections

taken to such old plays as Robin Hood was that they 

caused profanation of Past days as well as of Sabbaths.4.

1. Records of Elgin II. 43. 85.

2. Lee Lectures 391.

ff. Weems 25.

4. B.U.K. II 410. 748.
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Another Roman custom fthich was adhered to was that of 

prohibiting marriages during the period of the fast.

This may have been of course in part due to the merry
1. 

making which was associated with these events. It is

more difficult to explain why baptism was refused at 

such a time yet so it was. At Elgin in 1625 the 

Session gave license for a child to be baptized (the 

parent a stranger being ignorant that it was a fast day)

"this no'iWays to be a preparative (precedent) to others
2. 

in times coming" This is all the more strange when we

find that the sacrament 6f the Lord's Supper was on occasion 

linked up with a National fast. In 1566 when the 

General Assembly appointed a public fast on account 

of the dangers to the kirk on the last two Sabbaths 

of July thev added to their Act the words "the Lord f s

Supper to be ministered upon the same day if it
3. 

can be done conveniently." Following the same order
4. 

the Session of Edinburgh in 1574 on the appearance of

the pest ordained with the celebration of the Holy 

Table a public fast and humiliation for the space of 

eight days" Two vears earlier the Session of St Andrews 

had united their communion season with a period of 

public fasting.5.

1. Selections from Ecc Records of Aberdeen 17.

2. Records of Elgin II. 189.

3. Calderwood II 324.

4. Lee Lectures II. 391.

5. St Andrews Register. 371.
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THE ORDER OF EXCOMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC REPENTANCE. 
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Thi3 order is remarkable from the fact that it contains 

several distinct orders for excommunication.public repentance 

and absolution. The order proper is preceded by a long

paragraph setting forth "what crimes be worthy of exoommunlcat-
»

ion and what of public repentance. The first order (which

might be labelled that for summary excommunication) seems to
tf 

have been intended for such as coraraitteed crimes which by the

law of God deserve death*" If the person refused to abide an 

assize or having been brought before one, was convicted then 

the sentence of excommunication was to be pronounced against 

him. Likewise if the magistrates were negligent and refused 

to prosecute dte if %he guilty person "procured pardon or 

eluded the severity of justice" then the church was to 

pronounce the offender excommunicate. (If however execution 

was ordered by the magistrate and made to follow hard on the 

crime the minister and elders were to give all consolation 

and also pronounce the sentence of absolution according to 

the criminal's repentance and faith). The dread sentence we&s 

to be read by the Minister in the public audience of the people 

and it was calculated to strike terror to the hearts of all 

who heard it. "It is clearly known unto us that N sometime 

baptized in the Name of the Father and of the Son and of the 

Holy Ghost and so reputed and counted for a Christian hath 

fearfully fallen from the Society of Christ's body by 

committing of cruel and wilful murder . , . » Therefore in 

the Name and authority of the Eterenal God and of His Son 

Jesus Christ we pronounce the said N excommunicated and accursed 

in that his wicked fact? The concluding clauses call upon the
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faithful to pray that God would move the hearts of the 

"upper powers 1* to punish such malefactors and also that God 

would touch the heart of the offender that repenting he 

might avoid eternal condemnation. If the person so dealt 

with wished to return to the fold the church was not to 

receive him at his first request but he was to wait for 

forty days at the end of which time some were to be appointed 

to try whether his repentence was genuine. If he was 

admitted a penitent he was to stand for not less than three 

several Sundays at the Church door barefooted and bareheaded

clothed in base apparel, stating his desire M ln conceived
1 

words 11 ~ to be received into the church. On the third

Sunday he was to be conducted by some of the elders to the 

Minister who was to recite to him the grievousness of his 

sin and the mercies of God. If the church did not desire 

any further satisfaction on the part of the penitent then 

the minister was to pronounce his "sin to be remitted 

according to his repentance, 11

The second order of excommunication is probably that 

which was most often used, According to the preparatory 

statement a small offence or slander might justly deserve 

the highest penalty by reason of the contempt and dis 

obedience of the offender. In other words this was meant 

to be used as a last resort* after all other private and 

public adminitions have proved in vain. The Sunday after 

the third public admonition the Minister was to address the 

congregation telling them the causes for which the erring 

person was to be am communicated, and pointing out the 

commandment and authority by which the Church through its 

office-bearers acted. After the first public admonition 

prayer was to be made for the obstinate that he might repent 

this prayer ending with the Lord's Prayer. The "seoond 

1. The form of which is given.
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Sunday after Sermon and fHibllc prayers" the minister in 

audienee of the whole church was to ask the elders and deacons 

- who were to set in an "eminent and proper place ~ "whether 

the obstinate had offered obedience. If the answer was "Nay" 

then the minister was to give a short address, and "the former 

prayer" was to publicly said. The "third" Sunday the same 

question was again to be put and If the answer was the same, 

then after a short address the "last prayer before the
^UK

exocomunloation" was to be offered. This prayer differs from 

the former obe but like It ends with the Lords Prayer, After 

the prayer, the erring brother apparently was summoned for 

the last time If he did not appear then the Minister was to 

call upon the congregation to join in the act of excommunication 

ending his exhortation with the words, "and that we may do 

the same not of our own authority but in the name and power 

of our Lord Jesus Christ before whom all knees are compelled 

to bow let us humbly fall down before Him and on this manner 

pray and pronounce this sentence." Then follows the 

"invocation" which is a prayer of some length in the middle of 

which the sentence comes. "Here I In Thy namd and at the

Commandment of this Thy present congregation cut off seclude
4and excommunicate from Thy boy and from our society N as a
A

person slanderous, proud contemnor and a member for this 

present altogether corrupted and pernicious to the body. And 

this his sin (albeit with sorrow of heart) by virtue of 

our ministry we bind and pronounce the same to be bound in 

Heaven and earth." After this prayer the minister was to 

admonish the congregation to hold the excommunicate as an 

"ethnic" that no man use" his familiar company," The Assembly 

was then dismissed with "the accustomed benediction after they 

have sung the 101st Psalm or some portion thereof."
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The order for Public Repentance is meant apparently for 

such who not excommunicated had nevertheless given offence to 

the church. The offender being presented before the "public 

church upon a Sunday after the Sermon and before the prayers 

and psalm" the minister was to deliver a short address - which 

is given - regarding public repentance and its use£# This 

was followed by a prayer in which special petitions were 

offered for the offender that while he makes outward confession 

he may do so without hypocrisy. This prayer ends with a 

doxdlogy and thereafter the minister addressed the offending 

brother who was then required to make his confession. If 

"confounded with shame" he could not do so, the minister was 

to do so for him: the penitent assenting to the statement made* 

The congregation were then asked if anything further was 

required and if not the minister was to deliver another short 

address to the penitent urging him to resist evil in the 

future and another to the congregation urging them also to 

beware lest they fall into condemnation, A prayer of 

thanksgiving was then offered and when it was finished the 

minister having asked the penitent if he will submit to the 

discipline of the church should be offeiv^d again, and having 

received a satisfactory answer "shall say in manner of 

absolution. If those unfei@iedly repent thy former iniquity 

and believe in the Lord Jesus then in His name pronounae and 

affirm that Thy sins are forgiven not only in earth but also 

in Heaven according to the promises annexed with the preaching 

of His Word and to the power put in the Ministry of His 

Church." The elders deacons and minister were then to take 

the penitent by the hand "and embrace him in sign of full 

reconciliation" and the service ends with the slugging of the 

103rd .Psalm.

The "Form of Absolution" is a somewhat short office and
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its second title "The form to receive the excommunicate again 

to the Society of the Church1* indicates its purpose. After the 

excommunicated person had appeared before the session 

"and given such satisfaction as they think most expedient" on 

a given day the elders were to bring him to the "place appointed 

for penitents 11 before the pulpit and to present him as one 

who desired to be reconciled to the Church. "Then shall the 

Minister" says the rubric "render thanks to God for that 

part of his humiliation and also desire the Church of God 

to do the same with him," Thereafter the penitent was to 

give "his peculiar confession "for each of his faults. Then 

the "prayers appointed to be said at the receiving of the 

penitent" were to be read and the prayer of his "receiving to 

the church. " This finished the Absolution was pronounced 

In the following words, "in the name and authority of Jesus 

Christ I the minister of His blessed evangel with consent 

of the whole ministry and church absolve thee N from the 

sentence of excommunication from the sin by thee committed 

and from all censures laid against thee for the same before 

according to thy repentance, and pronounce thy sin to be 

loosed in Heaven and thee to be received again to the Society 

of Jesus Christ to His body the Church to the participation 

of His sacraments and finally to the fruition of all His 

benef 1 ts.In the Name of the Father the Son and the Holy Spirit. 

So be it. After pronouncing this absolution the minister 

with others of the church was to embrace the penitent and 

eall him brother, fhe service ending with a psalm of 

thanksgiving. At the end there is a short rubric to the 

effect that the order might be enlarged or contracted as the 

wisdom of the discreet Minister might think expedient "For we 

rather show the way to the Ignorant than prescribe order 

to the learned that cannot be amended," A short prayer follows
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but it does not seem to have much connection with the order at 

all.

What must strike every reader of the order is the great 

power claimed by the Scottish Ministry in the matter of 

excommunication but more particularly in the matter of absolution* 

While in the former case the Minister was only supposed to 

act as the mouthpiece of the church in the latter he acted as 

having the direct authority of the Lord Jesus Christ. Not one 

of the forms of public absolution used in the contemporary books 

of the church of England allows such a power to the priest as 

the Minister here claimed for himself. Even the form used in 

the order for the visitation of the Sick in the Anglican Book 

which is the "highest" of all English forms is not so high 

as that which appears in the Scottish book where the Minister 

claims as a right of his office to declare sins remitted both

in Heaven and in earth.
1 

This order of service was drawn up by Knox In 1567^ and

revised by a Committee of the Assembly in the following Year.

Unlike any of the other orders in "Knox's Liturgy" the names
2 

of the leading revisers are affixed to it. It Is not however

a native production for it was compiled or rather abridged by
Z 

Knox from two works of John Alasco "MODUS AC RITUS EXCOMMUN

ICATIONIS" and "FORMA ACJRATIO PUBLICAE PENITEN TIAE." It is
I *•* 4 

to this fact I think that we owe the somewhat involved form of

the order as given in the Scottish book.

Previous to this form being compiled we read of penitents 

being released from sentence after a formal manner. The

1. Calderwood 11.424
2. "This book is thought accessary and profitable for the

Church and commanded to be printed by the General Assembly 
Setlforth by John Knox Minister, and sighted by us whose 
names follow as we were appointed by the said General 
Assembly. John V/Allok, M.John Craig, Robert Pont John Row, 
David Lindsay, Gulielinus Chris tesonus, James Craig &c.

3. Alasoo was minister of a congregation of Flemings in London 
in the reign of Edward VI. A relic of his work is still to 
be found in the Anglican prayer book where the second sent* 
ences in the Words of distribution "Take and eat this etc"

are taken from the Liturgy he drew up for his congregation
EUTAXIA. 198.
4*1.Summary Excommunication.(2.) Absolution.(3) Public

P.T.O.»
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penitent had on his knees to ask "God mercy and the 

congregation forgiveness" the minister first repeating his 

offences* Then the minister and elders were to take him by 

the hand and embrace him in welcoming him as "their brother 

to the unity of the kirk and last of all the minister shall 

give thanks to God for his conversion and make public prayers

for his continuance according to the purpose as the Spirit of
1 

God shall move his heart, H

How far the various forms were used in later days it is 

impossible to say* Calderwood mentions the order as still

extant in "our Psalm book" but safrs nothing as to whether it
2 

was still being observed in his day. The part relating to

Public Repentance seems to have been modified considerately 

for while we have abundance of references to penitents 

making confession of their sins in face of the congregation 

there is nothing to indicate that any special form of 

service was used at such times. Indeed the services would 

soon have ceased to be "special" for in some cases penitents 

must have appeared practically every Sunday. On the other 

hand the form of excommunication seems to have been used more 

or less on the lines laid down by Knox. For example in 1622

we read of the"third day of prayer " for one who had been
3 

summoned before the Session and had refused to do so, while

some eight years later we find a man and his wife being loosed 

from their excommunication by the Minister during Divine

Repentance. (4) Excommunication. (5) Absolution.
1. St Andrews Register 205 - 6. The HMMjir continues 

"These premises were duly fulfilled in all points."
2. History II. 424.
3. Records of Elgin 11.173.
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1 
service.

So also with Absolution. A Minute of &t Andrew's 

Session of date 1586 giving the procedure to be adopted at 

the "receiving of the penitent <! to the unity of the kirk" 

goes on the lines of the form provided in the Book of Common

Order though instead of appearing on three Sundays the
2 

penitent had to appear on two Sundays and a Wednesday.

The case of Lord Hume in 1594 presents similar features. He 

was absolved by the Aaaembly in that year after he had 

made his submission and appeared twice before the Court

craving to be relieved from the sentence of excommunication
3 

passed upon him by the Synod of Fife in 1593. On the

appointed Lord Hume again appeared expressed his 

contrition for his fault and promised amendment for the 

future "where for thanks being given to God and prayer made 

he was solemnelie absolved from the said sentence by the 

said Mr David (Lindsay) and receaved by him in name of the

said brethren and embraced as a member reconciled to the
4 

kirk."

The case of the Marquis of Huntly points the same way. 

At the Assembly of 1608 the question was asked as to 

whether he had been excommunicated to which the Bishop of

Aberdeen answered that the process had been closed and that
5 

nothing remained but to pass sentence. This the Moderator

did "after a very solemn manner."

The Marquis afterwards went to JiJngland where the 

Archbishop of Canterbury released Him from the sentence and

1. Ibid 213.
2. Register 571. On this occasion a number of the elders 

were depiutted by the Session to receive the penitent 
along with the minister,

I. Calderwood V. 267.
4* Calderwood. V. 321.
5. Calderwood VI - 752.
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allowed him to receive communion. This matter was discussed 

by the Assembly of 1616 who obtained some tiling like an 

apology from the Archbishop, The Assembly afterwards

allowed the Bishop of Glasgow to absolve the Marquis on his
1 

subscribing the Confession of Paith,
*•*

Preaching before the excommunication of the Bishops at

the Assembly of 1638 the Moderator (Henderson) cited the 

order of excommunication in the Psalm book as being 

authoritative and drew a distinction between "Summer" 

excommunication which that order allowed in some cases and 

the more lenient course allowed by the other section of the 

order. The words of the sentence however are not taken 

verbatim from either section but seem to be adapted from 

both.

The First Book of Discipline has a whole "Held" devoted 

to the question of Ecclesiastical discipline and the

rules laid down there were afterwards incorporated in the
2 

order we are discussing.

Henderson in his "Government and Order" devotes sections 

to excommunication and absolution indicating the various

steps which were taken and these correspond to those laid
3 

down by Knox and his brethren.

It is however somewhat remarkable that practically no 

mention is made of the "Lesser Excoramunication" which meant 

exclusion from sealing ordinances, Rutherford indeed 

indicates that as a means of discipline "debarring from 

the Lords Supper" was used and that it was known by some

1. Galderwood VII. 218,
2. Knox 11.227.
3. Government and Order 39-45.
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as the "Leaser Excommunication" though he adds that it was
1 

not ex^coraunication proper.

The Westminster Confession when dealing with Church 

Censures agrees however with Rutherford for it mentions as 

the means to be used by the Church officers. Admonition^

Suspension from the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper and
2 

Excommunication from the Church.

-o-o-o-o-o-o-

1. Due ftLghtn of Presbytery;;. 283.

2. Chapter XXX Of Church Censures.
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ORDINATION

The section of the Book of Common Order dealing 

with this is headed "The Form and Order of the Election of 

the Superintendent which may serve in election of all the 

Ministers." It is really the form which was drawn up for 

the admission of John Spottiswood to the Superintendentship 

of the Lothians and as printed the prayer of institution 

contains the clause "Our brother whom ..... we have charged 

with the chief care of Thy church within the bounds of L ".

It was first used in March 1560-1 when Spottiswood was
1. 

inducted "John Knox being Minister."

After a sermon which dealt with the necessity of 

ministers and superintendents the people were first asked 

if they accepted Spottiswood and whether they would obey him 

as Christ's minister. Thereafter a series of questions 

were put to the superintendent elect and after satisfactory 

answers had "been given the people were again asked whether 

they would receive him. The people's answers must have been 

given by some one deputed for the purpose because, as printed

in the order they are much too long to be spoken by the
2

whole congregation.

& " h* "^ n some copies Moderator.)

2. This was the case at St Andrews where in 1572. Mr William 
Cocke, Bailee in the city "answered in name of the people" 
when Douglas was inaugurated. Calderwood III. 20?.
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A short exhortation "to the nobility" followed and 

then prayer was offered to the "Lord the Sternal Son of 

the Eternal'Father" for a blessing on the person being set 

apart to the office. This prayer concludes with the Lord's 

Prayer and thereafter the ministers and elders present are 

to take the elected by the hand. A benediction comes next 

and then the last exhortation to the elected, the final 

direction being "Sing the 23rd Psalm". It will be noticed 

that nothing is said of the laying on of hands which was 

not necessary in Spottiswood's case as he was already in 

Anglican Orders. The First Book of Discipline may indicate 

that this ceremony was not always used. "Other ceremony 

than the public approbation of the people and declaration of 

the chief minister we cannot approve for albeit the Apostles 

used the imposition of hands ... the using of their
«L •

ceremony we judge is not necessary." This taken literally

would rule out prayer also at ordination and it is worth
«/ 

noting that in the whole of this chapter on the..;," Admission

of Ministers" nothing is said of prayer at the function at all. 

It seems to the writer that what must have been in view
h n

was the admission of those who were already priests to 

benefices.

This supposition is strengthened by the words which 

occur a little later in the same chapter "Neither judge we that

the sacraments can be rightly ministered'by him in whose mouth
' 2.

God has put no sermon of exhortation f " for many of the priests

1. Knox II. 193

2. Knox II. 194.
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who for years had administered the sacraments were not able 

to preach and so were not allowed to remain as Ministers 

in the Reformed church. (Many of them as we have seen
•

became Readers.) In Sweden to this day induction to a 

benefice is given by the laying on of hands of the Bishop

and Presbyters notwithstanding the previous ordination of•1. 
the person inducted.

If however the compilers of the Book of Discipline 

meant that they laying on of hands was not to be used in 

ordination to the ministry then it was not long until they 

changed their views for in 1566 the Assembly approved the 

Helvetic Confession of faith. In this confession it is 

said that "the apostles ordained pastors and teachers in 

all churches by the commandment of Christ whp by such as 

succeeded them have taught and governed the church unto
•

this day." Candidates for the ministry are to be "ordained by 

the presbyters with public prayer and laying on of hands."

How it will be remembered that the Assembly in 

accepting this confession deliberately refused their sanction 

to the part dealing with "holy days" like Christmas etc, and

this makes it all the more certain that they approved the•2. 
other sections. In 1570 the General Assembly took steps to

see that the admission of pastors to office should be by 

"public and solemn form of ordination." fnfortunately this 

tt form" has vanished. It is mentioned in the Preface to the

1. Transactions Scottish Eccleeiologdcal Society. Vol SI. 141 
There is Scriptural precedent for this Acts XIII^- 3
2. See Page J0J, . The Confession v/hich George Wishart 
translated and which apparently he meant for the congregations 
he established in Scotland mentions among the ceremonies at 
the "choosing of Ministers" imposition of hands on the heads 
of the priests. Wodrow Society Miscellany - 17
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Ordinal drawn up fifty years later as a "good and 

commendable order" of which the essentials should "be 

preserved and as the ordinal of 1620 makes prayer and laying 

on of hands the main portions of the ceremony it may be 

taken that such also appeared in that of 1570, By the 

Convention of Leith (Jan 1571-2) which claimed to meet "with 

the force and power of an assembly" an agreement was come to 

between the church and the State" that the names and titles 

of Archbishops and bishops are not to be altered . . . but 

to stand and continue as they did before the Reformation of

religion and at the laast until the king's majority or
1. 

consent of Parliament."
2. 

In accordance with this agreement John Douglas was

appointed to the Archbishopric of St Andrews and on the 10th
3 

February was inaugurated by the laying on of hands of

Bothwell Bishop of Caithness, Spottiswood Superintendent of

Lothia and Mr David Lindsay. Apparently the form used was
4 

in print (or manuscript) for according to Scot of Cupar -

who was a boy of twelve at the time - Douglas read his 

answers "out of write". The second Book of Discipline
5

prepared in 1577 and agreed to by the Assembly of 1578 states 

that Ordination is the separation and sanctifying of the 

person appointed by Godi and His kirk after he be well tried

i; B. u. K. i. 207
2. The first of the "six Johns" who drew up the Scots Confession

of Faith.
3; "Inaugurated" is the term used by Calderwood III. 206. 
4; Apologetical Narration - 25 
5. Calderwood III. 399 - 527.
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and found qualified. The ceremonies of ordination are

Pasting, earnest grayer and Imposition of hands of the•1.
eldership. It seems likely that this simply confirmed exist 

ing usage for John Erskine of Dun writing in an "Epistle to 

the Faithful" in 1^71 describes the method of admitting

men to the ministry to be "by imposition of hands by the "2 
pastors.with admonitions, fasting and prayers passing before.

(An interesting question arises here. Had Erskine himself 

ever been ordained? It is usually said that he was a layman 

when he was appointed superintendent of Angwji; and Mearns

but from his own statement here it- would seem probable that
3 

he had been set apart to the ministerial office by Pastors.)

This seems all the more likely when it is remembered that the 

Assembly of 1571 decided that those who would not enter the 

ministry "according to the order set down by the Kirk" were 

not to be admitted at all. Among the charges made against 

Mr Robert Montgomery in 1581 was one, that while he approved

the inward calling of the ministry he left the "outward and
§.

ordinary" calling in doubt. Here may also be quoted the well

known testimony of Archbishop Grindal to the practice of the

Scottish Church in the second decade after the Reformation.
5. 

John Morrison who was minister of Bara in 1574 went to
6. 

England and in licensing him to preach and administer the

Sacraments in the province of Canterbury in 1582 the Primate

1; Chapter III. Par 6.
2; Spalding Club Miscellany IV. 101.
3. Erskine was Moderator of the General Assembly in 1564, 1565, 

1566, & 1572. ( It does not follow from that that he was a 
minister a& there is no indication that in those days

ministerial office was necessary before one could moderate 
in a church court!

4. Calderwood III ^79-
5^ Now united to Garvald.
6. Morrison was not by any means the only Scots Minister who

went South. Neal (History of the Puritans I. 3^3) mentions 
that previous to the middle of the lytli century there were many

such to be found in English benefices.
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states that as Morris on had been "admitted and ordained to 

Jjacred Orders and the Holy Ministry by the imposition of 

hands according to the laudable form and rite of the Reformed
•

i/
Church of Scotland, " he (the Archbishop) ratifies and approves

»1« 
the form of his ordination done in the manner aforesaid.

On the other hand there were those who held that the 

lading on of hands was "not essential and necessary but 

ceremonial and indifferent in admission of a pastor". This was

the answer returned by a conference of Ministers belonging to
2. 

the Synod of Fife held at St Andrews in 1597 • to the question.

"Is he a lawful pastor who v/anteth IMPOSITIOKEM KAITUUMV Two

other answers have been preserved and these indicate that there'3. 
were others besides the Ministers of Fife who held such views.

It was probably to meet those views that the Assembly of 

decided that there should be "a uniformity in the

ordination of the ministry throughout the whole country,
4. 

Imposition of hands."

The case of Robert Bruce indicates that while such 

views as those of the brethren in Fife may have been held 

they were not often acted on for Bruce T s case would not have 

attracted the attention it did had the laying on tfi the 

hands of the Presbytery been laid aside as a general practice. 

According to John Livingstone, Bruce when an expectant or 

probationer had arranged to preach at an after communion

1. Sprott Worship and Offices 190
2. Calderwood V. 584-6
3. Ibid 597-9• The one answer was returned by Patrick 

Galloway who afterwards changed his views. Who gave the 
other is not mentioned. Gillespie (in 1641) while 
mentioning that ministers were ordained by imposition 
of hands held that this was not an act but a sign of 
ordination and not a necessary sign. Assertion of the 
Government of the Church of Scotland (Presbyterian Armoury

' I) 38.
4. Calderwood V. 642.
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service - probably the thanksgiving - and was sitting beside 

the officiating minister at the Lord's Table when the latter 

had to leave after he had served several tables. Bruce was 

called upon by the elders to take over the minister's duties 

and he proceeded though reluctantly to administer the 

sacrament to the people. "For this cause*1 sayd the writer 

"he would not therefore receive in the ordinary way the 

imposition of hands seeing before he had the material of it 

to with the approbation of all the ministry and had already

celebrated the communion which was not by one new ordination' 1. ' 
to be made void."

Wodrow in his "Life of Bruce" adds that this was the•2. 

"only instance of anything of this kind" that he knew of.

There was however at least one other case that of James 

Balfour (minister of Edvie and afterwards of Edinburgh) who 

received imposition of hands along with Bruce in 1598 when

King James insisted that the latter should receive such before'3. 

he was inducted to the charge of the New Kirk in Edinburgh.

When Episcopacy was restored in 1610 the Scots Ministers 

who were consecrated Bishops were not reordained nor did they

re-ordain any who had in Scotland already received the laying"4. 

on of the hands of the Presbytery. As late as 1626 there were'5.
some who were admitted without Episcopal ordination.

. ' ' ' ' ' ' - 11 - -•——. w. r -r ——- - --——«————" ' ~~"- — . "———— - - - ————r . i——————. .

i; Select Biographies (Wodrow Socy) I. 305-6
2. Bruces Sermons and Life (V/odrow Socy) 14
3. Calderv/ood V, 723. Bruce refused to regard the act as 

ordination but said he was willing to receive of hands 
either as a "ceremony of entry to a particular flock or 
else a ceremony of confirmation in his calling." (Calderwood 
ff. 712) The historian tells us that Bruce insisted on 
going in the pulpit on the day the brethren had met to give 
him imposition of hands, to make his defence to the people 
so that there were two ministers in the pulpit at once "which 
was an uncouth sight." (V.714)

4; Spottiswood History III. 209
5. Select Biographies (Wodrow Socy). I 136.
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Row mentions that ordinations by Bishops began soon

after these "being in a new and uncouth form" but he does
1. 

not indicate in what the "newness" or "uncouthness" consisted.

There seems evidence that some Bishops were not inclined to 

magnify their office in any way for even after the ordinal 

of 1620 had been published there were some who clung to the 

forms given in the Book of Common Order. When William Bow 

(grandson of the Reformer and nephew of the historian) was 

ordained at Forgandenny in 1624 the Bishop of Dunkeld 

"professed two things (1) he came there not as a Bishop but

as a member of Presbytery (2) he should not ask a word but
• 2. 

what was in the psalm book." (The Bishop was not alone in
3 &.

this matter for both Livingstone and Blair tell similar

stories of their own ordinations which however took place in
5 

northern Ireland). Spottiswood notes in 1615 that a uniform

order for electing Ministers and their receiving was one of 

the requirements of the church of Scotland but there is no 

further mention of the matter until the new ordinal was 

published .

Dr John Forbes the greatest of the Aberdeen Doctors and 

perhaps the greatest figure on the Episcopal side in the 

controversies of the 17th century was ordained by a Dutch 

Presbytery in 1619 just before his return to Scotland where 

his father was Bishop of Aberdeen, and by whom he was appointed

1. Row Historic 302
2. Ibid 326.7.
3. Select Biographies I. 141
4. Life of Robert Blair 58.59.
5. Original Letters (Bannatyne Club) 11.445.
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l. 
Professor of Divinity at King's College in the Northern City.

So far there had been no form of ordination put forward for 

the use of the church other than that of the Book of Common 

Order and it seems to have been in constant use for in the 

paper of reasons given in by the Anti-Prelatic party to the 

Perth Assembly against the five articles it is stated that

the Ministers of the church had been ordained according to
2. 

the form inserted in the Psalm book.

It was not until 1620 that a new Form and Manner of

ordaining Ministers was introduced. This "form" was printed
3- 

by His Majesty's Printer with License but it is somewhat

curious that it is not so much as mentioned by any lyth
4. 

century writer. The "order 11 ov/es much to the contemporary

English order and this is not to be wondered at as there is

reason to believe that some of the Bishops used that form

in ordination. At least such is the statement of Dr

Balcanquhal.. Dean of Durham in 1639 and as he was a Scotsman
5- 

he was quite likely to know all the more so ifi Baillie be

correct in stating that the Bishops of ROss and St Andrews
6. 

helped him in the compilation. The order has a preface

wherein as has been already said mention is made of an order 

of public and solemn ordination drawn up by the Assembly of 

15$0. The new order had been compiled in order that there

might be "a special form of ordaining ministers and
7-

consecrating of Archbishops and Bishops to their places" and 
i

1. Irenicum (Selwyn) 26. His uncle John Forbes banished by King 
James was a member of the ordaining Presbytery. The Bishop him« 
self had been ordained by the Bishop of Moray in l6ll.
2. Calderwood VII. 330
3i Thomas Finlason Edinburgh.
4. It is reprinted in the Miscellany of the V/odrow Society
591-615. Grub says that no doubt this ordinal was strictly
enforced (History^II. 3^1) but he is in error. See
j; Kings Large Declaration' - 20
6. Letters and Journals I. 208
7. One migjit have expected "to their offices" here.
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i

it was to "be used in future "by these that have power to 

ordain or consecrate". The opening paragraph of the order 

indicates that after sufficient trial of the expectant by 

"those to whom his trial was committed" the Bishop is to 

appoint a certain day for the ordination and cause an edict 

to that effect to be "published in the parish church where 

the minister is called to serve" but there is no indication

that the ordination is to take place there also. The usual
2. 

Presbyterian rule was to have it in the church to which the

probationer had been appointed and this was continued in some
3- 

districts. But in others the rule seems to have been to

ordain and give collation in the Cathedral of the Diocese.

Thus George Young who was appointed to Mauchlinein 1635 was
4.

inducted in Glasgow. Calderwood indeed declares that it 

was the regular practice of Bishops "to admit and ordain not 

in the bounds let be in the congregation whence the person
V *

presented or seeking admission is to serve^bvt', in any part
5. 

of the Hiocese he pleaseth" ;//hen the day appointed came

"a sermon was to be made declaring the duty and office of

ministers with their necessity in the church and how reverently"6. 
the people ought to esteem of them and their vocation. After

1. 
the sermon "the Archdeacon * or his deputy had to present the

candidate to the Bishop the words of presentation being simply

1. It would almost seem as though this somewhat ambiguous 
expression was used in order to meet the opinions of both 
parties in the church. "These that have poorer to ordain" 
might be either fresbyters or Bishops.
2. Calderwood Pastor and Prelate. 28.
3. Row Historic 326.?.
4. Edgar Old Church Life II. 291.
5. Pastor and Prelate - 28
6. Compare the Directory for the Ordination of Ministers in 
the Westminster Form of Church Government. "One appointed by 
the Presbytery shall preach to the people concerning the office 
and duty of Ministers of Christ and how the people ought to 
receive them for their work's sa&e" or those of the Angliaan 
ordinal "A sermon ... declaring the duty and office of ... 
priests how necessary that order is in the church and also how 
the people ought to esteem them in their office."
7. It would be interesting to know how many Archdeacons there 
were in Scotland in 1620.
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those of the Book of Common Prayer, "this Brother here 

present" taking the place of "these persons present" and 

the "Holy ministry" "being substituted for the Order of 

Priesthood.

The second question relates to the qualifications 

of the probationer the Archdeacon answering that "they to whon 

his trial was committed" think him qualified and that the•

edict regarding the ordination has been duly served.

Thereafter the people are asked if they know any impediment
1. 

or notable crime in the candidate and if so to declare it.
2 

The oath of the Kings Supremacy is then administered, the

person taking it "upon his knees". The Bishop then addresses 

the candidate, his exhortation being with a few alterations 

the same as that in the Anglican book. The same may be 

said of the questions and answers which follow as well as of 

the short prayer offered by the Bishop at the end of them. 

The Prayer of Ordination which follows is preceded by a 

short preface addressed to the congregation in which they 

are all invited "to join in prayer to Almighty God" that 

what is to be done may be to the Glory of His Holy Name." 

The grayer of Ordination is taken almost verbatim from the 

Book of Common Order being that used at the inauguration
Cfof Spottiswood the words \Tthis our brother whom we have 

charged with the chief care of Thy church within the bounds 

of L * being omitted and the following substituted "This

1. A similar rubric occurs both in the Book of Common Order 
and the Book of Common Prayer.

2. It is somewhat remarkable that Calderwood who objected 
to several other of the oat&s to be taken had no'objection 
to this one, holding that it was quite allowable. Pastor 
& Prelate. 27.
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our brother whom in Thy name we are now to admit into the

ministry of Thy church." This prayer ended the Bishop with
1.

the ministers present lay their hands upon the ordinand Mhe in
' 2. 

the mean while humbly kneeling upon his knees," and the Bishop

repeats the formula of ordination "In the name of God and by 

the authority committed unto us by the Lord Jesus Christ we 

give unto Thee power and authority to preach the word of God

to minister His Holy Sacraments and exercise discipline in such
3 sort as is committed unto Ministers by the order of our church

4 
and God the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ who has called

thee to the office of watchman over His people multiply His 

graces with thee, illuminate thee with His Holy Spirit comfort 

and strengthen thee in all vittue*govern and guide thy ministry 

to the praise of His Holy Name to the propagation of Christ's 

kingdom^to the comfort of His church,and to the discharge of thy 

own conscience in the day of the Lord Jesus, to Whom with the 

Father and the Holy Ghost fee all honour praise and glory now 

and ever more amen."

The Bishop then delivers a Bible into the hands of

1.Calderwood speaking of the troubles which arose over the laying 
on of hands on Robert Bruce (see page «>73 ) expresses the opinion 
that the holding of this ceremony as necessary was meant to pave 
the way for Episcopacy and that soon only ordination by Bishops 
would be allowed which he adds "the event has made Manifest." 
History V-723. Dr John Forbes the champion of Episcopacy 
held however that even in an Episcopal fhutch Ordination might 
be given "by Presbyters alone with the approval and consent of 
the Bishop" Irenicum Book II Chap XI. 1§5. He quotes both 
Augustine and Ambrose to that effect.
2. Kneeling was also the customary attitude among Presbyterians. 
Gillespie Popish ceremonies 105. ttt-/io 
3; This is an echo of the words of the Book of Discipline Knox IIA 
4. From here to the end the Bishop's words are taken almost 
literally from the Book of Common Order.
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the newljr ordained Minister while all the brethren take:., him 

by the hand. A short exhortation is then given by the 

Bishop to the ordained this being taken literally from 

the Book of Common Order even including the sentence so much 

more appropriate to a Superintendent than an ordinary minister

"Usurp not dominion nor tyrannical authority over thy brethren"
1 

The 23rd psalm was then to be sung and a short prayer
2 3 

concluding with the Apostolic benediction ended the ceremony.

It is possible if not probable that the delivery of 

the Bible was a Scottish practice though it may have been 

borrowed from England. That the practice existed in Scotland 

is undoubted for in 1^8? mention is made of Andrew Dalrymple

being admitted to the chaplaincy of St Duthacs in St Giles
4. 

Edinburgh by deliverance of "ane Psalm book as use is" . In a
5»

collection of "styles" drawn up by John Carmichael circa 1595 

for the use of the Presbytery of Haddington the practice of 

giving the Bible is spoken of as if it were in regular use 

in cases of induction .

In a form of "collation" v/e get the following "Give the 

said - - lawful institution of the said vicarage .... by
£

placing of him in the pulpit of the said kirk if any be and

delivering of the Book of God called the Bible into his hands."
T"1" ' "^ ' "" ' ' - J. r T - - - -

1. This is also the psalm mentioned for this ceremony in the 
Book of Common Order.
2. NO benediction is mentioned in the order in Knox's book 
probably because the ceremony would be united with "Common
Prayers".
§. The benediction ends "with us all" as in the Book of Common
Order.
4. Cameron Lees. St Giles 333.
5. Carmichael who seems to have been a leading Presbyterian 
Minister was believed by Dr David Laing to be compiler of the 
"Book of the Universal Kirk of Scotland". Wodrow Society 
Miscellany 412.
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1 
And in a form of "Institution" we have almost the same words

(In the Pre. Reformation church - Western - the TRADITIO
A

INSTUME1TTORU1I had been generally though not universally
A .

considered an essential part of the ordination service. In 

King Edward's first book this was continued the Bishop being 

directed to give the chalice or cup with the Bread - the old 

instruments - as well as a Bible. In the second book

^owever the delivery of chalice and bread was wholly struck
2. 

out and the giving of the Bible remained. In Scotland the

giving of a Book of the Gospels was sometimes used at
3 

induction to a chaplaincy.)

The ceremony of giving the Bible continued after 1638. 

It is noted in 1640 that the Presbytery of Strathbogie gave

induction to a minister "by delivering the Bible unto him as
"4. 

use is in such cases. The ceremony was still in use in
5.

Perth in the year 1700 . The Prelates do not seem all to 

have adhered to the terms of this ordinal and Calderwood has 

preserved the record of one case where the ceremony had to be

repeated by reason of the slackness of Bishop Cowper who had
" 6. 

ordained some one in his own bedroom.

1. Wodrow Society Miscellany 530-1

2. Dowden Further Studies in the Prayer Book -300-5

3. Cameron Lees St Giles 333

4. Presbytery Book of Strathbogie (Spalding Club) -26

5. Wilson Presbytery of Perth 127

6. History VII - 350.
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Presbyteries however still maintained their right to 

ordain as is shown "by a minute of the Presbytery of Kirkcaldy 

drawn up when Episcopacy was still the law of the church. 

"The Presbytery having the power of ordination and admission 

JURE DIVBTO being also after the Reformation invested

therewith JURE NOSTO PARLIAMEUTAIRO being aloo after the

v Ain_.__3-

and never deprived of the same by any posterior Act either

of Parliament or general Assembly jo have admitted and
7 2. 

ordained the said Mr George Gillespie into the ministry of

the said kirk according to the form of admission set down 

before the psalm book.by taking his oath of allegiance to 

His Majesty and giving to him imposition of hands with full 

powers to preach the word, minister the sacraments-exercise

kirk discipline and do all the offices of a complete minister
3. 

there," There is reason to believe that this minute owes

much to Johns ton of Y/ariston who was at that time the leading 

legal adviser of the Covenanting Party. His opinion was

asked by the Presbytery on the matter and his views were•4. 

afterwards approved by the Lord Advocate. The Presbytery

of Kirkcaldy was not however the first to assert its right 

as against the Bishops for a fortnight before this admission

1. In 1^82 the Assembly passed an act claiming that "by 
Act of Parliament the examination and admission of ministers 
within the realm is ordained to be in the power of the kirk" 
Calderwood III 613.
2. Gillespie uses language very similar to that in the 
minute.English Popish Ceremonies. 166-7
3. Presbyterie Book of Kirkcaldie ' 130
4. Diary of Lord Wariston 339-340.
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the Presbytery of Haddington had met at Prestonpans and 

ordained Mr Robert Ker to be "conjunct minister with his 

father" These ordinations and admissions by the members of 

the Presbytery without the consent of the Bishops gave

great offence to the King who felt that in taking the steps
2 

they did presbyters were engaging in something like rebellion

Though there is no definite information on the point it is

probable that Kers ordination would take place according to
3 

the Order of the Psalm book. His father John Ker was one

of the first to protest against the introduction of the
4 

Service Book and probably would have no love for the New

Ordinal.

Presbyteries sometimes deputed the duty of ordination 

to Commissioners being members of the court. In 1643 

the Presbytery of Ayr nominated five of the brethren "as 

coi omission era from them to admit and give imposition of 

hands" to the minister elect of Galston while three years later

the minister of Mauchline was admitted to the cure after a
5. 

similar fashion.

As has been said the Second Book of Discipline mentions 

Pasting among the ceremonies of ordination. This may have

been used throughout the whole period we are considering
6 

but strangely enough there is very little trace of It. Perhaps

among the great number of fasts which were held the fasts in

connection with ordination passed unnoticed. Note is made
7 

however of a fast in connection with the appointment of

elders and when such was used then.lt is very probable that it

1. Ibid 338 Scott. Fasti.J-388.9.
2. Large Declaration 116.
3. As already noted Gillespie was ordained according to that 

order. So was Robert Bruoe at Ballingry In 1641. 
Presbyterle Booke of Kirkcaldie 198.

4. Scott Pastil-388.
5. Edgar 6ld Church Mfe II. 358 - 9.
6. No mention is made of Pasting in the ordinal of 1620.
7. Records of Elgin II. 67.
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would be used on the much more important occasion of the
1 2 

ordination of a minister. Henderson mentions that in his

time circa 1641 a fast was always kept on the day of 

ordination. The practice was continued in the Directory 

for Ordination In the Form of Church Government ordering that 

"upon the day appointed for ordination .... a solemn fast

shall be kept by the congregation,"
3 

In later days Par do van suggested that it would be

better to make the fasfc day before the actual day of ordination
4 

a custom which was in use In the Presbytery of Ayr in 1695.

(The Custom may have died entirely out though the writer knew 

one minister now deceased who never took part In an ordination 

service unless fasting.)

"The Form and Manner of Consecrating ane Archbishop or

Bishop* printed along with the Ordinal of 1620 has also
5 

borrowed considerably from the English Book, rl?he preface to

the "Form" provides that - following the rule of the early 

church - three Bishops must be present at the consecration of 

another. If it is an Archbishop who is fe* be consecrated 

four were required which is somewhat surprising as there is 

no such stipulation in the Anglican order nor do the "spiritual" 

powers of the Archbishop differ from those of the Bishop.

Prayers were to be said publicly before sermon, which was to
$ 

be upon the office and duty of a Bishop. The consecration was
jgp ^ mmt mm mmt ^m mm mm ^ ** •• mm •• •» ^ *• *•• *• m» mm mm ^ mm mm "• «• mmt •» "" mm •» «• mm "• "• •• •••••••• mm •• •* mm mm mm mm mm •• •» mm mm ,• mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

1. At that time elders were appointed yearly,
2. Government and Order 30,
3. Collections BooklLit.I. Par 20.
4. Edgar Old Church Life 11.369.
5o It appears that before the production of the Ordinal the 

Bishops were consecrated according to the forms of the Church 
of England. Speaking of the Three Scots Bishops who were 
consecrated in London in 1610 Calderwood says that after their 
return to Scotland they consecrated the Archbishop of St 
Andrews "after the same manner that they were consecrated 
themselves as near as they could imitate" History VII.152.V.rhen

in the beginning of the following year several others were
consecrated objection was taken by some of them"at the form
flrder of the conseeration"154.
6. It may be noted that nothing need be said in the sermon of 

the necessity of Bishops as was the case in the Sermon 
regarding the Ministry.
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to take place in "some solemn place** and the congregation were
*j
to be called three several times to object if they knew

anything against the Bishop elect. If no objections were 

forthcoming then two bishops were to present the "godly and

learned man to be consecrated Bishop. The oaths of
2 

supremacy and obedience were then administered and the
3 

questions of the Anglican order put and answered.

questions ended the Archbishop offers a short 

prayer as in the Anglican Book and then "shall be sung this

song."

"Gome Holy Ghost Eternal God etc to the end."

4 
The consecration prayer followed being prefaced by

a few words to the people. The prayer resembles that of the 

English Book but is somewhat fuller and more definite, including 

as it does the petition "Grant we beseech Thee to this Thy 

servant whom we are now to receive to the office of Bishop 

within Thy House such grace that he may evermore be ready to 

preach the great tidings of reconciliation « . . and so endues

him with Thy Holy Spirit that he ... may be a wholesome
5 

example O w

Then the consecrating Bishops laid their hands on the 

head of "the elected Bishop" and the Archbishop repeated the 

formula of consecration. "We by the Authority given us of God 

and of Hi* Son the Lord Jesus Christ give unto Thee the power
^» ̂ m •• •• ̂ * •• ̂ * *• ̂ * ̂ * "• •• ^* ** ** —* *" ̂ * ** ** ̂ * ̂ * ̂ * ** ̂ * ** ** ̂ * ̂ * ** ̂ * ** ̂ * *^ ** ̂ * ** *** ** "* ^* ̂ * ̂ * ^* ̂ * "^ *^ ̂ * *^ *^ •• •• *• •• •• •** •• ̂ * •• •• •• ••

1. The Anglican order has here "ordained and consecrated." 
Boos the omission indicate anything?

2. This^as of course to be omitted when an Archbishop was 
consecrated.

3. There are slight verbal alterations.
4. This may have been due to Scottish practice (see page stO] but 

the preface given here is modelled on that which precedes 
the Litany in the English Order.

5. The Corresponding part of the Consecration Prayer in the 
Book of Common Prayer "Grant we beseech thee unto this thy 
servant such grace that he may evermore be ready to spread 
abroad Thy Gospel and glad tidings of reconcilement to 
The Scots form supplies what some have considered to be 
wanting in the oontemptorary English form viz a definite 

appointment to the office of Bishop.
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Ordination Imposition of hands and Correction of manners within 

the Diocese wherein thou art or afterwards to be called" 

concluding with a benediction.

The "Book of the Holy Scrptures" was then delivered to 

the newly consecrated and the exhortation of the Archbishop 

in connection therewith is again that of the English book 

with slight-verbal alterations.

The last rubric directs that the communion should then 

be celebrated, the Archbishops and Bishops with the new 

consecrated Bishops and others of £he Assembly Communicate "and 

after communion the blessing shall be given and so the action 
end. 1*

At the end of the order is printed an "Advertisement 

touching Archbishops and Bishops translated" from which it 

appears that when a Bishop was Inducted to a new Diocese the 

edict was read^ objections called for and oaths administered 

as at a consecration. Then after the oaths the Archbishop 

was to exhort the newly translated to fidelity and diligence 

in his charge "and conceive prmyar for the blessing of God 

upon that action." Thereafter proclamation was made that all 

things had been done in accordance with the law and the Bishop 

pronounced to be Bishop of such a See "and a command given to 

the Archdeacon of the Metropolitan church to induct him by 

himself or by his sufficient procurator into the same which is 

afterwards done. The concluding direction being:

"Last the 23rd Psalm is sung and so they break up" 

Nothing is said in the Scottish Ordinal about the Ordination 

of Deacons. At that time the only Deacons were those lawmen 

who attended to the needs of the poor.

1. This proclamation or "sentence" as it is called resembled 
the "narrative" which is still used at inductions to 
Parish churches in Scotland mentioning as it did the 
circumstances under which the See had become vacant and 
the steps taken to fill it. Only JLt the present day the 
narrative is read not after but before the induction.
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In 1637 the practice of ordaining Deacons, as in the 

churah of England, seems to have commenced as Trotter the 

Minister appointed to Dirleton in that year by the Bishop of

Edinburgh is said to have been the first Deacon ordained in
1 

the Church of Scotland, The year before Laud had written to
2 

Bishop Wedderburn of BWflblane stating that the Scots ordinal

was defective in that it made no provision for the ordination 

of Deacons, and it probably was that his words had borne 

fruit. ne also objected that the "very essential words of 

conferring orders "were left out" in the form of ordination 

to the ministry. He adds that His Majesty was much troubled 

about these things and that he had been commanded to write 

to the Scots Bishops bidding them either Improve their 

ordinal in the parts where it was "short and insufficient" 

amending the "two gross oversights" or admit the Anglican 

Book. (These "very essential words" were doubtless those of 

the English Book of Common Prayer. "Receive Ye the Holy 

Ghost, whose sins Ye remit etc" but no early form of ordination 

is found to possess them and when first they did appear in an 

ordination service it was when the church had fallen very low 

so far as ecclesiastical learning was concerned. Laud might 

have known that his "essential words" were not in use in the

Eastern Church at all and had only been In use in the Western
3 

for a few hundred years).

As to whether the Ordinal was amended in accordance with

the desire of the King and Archbishop Laud cannot now be
* 

ascertained. There is some reason to believe that a new Book

1. Scott Fasti. I. 359.
2« The letter is preserved In Pr^nne's Hidden works. It will 

be found in Dr Cooper 1 s Edition of Laud Liturgy XXVIII.
3. Dowden Further Studies in the Prayer Book 310. The 

Episcopal Church in the United States which may be 
considered the daughter Church of the Scottish Episcopal 
Church allows ordination to the priesthood v/ithout the 
words in question.
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of ordination was issued "before the end of 1636 - mention is

MO.de of such in the Canons of that year - but the matter is
1 

doubtful.

Trotter was censured by the S^nod for receiving the 

w Order of a preaching Deacon" but nothing is said as to how 

that "order" was conferred, Probably however it would be

according to the Anglican rite. His ordination as a Deacon
2 

came immediately before that as a Presbyter,

Nothing is said either in the ordinal or elsewhere about 

the dress candidate for the ministry or episcopate were to 

wear but in a letter of date 1633 Charles ordered every

Bishop to wear "his whites" over a taffeta gown without
3 

sleeves (a chjmer) at the time of his consecration.

The Book of Ordination was dealt with by the General

Assembly of 1638 and like Lauds Liturgy and the Book of Canons
4 

was condemned by the unanimous vote of the members, Andrew
5 

Ramsay referring to it as a super si tlous book find Andrew
6 

Cant likening it to the "beast in the Revelation with which

none could buy or sell," Before its condemnation tfre ordinal

was "sighted" by a small committee of which Baillie Rutherford
7 

and Ramsay was members.

They seem to have drawn up a somewhat lengthy report 

regarding the Book but it has been lost, though the following 

decree of the Assembly is no doubt a summing of it, "That the 

book of consecration and ordination was framed by the Bishops
M* •• •• •» ••• •• •• *• ^* *• ^* •• ^* mm mm ** ** ^* ^m ^m ^* ^™ ^™ ** *™ ™* ^* *™ ^™ ** *" ** **™ ** ^* mm ** ** ^™ ™* *™ *"* ^** ^* ™* ™* ^™ *^ ™* ** ^"* ^™ *^ ** ^™ *™ ^* ** ** ** *• ^*

1. Grub (Ecclesiastical History II) 368 is quite certain that 
the Book was published as authorities he quotes from one of 
Baillies Letters and from one of Bishop Juxons, but these 
do not bear out his conclusion. Baillie merely mentions that 
in the New Service Book a Deacon was to present "the 
offertorie" while Juxon only refers to the Book of Common 
Prayer and the Book of Canons saying nothing whatever about 
a New Ordinal. The fact that the Ordinal is mentioned in the 
2nd Canon does not carry us very far for these canons also 
mention the Book of Common Prayer though it was not published 
until a considerable time afterwards,

2. Scott Fasti I. 359.
3. Earl of Stirling Register of Royal Letters 693.
4. Stevenson History 328.
5. Peterkin Records 153.
6. Ibid, 164. Rev XIII-17. The reading should be "without 

which none could buy or sell,"
7. Ibid 152.
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afrd introduced and practised without warrant of civil or 

ecclesiastical authority that it established offices in the 

Church of God which are not warranted by His V/ord, that it 

is repugnant to the discipline and constitutions of our 

Church a bar in the entry of worthy men to the ministry and

impeded the discharge of ministerial duties for which they also
»1 

rejected and condemned it*

-o-o-o-o-

1. Stevenson History 328. It is possible in "Offices in the 
Church of God which are not warranted by His Word1* the 
office of Preaching Deacon is included but it is more 
probable that the phrase refers to Bishops and Archbishops.
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ADMISSION OF ELDERS AND DEACONS.

-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-0-0-O-O-O-O-O-"

With regard to the Election of Elders and Deacons 

an interesting little order has been preserved. According 

to the Preface attached to it it was drawn up for the use of 

the "privy kirk of Edinburgh in the beginning when as yet

there was no public face of a kirk nor open assemblies but
1 

secret and privy conventions in houses*or in the fields."

It was first printed in'1569 but only one copy of that edition
2 

is known to exist.
3 

It was approved by the General Assembly of April 1582

as an order which might be used elsewhere. After the election 

of Elders and Deacons the names were read in the hearing of 

the congregation and objections called for. If none were 

offered, on the Sunday appointed for their admission the 

minister exhorted them to consider the dignity of the 

vocation to which they were called, the duty they owed to 

the people and the danger of being found negligent in their 

office, the people also being exhorted to do their duty

towards the office bearers. "Which being done this prayer shall
4 

be read» H The Prayer which follows is of no great length and

it concludes with the Lord 1 s Prayer. The "Rehearsal of the 

Belief" follows and then is sung "this portion of the 103rd 

Psalm verse 19. The Heavens high are made the seat." 

A short - very short - exhortation (admonition it is called)

1. Knox II. 151-4. The M.S. in which it was preserved dates 
cireji-1586.

2. Dickson and Edmond Annals of Scottish Printing 239.
3. Calderwood VII. 617. Sprott Book of Common Order (Church 

Service Society) 200 says it was not bound up with the 
Liturgy but it will be found in editions of 1571 and 1584.

4. There is no indication that this form of prayer might be 
departed from.
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1 
is then made to the elected and the service ends somewhat

strangely with a short prayer for the "Kings Majesty ... in 

his Young Age" for the Regent and such as assist him the 

concluding petition being "And either fruitfully convert

or suddenly confoutid the enemies of true religion and of
2 

this afflicted common wealth." How far this order was used

in other churches we have now no means of ascertaining but 

Gillespie writing some eighty years later states that after 

election elders "receive an authoritative or j^otestative 

mission origination or deputation of them into their

presbyterial functions together with public exhortation
3 

with them and prayer in all the church for them,"

At Elgin It seems to have been customary at one time

to have a fast in conn••tion with the election and
4 

receiving of Elders, Although Elders and Deacons were elected

annually there seems to have been the idea that once a man 

was an office-bearer he was always such, though he might cease 

from acting as such for a time. A paper of date 1597 states 

that they were elected ad vltam unless deprived for just causes, 

but that they could not leave their occupations to serve the

chuipch and so they were elected annually that one party might
»5 

relieve another"but all remain church officers It is doubtful

however whether such views were always acted &n. EXirlng the 

troubles in Edinburgh in 1619 the ministers brought in ex- 

office bearers to serve at the Communion Trat they are simply
6 

termed "Other honest men" Gillespie was of opinion that elders

should be elected for life and his words imply that he knew of
7 

cases where there were only chjqs^yvi for a season.
1. The admonition only amounts to about 60 or 70 words. It may 
howvere only be meant to give: the "heads" of the address.
2. The wording of the Prayer indicate that the order had been in 
some respects altered from its original form.
3. Assertion of the Government of the Church of Scotland 
(Presbyterian Armoury I) 38.
4. Records 11.67. The date is 1598.
5. This paper consists of answers given by brethren of the Synod 
of Fife to a series of questions proposed by the King. The 
particular question answered as above was "Why should not

P.T.O.
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NOTES: (Continued from Page

elders and deacons of ilk particular session be elected ad v'. 
vitatn of the other two acts of answers given by Galderwood 
one is similar to the above, the other takes it for granted 
that elders are not elected ad vitath. Galderwood V. 588.597 
601.

6. Calderwood VII - 359 - 361.

7. Assertion of the Government of the Church af Sc&tland 
(Presbyterian Armoury I) 68.

-o-o-o-owo-o-
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APPENDIX I*

Church Furniture. 

-o-o~o-o-o-o-o-o-o~

The only *•§ articles of church furniture mentioned

in the Book of Common order are the pulpit the Bason for
1 

Baptism and the Communion Table. Of the two latter we have

already written. The pulpit seems to have been awanting in 

some of the P re -Re format! on Churches for among the things

which are mentioned as being necessary in every church is a
3- 

pulpit. There is not much evidence as to what was the

form of the pulpit of Reformation days though in some cases 

the old stone pulpits remained for some time, A pulpit 

shown as John Knox's is tome seen in the National Museum 

Edinburgh. It is of somewhat rough workmanship being made 

of oak spans without any attempt at ornament. It is quite 

open consisting simply of a rail fixed on uprlgftt* A much 

finer pulpit is that which was placed In Parton Parish

Church in 1598 and which was removed to Edinburgh about
2 

the middle of last century. It is octagonal in shape, of

oak beautifully carved with a handsome back and canopy*

06 the latter is carved the text FEIR THE LORD AND HONOR 

HIS HOU3 with the date 1598 and the armorial bearings of 

Glendinning of Parton the patron of the Church. Neither

of these pulpits ha3'> anything in the way of a book board
i

probably because the Bible wckuld be placed on the Lettern or

or Reader's desk. A third pulpit said to belong to the
v _ >> _.......^^^.«.«~~-*»>«»»~'->->'»««»-««~«»««-'*»-*»»-»—~—>*«—-***<»^~-»-~—«•••-•»••«•»-•.

1. That is of Indoor furniture Churches were to be
furnished with Bells to call the people together.Khox II

252.

2. It is now in the National Museum.
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Reformation period is that preserved in St. Salvators College 

Chapel St. Andrews. It is specially interesting in that it 

has the fteaders desk affixed to it. In King's College Chapel 

Aberdeen may still be seen the Pre Heformation pulpit which 

was made forShMachar's Cathedral in the time of Bishop Stewart 

(1531-1545). Some "superstitious devices" had been carved

on it and these have been cut out, but traces of one - a
I 

crucifix ~ may still be observed* The pulpit which was

placed in Dunfermline Abbey in 1634 is now at Abbotsford*
It was also of carved oak with the text M WHO IS SUFFICIENT

2 
FOR THESE THINGS'* on the back.

In some parishes the "three decker11 pulpit was in use 

pointing to a threefold division of the service, prayers 

lessons and sermon* One is not surprised to find such a 

pulpit at Inverkeithney where it dates from the times of

Episcopacy but it is somewhat surprising to find one at
3 

farrow.

In the Session records we have numerous references to 

the covering of the pulpits and it is somewhat noteworthy 

that green cloth seems to have been the favoured colour for 

that purpose. In 1594 the Session of Glasgow got M cloth

of a green"colour to cover the pulpits in the High and
4 

Blackfriars Kirks. In Perth some twenty years later the

pulpit was covered with a "sad green cloth" that it might
5 

be like that in the Kirk of Edinburgh. One wonders why
6 

green should have been so popular. Can it be because it was

1. Turreff* St Machars Cathedral 21.-2.
2. Henderson Annals of IXm.fennline 300.
3. Transactions Scottish Ecclesiological Society 1.282. It is 

possible that the /arrow pulpit may have been imported from 
England*

4. Weems 13.
5. Records. Sopttiswood Miscellany 288.
6. The table, in Holyrood at the Coronation of King Charles 

on which the regalia and Great Seal were laid was covered 
with green velvet. Bute Scottish Coronations 78•
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the colour of the National badge - the thistle? In 1594 the

pulpit of the Chapel Royal was covered with cloth of gold at
1 

the baptism of Prince Henry. The Hourglass was usually

(though not always) attached to the pulpit though sometimes as
2 

at Sanquhar it was affixed to the Readers Desk. This latter
3 

seems always to have been near the pulpit. At Kingdom

in 1647 the Session "thought meet that a new pulpit should be 

made with a range of seats about it, and new lettern for the 

exercise higher and more commodious than this," It was from

the w Readers place" that Mr James Lawson addressed the
4 

congregation of St Giles on the return of John Durie.

The Bible appears to have been laid on the lettern
5 

and not in the pulpit. In the "Life of Robert Blair"

mention is made of his going to the "lettern" and taking
6 

the Bible,"

Another article of church furniture may be mentioned i.e, 

the penitent stool. In some churches this appears to have - 

been a "three decker" also for there are references to the 

"highest degree of the penitent stool" "the umest stool of 

repentance" and "the raidgree" thereof, while we also find

delinquents having to be admonished to ascend and descend
7 

modestly. In addition to the stool at Glasgow there was
* 

also the pillar forA distinction is made there between

those who had to appear on the one and those who had to

appear on the other, the "pillarites" being those guilty of
8 

the more heinous faults. Probably the pillar there served

the same purpose as the "highest degree" of the stool elsewhere.

1. Calderwood V. 343.
2. Slmpson History of Sanquhar. 73 -
3. Extracts 45,
4. Calderwood 8. 226,
£. The Common Bible which was to be in all churches was

probably meant for the use of any parishioner who cared 
to come and read it. Records Sjnod of Fife, 10,23 etc,

6. Life 159. See also Weems 60.
7. St Andrews Register 785, 426, 378, 441 etc.
8. Weems 24,
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Another article of church furniture was the "Poor Box" in 

which were placed from week to week the contributions of 

the faithful. In olden days Kirk Sessions had to be their 

own bankers and so the box was a necessity. Unfortunately- 

only a few survive , There is a beautifully carved specimen

in the possession of Monzie Kirk session.
/ -1 »
( It was thought by the late Dr. Cooper that the Darnley

o
Cenotaph depicted the Interior of a Scottish Church in the

decade following 1560* The picture shows an altar raised 

on three steps. It is vested on the front top and sides 

while at one end is depicted a "riddel" or hanging curtain, 

It is very questionable however whether this Is a Scottish 

Church. The picture was painted in Ldndon and probably 

represents some English Churchy

/
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APPENDIX. II.

ECCLESIASTICAL DRESS. 

-p-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

Neither in the Book of Common Order nott the Book of

Discipline is there any mention made of Ecclesiastical
1 

garments. Ito 1566 Knox at the request of the Assembly wr6te

to the Anglican ^ishops asking that the ^uritans who disliked 

•" "surplices corner cap and tippet" might "be tenderly dealt with* 

Khox refers to these articles of English ministerial dress 

as "Roman Rags" but while he asks that those who disliked

them should not be forced to wear them he does not attempt
to force 2
those who did wear them to lay them aside* Indeed he makes

the very sensible remark (which might well have been repeated 

many times since) that the matter was being agitated "with 

greater vehemence than well liketh us,"

Even at this time however the surplice had not entirely 

disappeared in Scotland for in 1574 the Header at Logierait

was charged with having conducted a funeral service "with
3 

the super cloth upon him in popish manner." About the same

time the Assembly began to be concerned about the apparel of 

the Ministry and passed an Act regulating the same but it 

refers more to outdoor than to indoor garments. The 

forbidding of "all using of plaids in the Kirk by readers or 

ministers namely in the time of their ministry and using of 

their office ^seems to point to the fact that some of those 

who officiated were not too particular as to how they appeared
••> ^B ^B ^B •• «• •• **J *• •* ^* •• *• ••* ^* ••) ^* ^* *• ** ™* ^* ^* ** ** ^* ^* ** ^** ** ** ^™ ^* ^* ** ^* ^* ^* •* ** ^* ** ** ** ™* ™* ^* ** "* *—) •* ** ** •• ** ** ^* *• ̂ * •* •* ••>

1. So says Calderwood but his name does not appear among
the signatories although those of the other five Johns do.

2. Calderwood II. 332.
3. Ibid. 303.
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1 
In the pulpit. Yet there were ministers who wore the gown.

James Melville speaking of John IXirle (the friend and 

companion of Khox) wwho for stoutness and zeal in the good 

cause" was much thought of ̂ mentions that he wore the gown in

church/ and took It off before proceeding to the fields for
2 

sport. In 1584 the Town Council of Edinburgh paid ten
3 

pounds for a gown for John Sanderson, then reader in St Giles.

In 1609 King James got Parliament to pass an act giving him
4 

power to regulate the dress of the clergy and the following

year he issued a proclamation by which ministers were ordered
» 

to wear black clothes "and in the pulpit black gowns, that
tf 

Bishops and Doctors of Divinity should wear black oassikins

(short cassocks) syde to their knee, black gowns above and
i;

a black cralp about their neck. The gowns of the Bishops were 

to have^ lumbard sleeves according to the form of England1*

and when first they appeared so dressed the people flocked
5 

together to behold them. This order of the King seems to

have been quite well received for at the meeting of the Synod 

of Fife the following year an act was passed by the Sjnod to

the effect that ministers were to attend the meeting of the
6 

court in their black gowns. It would be a mistake however

to associate the gown with the Prelatic party. The Yester
7 

portrait of Alexander Henderson shows him wearing a gown and

a painting of John 3ell who preached the opening sermon at

the opening of the Glasgow Assembly of 1638 shows him
8 

similar!ly attired. Mention Is made In the same year of a

number of Ministers wearing "black cloaks" gpfang to meet the
^M ^K ^m ^M ^M ^m ^m ^B ^» ^» ^* ^* "• •• •• ̂ * "• ^* ^* ^* ** ** ^* ** ™* *" "* ** ™* ^m ** ** ^* ** ^" ** ^* *^ •* ** •• "• *• •• ^m ^* •• ^* ^* •• ^* ^* •» •• •• ^B ^* ^» •• •• ^m ^m

1. B.U*K. I. 335.
2. Autobiography 32.
3. Cameren Lees St Giles 369.
4. Calderwood VII-40.
5. Ibid VII - 54-5.
6. Records (Abbotsford Club) 37.
7. Orr. Alexander Henderson. Churchman and Statesman 394.
8. Transactions Aberdeen Ecclesiological Society (1898)276.
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Lord High Commissioner and to this day in the South of 

Scotland the older people refer to a ministers gown as his 

cloak* Forbes of Corse was evidently referring to the 

practice of the churches of England and Scotland when he 

said that It made no difference whether a minister preached
*

In a gown or a surplice* Gillesple would not agree to 

such a doctrine "but while he would not have the surplice at

any price he thought the gown distinguished the Minister
»> 

quite as well. On the Tombstone of John Heriot (who was

a member of the Glasgow Assembly and so one of the 

Covenanters) Minister of Blantyre 1609-1662 it is said that 

he always behavedi

w ln holy order, doctrine sweet and souxt 
As did become his reverent gospel gown"

James Guthrie Minister of Stirling who was ordained in 1638

and executed in 1661 was in the habit of officiating in
1 

a gown.

At the funeral of King James In 1625 Spottiswood as 

Primate of Scotlahd refused to walk in the procession 

unless given the same precedence as the Archbishop of

Canterbury. This after some debate was allowed provided
feS

he would wear his Mwhite sleeves" A the Anglican Bishops did. 

He declined to do this however, saying that he would go 

"attired affording to the form observed In his own country 

and that he should never In his person do that scandal to 

the church of Scotland as to aasurae their (the English) 

apparelling and forego his own, H As the authorities would 

1. Wodrow Analecta I. 106,
0
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1 
not consent he refused to go at all* Even at the

Coronation of King Charles in 1633 while the officiating

Bishops wore purple oassocks under white rochets, and copes of
2 

cloth of gold^the others were attired in black gowns, Among

the latter was the Archbishop of Glasgow who is said to have

been pushed aaiaQ by Laud because he was not attired In his 

rocket,

Two years before the date of the Coronation the King 

had given orders that the surplice should be used in 

Cathedrals but the order cannoHr have been carried into effect 

for when the King went to worship in St Giles on the Sunday 

after his Coronation Row states that the people marvelled 

because the service was performed by two English chaplains

clad in surplices, while. the Bishfep of Moray preached in
4 ' 

similar attire* Some months later Charles wrote the Deafc

of the Chapel Royal ordering him to wear "his whites" at

service on "Sundays and such holidays as that church observes«
5 

and also whenever he preached.

In 1633 after his return to England the King appears 

to have again set himself to regulate the dress of the clergy 

Tor he sent down a letter to ii»otland in the October of that 

year ordering the ministers to wear the surplices when reading

the prayers, administering the sacraments and burying the
6 

dead. When preaching they were to wear a black gown* So

far as the first part of this order was concerned It seems to 

have been a dead letter probably because Spottiswood and the 

other Bishops "were moderate and dealt with the king for

J__ __ ._ ._ — __ _ _ _ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ̂  ̂  ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ̂ ^ ^^ ^^ 

A . _ e--_ ._.„ __~__ _
2. Bute Scottish Coronations 84-91. ^"he Choir also wore 

black gowns.
3. Ounningjiam Church History I. 497.
4. Row I. 363.
5. Stevenson History 144.
6. Probably Charles did not know that burial services W*T«. 

non existent in Scotland. ftt«*^G* <* fay+( &ta** 69$.
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Moderation and did strive to keep off innovations such as
1 

surplioe liturgy etc"

At the same time His Majesty ordered the Bishops to 

wear a taffeta gown without sleeves over "their whites" at 

their consecration, while to wear a "rocket and sleeves" in 

church and at meetings of the Privy Council, Doctors of 

Divinity were to wear the tippet while in Cathedrals and the 

Chapel Royal all the officiating ministers at Holy Communion 

were to wear copes* At ordinary times Bishops were to

wear gowns with "standing caps" such as they wore on the
2 

occasion of the king 1 a visit.

Lauds Liturgy it may be noted says nothing whatever
thut 

about ecclesiastical garments at all but direeteAmlnisters
anre 

should "use such ornaments 4n the chufrch as 4 prescribed
A

or shall be by His Majesty or His Successors according to

the Act of Parliament provided in that behalf*"The Act of
3 

Parliament referred to is one passed in 1633 at the request

of the King giving him power to regulate the apparel of the 

clergy as well as that of judges and magistrates. There seems 

to have been great fear that the king would use his power

to bring back sacredotal vestments and considerable objection
4 

was made to the passing of the Act.

Mention may «lso be made of the bands which are still 

worn by Presbyetrian Ministers. These are thougiht by some 

to be survivals of the monastic dress of the Middle Ages and 

they are still worn by members of some of the brotherhoods of

the Roman Church, In Sanquhar Parish Church there Is an
———— »..•.•—«••.—•—•• — — ••—-•••••———•••••-—-••-•-•••••••-—•••••-••—•••••••-•••••.«•-«••.•.....•.•..»»..» — .
1. Life of Robert Blair, 137.
2. Earl of Stirling Register of Royal Letters 693.
3. Acts of Parliament V. 21.
4. Stevenson History 133.
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effigy of a priest In full canonicals showing a pair of bands 

differing "but little from the se In use at the present day. 

Others regard them as being survivals of the large collars 

worn In the 16th and 17th Centuries by ecclesiastics. 

Portraits of Cardinal Beaton Samuel Rutherford Archbishop 

Sharp, James Guthrle, Robert McWard to mention only a few 

show collars with wide ends which resemble . the bands now In 

use.

We may refer also to the gloves which up to a 

comparatively recent time were used by most Ministers of the 

church during Divine Service. ?hey were survivals of part 

of the Bishops* dress of Mediaeval times and typified in the 

prelates case the concealment of good works. When read 

sermons came Into vogue it became necessary to cut out part 

of the fingers In order that the preacher might turn the 

pages more easily. Latterly they were only used during the 

earlier part of the service being removed before the sermon 

was begun. The writer has seen them used by two different 

ministers within the last fifteen years. It is somewhat 

remarkable that a church so long valiant for primitive 

simplicity should have tolerated a custom so purely Roman 

and without the slightest vestige of Warrant in Holy Scripture.

-o-o-o-o—
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APPENDIX. III.

VERSION OF THE SCRIPTURES, 
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-

In the early part of the period under discussion the 

version of the scriptures used seems to have been chiefly 

that of Geneva, (Each church was expected to have a "Bible

in English, but nothing is said as to the version to be used
1 

in the Book of Discipline.) This version was published

in the City of Calvin in 1560 by a little band of English 

Exiles with whom Knox was associated and it* speedily 

became a favourite version both in Scotland and in 

England. (This was In part due to its size which was quarto 

while the "Great Bible "was folio). The translation was 

more exact than any of the English versions which preceded 

while the translators seemed to have spared no pains to get 

as correct a text as possible. It had a number of marginal 

notes which doubtless tended to make It popular, these notes 

having as was natural in the circumstances a strongly anti- 

papal tendency, "it quickly established its place as the
2 

household copy of the scriptures amongst Bible Students•"

"The Coppie of the Reasoning betwixt the Abbot of Crossraguel
3 

and John Knox In Mayboill" published In 1563 contains a
4 

text from this version on the title page although the

scripture passages In that work are more often paraphrases

than direct quotations. The only sermon of Knox which has
5 

come down to our time Is also based on the Geneva version

of Isaiah XXVI- 13-21. In the sermons of Robert Bruce 

1. Knox II* 240.
2. Milllgan* The English Bible 85.
3. Knox VI - 168.
4. Revelation XXII - 18. 

. Knox VI - 221-273.
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published in 1591 as well as of Rollock published some eight 
years later it will be found that the scripture quotations are 

usually taken from this version though in some oases there are 
slight alterations to suit the Scottish idiom.

The Geneva version was the first indeed the only version 

of the Bible printed in full in Scotland up to the frear 1633 

when a copy of the Authorised version was produced by Robert 
Young. In January 1567-8 Lekprevik was appoinjped Kings 

Printer for Scotland and three months afterwards received a 

special license from the Regent to print "all and haill ane 
Buke callit the Ingliss Bybill imprentit of before at Geneva." 

For some reason he never undertook the work probably because 

of lack of appliances though probably the church would have 
helped him in this matter as it did in that of the Psalm 
book. Some seven years later the project of printing the 
Bible in Scotland was revived by Alexander Arbuthnet who 
presented to the General Assembly certain articles for the 

printing of the English Bible by himself, and Thomas 

Bassandyne. The Assembly were asked to purchase copies 

and to induce as many others as possible to do the same, 

advancing voluntarily the priae "whole or half at the 

least in part of payment and the rest at the receipt of their 
books." Further, the kirk was to undertake to provide an

"authentic copy" and to appoint some of the brethren to
2 

oversee the wprk. The Assembly entered into the matter

with heartiness and bound themselves as strictly as the 

printers desired. The Bible took longer to print than was

1. Young was a Lender rrinter but Edinburgh is the place 
mentioned on the Title page. Lee Additional Memorial 
74-5«Hart published the New Testament (King Jamws Version) 
in 1628.

2. "B.IT.K. 328.
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anticipated for in 1575 we find Arbuthnet supplicating the 

Assembly that they should help him to get in the subscriptions 

which had been promised. The following year the Hew

Testament was published but It was not until 1579 that the
2 

whole Bible made Its appearance.

An Epistle Dedicatory was prefixed to this edition of 

the Bible by the General Assembly. It is dated 10th July

1579 and had been revised by the Moderator and his assessors.
3 

Shortly afterwards the Privy Council Issued a warrant that

all householders should have Bibles. The Town of Edinburgh 

followed up this by passing an Act requiring all "substantious 

householders to have ane Bible in<~. their houses" and a

month later they ordered all persons who did not comply to
4 

be brought before the Bailie of their quarter.

At the Assembly held at Burnt^JLsland in 1601 reference 

was made to etnndry errors in the "vulgar translation of 

the Bible" and it was resolved that the Brethren who had

the greatest skill in the original tongues should set
5 

themselves to the task of ametoding what was wrong. They

were to report to the next Assembly but the matter seems to 

have been lost sight of as there Is no further reference to It, 

although at the assembly of 1602 Presbyteries were enformed 

to see that every pastor had Tremelliua Translation of the

Old Testament and Be^teT'of the New, with the vulgar English
6 

translation.

Notwithstanding the production of the Authorised version 

the Genevan continued to hold Its own for many years. New

Editions were issued from time to time and in April 1611
7 

the Synod of Fife in ordering that in each kirk there should

3.. By this time Bassandyne was dead. His name is on the 
title page of the New Testament, Arbuthnets on that of 
the whole Bible.

$. Privy Council Records III.266.
.4. M.S. Re cords quoted Annals of Scottish ^rlnting 315-6. 
.5.Calderwood VI - 124. 
.6* Ibid 171. 
.7. Records (Abbotsford Club) 10

1. Annuals of Scottish Printing 282.
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"ane common Bible" concluded that every minister should 

urge his parishioners to buy w ane of the Bibles lately 

published by Andro HartH . Harts edition of 1610 had a 

revised version of the Geneva text of the New Testament* This 

had been made by one Lawrence Torason in 1576. The influence 

of Beza is strongly marked in this version and after 1587

Tomson's Testament generally took the place of that issued
1 

in 1560. Henderson took his text from the Geneva Bible
2 

when preaching at the opening of the Assembly of 1639 and

quotations fro* it will actually be found embedded in the
3 

Westminster Confession of Faith. It must not be thought

however that its use was confined to the Puritan Party 

for throughout the whole of Bishop Cowpers works scripture

quotations are made from the "Breeches Bible" as it is
4 

sometimes called* On the other hand one is somewhat

surprised to find that Gillespie in his "English Popish 

Ceremonies" "Assertion of the Government of the Church of 

Scotland" and other works quoted regularly from the 

Authorised version. The scripture quotations in Johnston of

Wariston ! s Diary are also from this version and if Johnston 
quotes correctly then the ministers whose services he 

attended must have used no other version than that of King 

James. It was not however until 1633 that this version was

printed In Scotland when it was published by Young of
5 

Edinburgh, Archbishop Spottiswood writing a prefatory note

to it. The Canons of 1636 ordered that in every church 

there should be a Bible of the largest volume, this Bible to

1. Milligan English Bible 87.
2. Peterkin Records 239.
3. e.g., Chap.I. Par.8. The word of God dwelling plentifully, 

in all wisdom. King James version "rlonly.
4. Prom the translation of Genesis III.7.
5. Lee doubts whether this was printed in Edinburgh although 

the name of that city is on the title page* Young was a 
London printer. Additional ^emorial 74-5.
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be of the Translation of King tfames. So far as the writer has 

been able to ascertain this injunction is the only 

justification for applying the title "AUTHORISED" - so far as 

Scotland is concerned ~ to the version in question as this 

is certainly the only time it was "appointed to be read in 

Churches" in the Northern Kingdom, The Scrpture passages in 

Laud's Liturgy are also taken from "King James his version," 

The Westminster Confession does not authorise any particular 

version while the Directory for public worship states that
•

the scriptures were to be "read in the vulgar tongue out of
1. 

the best allowed translation,"

1, Up to the rre«de of the 18th Century the Pulpit Bible in 
the Parish of Crail was a ^eneva Copy, <** "

x^"-***^*—, /


